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ABSTRACT 
 
 
The present thesis is concerned with the interplay of pragmatic inference, face and emotion. 
Pragmatic inference refers to inferences that hearers or observers make when attempting to arrive 
at speaker meaning, a process during which they presumably operate according to the Maxims 
postulated by Grice (1975). The empirical phenomena that this thesis takes as a starting point are 
mock impoliteness, banter and teasing. The literature reveals a rather complicated picture of 
what speakers intend and how hearers respond when engaging in these types of acts. Sometimes, 
people seem to achieve solidarity effects without using strong contextual cues (such as flouting 
the Maxim of Quality) and other times they have hard time comprehending remarks even when 
contextual cues are very salient (such as when the Maxim of Quality is flouted). This thesis 
attempts to provide some answers to this communicative paradox. In doing that, it considers two 
additional important parameters: impolite forms and perspective taking. Four experiments were 
conducted in order to investigate the effect of these factors.  
Experiment 1 showed that when the Maxim of Quality is flouted, this, in combination 
with remarks considered obviously (or less obviously) impolite, leads to solidarity inferences. 
However, obviously impolite remarks are not necessarily taken to generate more impoliteness 
effects in context than remarks that do not express impolite meanings. Experiment 2 examined 
the interaction between the Maxim of Quality and face concerns. Results showed that both 
factors, the Maxim of Quality and face concerns, contributed to the generation of solidarity 
inferences. Experiment 3 investigated the interaction between the Maxim of Quality and the 
speaker’s emotional state. Results showed that flouting the Maxim of Quality contributed the 
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most to the derivation of solidarity inferences. The recognition of the speaker’s emotional state 
plays a significant role in inferring the speaker’s friendly or hostile attitude towards the hearer 
but plays a less important role in other dimensions of speaker meaning. Experiment 4 examined 
the Maxim of Quality and the role of perspective. Results revealed that, as in the previous 
experiments, flouting the Maxim of Quality results in solidarity inferences. However, under the 
perspective of the hearer as opposed to the perspective of the speaker, things look grimmer. 
In conclusion, the results of these four experiments combined suggest that a) inferences 
derived from flouting the Maxim of Quality are very robust, but also that face and emotion 
constitute sources of information which interlocutors take into account to draw solidarity 
inferences, and b) hearers tend to construe speaker meaning in a less affiliative manner than 
speakers think. These results have important implications for pragmatic theory and open the way 
for a more thorough investigation of affective factors in pragmatics and communication. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction  
 
Outline 
1.1 The issue: Gricean Maxims, face and emotion 
1.2 Mock impoliteness, banter and teasing: a test-bed for pragmatic theory 
1.3 Main goals of the present thesis 
1.4 Summary of the chapters 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1.1 The issue: Gricean Maxims, face and emotion 
The present thesis is concerned with the interplay of pragmatic inference, face and emotion. 
Pragmatic inference refers to inferences that hearers or observers make when attempting to arrive 
at speaker meaning, a process during which they presumably operate according to the Maxims 
postulated by Grice (1969, 1975, 1989). In the present investigation, the Maxim of Quality and 
its flouting are examined. The Maxim of Quality refers to the expectation that speakers are gen-
erally being truthful (Grice 1989: 27)
1
. To the extent that they obviously depart from this Maxim 
(i.e. they ‘flout’ it), there is a possibility that the hearer will make the assumption that the speaker 
is licensing an implicature, given that she abides by the Cooperative Principle (CP). Although 
several scholars initially subscribed to the Cooperative Principle and the Maxims as the primary 
mechanisms by which implicatures are generated, a debate emerged in the 1970s about why 
speakers depart from the Gricean Maxims so often in the first place. Most notably, Lakoff 
                                                          
1
 More specifically, “[u]nder the category of Quality falls a supermaxim –‘Try to make your contribution one that is 
true’– and two more specific maxims: 1. Do not say what you believe to be false, [and] 2. Do not say that for which 
you lack adequate evidence.” (Grice 1989: 27)  
A model of impoliteness needs to link, minimally, 
language, situations, judgements of impoliteness 
and the specific emotions associated with impolite-
ness. Appraisal, that is, interpretation, is crucial: 
how else will banter be recognised as banter? 
(Culpeper 2011: 57) 
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(1973), Brown & Levinson (1978/1987; henceforth B&L) and Leech (1983) argued that what is 
missing is a more fundamental explanation of what motivates the deviation from the Maxims. 
More or less, the models that these researchers proposed in the 1970s and 1980s offered a social 
explanation, which in the case of Lakoff (1973) came in the form of politeness rules, in the case 
of B&L came in the form of face, and in the case of Leech (1983) came in the form of a Polite-
ness Principle (PP), which supplements and motivates Grice’s Cooperative Principle. Broadly 
conceived, all of these concepts refer to concerns that arise when one engages in social behavior, 
i.e. in behavior that involves interaction with an Other.  
Experimental studies (e.g. Holtgraves 1998, Bonnefon, Feeney & Villejoubert 2009) have 
provided convincing evidence that face, conceived as the public self-image that all humans pro-
ject in interaction, is taken into account when interpreting linguistic behavior and ultimately mo-
tivates the deviation from the Maxims. However, this presupposes that the departure from the 
Maxims is already there and that what is needed is a motivating force behind it. Further, models 
like B&L account mainly for indirect speech (usually in the form of deviations from the Maxims 
of Relation and Quantity), by which speakers attempt to minimize the threat to their interlocu-
tor’s face. However, is there a possibility that interlocutors draw inferences even when the Max-
im of Quality is not flouted because they rely more heavily on other sources of information? And 
vice versa, is there a possibility that interlocutors disregard flouts of the Maxim of Quality be-
cause these are overridden by other sources of information? As I will show in Chapter 2, the lit-
erature has provided examples of linguistic behavior in which, despite no obvious deviation from 
the Gricean Maxim of Quality, there is still a possibility that interlocutors can draw inferences 
based on other sources of information such as face and emotion. Or, vice versa, they may disre-
gard flouts of the Maxim of Quality because other sources of information take precedence. This 
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is the novel possibility that the present thesis sets out to explore experimentally, and in this re-
spect, face and emotion, instead of being seen as motivating departures from the Maxims, repre-
sent separate sources of information taken into account during the interpretation process in their 
own right. This proposal builds on critiques of face and on the inherent ability of humans to at-
tribute emotions to others (Davis 1994, Hoffman 1981, Preston & de Waal 2002).  
One of the critiques that have been directed at B&L’s concept of face has come from 
Spencer-Oatey (2005, 2009), who has argued that B&L’s concept of face is static in that it does 
not take into account the fact that face concerns can be relativized to the varying importance in-
dividuals attach to aspects of their self (see Chapter 3, Sections 3.3 and 3.4). Spencer-Oatey 
(2005, 2007) introduced the concept of identity face, which refers to aspects of the self such as 
physical features or abilities among others, some of which are more important to the self than 
others. If these self-aspect sensitivities are challenged in interaction, people may perceive a 
threat to their face. Spencer-Oatey’s argument about the relativity of face concerns, however, has 
consequences for how speakers construct their utterances and how hearers interpret them. Fur-
thermore, one of the recent suggestions coming from research on im/politeness (Spencer-Oatey 
2005, 2011, Culpeper 2011, Işik-Güler & Ruhi 2010, Terkourafi 2007, 2015) is that we pay more 
attention to the relation between face and emotional reaction. The implication is that emotional 
reactions resulting from challenges to face might provide a criterion by which the effects of face 
enhancement/threat –and ultimately face itself– can be assessed and psychologically grounded.  
Although face has been explicitly proposed as a factor that mediates speaker meaning 
(speakers plan their utterances based on face concerns and hearers interpret them based also on 
face concerns), a much less discussed factor is the speaker’s emotional state and the question 
about whether appraisal of the speaker’s emotional state by the hearer contributes to arriving at 
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speaker meaning (see Chapter 3, Sections 3.6 and 3.7). Given humans’ inherent tendency and 
universal ability to detect and infer emotional states (Davis 1994, Hoffman 1981, Preston & de 
Waal 2002) on the basis of a variety of sources (language, tone of voice, facial expressions, and 
gestures; see Ekman 1971, Baron-Cohen et al. 1997, Bachorowski 1999, Pell & Kotz 2011, Cas-
tellano et al. 2007), taking into account these sources of information may well constrain the ways 
in which we interpret what others mean. Just to give one example, take the utterance “Is that 
your car?” uttered in a happy tone of voice vs. an angry tone of voice pointing at a car parked by 
the side of the street, and now consider how this may affect what the listener takes to be the 
speaker’s intended meaning.  
To summarize, one proposal about how one arrives at speaker meaning is that this is done 
by taking into account only the Gricean Maxims and deviations from them. However, this pro-
posal did not provide a motivated explanation for why interlocutors depart from the Maxims in 
the first place. Lakoff (1973), B&L and Leech (1983) explained deviations as motivated by the 
social concerns one shows when interacting with others (face and politeness). Nevertheless, this 
explanation leaves unexplored several other possibilities. In this thesis, I take up two of these: a) 
do interlocutors also rely independently on other sources of information such as face and emo-
tion in drawing inferences about speaker meaning, even when no obvious deviation from the 
Maxim of Quality occurs?, and b) do they disregard flouting the Maxim of Quality to the extent 
that it is overridden by other sources of information? 
 
1.2 Banter, mock impoliteness and teasing: a test-bed for pragmatic theory 
A suitable test-bed to investigate the validity of these last two possibilities is a host of related 
communicative phenomena such as banter, mock impoliteness and teasing. Although differences 
among these phenomena will be uncovered and discussed in Chapter 2, for the most part these 
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consist of playful linguistic behaviors that provoke the hearer but are (usually) intended as affil-
iative acts. One of the basic problems in analyzing these phenomena is whether an affiliative ef-
fect can still be achieved without postulating a flouting of the Maxim of Quality. For example, 
Leech (1983: 144) has argued that, in order to show solidarity with the hearer, speakers must say 
something obviously untrue and obviously impolite (Banter Principle). On the other hand, rea-
nalysis of examples from the literature (Culpeper 1996, Culpeper 2011, Bernal 2008, Haugh 
2010, Haugh & Bousfield 2012) suggests that we may not necessarily need the flouting of the 
Maxim of Quality to produce an affiliative effect. People may be relatively truthful when saying 
something impolite and nevertheless achieve positive interpersonal effects. However, the condi-
tions that should be met in order to produce positive interpersonal effects even when the Maxim 
of Quality is not flouted have not been explicitly specified. This discussion assumes already that 
affiliative effects are both intended and generated.  
Still, this might not be the whole picture, as the literature shows that in the case of these 
acts, first, there may be ambivalent goals on the speaker’s part, and second, that, regardless of 
the speaker’s benign intent, an affiliative effect is not guaranteed as targets may take offence. 
More specifically, the literature points to the difficulties that people have in interpreting these 
types of communicative acts: evidence from social psychology (Alberts 1992, Alberts et al. 1996 
Young & Bippus 2001), pragmatics (Drew 1987), studies on the comprehension of banter (or 
“ironic compliments”) by children (e.g. Pexman & Glenwright 2007), and processing studies on 
the comprehension of banter by adults (Gibbs 1986, Schwoebel et al. 2000, Kreuz & Link 2002) 
suggest that these types of communicative acts –even when flouting the Maxim of Quality is 
heavily involved– are not very easy to grasp, and oftentimes result in negative emotional reac-
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tions, especially when one is the target of these remarks. In pragmatic theoretical terms then, this 
means that, even when Quality is flouted, solidarity inferences are not guaranteed.  
If interlocutors achieve solidarity without flouting the Maxim of Quality in some cases 
and, at the same time, in other cases solidarity is not achieved despite the flouting of Quality, the 
question is: Are there other sources of information that interlocutors may rely on in inferring sol-
idarity irrespective of (flouts of) the Maxim of Quality? Specifically, is it possible that interlocu-
tors may rely more heavily on face and emotion such that the latter end up overriding this Max-
im? Is it also possible that concerns about face and emotion are realized differently for speakers 
as opposed to listeners?   
One proposal that has attempted to reconcile these prima facie contradictory findings is 
that these communicative ‘gaps’ are due to the discrepancies that perspective (being the speaker 
vs. being the hearer) generates: Although the speaker may have an affiliative goal by uttering a 
seemingly rude remark, and she may think that her intent is salient enough, there is no guarantee 
that the hearer will share this assumption, because the hearer tends to read the worst in others’ 
remarks (Leary 2000: 345).  
 
1.3 Main goals of the present thesis 
The present thesis aims to investigate whether positive interpersonal effects can be achieved 
without a flouting of the Maxim of Quality by examining the contribution of two other important 
parameters: face concerns and emotional states. Drawing broadly on arguments made in impo-
liteness research (e.g. Culpeper 2011), I put forward the hypothesis that lack of face concerns 
and the speaker’s positive emotional state can override the Maxim of Quality and lead to the 
generation of positive inferences.  
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The second main goal is to examine whether one’s perspective (being the speaker vs. the 
hearer) has consequences for the way speaker meaning is construed in complex communicative 
acts like banter, mock impoliteness and teasing. Is it possible that the speaker’s affiliative goals 
look less affiliative in the eyes of the hearer?   
 
1.4 Summary of the chapters 
This thesis is structured as follows. Following this introduction, in Chapter 2, I review literature 
on banter, mock impoliteness and teasing. This literature suggests that banter, mock impoliteness 
and teasing are complex communicative acts that may have affiliative or disaffiliative effects. 
This discrepancy presents a problem for pragmatic theory and for theories of communication in 
general. In this literature, it is also suggested that for a full appreciation of these types of com-
municative acts, it might be necessary to go beyond the Gricean intention, and to take into ac-
count other factors such as detection of attitudes.  
In Chapter 3, the notions of face, interactional principles and emotion, and their relation 
are discussed. Review of the relevant literature suggests that there is an intricate relationship be-
tween face/interactional principles and emotional reactions, especially when these emotional re-
actions are conceived within the context of research on social and moral emotions, and their 
functional importance for our social well-being. Problems with the notion of face are also dis-
cussed. In the second part of the chapter, I review some evidence that suggests that emotion is 
not only a consequence of utterance interpretation but also a trigger for pragmatic inference and 
may play a role in arriving at speaker meaning.  
In Chapter 4, I present my Research Questions and lay out my experimental methodolo-
gy. The vignette technique and its use in experimental pragmatics are briefly presented. The in-
dependent variables (manipulations) and the dependent variables for each experiment are de-
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scribed. Lastly, I report on a norming task whose goal is to examine two types of remarks used 
across experiments, and assess their impoliteness meanings.  
In Chapter 5, Experiments 1 and 2 are presented. The first issue examined is whether we 
need the Maxim of Quality in combination with obviously impolite remarks to produce infer-
ences of solidarity, and whether identity face sensitivities (or, more precisely, lack thereof) can 
supersede inferences made when adhering to the Maxim of Quality (Experiments 1 and 2). The 
second issue is whether remarks expressing impolite meanings differ from remarks that do not 
express impolite meanings in the production of impoliteness effects when embedded in context 
(Experiment 1). The third issue is the relation between identity face and emotion, and whether 
identity face enhancement or threat consistently results in the attribution of emotional states (Ex-
periment 2).  
In Chapter 6, Experiment 3 is presented. The issue that this experiment investigates is 
whether appraising the speaker’s emotional state as positive or negative can guide the inferential 
process by which speaker meaning is arrived at. The question that Experiment 3 attempts to an-
swer is: Does the generation of solidarity inferences rely on the criterion of Truthfulness (Leech 
1983), on the speaker’s emotional state or both?  
In Chapter 7, Experiment 4 is reported. Experiment 4 examines whether being the speak-
er who utters a teasing remark makes a difference in the way speaker meaning is construed as 
compared to being the hearer who is the recipient of the remark. The second issue examined is 
whether the observer’s experience as was implemented in Experiments 1-3 (Chapters 5 and 6) 
generalizes to the hearer’s experience or the speaker’s experience.  
In Chapter 8, I offer the conclusions from the current investigation and discuss its limita-
tions. Finally, I offer directions for future research. Briefly stated, the results of these four exper-
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iments combined suggest that a) inferences derived from flouting the Maxim of Quality are very 
robust, but also that face and emotion constitute sources of information which interlocutors take 
into account to make solidarity inferences (although these sources do not completely override the 
Maxim of Quality), and b) hearers tend to construe speaker meaning in a less affiliative manner 
than speakers think. 
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Chapter 2: Mock impoliteness and pragmatic theory 
 
Outline 
2.1 Preliminaries: Impoliteness 
2.2 Mock impoliteness, banter, teasing and pragmatic theory 
2.3 Interim summary 
2.4 Research on mock impoliteness as a variety of irony  
2.5 The role of perspective in teasing interactions 
2.6 The role of intentions: Gricean intention 
2.7 Summary 
 
 
In this chapter, I review literature related to banter, mock impoliteness and teasing. This litera-
ture suggests that these are complex communicative acts that may have affiliative or disaffilia-
tive effects. In what follows, first, I will define impoliteness. Second, I will define and compare 
banter, mock impoliteness and teasing, and discuss them in pragmatic theoretic terms. Then I 
will review some evidence from social psychological research on teasing, and from experimental 
research on mock impoliteness as a variety of irony. Following that, I discuss the role of perspec-
tive in teasing interactions. In the last section, I will discuss the role of Gricean intention.  
 
2.1 Preliminaries: Impoliteness 
Before I discuss mock impoliteness, I will briefly define impoliteness. Until recently impolite-
ness was considered the “parasite of politeness” (Culpeper, 1996: 355) in that models developed 
to account for polite behaviors rested on the assumption that harmonious and cooperative behav-
ior underlies human interactions. Essentially, impoliteness was seen as a failure in abiding by the 
proper strategies that would minimize face-threat. In the last ten years though, researchers (e.g. 
Bousfield 2008; Culpeper 2011) have been increasingly viewing impoliteness in its own right 
and not merely as a deviant behavior.  
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The classic politeness models, B&L and Leech (1983), put forward the idea that the Co-
operative Principle and accompanying maxims postulated by Grice (1989) did not adequately 
explain why people are sometimes so indirect, and that other reasons such as minimizing threats 
to somebody’s face might underlie verbal behavior that does not follow the Gricean maxims. 
Under this view, impolite behavior was considered as lacking the mitigating devices that would 
minimize face threat. In fact, it was perceived as “either some kind of pragmatic failure, a conse-
quence of not doing something or merely anomalous behavior” (Culpeper 2011: 6; see also Eelen 
2001). 
However, a number of researchers have recognized impoliteness as being strategic and 
sophisticated (Beebe 1995, Kasper 1990, Kienpointner 1997) and a commonplace behavior in a 
variety of discourses as in army training (Culpeper 1996), courtroom interactions (Lakoff 1989) 
or conflicts between political leaders (Harris 2001). Although the first systematic approaches to 
impoliteness such as Culpeper’s (1996) and Lachenicht’s (1980) mirrored B&L’s (1978/1987) 
model in that they applied the analytical tools devised for politeness on impoliteness, more re-
cent accounts (Culpeper 2011) have moved away from strategies and emphasize the idea that 
impoliteness is an evaluative judgment that emerges when (non)verbal behaviors go against a 
system of expectations and beliefs about social organization (see Culpeper 2011, Spencer-Oatey 
2005). Here I adopt Culpeper’s (2011) definition, according to which impoliteness refers to: 
 
“a negative attitude towards specific behaviors occurring in specific contexts. It is 
sustained by expectations, desires and/or beliefs about social organization, includ-
ing in particular how one person’s or a group’s identities are mediated by others 
in interaction. Situated behaviors are viewed negatively –considered ‘impolite’– 
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when they conflict with how one expects them to be, how one wants them to be 
and/or how one thinks they ought to be.” (Culpeper 2011: 23). 
 
This definition can help us frame the issue of mock impoliteness, to which I turn next. 
2.2 Mock impoliteness, banter, teasing and pragmatic theory 
2.2.1 Mock impoliteness, banter and pragmatic theory 
Mock impoliteness refers to communicative situations where the speaker uses superficially in-
sulting utterances in a way that there is an understanding on the part of the participants that “the 
contextual conditions that sustain genuine impoliteness do not apply” (Culpeper 2011: 208). In 
theory, this way of capturing mock impoliteness is broad enough to include a number of closely 
related communicative phenomena without making strong assumptions about the mechanisms by 
which they can be produced. These phenomena include banter, the very closely related ironic 
compliments (a less typical variety of irony; see Section 2.4), and teasing. In what follows, I will 
discuss each of them starting with banter.   
Leech (1983) argued that besides the Cooperative Principle (CP), there is a need for a Po-
liteness Principle (PP) that accounts for why people deviate in the first place from the Gricean 
maxims. Leech (1983) also considers two other principles: the Irony Principle, that “enables a 
speaker to be impolite while seeming to be polite” (1983: 142), and its mirror image, the Banter 
Principle, that “is an offensive way of being friendly” (1983: 144). Both of these principles are 
considered by Leech to be second-order principles in that they achieve their effect by going 
counter to the expectations raised by ‘lower-order’ principles such as the CP and PP, essentially 
‘pre-supposing’ or ‘exploiting’ these first-order principles. 
In Banter, speakers intending to show solidarity with the hearer can be obviously impo-
lite, but this impoliteness is not intended to cause offense and –usually– is not understood by the 
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hearer as such. In contrast, the Irony Principle relies on the hearer’s recognition that the speaker 
is being impolite. The Banter Principle states:   
 
In order to show solidarity with [the] h[earer], say something which is (i) obvious-
ly untrue, and (ii) obviously impolite to h. (Leech, 1983: 144) 
 
Thus, the hearer is expected to reason as follows: “What [the] s[peaker] says is impolite to h and 
is clearly untrue. Therefore what s really means is polite to h and true.” (1983: 144) 
When, for example, on seeing a friend approach, someone says “Here comes trouble”, the 
speaker is saying something that is obviously untrue and also obviously impolite. In this way, the 
speaker invites the hearer to infer solidarity. Essential to Leech’s definition of Banter is the no-
tion of truthfulness (or in Gricean terms, the Maxim of Quality), i.e. how the (evaluative) charac-
terization of the addressee does not correspond to a perceived state of affairs. In the example 
above (originally taken from Leech 1983: 144), ‘trouble’ is (supposed to be) obviously untrue as 
the speaker should hold a belief that the hearer (or the referent in this example, to be more pre-
cise), a close friend, is no trouble at all and supposedly this belief is also held by the addressee, 
thus the (evaluative) characterization made by the speaker does not correspond to a belief shared 
by the interlocutors and is, in this sense, obviously untrue. Or consider the following example 
(from Gibbs 2000: 17): Somebody says to her friend, who has just solved a difficult mathemati-
cal problem: “Dumb bitch”. In this example, it is even clearer that what is said is obviously im-
polite and very obviously untrue, and thus the speaker implicates the opposite of what is said.  
Along similar lines, Culpeper (1996) argues that mock impoliteness is “impoliteness that 
remains on the surface” (1996: 352). He gives the following personal example: A guest shows up 
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late for a dinner party and after explaining to the host that he mistook 17:00 for 7pm, the host 
and close friend of the guest replies: “You silly bugger” (Culpeper 1996: 352). In this case, the 
host did not mean to offend his guest, and the guest did not take offence. The host used a remark 
that is obviously untrue (regardless of whether this represents the literal or the metaphorical 
meaning of the word bugger
1
) and also obviously impolite (it expresses an impolite meaning). 
Nevertheless, an issue with this explanation is which part of the phrase is obviously untrue and in 
what way. Is it the whole phrase or just some part of it? Is the literal meaning of bugger obvious-
ly untrue (which makes it similar to how metaphors flout the Maxim of Quality in general, fol-
lowing a Gricean analysis of metaphors)? Is the metaphorical meaning untrue in that the speaker 
basically denies that the attribute contemptible person that bugger metaphorically expresses ap-
plies to his friend (and in this sense the speaker flouts the Maxim of Quality)? Even if we admit 
that this is the case, silly remains unaccounted for and thus this example differs from Leech’s in 
the following crucial sense: Although Leech’s example suggests that what is meant is the oppo-
site of what is said (the friend is no trouble at all), in Culpeper’s example the guest has made a 
mistake and the impoliteness formula might be a way of pointing out this trivial mistake. This is 
evident from the choice of the adjective silly, which is thus not at all obviously untrue. The im-
portant point is that in Leech’s example what is implied could be taken as a compliment, while 
the phrase in Culpeper’s example cannot be straightforwardly taken as such. At the same time, as 
Culpeper notes (1996: 352), Leech does not specify the conditions under which impoliteness is 
understood to be untrue. A modification of Culpeper’s example would make it more clear: Let’s 
                                                          
1
 According to Oxford Dictionaries, bugger refers to “1. A contemptible or pitied person, typically a man” [meta-
phorical meaning], and “2. (derogatory) a person who commits buggery” [literal meaning]. Retrieved from 
http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/us/definition/american_english/bugger (1/16/2005) 
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assume that the host expected his friend to be there at 5pm (17:00) because he had promised to 
help him with the party preparations, but his friend failed to be there because he mistook 17:00 
for 7pm. Would the host’s friend perceive “You silly bugger” in the same way (i.e. as conveying 
solidarity) in this case as well, especially if this utterance was accompanied by an angry tone of 
voice or a frown? My point is that the perception of solidarity may depend, after all, on what and 
crucially how much is at stake. In the original example by Culpeper, the fact that the host’s 
friend showed up late probably did not have any grave consequences for the host, the host did 
not get (nor look) angry and the situation itself did not warrant the production or perception of 
impoliteness. As we will see below, the conditions under which impoliteness could theoretically 
be understood as untrue may involve lack of face concerns and lack of negative emotions. This is 
what I mean by saying that sources of information such as face and emotion could be drawn up-
on and override inferences that would be available when abiding by the Maxim of Quality (the 
guest would be silly since he mistook 17:00 for 7pm). 
To summarize, Leech’s (1983) Banter Principle heavily involves flouting the Maxim of 
Quality (which can result in complimenting)
2
 and solidarity. Culpeper’s (1996) example does not 
fit straightforwardly this definition in that solidarity may very well be conveyed, in a situation 
where the stakes are very low in a situation, and thus this would not warrant impolite behavior, 
but flouting Quality is not relevant because there is not a salient mismatch between the use of the 
                                                          
2
 Although in the present thesis and the experiments reported in Chapter 5, it is argued that flouting the Maxim of 
Quality can often result in complimenting in the context of the Banter Principle, I do not claim that the Banter Prin-
ciple necessarily entails the speech act of complimenting (see Leech 2014: 238-241 for examples supporting this 
point). As will become evident in the presentation of Experiments 1 and 2, the speech act of compliment or criticism 
can function as one of various possible criteria that can help us assess how the flouting of Quality is instantiated 
(e.g. “You are such a lousy driver” implicates “You are such a good driver”).    
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phrase and the situation (as opposed to “Dumb bitch” said to one who just solved a difficult math 
problem).  
In his 2011 monograph on impoliteness, Culpeper treats banter or mock impoliteness in a 
broader way than Leech (1983) by arguing that cases of banter could be viewed “more broadly in 
terms of an understanding on the part of a participant that the contextual conditions that sustain 
genuine impoliteness do not apply” (2011: 208, my emphasis). The “contextual conditions that 
sustain genuine impoliteness” have been theoretically captured by Culpeper (2011: 28-43) in 
terms of challenges to face and violations of behavioral expectations. I will refer to these contex-
tual conditions in Chapter 3 as “identity face” and “interactional principles”, drawing on Spen-
cer-Oatey’s (2005, 2007) work, which Culpeper 2011 also utilizes.  
Albeit not always expressing it explicitly, many scholars (Bernal 2008, Haugh 2010, 
Haugh & Bousfield 2012) treat mock impoliteness in the broader way Culpeper (2011) does, i.e. 
in the sense that conditions that sustain impoliteness do not apply and thus an affiliative social 
effect is generated between participants in interaction, but the tacit assumption that is made by 
these scholars is that the speaker’s intention not to insult is always there in the first place. In con-
trast, Mills (2003: 124) suggests that by using mock impoliteness the speaker might articulate an 
ambivalent position, in that what she says may reflect something closer to her true feelings, but 
at the same time she behaves in a manner that allows for a joking interpretation (see also Alberts, 
1992, below; Section 2.2.2; cf. Thomas’, 1986: 162, discussion of teasing as a bivalent illocu-
tionary act).  
Regardless of intentions, Haugh & Bousfield (2012) (see also Haugh 2010) argue that, in 
order for a conduct or talk to count as mock impoliteness, both participants involved in an inter-
action must “evaluate the talk or conduct as non-impolite” (2012: 1013). This point carries big 
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theoretical weight for pragmatic theory, as the role of the hearer is not suppressed but actively 
involved in the construction of meaning. In fact, several scholars have noted cases where the 
speaker’s intent diverges from the hearer’s interpretation in mock impoliteness interactions (e.g. 
Haugh & Bousfield 2012: 1105, Culpeper 2011: 213).  
For the most part, pragmatic theory has viewed the communicative process as speaker-
oriented and that is why perlocutionary effects (or perlocutions, Austin 1962) are usually dis-
missed as something random and unpredictable. Austin (1962) defines perlocutionary effects as 
the act done by saying something: “Saying something will often, or even normally, produce cer-
tain consequential effects upon the feelings, thoughts, or actions of an audience, or of the speak-
er, or of other persons” (1962: 101). Ignoring perlocutionary effects has introduced a certain in-
dividualistic bias in pragmatics, but recent approaches (e.g. Culpeper 2011, Eelen 2001, Joseph 
2013, Locher & Watts 2005, Terkourafi 2001) have been increasingly critical of this bias by ar-
guing that whether (linguistic) behaviors are face-damaging or face-enhancing is to be found in 
the uptake (for a brief discussion of the neglected perlocutionary effect in speech act theoretical 
terms, see Mooney 2004 and references therein). 
To summarize, one of the basic functions of mock impoliteness is to enhance solidarity, a 
common theme from Leech (1983) to Culpeper (2011). For Leech (1983), it is a covert form of 
politeness, as the Particularized Conversational Implicature (PCI) produced is solidarity, but for 
the generation of this implicature the criterion of truthfulness (or the flouting of the Maxim of 
Quality) is needed. Culpeper (2011: 207), along with others, argues that “the re-contextualisation 
of impoliteness in socially opposite contexts reinforces socially opposite effects, affectionate, 
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intimate bonds amongst individuals and the identity of that group”.3 This discussion generates 
one of my basic research questions (which will be further refined later with the addition of face 
and emotional concerns): Is flouting the Maxim of Quality a necessary condition to infer soli-
darity à la Leech (1983) or can solidarity also be inferred regardless of the flouting of the Maxim 
of Quality, when contextual conditions sustaining impoliteness do not apply? (See Chapter 5, 
Experiments 1 & 2). 
2.2.2 Teasing and mock impoliteness  
Culpeper’s (2011) proposal on mock impoliteness has implications for communicative acts de-
scribed as teasing. An important question is whether teasing can be subsumed under mock impo-
liteness. A review of teasing by Keltner et al. (2001) defines teasing as “an intentional provoca-
tion accompanied by playful markers that together comment on something of relevance to the 
target of the tease” (2001: 229). The provocation may refer to “some undesirable attribute or ac-
tion of the target” and “deviant aspects of the target’s physical appearance, personality, intellec-
tual and social abilities, and social behavior” (2001: 235). Based on Goffman (1955, 1967, 1971) 
and B&L, Keltner et al. (2001) argue that what makes the provocation less face-threatening is 
off-record playful markers that accompany the provocation, such as exaggerated remarks, idio-
matic expressions, specific prosodic patterns and nonverbal markers (e.g. exaggerated facial ex-
pressions). It seems that a big part of the verbal markers in teasing involves negative characteri-
zations (e.g. from profanity and pejorative nicknames to metaphors such as, for example, horse 
mouth said to a child who does not speak clearly, Keltner et al., 2001: 236). However, if we 
would like to subsume teasing under mock impoliteness, one relatively problematic issue is that 
                                                          
3
 Note that Culpeper (2011) discusses solidarity as one of the functions of mock impoliteness, the others being 
cloaked coercion and exploitative entertainment.   
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among off-record markers Keltner et al. (2001) include also irony (i.e. a positive remark that im-
plies a negative evaluation), especially when they discuss teasing in developmental terms (2001: 
239). It seems then that teasing is broader than mock impoliteness in that the latter “consists of 
impolite forms whose effects are (at least theoretically for the most part) cancelled by the con-
text” (Culpeper 2011: 208). 
But does provocation accompanied by off-record playful markers guarantee a prosocial 
and affiliative interpretation of teasing? This is one the many issues that Keltner et al.’s (2001) 
rich review of teasing raises for future research. Before I discuss that, a number of issues raised 
by their review are the following: a) a need to translate correlational findings to experimental 
studies, b) differences in teasers’ and targets’ attribution of intent behind the tease (see Section 
2.4 “The role of perspective in teasing interactions” below), c) individual differences in teasing 
and a need to translate Goffman’s concept of face into psychological constructs like empathy and 
Theory of Mind. 
Some evidence suggests that teasing with more off record markers is perceived as more 
humorous than with few or no off record markers (Keltner et al. 1998) and that in close relation-
ships it is perceived in a more positive way than in distant relationships (Gorman 2008). In fact, 
Kowalski (2000) reports on 144 accounts of teasing all of which involved intimate others. How-
ever, a number of other approaches both in linguistics and social psychology that discuss teasing 
have taken into account hearers’ responses and these responses show that teasing might not al-
ways be a safe strategy.  
Drew (1987) examined conversational data and found that teasing produces serious or po-
faced responses most of the time. He argues that a tease comes as a response to behaviors such as 
“complaining, extolling, bragging, etc., in a somewhat overdone or exaggerated fashion” (1987: 
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219). Drew (1987) argues that recipients of teasing may recognize the tease, recognize that it is 
intended as a humorous remark but nevertheless respond seriously to it. In many cases, recipients 
reject whatever is literally proposed in the tease, albeit with laughter. Interestingly, “teases are 
designed to make it very apparent what they are up to –that they are not intended as real or sin-
cere proposals– by being constructed as very obviously exaggerated versions of some action”. 
Then Drew poses the puzzle: “How is it that despite teases being very apparently not sincere 
proposals, and recognized as such, nevertheless recipients treat them as requiring a serious re-
sponse?”. He explains negative responses to teasing as the recipients’ reaction to a form of social 
control mechanism. Recipients respond seriously to teases because they perceive the teaser as 
being skeptical of their claims, reports, assessments etc., or because teasers assign deviant identi-
ties to their targets, and recipients try to set the record straight by denying these deviant fictional 
identities or activities. 
Along similar lines, researchers in social psychology (Alberts 1992, Alberts et al. 1996) 
document negative responses to teasing and explain them as responses to teasers’ additional 
goals, i.e. criticism. Alberts (1992) argues that the response, which can be serious, humorous, or 
mixed, depends basically on three clues that tease recipients take into account: a) background 
knowledge about the speaker’s beliefs or typical behavior (whether they know if one is a system-
atic teaser), b) communication context in terms of establishing an environment that biases subse-
quent interpretations (if a tease is interpreted as mostly joking, then there is a higher chance that 
a subsequent tease will be interpreted also in a joking manner), and c) paralinguistic cues. She 
notes, along with many others (see references in Alberts 1992: 161-162), that teasing is difficult 
to interpret because it encodes often times two speech events: joking and complaining/criticizing, 
and this ambiguity along with various interactional clues ultimately determines a response to 
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teasing (see also Mills’ 2003 proposal briefly discussed above, Section 2.2.1). Alberts (1992) 
dismisses Drew’s analysis as superficial but in reality their claims are not very different as both 
argue that behind the tease there is an implied criticism. In summary, Alberts (1992) argues that 
it is not the surface features of the message but the recipients’ interpretation of the teaser’s addi-
tional goals that the tease recipient responds to. Of course, these additional goals cannot be in-
ferred from the utterance alone but are based on previous knowledge. 
Alberts et al. (1996) asked what determines recipients’ (positive, negative or neutral) re-
sponses to a tease: the topic of the tease or the perception of the speaker’s intent? And in turn, 
what does the perception of intent depend on? 1) Background knowledge, 2) paralinguistic cues, 
and/or 3) context (situational and conversational)? They investigated these questions with a large 
sample (250 subjects) through questionnaires containing both open-ended and closed-ended 
questions. They found that out of various topics, appearance and identity were significantly 
more important. Responses were mostly neutral and negative, but there was no correlation be-
tween topics and type of response. Regarding the speaker’s intent, they found trends of associa-
tion between perceived humorous intent and positive responses, and between perceived negative 
intent and negative responses. They also found trends regarding what determines (humorous or 
negative) intent, which was associated with background knowledge about the interlocutors’ rela-
tionship and their teasing habits.  
On the other hand, Young & Bippus (2001) have argued that what can explain negative 
responses is the actual topic of the message. The point of Young & Bippus’ (2001) study is that 
humorously phrased messages are received in a more positive way as long as they are not ‘close 
to the bone’. Importantly, this study also assessed intent. Overall, humorously phrased messages 
were hypothesized to be perceived as being less intentionally hurtful than non-humorously 
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phrased messages. This hypothesis was not confirmed though as, paradoxically, humorously 
phrased messages were perceived by recipients as being more intentionally hurtful for three top-
ics: Abilities/Intelligence, De-escalation/Avoidance, and Hopes/Plans. This is important for the 
purposes of the present thesis, as it may suggest that remarks targeting aspects of self to which 
one shows sensitivity modulate perception of intent. This is directly related to the notion of iden-
tity face that I will present and discuss in Chapter 3 (Section 3.4). However, this study is also 
subject to a number of limitations: 1) Retrospective self-reports may be subject to memory bias-
es, and b) the findings about the topics must be viewed as tentative due to relatively low inter-
rater reliability for some of the topics. 
In summary, there is some evidence from linguistics and social psychology that generat-
ing affiliative effects through teasing is not guaranteed. Instead, oftentimes the recipients’ re-
sponses are negative (resulting in hurt feelings and offence). Some researchers argue that re-
sponses to teasing are a function of the speaker’s additional goals, while others claim that nega-
tive responses are a matter of sensitive topics. Overall, there seems to be a tension between the 
alleged affiliation and solidarity produced through closely related communicative phenomena 
such as banter, mock impoliteness and teasing, and the often cited negativity in recipient re-
sponse. Furthermore, teasing as used in the literature reviewed above is broader than mock impo-
liteness as the former may involve more than strictly impolite forms but both concepts refer to a 
verbal provocation. Banter à la Leech (1983) involves impolite forms and the flouting of the 
Maxim of Quality, while mock impoliteness as conceptualized by Culpeper (2011) seems to in-
volve minimally impolite forms. Now I turn to the discussion of impolite forms. 
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2.2.3 Is im/politeness inherent in language?  
One issue that has been hotly debated in im/politeness research is whether im/politeness is inher-
ent in language. This takes us directly to the issue of im/polite forms, which is important for ex-
perimentally controlling for variation that might be due to linguistic expressions. All sorts of po-
sitions have been articulated in respect to this: From positions that support a ‘semantic’ approach 
(Cruse 2000, cited in Culpeper 2011: 120)  to positions that argue that no utterance is inherently 
impolite (Fraser  & Nolen 1981, Locher & Watts 2005) to dual approaches (Leech 1983, 2014). 
Certainly, the discussion has been obscured by the fact that no distinction between the potential 
and the actual import of linguistic expressions is usually made. One of the points that Terkourafi 
(2001, Chapter 1), Culpeper (2011) and Leech (2014) make is that, if people had no sense of how 
polite or impolite an expression sounds, and therefore we always produced judgments of 
im/politeness on the spot, then there would be impossible to elicit consistent judgments on lin-
guistic expressions. A proposal that draws on Neo-Gricean pragmatics (Levinson 2000) has been 
put forward by Terkourafi (2001), who conceives of the politeness potential of linguistic expres-
sions as resulting from the co-occurrence of certain expressions with certain contexts. This asso-
ciation over time becomes so entrenched that these linguistic expressions become conventional-
ized for their politeness potential. Building on Terkourafi’s (2001) proposal, Culpeper (2011) 
analyzes impoliteness formulae as a set of conventionalized linguistic expressions that, through 
their co-occurrence with specific contexts, have acquired an impoliteness potential (which can 
always be cancelled in context, e.g. through banter). For example, for British English he docu-
ments impoliteness formulae such as personalized negative assertions (2011: 135): [you] [are] 
[so / such a] [shit / stink / thick / stupid / bitchy / bitch / hypocrite / gay / nuts / hopeless / pathet-
ic / terrible / fat / etc.]. 
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Along similar lines, Leech (2014) makes a distinction between pragmalinguistic and so-
ciopragmatic politeness:
4
 Pragmalinguistic politeness of an expression is “assessed on the basis 
of the meaning of the utterance out of context” (2014: 16, original emphasis) and it is based on 
semantic features of the expression. An expression is pragmalinguistically polite when it is as-
sessed out of context as conveying a certain degree of politeness as compared to other expres-
sions (e.g. Thanks vs. Thank you very much). In contrast, sociopragmatic politeness is “a matter 
of judging politeness in context” (2014: 17). For example, consider the utterance “Thank you 
very much” as expressing irony or “Thanks” as expressing gratitude after one has borrowed 
something of great value from an acquaintance. By analogy, pragmalinguistically impolite ex-
pressions should be judged as more impolite than other expressions out of context. Consider the 
utterances “You are so stupid” vs. “You are stupid” vs. “You don’t understand anything”. If 
judged out of context, probably the first utterance would attract the highest impoliteness ratings. 
In this sense, it can be said that, if banter and mock impoliteness require “obviously impolite 
forms”, then these can be cast in terms of pragmalinguistic impoliteness. Thus, it is predicted that 
more pragmalinguistically impolite expressions (e.g. “You are so stupid”) will be judged as more 
impolite out of context than less pragmalinguistically impolite expressions (e.g. “You are stu-
pid”) or expressions that do not contain any explicit impoliteness markers (e.g. “You don’t un-
derstand anything”). By analogy to Leech’s (2014: 18) scheme, the latter type of expressions (i.e. 
those that do not contain any impoliteness markers) could be dubbed “Pragmalinguistically Non-
Impolite”. 
Explicit predictions regarding how pragmalinguistically more im/polite expressions be-
have in context as compared to pragmalinguistically less im/polite or non-im/polite expressions 
                                                          
4
 In his earlier work (Leech 1983), this distinction was labelled as ‘absolute’ and ‘relative’ politeness respectively.  
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(when everything else is equal) have not been laid out by Leech (2014: 18), who nevertheless has 
suggested that the more pragmalinguistically polite the expression, the more politeness is ex-
pected to arise in context. To take an example, saying Thank you very much to a close friend 
from whom one has borrowed a book would produce more politeness effects compared to 
Thanks uttered in exactly the same context (i.e. all else being equal). By analogy, one could ar-
gue that the more pragmalinguistically impolite the expression (where pragmalinguistically im-
polite refers to expressions that violate Leech’s maxims of Politeness (2014: 91)), the more im-
politeness is expected to arise in context. Being more explicit, Culpeper (2011: 137, 139-145) 
has hypothesized that linguistic expressions associated with higher offence are less easy to neu-
tralize in a wider variety of contexts, but note that Culpeper (2011) examines impoliteness for-
mulae that may involve also taboo words or other enhancing devices (e.g. “You are such a stupid 
moron”). It should be noted that both Leech (2014) and Culpeper (2011: 125) take a dualist ap-
proach to im/politeness that, while recognizing the importance of linguistic forms in expressing 
degrees of im/politeness, does not downplay the role of context in the generation of im/politeness 
effects. In the present thesis, I use Leech’s (2014) and Culpeper’s (2011) suggestions as a 
springboard to examine whether linguistic expressions that express a higher degree of offence 
out of context (see Norming Task, Chapter 4, Section 4.7) produce more impoliteness effects in 
context compared with expressions that do not express impolite meanings in the same contexts 
(see Chapter 5, Section 5.2).   
  
2.2.4 Culpeper’s paradox 
A study by Culpeper (2005) focuses on the emergence of offence in TV shows. The relevant 
point here is that, although contestants in quiz shows know that this is just a game, nevertheless 
they take offence at the host’s comments. This implies that when the context has been construed 
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as playful –it is just a game– the notion of intentionally attacking one’s face should not apply. 
However, exploitative quiz shows, i.e. quiz shows that are characterized by impoliteness deliv-
ered by the host to the contestants when they fail in whatever way to progress through the game 
(for example, by failing to answer questions) are “structured to maximize the potential for face-
damage” (Culpeper 2005: 48). The potential for face damage is maximized also by the fact that 
the host can shift commentary even onto personal aspects of the participants, that can be face-
sensitive (such as their non-standard accents). Culpeper (2005) shows that often times the con-
testants’ responses reveal that they have taken offence at the host’s remarks (that can range from 
directly impolite utterances like “pathetic!” to sarcastic utterances such as “What an interesting 
person you turned out to be”, which would be a typical example of irony). Analyzing non-verbal 
elements of their responses, Culpeper (2005) argues that “these non-verbal features suggest emo-
tional reactions such as embarrassment”, a symptom of face loss. 
Then Culpeper (2005) poses a paradox: If the quiz show is an activity type (Levinson 
1992) that constrains the inferences that are expected to be made regarding what is said –
specifically in the case of the quiz show, what the host says should not be taken at face value 
(similar to ritualized banter discussed in Labov 1972)–, then why do contestants end up taking 
offence? “[T]heoretically it is difficult for a hearer to ‘take’ what the host says as intentionally 
face-attacking, since the face-attack can be seen as a function of the game and not a personal 
goal” (Culpeper 2005: 66, original emphasis). Culpeper (2005) ventures the following explana-
tion based on findings from social cognition research:  
 
I would argue that targets of impoliteness tend not to pay sufficient attention to 
the context. The tendency for people to underestimate the impact of situational 
factors is a well-established finding in social psychology (e. g., Ross 1977; 
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Tversky & Kahneman 1974; Gilbert & Jones 1986). One reason for this is that 
behavior tends to be more salient than situational factors […]”.  
 
For example, Ross (1977) proposed that humans are biased in their judgment of others’ behavior 
due to the fundamental attribution error, i.e. “perceivers’ tendency to underestimate the impact 
of situational factors on human behavior and to overestimate the impact of dispositional factors. 
For instance, people often tend to believe that aggressive behavior is caused by aggressive per-
sonality characteristics (dispositional factor) even though aggressive behavior can also be pro-
voked by situational circumstances (situational factor)” (Gawronski 2007). Furthermore, Ross 
(1977), based on previous research, argues that “actions directed towards the attributer, or having 
consequences for him, are more likely to be attributed to dispositions of the actor than are acts 
which do not personally involve or affect the attributer.” (1977: 183-184). Culpeper (2005) ar-
gues that precisely because impolite strategies are very salient as they are “rather marginal to 
human behavior” (Leech 1983: 105), it is still possible for them to cause offence even when the 
context should theoretically neutralize any effects. Culpeper (2011: 217-218) makes similar 
points accruing more evidence.  
Nevertheless, Culpeper’s study (2005) generates a number of interesting questions not 
addressed by Culpeper (2005, 2011). First, when contestants take offence, do they consider this 
offence as intentional? Or, do they take the host’s behavior as not intentional but still cannot help 
but take offence? If targets of impoliteness do not pay sufficient attention to the context and 
commit the fundamental attribution error (Ross 1977), how is the error realized? The way Cul-
peper puts it, they should –even momentarily– think that this is an intentional face attack. Alt-
hough this explanation is attractive, it suffers from the fact that the fundamental attribution error 
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occurs in situations where there is uncertainty, but contestants in the quiz show know exactly 
what is going on. Furthermore, another issue is how the presence/absence of an audience con-
tributes to the perception of face loss. Reactions of the sort that Culpeper documents may be ac-
counted for if, as I suggest in Chapter 3, we make the assumption that face is an affective phe-
nomenon and, as such, can ‘run’ parallel to rational reasoning (i.e. the fact that contestants are 
fully aware that this is just a game and hence there is no theoretical reason to take offence).  
 
2.3 Interim summary 
To summarize, research on mock impoliteness conceived broadly as the non-application of con-
textual conditions that sustain genuine impoliteness suggests that these strategies enhance soli-
darity and produce positive interpersonal effects (e.g. Leech 1983, Culpeper 2011, Bernal 2008), 
but there is also the possibility that this sort of strategies encode an ambivalent intention (Mills 
2003, Alberts 1992). Teasing is very close to mock impoliteness but it is conceived in a broader 
way that might also include off-record strategies like irony (à la B&L; see Keltner et al. 2001). 
Although teasing is also perceived as creating affiliative effects, evidence from linguistics and 
social psychology shows that responses to teasing utterances can also be negative, and recipients 
often take offence. The implication for Leech’s (1983) Banter Principle and Irony Principle is 
that an affiliative (or polite, in Leech’s terms) or disaffiliative (or impolite) effect respectively 
cannot be guaranteed when these two principles apply. 
A number of issues arise from this literature: The first issue is what are the linguistic 
forms that are used in order to produce an affiliative or disaffiliative effect? Especially in studies 
from social psychology but also in linguistics (Drew 1987), there does not seem to be a concern 
about this. The second interrelated issue is how the Gricean Maxim of Quality plays out in mock 
impoliteness. I agree with the line that Leech (1983) and Culpeper (2011) have taken by delineat-
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ing mock impoliteness as creating a mismatch between impolite forms and context. Now whether 
the context describes a situation where the impolite remark is obviously not applicable (see (1) 
below) or a situation where the impolite remark refers to a trivial mistake that one made (see (2) 
below) is the central issue that this thesis will experimentally test (see Experiments 1 & 2). 
 
(1) “You are so stupid” said to one’s friend when she has just found out she won a 
math contest. 
(2) “You are so stupid” said to one’s friend because she mistook 17:00 for 7pm. 
 
As I argued in Section 2.2, we may not need the flouting of the Maxim of Quality in every case 
to convey solidarity (as in (2)). However, one counterargument could be that, instead of seeing 
solidarity, perhaps the effects of the impolite remark are just alleviated because already the close 
relationship or the positive relationship affect between the interlocutors creates the ground for 
absence of offence. Some evidence for this argument comes from Slugoski & Turnbull (1988), 
who showed that when a relationship is characterized by positive affect, impolite forms are taken 
as compliments, while when a relationship is characterized by negative relationship affect, they 
are taken as criticisms. Of course, Slugoski & Turnbull (1988) tested obviously untrue remarks in 
the sense of Leech (1983), which raises the issue of whether the flouting of the Maxim of Quality 
creates conditions for implying a certain speech act, i.e. compliment. While it is perhaps straight-
forward to assess impolite forms as implicating the opposite (“you are so stupid” +> “you are so 
clever”) and couch this implicature in terms of speech acts (compliment), this is less straightfor-
ward when it comes to cases where it is not obvious that the Maxim of Quality is flouted. Cer-
tainly, example 2 would not qualify as a compliment, but it would qualify as teasing (especially 
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when accompanied by the right prosodic and paralinguistic cues) if we make the assumption that 
an exaggerated remark is an intentional provocation that targets a negative but still trivial behav-
ior. In other words, Leech’s Banter Principle involves flouting the Maxim of Quality (which may 
result in a compliment), and this in theory has affective effects such as solidarity. The way Cul-
peper treats mock impoliteness, solidarity effects can still be generated but this may be due to the 
fact that not much is at stake (a trivial mistake without serious consequences for the speaker does 
not warrant the production and perception of impoliteness). In contrast, when stakes are high, 
this might warrant the production and perception of impoliteness. As we will see in Chapter 3, 
these high vs. low stakes situations can be cast in terms of face sensitivities and interactional 
principles, which crucially involve emotional response.  
 
2.4 Research on mock impoliteness as a variety of irony  
Banter (i.e. a negative remark that implies a positive evaluation à la Leech 1983) has been exam-
ined in a series of experimental studies whose goal was to investigate the comprehension of iro-
ny. The goal of this section is to show that the surface negativity of statements that are used to 
imply a positive evaluation is difficult to suppress. The studies discussed below offer some evi-
dence that a superficially positive remark that implies a negative evaluation is easier to interpret 
than a negative remark that implies a positive evaluation. This has been shown in offline and 
processing studies, especially with non-adult populations.  
Psycholinguistic research stemming from testing theories of irony (see Gibbs & Colston 
2007 for an overview) has investigated banter as a rather less typical example of irony. A nega-
tive statement that is used to imply a positive evaluation (of the addressee, of a referent or of a 
situation) has been variously described in the relevant literature as “ironic compliments” (e.g. 
Dews, Kaplan & Winner 1995), “ironic praise” (e.g. Gibbs & Colston 2007) or “non-canonical 
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irony” (e.g. Kreuz & Link 2002). Most of the studies have employed off-line methodologies such 
as ratings of remarks embedded in short fictional stories and few have used processing method-
ologies (self-paced reading; e.g. Gibbs 1986, Kreuz & Link 2002). A common theme in these 
studies is the so-called “asymmetry of affect” (Clark & Gerrig 1984) by which it is meant that a 
statement with a superficially positive evaluation is used to imply a negative evaluation of a be-
havior or a situation, while a statement with a superficially negative evaluation is used to imply a 
positive evaluation of a behavior or a situation. In discussing the relevant literature, I will use the 
terms ironic criticism to refer to positive statements that imply negative attitude toward an ad-
dressee and ironic compliment to refer to negative statements that imply a positive attitude to-
ward an addressee. I will use the term canonical irony to refer to positive statements that imply a 
negative attitude toward a referent or a situation, and non-canonical irony to refer to negative 
statements that imply a positive attitude toward a referent or a situation. 
Dews, Kaplan & Winner (1995) examined the functions of ironic criticisms and ironic 
compliments. An example of ironic criticism would be the following: “You are such a fine 
friend” said to somebody who is not a good friend, while an example of ironic compliment 
would be “You are such a lousy friend” said to somebody who is a great friend. The authors ar-
gue that ironic criticisms soften the criticism conveyed by literal utterances (for similar argu-
ments see also Dews & Winner 1995). Further, their methodology involved also prosodic cues. 
They investigated four functions of irony: humor, status elevation, aggression, and emotional 
control. Importantly, they ground their hypotheses in Brown & Levinson’s (1978/1987) model of 
politeness in that they hypothesized that irony (i.e. ironic criticisms) conveys negative attitudes 
towards the listener but in a less face-threatening way than literal utterances do. The results re-
vealed that a) overall, ironic criticisms and ironic compliments were perceived as funnier than 
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literal remarks, but ironic compliments were perceived as less funny than ironic criticisms (Ex-
periment 1), b) ironic criticisms were perceived as less insulting than literal insults and ironic 
compliments as less complimentary than literal compliments (Experiment 2). 
In Experiment 3, although the authors examined only ironic criticisms, they introduced 
three types of contexts: one in which the speaker commented on a) one’s poor performance, b) 
one’s offensive behavior or c) a situation where nobody was to blame. They also introduced var-
iables regarding how critical and angry the speaker was, and how insulted and amused the hearer 
was. They found that the ironic speaker was perceived as less critical only when she commented 
on somebody’s poor performance (i.e. when the speaker was not emotionally involved), and less 
angry only when the topic was offensive behavior. On the other hand, the hearer was perceived 
as less insulted by an ironic remark only when the speaker commented on the hearer’s offensive 
behavior, but was perceived as amused across all three types of contexts. This last experiment 
reveals that in high stakes situations (e.g. offensive behavior produced by the hearer vs. a situa-
tion where no one was to blame), how the speaker phrases her remark (literally or ironically) can 
affect the perception of attitudes and emotional states.  
Pexman & Olineck (2002), motivated by the mixed results that studies on the functions of 
ironic criticisms had obtained, i.e. whether they soften the criticism (Dews, Kaplan & Winner 
1995) or enhance it (Colston 1997), examined “the possibility that the perception of ironic [criti-
cisms] depends on whether participants were asked to judge speaker intent (e.g., “Is the speaker 
mocking someone?”) or social impression (e.g., “Is the speaker saying something polite?”). Re-
sults supported this possibility as ironic criticisms were perceived to be more mocking, but also 
more polite, than direct insults. In contrast, ironic compliments were perceived to be more mock-
ing and less polite than direct compliments. In other words, negative wording colored both 
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speaker intent and social impression in the case of ironic compliments. Note though that results 
also showed that participants were less certain about the speaker’s intent when there was an 
ironic compliment (2002: 213). The authors explain this finding by arguing that ironic compli-
ments are less conventional. In sum, the importance of this study lies in trying to tease apart per-
ceptions of speaker intent from other communicative dimensions such as degree of politeness 
conveyed by the form of the utterance. 
Experimental studies on the development of ironic criticisms and ironic compliments 
have revealed that children have more trouble comprehending ironic compliments than ironic 
criticisms. Hancock, Dunham, and Purdy (2000) showed that children have difficulty compre-
hending ironic compliments, but when an echoic variable is introduced (for example, a speaker 
says “You sure are a bad basketball player” after a player had said he was a bad player, but then 
played well), this helped them detect ironic compliments that explicitly echoed an earlier expec-
tation for a negative outcome.  
Pexman & Glenwright (2007) examined ironic criticisms and ironic compliments in 6- to 
10-year olds. Specifically, they measured ‘speaker belief’ (e.g. “Does the speaker believe that X 
was a lousy player?”), ‘speaker intent’ (“Was the speaker teasing or real?”), and ‘speaker atti-
tude’ (“Was the speaker nice or mean?”). Their results revealed that, in ironic compliments, chil-
dren failed to detect speaker belief accurately more than 50% (for similar results see also de 
Groot et al. 1995, Hancock et al. 2000, Harris & Pexman 2003, cited in Pexman & Glenwright 
2007), judged speaker attitude as mean (instead of nice) by 70% but judged (correctly) speaker 
intention as teasing by 60%. Overall, “while the perception of speaker belief and speaker attitude 
were more difficult judgments for ironic compliments than for ironic criticisms, the perception of 
teasing was not” (Pexman & Glenwright 2007: 187). The authors explain these difficulties in 
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ironic compliments as a function of frequency and conversational norms. Ironic compliments are 
not so frequent and, without an explicit echo, complimentary forms of irony do not allude to ex-
pectations. On the other hand, the fact that children were better at detecting teasing intentions (as 
compared to belief and attitude) may be due, according to the authors, to the aggressive compo-
nent the concept of teasing is associated with in children. Nevertheless, even if children are bet-
ter at detecting teasing intentions, a 60% of correct identification is not above chance.  
In sum, all the above studies show that a superficially positive statement that implies a 
negative evaluation (irony) is easier to interpret than a negative remark that implies a positive 
evaluation (banter). In other words, even when a negative remark is intended as positive evalua-
tion and despite the fact that the remark is always obviously untrue (à la Leech 1983), it is diffi-
cult (especially for children) to suppress its surface negativity (as shown by its impact on various 
pragmatic dimensions among which the speaker’s attitude toward the addressee). This difficulty 
seems to have a processing equivalent: some self-paced reading studies (Gibbs 1986, Schwoebel 
et al. 2000, Kreuz & Link 2002) have indicated that non-canonical ironies take longer to process 
as compared to canonical ironies. One could speculate that these comprehension difficulties in 
adults and children, in offline and online tasks, may provide the ground for pragmatic ‘misfires’. 
In other words, it would not be implausible to attribute –at least partly– the negative emotional 
responses that have been documented in the literature reviewed in the previous sections to a 
heavy tax on mental resources. 
In the next section, I will review evidence from another strand of research that shows that 
positive or negative perception of intentions behind teasing may be a function of one’s perspec-
tive, i.e. whether one is the teaser or the recipient of the tease.  
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2.5 The role of perspective in teasing interactions  
There is some evidence (Kruger, Gordon & Kuban 2006) that perceiving benign intentions be-
hind acts of teasing is a difficult task for the target of the tease. Kruger et al. (2006) observed in 
their studies a systematic rift between teasers and targets in their perception of the valence of the 
tease (how humorous/light-hearted it was) but also, importantly, in the perception of intentions 
(how benign or malevolent the intentions of the teaser were perceived to be). It was found that 
teasers construed the tease and their intentions behind it in a significantly more positive way than 
the targets of the tease and, according to the authors, this is what accounts for the negative con-
strual of the tease by the targets of teases. Importantly, they examined (Study 3) whether the top-
ic of the tease (teasing about physical appearance vs. relationships vs. behavior) affected ratings 
of intentions (how positive they were) and found that teases about physical appearance created 
the biggest rift between the perceptions of the teasers and the targets.  
The authors do not provide a good explanation for this finding, but, as we will see more 
extensively in Chapter 3, literature on face and impoliteness (Spencer-Oatey 2002, 2005, 2007, 
2009, Culpeper 2011) suggests that this finding could be accounted for if we consider the vulner-
ability of certain aspects of self (dubbed as identity face by Spencer-Oatey, 2005: 103). This im-
plies that attribution of malicious intentions (or less positive intentions) behind an act of teasing 
might correlate with certain aspects of self that are attacked.  
Another important finding of Kruger et al.’s (2006) study is that the rift between teaser 
and observers (not targets) in the evaluation of the tease was significantly bigger when both 
groups were asked to evaluate the tease without knowledge of the intentions of the teaser than 
when they had explicit knowledge of the teasers’ intentions. Lastly, they revealed (Study 5) that 
teasers who were assigned a negative intention condition (to humiliate and harass) construed 
their own intentions as more malicious than what the targets of the tease construed them to be.  
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Kruger et al.’s (2006) article addresses considerations of intention, but this is a specific 
type of intention: it is about whether a social agent has the intention to enhance or to damage an-
other’s face within a playful frame (since the authors asked about the intention behind the tease). 
Despite their merits though, all of the studies (except study 5) in Kruger et al.’s (2006) article 
were based on self-reports of episodes of teasing (for a similar rift in teasers’ and targets’ percep-
tions, see also Kowalski 2000, relying on self-reports too). As with the social psychological stud-
ies reviewed above, this makes it difficult to assess its reliability due to uncontrolled parameters 
such as situation-specific contexts and linguistic expressions that were involved in the reported 
teases. Also, teasers might have reported funnier teases (and intentions) because they might have 
not wanted to appear mean, as compared to targets that might have reported more negative teases 
due to memory biases (negative events are generally remembered better than positive events; see 
Baumeister et al. 2001). Thus, to better understand perceptions of intent in mock impoliteness 
and teasing, a series of more controlled experiments is needed, that control for both the context 
of the tease (type of relationship, background knowledge, and type of tease, i.e. whether it is 
about behavior or personal aspects of the target) and linguistic stimuli (whether the remarks con-
tain explicit markers of aggression). Furthermore, perspective taking cannot entirely explain the 
differential results obtained from different topics of teasing.  
Kruger et al.’s study (2006) belongs to a strand of research that emphasizes the role of 
egocentric biases when considering others’ perspective (Epley, Keysar, Van Boven & Gilovich 
2004, Keysar 1994, Holtgraves 2005; see Epley 2008, and Keysar 2007 for an overview). Build-
ing on psychological theories of judgment and decision making (Tversky & Kahneman 1974), 
researchers in this strand have argued that humans consider first their own knowledge, beliefs, 
feelings and intentions and then they adjust their perspective to that of others; but adjustment is 
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not automatic and, as it “requires both time and attention, anything that diminishes a person’s 
ability to expend either time or careful thought should increase egocentric biases in judgment” 
(Epley 2008). However, in certain domains like language processing, other models such as the 
Constraint-Based model (see Brown-Schmidt & Hanna 2011) make different predictions as to 
how fast and how well common ground is taken into account during online language processing. 
For example, the model derived from Tversky & Kahneman 1974 (the so-called Perspective-
Adjustment model) as applied to referential intentions (e.g. Keysar, Lin, & Barr 2003, Barr & 
Keysar 2002) has been criticized by Brown-Schmidt (2009), who has shown that differences in 
experimental design can have different effects on how well common ground is integrated. Alt-
hough the Constraint-Based model does not make predictions when it comes to inferences re-
garding how face sensitivities and emotional factors may affect how a remark will be taken, the 
underlying assumption of models that go against the egocentric bias hypothesis is that people are 
efficient communicators and no differences due to perspective should emerge. In an article that 
reviews evidence from both on-line and off-line experiments on perspective, Bezuidenhout 
(2013) defends speaker’s non-egocentricity by arguing that first it is a mistake to draw conclu-
sions about speaker and listener egocentricity “from the results of psycholinguistic experiments 
that use narrow temporal focus, individualist methods” (2013: 15), and second, that the findings 
of off-line studies with interactive communication tasks (such as map tasks) reveal no difference 
in terms of perspective (i.e. no errors emerge due to perspective).  
Based on Kruger et al. (2005) and the egocentric bias hypothesis, the hypothesis that can 
be formulated is that depending on the perspective one takes, i.e. the perspective of the teaser or 
the perspective of the target, the construal of intentions will be different (i.e. more positive for 
teasers and more negative for targets). This hypothesis is further supported by social psycholo-
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gists like Leary (2000), who has argued that targets of a remark or generally of behavior that sig-
nals devaluation tend to overestimate the seriousness of this devaluation as compared to perpe-
trators. This echoes Goffman’s (1955) idea that targets tend to have the “worst-case reading”. 
Further, Leary (2000) argues that this overestimation has a functional purpose as social actors are 
better off by overestimating rather than underestimating the seriousness of a situation that may 
be critical for their social well-being. 
In sum, there is some evidence that construal of benign or malicious intentions in teasing 
depends on the perspective one takes (i.e. being the teaser or the target) but also on the topic of 
the tease, where teasing about sensitive aspects of self (the way I reinterpret Kruger et al.’s re-
sults) makes it more likely that intentions will be perceived as malicious by the target. 
 
Summarizing the findings from studies discussed in Sections 2.1-2.5, there is often an implied 
tension between what the speaker intends and what the outcome is. First, there is the possibility, 
as we saw with non-adult populations, that, despite a strong mismatch between context and re-
mark, recognition of the speaker’s belief, intent and attitude may fail. There is also the possibility 
that the negative features of the utterance affect perception of ‘speaker intent’ and social impres-
sion. Even more importantly, we saw that in many cases, despite recognition of the playful frame 
in which a remark occurs, the outcome or perlocutionary effect is not always consistent with how 
the speaker construes her intention. Does this pose a problem for the way intentions have been 
conceptualized in pragmatic theoretical terms? This is the issue that I will examine in the next 
section.  
2.6 The role of intentions: Gricean intention  
Intention in a pre-theoretical sense refers to a mental state that precedes the performance of be-
havioral acts (Gibbs 2001). However, intentions have been conceptualized differently in prag-
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matics, and they have been theorized about extensively (see Haugh 2007, and Haugh & Jaszczolt 
2012 for an overview). The basic premise of Grice (1969) is that we cannot rely on a coding-
decoding model in order to be able to communicate. What we additionally need is to be able to 
infer the communicator’s intentions. Grice (1969) put forward the proposal that the speaker 
means something when she has the intention to produce a belief in the hearer, and the intention 
that the hearer recognize her intention to do so. Speaker intention is fulfilled as soon as it is rec-
ognized, a feature captured in the name reflexive intention (r-intention for short). The following 
is the original formulation of what has been called Gricean or r-intention: 
 
“U meant something by uttering x” is true iff, for some audience A, U uttered x 
intending:  
[1] A to produce a particular response r  
[2] A to think (recognize) that U intends [1]  
[3] A to fulfill [1] on the basis of his fulfillment of [2].” (Grice 1989: 92).  
 
Nevertheless, Gricean intention (or r-intention) has been criticized on many levels. First, it has 
been argued (Breheny 2006) that (basic) communication does not require advanced folk psycho-
logical
5
 abilities. Breheny (2006) has argued that children who have not developed folk psycho-
logical abilities to the same extent as adults are still competent communicators. Note though that 
he admits that complex folk psychological abilities are required for implicatures and other more 
                                                          
5
 Folk psychology or Theory of Mind or Mind-reading are three terms that refer to the ability of humans to reason 
about another agent’s thoughts, beliefs, desires, intentions and emotions (see, for example, Apperly 2010, Nichols & 
Stich 2003).  
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complex communicative acts. In these cases, children often fail to accurately grasp speaker 
meaning. Another criticism is that Gricean intentions are too individualistic and speaker-centered 
(Gibbs 1998, 2001). More recent accounts of intentions put forward the proposal that intentions, 
instead of being conceived as private mental acts that the hearer must recognize in order to arrive 
at the speaker’s intended meaning, can be also conceptualized as emergent in interaction as when 
speakers, without having a specific intention in mind, produce their utterances but leave the in-
terpretation up to the hearer (Gibbs 1998, 2001). There is no doubt that speakers may encode 
more than one force in their utterances intentionally (Thomas 1986: 156-165). Furthermore, in-
tentions can emerge through their implicit negotiation in a communicative exchange (see Haugh 
2007: 94 for an informative example). Finally, intentions can be evoked ex post facto in order to 
account for communicators’ actions and meanings (Gibbs 1999). 
However, there is a possibility that the Gricean intention has been confused with what 
speakers ultimately intend to achieve, i.e. their goals and attitudes, which is not what the Gricean 
intention necessarily captures. The significance of Grice’s contribution lies in premises (2) and 
(3) in his definition of r-intention as these provide the initial motivation by which communica-
tion is possible in the first place. As Tomasello (2008: 88) notes, it is not enough for me to want 
to inform you about something or to share an attitude with you (which Tomasello calls ‘social 
intentions’, 2008: 82) but I have to let you know about my desire to inform you or share an atti-
tude with you. “This additional intentional layer [or Gricean/r-intention] is necessary to motivate 
you to make the kinds of inferences required to identify” intentions such as the desire to inform 
you about something or to share an attitude with you (2008: 88).
6
 In the discussion of intent(ion) 
                                                          
6
 This is closely related to the Relevance-theoretic distinction that Sperber & Wilson (1987) draw between informa-
tive intention (“the intention to make manifest or more manifest to the audience a certain set of assumptions”) and 
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in the literature reviewed in the previous sections, what is at issue is not the Gricean intention per 
se but social intentions, and, to be more specific, the attitudes expressed towards the addressee. 
This confusion has more recently led researchers away from utilizing Gricean intention as an an-
alytical tool. More recent proposals like Culpeper’s (2011), for example, have moved from the 
field of Gricean/communicative intentions to ‘folk intentionality’ (Malle & Knobe 1997), which 
encompasses not just communicative behaviors but any type of behavior.  
The difficulties that may arise in complex communicative acts like banter, mock impo-
liteness and teasing, as the literature review showed in the previous section, lie rather in inferring 
the speaker’s attitude towards the addressee (e.g. being mean or nice, criticizing or praising, teas-
ing, etc.). In other words, for a full appreciation of this type of communicative phenomena, an 
attitude component is needed. In this respect, many of the studies discussed above have exam-
ined the speaker’s attitude, but not necessarily Gricean intention in the strict technical sense. Fur-
thermore, from the literature that I will review in Chapter 3, there are also good reasons to be-
lieve that another component is needed, which has not been examined so far, i.e. a component 
related to and assessing the emotional consequences of these interactional acts.   
In sum, Gricean intention has been criticized on many levels, but I argued that these do 
not represent critiques of Gricean intention per se. Some researchers have moved away from it 
towards different directions among which folk conceptions of intentionality. Furthermore, evi-
dence shows that in investigating complex interactional phenomena like banter, mock impolite-
ness and teasing, a component that captures attitude is necessary. In this thesis, this is precisely 
what is examined. 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
communicative intention (“the intention to make mutually manifest to audience and communicator the communica-
tor’s informative intention”) (1987: 700). 
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2.7 Summary 
In the present chapter, I reviewed literature on mock impoliteness, banter and teasing. One of the 
issues that pragmatic theory is faced with is whether a flouting of the Maxim of Quality is a nec-
essary condition for mockingly impolite remarks to produce affiliative effects. However, a re-
view of studies on teasing shows that although hearers recognize remarks as teasing, there is a 
chance that they will take offence. Furthermore, the perspective one takes may bias the percep-
tion of intention behind a tease. At an even more fundamental level, evidence from the develop-
mental understanding of banter shows that it is difficult to suppress the superficial negativity of 
remarks.  
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Chapter 3: Face, interactional principles and emotion 
 
Outline 
3.1 Defining emotion: social and moral emotions 
3.2 Experimental investigations of emotion and pragmatics  
3.3 The notion of face  
3.4 Face, interactional principles and rapport management 
3.5 Effects of face and interactional principles on emotion 
3.6 Emotional states as a trigger of pragmatic inference  
3.7 Cognitive and Affective Theory of Mind (ToM) 
3.8 Summary 
 
 
In the previous chapter, empirical evidence from studies that examine communicative acts like 
banter, mock impoliteness and teasing was presented. This evidence shows that often times emo-
tions run high in acts that supposedly promote affiliative effects. The goal of this chapter is to 
present a review of the literature that, implicitly or explicitly, calls attention to the need to take 
into account emotion in investigating communicative phenomena. I will review literature that 
shows the inextricable link between face/interactional principles and emotional reactions, and, 
furthermore, I will examine studies that show the importance of the appraisal of the speaker’s 
emotional state in arriving at speaker meaning.  
In what follows, I will first define emotion. Secondly, I will discuss what is the status of 
emotion in pragmatics. Then, I will introduce the concept of face as one of the factors that affect 
the mis/management of relations, the other being the interactional principles of equity and asso-
ciation, which I will also define. Then I will discuss the interconnection of face and interactional 
principles with emotional reactions (emotion as a consequence). Finally, I will discuss studies 
that show that emotion can be conceived not only as a consequence of (linguistic or otherwise) 
behavior but also as a trigger of pragmatic inference.  
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3.1 Defining emotion: social and moral emotions 
Before I review literature on face, interactional principles and emotion, it is pertinent to define 
how I will use the term emotion. As will become evident in Sections 3.2-3.7, two specific types 
of emotion may be involved in communicative acts: social and moral emotions. For a description 
of these types of emotion I draw on research on the psychology of emotions.   
I take emotion to be a response “to perceived changes, threats, or opportunities in the 
world” (Haidt 2003: 853). More specifically, my interest lies in what has been described in the 
psychology of emotions as social and moral emotions. Social emotions, such as hurt feelings or 
(social) sadness, arise from one’s interaction with others, with humans being particularly attuned 
to instances of real or potential devaluation (Leary, 2001). As Leary notes, “social emotions oc-
cur only as a result of real, anticipated, remembered, or imagined encounters with other people” 
(2001: 333) and, in contrast to nonsocial emotions, “they arise in response to events that have 
implications for a person’s well-being in the context of socially constructed reality” (2001: 334). 
Moral emotions, such as embarrassment or anger, come about in response to moral violations 
(Haidt 2003, 2012). Haidt (2003: 853-854) argues that the distinctive quality of moral emotions 
is that a) they can be triggered even when the self is not directly involved (for example, just read-
ing about an injustice might elicit anger), and b) they motivate prosocial action tendencies. Cru-
cially, both types of emotion require antecedents in that for their production there must be condi-
tions that elicit them. Antecedents such as a violation of behavioral norms (e.g. being inconsider-
ate towards one’s friend) are appraised by the subject and elicit particular emotions (e.g. hurt 
feelings). As Frijda (1986: 6) notes, “[e]motions are elicited by significant events. Events are 
significant when they touch upon one or more concerns of the subject. Emotions thus result from 
the interaction of an event’s actual or anticipated consequences and the subject’s concerns”. For 
example, Haidt (2003:860) notes:  
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In Western cultures, shame is elicited by the appraisal that there is something wrong or 
defective with one’s core self, generally due to a failure to measure up to standards of 
morality, aesthetics, or competence [...].  
 
The social and moral emotions as defined above should be distinguished from moods and affect. 
Moods are not directed at an object (mood is a “general and pervasive feeling state that is not di-
rected toward a specific target”; Wood, Saltzberg, & Goldsamt, 1990: 900). Affect is a way of 
capturing the positive or negative valence of emotions without further specification. These dis-
tinctions are relevant as pragmatics research has dealt –albeit in a handful of studies– only with 
moods.  
 
3.2 Experimental investigations of emotion and pragmatics 
To the best of my knowledge, experimental investigations of emotion and pragmatics are limited 
to a handful of studies in which mood manipulation was externally induced. For example, Forgas 
(1999a, b) examined the role of participants’ moods in the production of requests. Participants’ 
positive (happy), neutral, or negative (sad) mood was induced through video clips (they watched 
a comedy clip, a clip on death from cancer, or a neutral clip). It was found that participants in a 
negative mood preferred polite strategies to significantly higher degree than participants in a pos-
itive mood. Similarly, Converse et al. (2008), by manipulating the mood of their participants 
(they were exposed to a happy, a sad, or an emotionally neutral movie clip), showed that partici-
pants in a happy mood as compared to those in a sad mood tended to make more errors and to be 
slower when they were attempting to identify the referential intention of their interlocutor (to 
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identify an object in a communication game) and resolve referential ambiguities. Despite their 
merits, these studies highlight the accidental effects of moods.  
In the present thesis, emotion is examined as an integral part of the interaction (either as a 
consequence or as a trigger of pragmatic inference). The reason is that, although the importance 
of studies examining the effects of moods cannot be underestimated as they may reveal biases 
that otherwise would have been undetected, they do not provide a motivated connection among 
communicative processes, social and moral cognition, and affective processes. In the manipula-
tions of the experiments that I report on in Chapters 5-7, characters in short stories are involved 
in situations that are designed to elicit particular social and moral emotions (such as hurt feelings 
and indignation respectively). Oftentimes, these emotions accompany violations of behavioral 
expectations (what I will discuss later as “violations of interactional principles”; see Section 3.4) 
or result from challenges to face. Later (Section 3.5), I will review studies that have examined 
the relation between face and violations of interactional principles, on the one hand, and emo-
tional reactions, on the other. Before I do that, I will discuss the notions of face (Section 3.3) and 
interactional principles (Section 3.4).  
 
3.3 The notion of face 
Face has been conceptualized in different ways (e.g. Arundale 2006, B&L, Goffman 1967, Spen-
cer-Oatey 2005, 2007, Terkourafi 2007; see Haugh 2009 for an overview of various conceptuali-
zations of face). Face first entered politeness research through B&L’s reworking of Goffman’s 
concept of face. Goffman (1967: 5) defines face:  
 
“as the positive social value a person effectively claims for himself by the line 
others assume he has taken during a particular contact. Face is an image of self 
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delineated in terms of approved social attributes –albeit an image that others may 
share, as when a person makes a good showing for his profession or religion by 
making a good showing for himself.” (Goffman 1967: 5)  
 
Drawing on Goffman’s work, B&L argued that achieving one’s goals in interaction is in constant 
tension with individuals’ face wants. They make a distinction between positive face (the desire to 
be approved or the want that one’s wants be desirable to others), and negative face (or the want 
that one’s actions be unimpeded by others). For example, if I disagree with somebody, I may 
threaten his/her positive face by not approving what s/he says, so I have to use mitigating lin-
guistic devices in order to preempt a threat to his/her positive face. Hence, politeness consists in 
using the appropriate linguistic devices in order to reduce face threat. At the same time, the de-
gree of potential face threat is a function of three sociological variables: power, distance and 
ranking of imposition. Thus, although face concerns are always present in communication, the 
degree of potential face threat and the subsequent choice of linguistic strategies is a function of 
these three parameters. Imagine a context in which one asks his best friend for a dollar vs. a con-
text in which an employee asks her colleague to pick up her parents at the airport. In these two 
cases the level of face threat is very different (much lower face threat in the first case), and this 
will determine the linguistic strategy (e.g. “Give me a dollar” vs. “I was wondering if I could ask 
you for a favor” etc.).  
Various critiques have been directed at B&L’s notion of face ranging from the ethnocen-
tric (western) bias underlying the way they treat this notion with an emphasis on negative face 
threats to the fact that they ignore the possibility that face can be associated both with groups and 
individuals alike (Haugh 2009: 2). It seems that B&L’s notion of face shows an obsession with 
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protecting personal territory from potentially harmful interpersonal contact (Bargiela-Chiappini 
2003: 1461). As Terkourafi (2007: 320) has put it, in their work, “face is an a apriori attribute of 
individuals that stands to be threatened in interaction, and must thus above all be safeguarded 
(Terkourafi 2007: 320, original emphasis). 
In another critique of B&L’s notion of face, some researchers (Tracy & Baratz 1994, 
Spencer-Oatey 2009) have argued that face concerns can be relativized. Tracy & Baratz (1994) 
have suggested that the salience of face concerns depends on context (for example, “the same 
woman in an interaction with her daughter’s teacher may want to be seen as a good mother, 
while at her league basketball game she may want to be seen as a good athlete”; 1994: 290-291). 
Along similar lines, Spencer-Oatey (2005, 2007, 2009) has argued that face concerns are also 
relativized to the varying importance individuals attach to their attributes (for example, “if some-
one wants to be regarded as fashionable and is told that s/he is ‘old fashioned’, this will be more 
face-threatening to him/her than to someone who cares less about fashion”; 2009: 141). In other 
words, every act is not by default face-threatening but the degree of face threat depends on 
whether what is ‘threatened’ (personal attributes, values, abilities etc.) is deemed more or less 
important for an individual. There is no provision for this relativity in B&L’s work. Taking these 
criticisms as a valid point of departure, I will present (see Section 3.4) and test (see Chapter 5) 
Spencer-Oatey’s (2009) claims about the relativity of face sensitivities in connection with their 
emotional consequences.   
The relativity of face concerns is important because it relates to another important theme 
that has powerfully emerged in the last decade, i.e. that face is emotionally invested. If face con-
cerns can be relativized, is it also possible that emotional reactions are also relative to the amount 
of face threat? Especially in pragmatics, the basic reason for initiating the discussion on the ef-
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fects of face on emotion seems to be the rise of impoliteness studies, impoliteness being treated 
no longer as a deviation from, or a failure in abiding by, the right politeness strategies à la B&L, 
but as a behavior that intentionally produces some kind of harm and therefore strong emotions. 
As we will see though, face is not the only phenomenon that is emotionally invested. Behavioral 
expectations that reflect people’s concerns over fairness, consideration and behavioral appropri-
ateness (what I will discuss as interactional principles in the following section) also produce 
emotional reactions, and these emotional reactions can be associated with the types of emotions 
we saw at the beginning of this chapter, i.e. social and moral emotions.  
Before I review the literature on the relationship between face/interactional principles and 
emotion, in the next section I introduce Spencer-Oatey’s (2005, 2007) rapport management 
framework and discuss her conceptualization of face and interactional principles. As Spencer-
Oatey’s work (2005, 2007, 2008) draws heavily on findings from social psychology, I consider 
her proposal psychologically plausible and experimentally testable. Furthermore, by taking a 
contextualist approach to the relation between linguistic structures and im/politeness, she does 
not attempt to link specific linguistic structures and their potential effects on interpersonal rela-
tions or on the perception of relationships. In this way, her rapport management framework can 
account for behaviors that are not necessarily linguistic in nature. As we will see below, this al-
lows us to talk about behavioral antecedents that may elicit emotions but are not necessarily lin-
guistic. At the same time, these behavioral antecedents may very well represent sources of in-
formation on which hearers rely in order to arrive at speaker meaning.   
 
3.4 Face, interactional principles and rapport management  
Rapport management refers to the “management or mismanagement of relations between peo-
ple” (Spencer-Oatey 2005: 96). People can hold various types of rapport orientations towards 
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each other, such as the desire to enhance, maintain or challenge harmonious relations. As they 
interact, they make judgments about whether these relations have been enhanced, maintained or 
damaged, but they do so relying on assessments of several factors: behavioral expectations, face 
sensitivities and interactional wants (Spencer-Oatey 2005: 96). When some kind of violation 
emerges in regard to these factors, a judgment of impoliteness may be generated and can be ex-
pressed with a number of evaluative meanings (e.g. hostile, inconsiderate, disrespectful, aggres-
sive). Importantly, a judgment of impoliteness may concern a verbal or a non-verbal behavior 
that is not consistent with behavioral expectations, face sensitivities and interactional wants. 
Here I will focus and discuss face sensitivities and one component of behavioral expectations, 
namely interactional principles.  
Drawing on work by the social psychologist Simon (2004) among others, Spencer-Oatey 
(2005) argues that Goffman’s notion of face (see Section 3.3) is closer to what she calls identity 
face, i.e. aspects of the self such as physical features, abilities, roles and skills among others, 
some of which are more important to the self than others, such that people develop sensitivities 
around these self-aspects. If these self-aspect sensitivities are challenged in interaction, people 
may perceive a threat to their face and offence can result. “[C]onversely, if their sensitivities are 
ingratiated appropriately, people may perceive an enhancement of their identity face.” (Spencer-
Oatey 2005: 104). Recall that, in Chapter 2 (Section 2.2.2), I presented some evidence from so-
cial psychology that recipients of teasing remarks take offence precisely because this type of 
self-aspects are challenged (even if this challenge was only in a playful frame). Of course, Spen-
cer-Oatey’s definition of face also suggests that aspects of the self that do not matter to the indi-
vidual would not be expected, when challenged in interaction, to result in the same degree of of-
fence (Spencer-Oatey 2009: 141). Furthermore, face is associated with attributes that are affec-
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tively sensitive to the individual. It is associated with positively evaluated attributes that the indi-
vidual wants others to acknowledge (explicitly or implicitly), and with negatively evaluated at-
tributes that the individual wants others not to ascribe to him/her (Spencer-Oatey 2007: 644). 
This leads to the prediction that when a positive social attribute is challenged in interaction, this 
will have emotional consequences for the individual, while challenging a social attribute which 
the individual does not value should in principle have weak emotional consequences. This is one 
of the predictions that I will test in my experiments (see Chapter 5, Experiment 2).  
Face is one of the components that form Spencer-Oatey’s (2005) rapport management 
framework, which refers to the mis/management of relations between people and includes “not 
only behavior that enhances or maintains smooth relations, but any kind of behavior that has an 
impact on rapport, whether positive, negative, or neutral” (2005: 96). The other important com-
ponent in this framework is behavioral expectations whose violation may trigger offence. These 
behavioral expectations consist –among other factors– in two interactional principles: the Equity 
Principle and the Association Principle.
1
 According to the Equity Principle,  
 
“people have a fundamental belief that they are entitled to personal consideration from 
others and to be treated fairly; in other words, that they are not unduly imposed upon, that 
they are not unfairly ordered about, and that they are not taken advantage of or exploit-
ed.” (2005: 100) 
 
This principle has three components: cost-benefit considerations (the principle that people should 
not be exploited or disadvantaged), fairness and reciprocity (the belief that costs and benefits 
                                                          
1
 In previous work, Spencer-Oatey (2002) refers collectively to these principles under the term Sociality Rights. 
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should be “fair” and kept roughly in balance), and autonomy-control (the belief that people 
should not be unduly controlled or imposed upon) (Spencer-Oatey 2005: 100).  
According to the Association Principle, people have a fundamental belief that they “are 
entitled to an association with others that is in keeping with the type of relationship that they 
have with them.” (2005: 100). This last principle has three components: involvement (the princi-
ple that people should have appropriate amounts and types of ‘activity’ involvement with others), 
respect (the belief that people should show appropriate amounts of respectfulness for others), and 
empathy
2
 (the belief that people should share appropriate feelings, concerns, and interests with 
others). For reasons that will become obvious in the next section, it is important to note that these 
two principles are unavoidably associated with morality, especially with what Haidt (2012: 153) 
calls the Care/Harm foundation (Association Principle) and the Fairness/Cheating foundation 
(Equity Principle), in that when people do not abide by these interactional principles, it is very 
likely that they will be perceived as, for example, inconsiderate, aggressive, cruel or hurtful –and 
ultimately as immoral.  
In Sections 3.3 and 3.4, I discussed the notion of face and some of the critiques that have 
been directed at B&L’s notion of face. One important problem with the way B&L conceptualize 
face is that it does not allow face concerns to be relativized. In contrast, Spencer-Oatey (2009) 
has argued that face concerns can be relative to the amount of importance an individual places on 
certain attributes. This critique is consistent with the way Spencer-Oatey (2005) treats face or, as 
she calls it, identity face, i.e. as aspects of the self some of which are more important to the self 
than others. Identity face is one of the components that constitute Spencer-Oatey’s (2005) rap-
port management framework, which refers to the management of human relations. Her frame-
                                                          
2
 Empathy here is used in the sense of compassion or sympathy, i.e. showing appropriate concern.    
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work was briefly presented along with her notions of identity face and interactional principles, 
which form part of behavioral expectations. In the next section, I will review studies that show 
how when identity face and interactional principles are challenged, emotional reactions follow. 
To make explicit the connection with Chapter 2 and the paradoxes that were observed regarding 
inferences that people make in communicative acts such as banter, mock impoliteness and teas-
ing, identity face and interactional principles may represent sources of information that interlocu-
tors draw on, and these sources may lead participants in an interaction to disregard (flouts of) the 
Maxim of Quality. 
 
3.5 Effects of face and interactional principles on emotion  
Although the seeds of the relationship between face threat/enhancement and emotion are to be 
found in the work of Goffman (1967: 6, 8, 97-112) and in B&L (1978/1987: 61), only in the last 
decade has research on im/politeness (Bargiela-Chiappini 2003, Culpeper 2011, Isik-Guler & 
Ruhi 2010, Spencer-Oatey 2005, 2011, Terkourafi 2007, 2014) started more systematically to 
explore the close link not only between face and emotions but also between interactional princi-
ples and emotions.  
Goffman (1967: 6) noted that face threat or enhancement has emotional consequences for 
the individual: “If the encounter sustains an image of him that he has long taken for granted, he 
probably will have few feelings about the matter. If events establish a face for him that is better 
than he might have expected, he is likely to ‘feel good’; if his ordinary expectations are not ful-
filled, one expects that he will ‘feel bad’ or ‘feel hurt’.” Following Goffman (1967), B&L simi-
larly argue that face is a vulnerable phenomenon because it is “emotionally invested”, and losing 
face can lead to embarrassment and feelings of humiliation (1978/1987: 61).  
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More recently, Spencer-Oatey (2005, 2011) has called attention to the emotional conse-
quences not only of face but also of interactional principles. In her 2005 article, Spencer-Oatey 
does not analyze emotional reactions in depth, she proposes (2005: 116-117) however that as-
sessments of face-enhancement or crucially face-threat and of violation of the interactional prin-
ciples discussed above lead to emotional reactions such as joy (contentment/pleasure or pride), 
surprise (surprise/amazement), anger (irritation/annoyance, frustration, or disgust/disapproval) 
and sadness (disappointment/displeasure, shame/guilt or embarrassment/insult/humiliation), 
which in turn can have a serious impact on interlocutors’ relationship. 
Spencer-Oatey (2011) starts from the premise that, in order to gain insight into rapport re-
lated concerns, we need to examine the interlocutors’ “assessments of the affective quality they 
subjectively and dynamically experience in their relations with others” (2011: 3567). Through 
post-event interview comments by participants, she examined both metapragmatic im/politeness 
comments and emotion comments. In line with Culpeper (2011; see next paragraph), she found a 
high frequency of reported emotions related to sadness (e.g. hurt, offended, disappointed), but 
also emotions related to joy (e.g. pleased, happy) and anger (e.g. frustrated, angry). Notably, the 
im/politeness comments were much fewer, and according to the author, this discrepancy could 
suggest that “people’s personal emotional reactions are more primary and critical than their eval-
uative judgements of others’ (im)politeness” (2011: 3576).  
Establishing a further link between face/interactional principles and emotions, Culpeper 
(2011: 58), based on diary reports of offensive events, argues that sadness and anger, with subor-
dinate categories like suffering (e.g. “being hurt”) and irritation respectively, among others, are 
particularly salient in events of impoliteness, and these are symptoms of face loss and/or viola-
tion of behavioral expectations, such as violations regarding the equity and association princi-
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ples
3
. In fact, his data suggest that especially violations of the equity principle are more likely to 
lead to other-condemning emotions like anger (emotions directed at an Other), but face loss is 
likely to lead to self-condemning emotions like embarrassment and shame (emotions directed at 
the self). One of the most important points that Culpeper (2011: 59-62) makes is that face loss 
and violations of interactional principles lead not just to any type of emotion but specifically to 
moral emotions, because face is ultimately a moral phenomenon and the interactional principles 
have moral foundations related to fairness, reciprocity etc. (see also Culpeper 2011: 36-39). On a 
more general level, the functional importance of these emotions is that they make people con-
form to norms (Haidt 2003).
4
 I would add that these emotions are at the same time prototypically 
social emotions in the sense of Leary (2001) in that they result from interactions with others.  
Starting from the premise that “emotions are not just reactions to the environment but in-
fluence people and the course of interpersonal communication” (2010: 632), Işik-Güler & Ruhi 
(2010) elaborate on fictional narratives and what they reveal about the relationship between 
face/interactional principles and emotion. First, they show that sadness emotions such as feeling 
sad or ‘broken’ can be generated by face damage (e.g. an attack on one’s personal qualities) or 
violation of interactional principles (e.g. unfair treatment of somebody), and that anger emotions 
such as being irritated/annoyed and getting angry/furious can also be the result of these two fac-
tors. Furthermore, one issue that Işik-Güler & Ruhi (2010) raise is whether hurt feelings –of par-
ticular importance in the present thesis– is a matter of violation of interactional principles or a 
matter of face loss. Based on their data, they suggest that hurt feelings are a matter of interac-
                                                          
3
 Culpeper (2011) uses terms that correspond to Spencer-Oatey’s (2002) previous work: Quality face corresponds to 
identity face and sociality rights to the interactional principles of equity and association. 
4
 See also Tomasello (2009: 42). 
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tional principles. Hurt feelings is a prototypically social emotion (Leary 2001), which is preced-
ed by events (antecedents) connoting relational devaluation and usually experienced as a result 
of hurtful acts by individuals that have a familiar relationship with the victim (Leary et al. 1998).   
The basic point that these studies make is that management of relations is coupled with 
emotional grounding, i.e. mis/management of relations triggers emotions (as when, for example, 
I insult somebody, which might trigger anger/hurt feelings in them). Specifically, two factors 
seem to play a crucial role in eliciting emotional reactions: face threat/enhancement, and viola-
tions/upholding of the interactional principles of equity and association.  
The above discussed literature suggests that, if threatening or enhancing face and also vi-
olating or upholding interactional principles are (or must be) accompanied by emotional reac-
tions as research has shown so far, making it perhaps implausible to talk about face 
threat/enhancement or violation/upholding of interactional principles without emotions (except 
in pathological populations
5
), then perhaps face and interactional principles should be treated as 
affective phenomena. Especially when it comes to face, experimental evidence (Leary & 
Baumeister 2000, Leary 2001) has shown that we ‘live’ in the minds of the others (even without 
knowing it or without wanting to admit it) and their reactions (verbal or otherwise) have an emo-
tional impact on us. Paraphrasing Leary & Baumeister (2000: 3), people not only assess coldly 
that an ability of theirs has been evaluated negatively by others, they also feel bad about it. The 
reason that especially face enhancement has not been perceived in emotional terms is perhaps 
because negative emotions are always stronger than positive ones (‘bad is stronger than good’, 
see Baumeister et al. 2001), and this in turn is because negative emotions signal relational threat, 
                                                          
5
 See evidence cited in Nichols (2004), who argues that norms that prohibit harm to others are associated with emo-
tional responses to those harms. 
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and threatening one’s position in the social world has consequences for one’s social well-being. 
The proposed connection between face and affect is not without precedents: Terkourafi (2007) 
proposed that face should be conceived as “biologically grounded in the basic emotional dimen-
sion of approach/withdrawal” (2007: 335) along with an intentionality component, two elements 
that make face universal and distinctly human respectively. From this fairly theoretical proposal 
though still specific predictions have to be derived.      
Narrowing down this argument to the formulation of experimental hypotheses, I hypothe-
size that, if face is emotionally invested, then challenging one’s face should lead to inferring 
hearer’s strong negative emotional reactions. In contrast, challenging a quality that is not consid-
ered important by the individual should not lead to inferring strong emotions. Furthermore, if 
interactional principles are emotionally sensitive, then any violation of them should also lead to 
inferring strong negative emotions.  
The above discussion reveals that identity face and interactional principles lead to emo-
tional reactions. Face and interactional principles may be conceived as representing also sources 
of information that interlocutors take into account (consciously or subconsciously) in arriving at 
speaker meaning. For example, when the speaker verbally challenges the hearer’s identity face 
(e.g. an ability important to him), an emotional reaction follows. However, emotional reactions 
are not easily separable from their antecedents. The interconnection of face and emotion is what 
matters the most: Interlocutors take into account face because first and foremost they know that 
challenges or enhancements to face will probably lead to emotional reactions (what is the point 
of using insulting language if we know it is not going to affect our listener emotionally?). They 
also may take into account lack of face sensitivities or lack of violation of interactional principles 
in order to utter prima facie rude remarks that they know they will not affect their listeners (see 
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the “Silly bugger” example in Chapter 2). Evidence from moral psychology (Nichols 2004) 
shows that our capacity for making moral judgments is compromised when our knowledge of the 
norms that prohibit harmful actions is not accompanied by an affective response to actions of 
that type. If challenges to face and interactional principles belong in the realm of morality in a 
broader sense, particularly if we take into account the emotions that arise from these challenges, 
then it would not be implausible to postulate a strong link between face/interactional principles 
and emotion.  
 
3.6 Emotional states as a trigger of pragmatic inference 
If speakers have an idea about what their utterances may cause to their listeners by capitalizing 
on the concepts of face and interactional principles, is it also possible that emotion, instead of 
operating just as an anticipated consequence, it can also be the antecedent that hearers take into 
account in order to arrive at speaker meaning? An example would make it clear: Imagine some-
body saying: “Is that your car?” pointing to a car parked on the side of the road (example taken 
from Thomas, 1986: 150-151). Depending on whether the hearer attributes a positive or a nega-
tive emotional state to the speaker, the question can be interpreted as an expression of admiration 
or as a request to move the car (assuming that, for example, the speaker looks and sounds angry). 
Holtgraves’s work on the impact of power disparities on the understanding of illocutionary force 
offers a useful parallel here. Holtgraves, Srull & Socall (1989) and Holtgraves (1994) showed 
that power disparity had an immediate effect on the interpretation of remarks such as “It’s hot in 
here,” which are ambiguous as to illocutionary force: when a high status speaker uttered such an 
illocutionarily ambiguous remark, hearers were much quicker to generate a request reading (e.g. 
‘open the window’) than when interlocutors were equals. Could attribution of a negative emo-
tional state to the speaker similarly trigger request readings of illocutionarily ambiguous re-
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marks? The proposal is fairly new but, based on evidence that humans have the inherent tenden-
cy to assess (and respond to) others’ emotional states, as work on empathy has shown (e.g. Davis 
1994, Hoffman 1981, Preston & de Waal 2002), appraisal of emotional states should in principle 
play a role in arriving at speaker meaning.  
In a recent study, Vergis & Terkourafi (2015) examined the interactionally ambiguous 
Greek address term re malaka (which can be interpreted as either asshole or dude depending on 
the relationship between the interlocutors) and found that, depending on the emotional state of 
the speaker as inferred based on the context, the term was interpreted as conveying insult (when 
the speaker was inferred to be indignant with his interlocutor) or not (when the speaker was ask-
ing his interlocutor for a favor). They presented to participants short stories describing events 
from the daily life of fictional characters, and in one condition the speaker asked the hearer for a 
favor (e.g. to pick up his parents from the airport) and in the other condition, the speaker asked 
the hearer to stop doing something the former was annoyed with (e.g. stop smoking in the lab). 
The negative event story always described an inconsiderate action that made the speaker angry or 
rightfully indignant; crucially, the hearer’s behavior was a direct violation of the interactional 
principle of association (see Section 3.4 above), which resulted in an emotional response on the 
part of the speaker. The perception of this violation, which is coupled with emotional response, 
led participants to interpret the interactionally ambiguous Greek term as conveying insult even 
when the relationship between the two characters was intimate (‘best friends’). Among the points 
that the study made is that it is difficult to disambiguate terms such as re malaka if the speaker’s 
emotional state is not previously inferred and subsequently taken into account.  
Vergis & Terkourafi’s (2015) study showed that appraising the speaker’s emotional state 
can guide the interpretation of the interactional import of address terms. Referring back to the 
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example of “Is that your car?”, one could also argue that in this case the interpretation of speaker 
meaning is not just a matter of lexical interpretation but of inferring illocutionary force (request 
vs. statement). If the flouting of the Maxim of Relation (“Is that your car?” is a question) 
prompts an initial search for what the speaker may implicate, then recognizing the speaker as an-
gry or happy may channel the inference towards a specific direction (a request to move one’s car 
or an expression of admiration conveyed through a statement).   
 
3.7 Cognitive and Affective Theory of Mind (ToM) 
Humans make inferences about others’ emotional states in a variety of ways: We assess one’s 
emotional state through facial expressions (e.g. Ekman 1971, Baron-Cohen et al. 1997), tone of 
voice (e.g. Bachorowski 1999, Pell & Kotz 2011) or gestures (e.g. Castellano et al. 2007). Hu-
mans make even more advanced inferences about others’ emotional states by just reading stories 
(Davis 1994), and in fact the brain mechanism responsible for making this type of inference (see 
below) is highly activated when reading stories with complex characters (Kidd & Castano 2013). 
For example, when we read about one’s failure we make an inference about how sad they may 
be, or reading about an injustice done to somebody we may predict that they are angry or frus-
trated. Essentially, we exploit our ability to detect and reason about the other’s feelings, and not 
just about their beliefs. Apperly (2011: 184-185) admits that his monograph on Theory of Mind 
(or ‘mind-reading’ as he calls it) is incomplete in that he does not examine ‘affective’ mental 
states. There is recent evidence from behavioral and neurological measures (Shamay-Tsoory et 
al. 2005, Shamay-Tsoory et al. 2007, Shamay-Tsoory & Aharon-Perez 2007) that except for a 
cognitive Theory of Mind (ToM), i.e. our ability to reason about others’ beliefs, humans also 
have an affective ToM, the ability to detect and reason about others’ emotional states, which is 
based on different neural mechanisms from cognitive ToM, and, unlike cognitive ToM, is highly 
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correlated with empathic abilities (Shamay-Tsoory et al. 2003, Shamay-Tsoory et al. 2002) as 
measured by a validated battery of diagnostic questionnaires (Mehrabian & Epstein 1972).  
In a series of studies, Shamay-Tsoory and colleagues examined affective ToM through 
story-like tasks like detection of faux pas (originally designed by Stone et al. 1998; see also Bar-
on-Cohen et al. 1999) and irony, and also through tasks involving eye-gaze cues. The eye-gaze 
tasks were designed to assess the ability to judge first- and second-order affective vs. cognitive 
mental state attribution (the Yoni Task). The story-like tasks such as irony (or to be more precise, 
“affective irony”6) and faux pas detection require an appreciation of the speaker’s and the listen-
er’s emotional state (being angry and insulted/hurt, respectively). Through a comparison of 
pathological populations, Shamay-Tsoory & Aharon-Perez (2007) found significant differences 
between groups with different brain lesions as far as the affective ToM is concerned, a correla-
tion of the eye-gaze measures with the story-like tasks, and a correlation of participants’ scores 
on empathy with their affective ToM abilities but not with their cognitive ToM abilities. The 
basic contribution of this line of research is that, while detection of cognitive mental states like 
beliefs was considered the only important factor in previous research on pragmatic deficits (e.g. 
Baron-Cohen 1988), it seems that reasoning about emotional states is equally important in hu-
man communication.   
To make things more concrete, I will give an example from the types of irony that Sha-
may-Tsoory and colleagues have examined. As mentioned above, they used two types of irony: 
                                                          
6
 In the irony task, the authors examined two types of (typical) irony: “cognitive and affective irony”. In the case of 
the cognitive irony stories, the speaker’s emotional state is neutral, while in the affective version, the speaker is an-
gry with the hearer. See more below. 
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cognitive and affective irony. Below are two samples (from Shamay-Tsoory & Aharon-Perez 
2007: 3066):  
 
Cognitive irony. Joe went into the bank manager’s office and couldn’t find anywhere to 
sit down because all the chairs were occupied with documents and folders. An unor-
ganized pile of letters and documents were randomly set on the table. Joe said to the bank 
manager: “Your office is so tidy!” 
1. Why did Joe say that?, 2. Did Joe think the office was tidy?, 3. Was the office tidy?  
 
Affective irony. Joe’s dad was supposed to pick him up after chess club at 6 p.m. By the 
time he recalled he had to pick up his son, it was 7 p.m. Dad found Joe standing tired and 
frightened out in the rain. When they got home, Joe was crying and told his mom what 
had happened. Mom said to dad: “You are such a good father!” 
1. Why did mom say that?, 2. Did mom think dad was a good father?, 3. Was dad a good 
father on this occasion?  
 
In the first story, the speaker does not seem very involved emotionally, while in the second story 
it can be inferred that the speaker (mom) is angry at the hearer (dad) because of his inconsiderate 
behavior toward their son. In the first story the speaker can be perceived as joking while in the 
second story the speaker can be perceived as criticizing the hearer, although in both cases a typi-
cal example of irony is used. In the first story, we need to combine one piece of knowledge (un-
organized office) and infer that the speaker, who says “Your office is so tidy”, does not believe 
what he says, and he does not want the hearer to believe that the speaker believes that the hear-
er’s office is tidy. In the second story though, we need to take into account the fact that the hear-
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er has acted in an inappropriate way, and infer that the speaker (mom), who says “You are such a 
good father”, is angry at the hearer and does not believe what she says, and of course that she 
does not want the hearer (dad) to believe that she believes that the hearer is a good dad on this 
occasion. If the speaker’s emotional state is not inferred, arriving at speaker meaning (which can 
be cast in terms of joking/teasing vs. criticizing) would be very difficult –if not impossible. 
Without ‘emotional’ inference, we can only go as far as to understand that in both cases of irony, 
the speaker does not want the hearer to believe that she believes what she says (cognitive Theory 
of Mind). However, to comprehend the attitude of the speaker we need more than that. Shamay-
Tsoory & Aharon-Perez (2007) report that a population with a certain lesion made significantly 
more errors in the affective irony task as compared to other pathological populations. Unfortu-
nately, they do not report details of exactly how they measured the errors on the three variables 
(reported under each story above).  
Although it can be inferred that the speaker in the second story (mom) is indignant with 
the hearer (dad), it is also evident that the source of this emotion can be traced to a violation of 
interactional principles: the dad (hearer) has displayed inconsiderate behavior toward his son by 
violating the Association principle, and this has generated emotions of anger and frustration in 
the speaker (mom), emotions which can be categorized as social and moral as they arise from 
interacting with others and also from violating standards of morality (not caring about one’s kin). 
By contrast, in the first story, the speaker (bank manager’s office) is inferred not to be indignant. 
One could argue that there has been a violation of interactional principles but the violation is not 
as grave as in the second story. In fact, this shows that the speaker in the first story is not as emo-
tionally involved as in the second story. However, this does not entail that emotion is absent. In 
this respect, Shamay-Tsoory & Aharon-Perez’s (2007) manipulation has more to do with low vs. 
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high levels of emotional involvement (as prompted by violations of interactional principles) ra-
ther than complete absence of it. Experiment 3 attempts to address this issue (see Chapter 6).  
An outstanding question is then whether inferring the speaker’s emotional state contrib-
utes to arriving at speaker meaning. Does low vs. high emotional involvement make a difference 
to how the speaker’s meaning is constructed? As we saw above, there is some evidence that in-
ferring the speaker’s intent might be guided by appraisal of emotional states (Vergis & 
Terkourafi 2014), and that neurological and behavioral studies have provided some evidence for 
the separation of cognitive from affective ToM, our ability to reason about others’ beliefs and 
our ability to reason about emotional states, respectively. Nevertheless, the role of inferences re-
garding emotional states has not been so prevalent in studies of pragmatic abilities. The experi-
ments reported in the following chapters of this thesis attempt to gain some insight into whether 
assessment of the speaker’s emotional state can channel pragmatic inference. The experiments 
conducted and reported in this thesis test a less typical form of irony, i.e. banter or mock impo-
liteness (see Chapter 2), whereby participants have to infer that a prima facie negative utterance 
is taken to mean something positive. Will manipulating the speaker’s emotional state make a dif-
ference on how an obviously impolite remark will be taken?  
 
3.8 Summary 
In the present chapter, I reviewed literature that suggests that communicative phenomena cannot 
be adequately understood if emotion is not taken into account. In the first part, I discussed re-
search on emotional reactions resulting from the mis/management of relations. Mis/management 
of relations can result from challenges to two components: identity face and the interactional 
principles of equity and association. These, as literature shows, are hard to conceive without their 
emotional consequences, and therefore should be better treated as affective phenomena that de-
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pend largely on sociality and morality. Acts of communication then involve emotions that are 
indispensable for our social well-being. In the second part, I reviewed research that has shown 
that our ability to reason about others’ emotional states is equally important to (and neurological-
ly distinct from) our ability to reason about others’ beliefs. There is some evidence that the abil-
ity to make inferences about others’ emotional states can guide our understanding of what the 
speaker means. At the same time, a fuller understanding of emotional reactions relies on under-
standing their antecedents (has, for example, anger been the result of some kind of violation of 
interactional principles? Have hurt feelings resulted from aspects of the self that have been chal-
lenged in interaction?).  
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Chapter 4: Methodology  
Outline 
4.1 Introduction 
4.2 Research questions and hypotheses  
4.3 Why an experimental investigation  
4.4 The vignette technique  
4.5 The independent variables (manipulations) 
4.6 The dependent variables 
4.7 Norming task 
4.8 Summary 
 
4.1 Introduction 
In the present chapter, I lay out my Research Questions and Hypotheses and justify the use of the 
experimental method for their investigation. I then describe the methodology used, i.e. the vi-
gnette technique, and provide an overview of the independent and dependent variables. Finally, I 
report on a norming task that examined the degree of impoliteness conveyed by two types of re-
mark out of context: obviously impolite remarks
1
 (Pragmalinguistically Impolite remarks) and 
remarks that do not express impolite meanings (Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite remarks) out 
of context. Given that especially the former type of remark was used in all of the experiments 
reported in the following chapters, the main goal of the norming task was to establish that out of 
context these remarks are judged as highly impolite.  
 
4.2 Research Questions and hypotheses 
The literature review presented in Chapters 2 and 3 raised a number of issues. First, some schol-
ars like Leech (1983) have argued that solidarity inferences in complex communicative acts like 
                                                          
1
 I interpret Leech’s (1983) “obviously impolite” to mean a high degree of pragmalinguistic (out of context) impo-
liteness. 
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banter are generated when the Maxim of Quality is flouted and when the speaker utters some-
thing obviously impolite, but analysis of examples from other scholars (e.g. Culpeper 1996) sug-
gests that solidarity inferences can still be generated even when the Maxim of Quality is not 
flouted. If we grant that positive interpersonal effects can be still produced without a strong 
mismatch between the remark and the context, the issue is then what are the conditions that li-
cense solidarity inferences. Is it lack of face concerns? Is it the speaker’s positive emotional 
state?  
Second, a much debated issue in im/politeness research is whether im/politeness is inher-
ent is language. Some scholars (Leech 2014, Culpeper 2011) take a dual approach by distin-
guishing between the im/politeness potential and the actual import of linguistic expressions 
(Terkourafi 2001, 2003). The latter view broadly predicts that linguistic expressions judged as 
more impolite out of context should produce more impoliteness effects in context than linguistic 
expressions considered less impolite (all else being equal).   
Third, it is not clear why sometimes negative emotions occur in teasing interactions. Re-
cent critiques of the notion of face (Spencer-Oatey 2009) may provide part of the answer by 
pointing to the relative importance that people attribute to aspects of the self and to the affective 
sensitivity of face. In support of this view, several scholars have documented the effects of face 
threat on emotion (Culpeper 2011, Isik-Guler & Ruhi 2010, Spencer-Oatey 2005, 2011). Is nega-
tive emotion a function of face concerns?  
Finally, some scholars (Bernal 2008, Haugh 2010, Haugh & Bousfield 2012) have 
stressed the affiliative effects of complex communicative phenomena like banter, mock impo-
liteness and teasing. Others, especially those from social psychology (Alberts 1992, Alberts et al. 
1996, Young & Bippus 2001), have documented mainly negative reactions by recipients of teas-
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ing. It may be possible to reconcile these views if we assume that there is an inherent difference 
in the way speakers construe their intent and the way hearers perceive it, as some studies have 
shown (Kruger et al. 2006, Kowalski 2000). Nevertheless, these studies have relied on self-
reports that may be subject to a number of biases. Can a more conservative test of this latter view 
provide us with clearer answers? 
These issues motivate my Research Questions (henceforth, RQ), which I present below. 
For convenience, I have included in parentheses the experiments each RQ is associated with.  
 
RQ1. Does inferring solidarity as a result of an obviously impolite remark rely on the criterion of 
Truthfulness (i.e. the flouting of the Maxim of Quality) (Leech 1983) (RQ1a, Experiment 1), on 
identity face or both (RQ1b, Experiment 2)? 
Hypotheses: The principle tested is Leech’s (1983) Banter Principle that assumes that the Grice-
an Maxim of Quality (Grice 1975) has to be flouted in combination with an obviously impolite 
remark in order for an inference of solidarity to be produced. This contrasts with my hypothesis 
that a flouting of the Maxim of Quality is not a necessary condition for inferring solidarity, but 
rather such inference depends on lack of face concerns. 
 
RQ2. Does inferring solidarity as a result of an obviously impolite remark rely on the criterion of 
Truthfulness (i.e. the flouting of the Maxim of Quality) (Leech 1983), the speaker’s emotional 
state or both (Experiment 3)? 
Hypotheses: The principle tested is Leech’s (1983) Banter Principle that assumes that the Grice-
an Maxim of Quality (Grice 1975) has to be flouted in combination with an obviously impolite 
remark in order for an inference of solidarity to be produced. This contrasts with my hypothesis 
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that a flouting of the Maxim of Quality is not necessary for inferring solidarity, but rather such 
inference depends on the recognition of the speaker’s positive emotional state.  
 
RQ3. Do utterances that contain explicit markers of impoliteness (Pragmalinguistically Impolite 
remarks) produce more impoliteness effects in context as compared to utterances that do not con-
tain explicit markers of impoliteness (Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite remarks) (Experiment 
1) 
Hypotheses: Based broadly on Leech (2014: 18) and Culpeper (2011: 137), it can be hypothe-
sized that linguistic forms that express strong impolite meanings out of context produce more 
impoliteness effects in context than linguistic expressions that do not express impolite meanings 
out of context (when everything else is equal).  
 
RQ4. Do inferences regarding the hearer’s emotional reactions to obviously impolite remarks 
depend on the strength of the hearer’s identity face sensitivities? (Experiment 2) 
Hypotheses: Based on Spencer-Oatey (2005, 2009), it can be hypothesized that the stronger the 
identity face sensitivities, the stronger the emotional reactions. In contrast, the less strong the 
identity face sensitivities, the weaker the emotional reactions will be inferred to be. This is in 
contrast to a static conceptualization of face found in B&L’s model, which recognized levels of 
threat only as a function of (different configurations of) the three sociological variables of Pow-
er, Distance and Ranking of Imposition.  
 
RQ5. Does perspective-taking (i.e. being in the role of the speaker who produces a remark vs. 
being in the role of the hearer who is the target of the remark) create a difference between how 
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participants in the role of the speaker construe speaker meaning and the way participants in the 
role of the hearer construe speaker meaning? (Experiment 4) 
Hypotheses: The hypothesis tested is based on Kruger et al. (2005) and more broadly on the ego-
centric bias hypothesis. According to this hypothesis, participants in the role of the speaker will 
tend to construe speaker meaning differently than participants in the role of the hearer. This is in 
contrast to the view that people are efficient communicators and no differences due to perspec-
tive emerge.  
 
4.3 Why an experimental investigation 
Pragmatics researchers use methods with which they either obtain naturally occurring data (e.g. 
through observation or corpus methodologies) or elicit data (e.g. through interviews) (see Golato 
& Golato 2013). These are analyzed either (usually) qualitatively or quantitatively. Despite the 
proclamations for the ‘experimental turn’ in pragmatics in the 2000s (Noveck & Reboul 2008), 
the love affair of pragmatics with experimentation goes back in the 1980s with work examining 
indirect speech (e.g. Holtgraves 1986, Clark 1979), politeness (e.g. Holtgraves & Yang 1992), 
counterfactual forms of utterances like irony or banter (e.g. Gibbs 1986, Kreuz & Glucksberg 
1989, Slugoski & Turnbull 1988) or metaphors (Glucksberg et al. 1982), pragmatic vs. semantic 
inference (Barclay, Toglia & Chevalier 1984), and other diverse phenomena within pragmatics 
with the use of either offline methods such as the vignette technique (see below) or online / pro-
cessing methods such as reaction times (see, for example, Holtgraves & Ashley 2001 on the 
comprehension of illocutionary force). In the last decade, there has been a multiplication of stud-
ies using experimental methods such as eye-tracking (e.g. examining reference resolution; see 
Keysar et al. 2003, or investigating taboo words in context; see Palmer, Raizen & Christianson, 
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under review) and a more intense investigation of phenomena at the interface of semantics and 
pragmatics (especially scalar inferences like some; see the volume edited by Noveck & Sperber 
2004, reflective of this trend). Of course, one could argue that experimental studies are a less 
ecological measure due to the unnaturalness of the environment where participants are tested or 
the experiments they are subjected to, as opposed to observational studies where “anything 
goes”. However, experimental techniques help control for parameters that studies using observa-
tional methods are unable to control for. 
More specifically, I decided to use experimental methodologies to answer my Research 
Questions as the stimuli and the manipulations are kept constant and thus parameters such as lin-
guistic expressions or features of the context that in other methods would vary can be tightly 
controlled. In their review of teasing, Keltner et al. (2001) call for more experimental studies that 
could remedy problems faced by self-reports or ethnographic studies (small samples, idiosyncrat-
ic interpretations of interactions). Further, social psychological studies reviewed in Chapter 2 do 
not adopt strict criteria when it comes to language and remain rather vague about what linguistic 
expressions were used (see also Culpeper’s, 2011: 141, comments on the vagueness of social 
psychological and communication studies in this regard). The use of various linguistic expres-
sions, however, may represent a source of variation in those studies that is important to control 
here.   
 
4.4 The vignette technique 
In the present dissertation, I use offline methodologies, which means that the tasks that the par-
ticipants performed were not timed and no processing measure was used. More specifically, I 
used the vignette technique (Alexander & Becker 1978, Finch 1987). The vignette technique is 
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an established methodology in the social sciences (Hughes 2004) and has been extensively used 
in pragmatics research (e.g. Holtgraves & Yang 1990, Breheny, Katsos & Williams 2006, among 
many others). Vignettes are “short stories about hypothetical characters in specified circumstanc-
es” (Finch 1987: 105). The vignette technique minimizes participants’ personal involvement by 
presenting a hypothetical scenario, thus overcoming problems with self-reports (Alexander & 
Becker 1978, Finch 1987, Keltner et al. 2001). Furthermore, following standard procedures of 
experimentation (factorial design, uniform stimuli, control items, fillers, experimental lists, ran-
domization) makes it possible to elicit reliable responses by controlling participants’ attention to 
the target materials and avoiding gaps in the quantification and statistical analysis of the data.  
In the experiments I conducted and present in the following chapters (Chapters 5-7), par-
ticipants were asked to read short vignettes (one-paragraph stories) and provide their judgments 
on questions regarding the speaker’s commitment to the truth, goals, attitudes and emotional 
states, and the effects of the speaker’s remarks on the hearer. The vignettes describe fictional 
events from the daily life of hypothetical characters. All target vignettes have similar structure in 
that two characters (character A/hearer, and character B/speaker) are presented, their relationship 
is briefly described (best friends), and an event follows that affects character A (or, only in Ex-
periment 3, character B). The vignette concludes with character B commenting on the abilities of 
character A.  
The experiments were designed, built and implemented on Survey Monkey, an online 
survey tool (https://www.surveymonkey.com). Participants were recruited via Amazon’s Me-
chanical Turk, an online labor system (https://www.mturk.com/mturk/welcome). Mechanical 
Turk has important advantages compared to traditional methods of participant recruitment (such 
as student samples): The participant cost is relatively low, the data collection process is typically 
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very fast, the sample is reliable (see Schnoebelen & Kuperman 2010), and the demographic is 
much more diverse than traditional student samples. 
 
4.5 The independent variables (manipulations) 
With the term independent variables or manipulations I refer to the independent variables that 
were used in the vignettes and were expected to have an effect on the dependent variables (see 
Section 4.6). Although the structure of the vignettes was similar, in each experiment different 
manipulations were used and they are detailed in each chapter. Nevertheless, I provide an over-
view here: 
Experiment 1 (Chapter 5) aimed to investigate whether 1) solidarity inferences can be 
generated by flouting the Maxim of Quality (RQ1a) in combination with obviously impolite re-
marks, and 2) pragmalinguistically impolite remarks produce stronger impoliteness effects in 
context as compared to pragmalinguistically non-impolite remarks (RQ3) (see Chapter 2, Section 
2.2.3). In this experiment, the crucial manipulations were two: a) the Maxim of Quality opera-
tionalized as Event Valence, and b) the type of remark. Manipulating the (flouting of the) Maxim 
of Quality entailed here the introduction of a positive and a negative event. When character A 
succeeded in some respect (e.g. passed his driving test, got first prize in a competition, got a 
scholarly grant), the (negative, impolite) remark uttered by character B (e.g. “You are such a 
lousy driver”) at the end of the vignette was obviously untrue. In contrast, when character A 
failed in some respect (e.g. failed his driving test, did not make it to the second round of a con-
test, his grant application was rejected), the (negative, impolite) remark uttered by character B 
(e.g. “You are such a lousy driver”) at the end of the vignette was not obviously untrue. Further, 
manipulating the type of remark entailed the introduction of two types of remark: A pragmalin-
guistically impolite remark which consisted of a harsh comment on character A’s abilities (e.g. 
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“You are such a lousy driver”) or a pragmalinguistically non-impolite remark that consisted of a 
comment with no explicit impoliteness markers (e.g. “Driving must be hard for you”).  
Experiment 2 aimed at investigating the interaction of the Maxim of Quality and Identity 
Face, i.e. whether inferring solidarity is possible when the Maxim of Quality is not flouted but 
identity face sensitivities are minimal (RQ1b). Here, the crucial manipulations were two: a) the 
Maxim of Quality operationalized as Event Valence, and b) identity face sensitivity. The manip-
ulation of the Maxim of Quality was exactly the same as in Experiment 1 (see previous para-
graph). Manipulating identity face sensitivity entailed here the introduction of two propositions: 
A proposition that described character A’s (the hearer’s) high attachment to a certain skill (e.g. 
“Driving is a big deal for Matt”) and a proposition that described the opposite, i.e. character A’s 
low attachment to a certain skill (e.g. “Matt couldn’t care less about driving”). Crucially, this 
knowledge was shared by the speaker (e.g. “John knows that driving is a big deal for Matt”). 
This distinction operationalizes Spencer-Oatey’s (2005) Identity Face sensitivities. Unlike in Ex-
periment 1, the remark (a pragmalinguistically impolite remark) at the end of the vignette was 
kept constant.  
Experiment 3 aimed at investigating the interaction of the Maxim of Quality and the 
speaker’s emotional state, i.e. whether inferring solidarity is possible when the Maxim of Quality 
is not flouted but the speaker’s emotional state is perceived as positive (RQ2). The crucial ma-
nipulations were two: a) the Maxim of Quality operationalized as Event Valence, and b) speak-
er’s emotional involvement. The operationalization of the Maxim of Quality was similar to Ex-
periment 1 in that it involved either a positive or a negative event. The crucial difference, which 
is related to the second manipulation, is that in one condition the speaker was affected by the 
(positive or negative) event (e.g., character A/hearer succeeded in driving or failed to drive char-
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acter B/speaker to an important interview) and in the other condition the speaker was not affect-
ed by the event (e.g., character A/hearer succeeded in driving or failed to drive a third character 
to an important interview). The remark (a pragmalinguistically impolite remark) at the end of the 
vignette was kept constant, as in Experiment 2. 
Finally, Experiment 4 aimed at investigating the effects of perspective on inferring soli-
darity, i.e. whether inferring solidarity depends on the perspective of the speaker or the hearer. A 
second goal was to examine what perspective Experiments 1-3 reflect as in these experiments the 
participants were always in the role of the observer of an interaction. The manipulations were 
two: a) the Maxim of Quality operationalized as Event Valence, and b) participants’ perspective. 
The operationalization of the Maxim of Quality was the same as in Experiments 1 and 2. Manip-
ulating participants’ perspective entailed here the introduction of the vignettes in second person 
(“You and Matt are very close friends…”) and in third person (e.g., “John and Matt”; exactly as 
in Experiments 1-3). In one condition, participants take the perspective of the speaker, in another 
condition a different set of participants take the perspective of the hearer and in a yet different 
condition, a third set of participants take the perspective of the observer. As in Experiments 2 
and 3, the remark (a pragmalinguistically impolite remark) at the end of the vignette was kept 
constant. 
After reading the vignettes, participants in all experiments were asked to provide ratings 
to questions in scales from 1 to 7, or responses to a question with categorical variables. Below I 
detail the dependent variables.  
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4.6 The dependent variables  
A number of dependent variables were used in the experiments conducted here. All variables, 
except for one, were measured on scales of 1 to 7. The scales did not contain numbers, instead 
only their extremes were labeled. Most of the dependent variables appear in all of the experi-
ments, and they are detailed below.  
The speaker’s commitment to the truth of his/her statement. This variable taps into whether the 
speaker is believed by the participants to commit to the content of his/her utterance. A lack of 
commitment to the truth of the utterance can pragmatically result in either lying (when the 
speaker does not want the hearer to think that the speaker does not believe what the speaker says) 
or some type of non-serious use of language (e.g. in irony or banter) (when the speaker wants the 
hearer to think that the speaker does not believe what the speaker says). The importance of this 
variable lies in the fact that we can measure to what extent the speaker is thought to abide by or 
deviate from the Maxim of Quality, i.e. to what extent s/he is being truthful. The wording of the 
question was the following: 
  
Does [the speaker] believe what he says? 
Most likely NO (1)        (7) Most likely YES 
 
The clause what he says refers to the remark that the speaker utters at the end of the vignette (e.g. 
“You are such a horrible gardener”).  
 
The speaker’s goal to tease or to be serious. This variable taps into whether the speaker intends 
their utterance to be taken in jest (“teasing”) or in a serious way (“serious”). This variable was 
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chosen because, based on the discussion of teasing in Keltner et al. (2001), the concept of teasing 
is broad enough to capture the goal of various communicative acts, and particularly because it 
incorporates a provocative message with playful frames and (usually) affiliative intent. Terms 
such as ironic and sarcastic among others are too specific and their use may lead participants 
astray in judging the speakers’ remarks in the experimental vignettes. The wording of the ques-
tion presented to the participants is the following:  
 
Is [the speaker] teasing or being serious?  
Teasing (1)        (7) Serious 
 
The speaker’s attitude towards the hearer (to be friendly or mean). Although the previous varia-
ble captures the way the speaker intends his utterance to be taken, i.e. in a serious or non-serious 
way, it does not necessarily capture a subtler attitude on the speaker’s part. Literature reviewed 
in Chapter 2 (e.g. Kruger et al. 2006, Young & Bippus 2001) shows that teasing remarks can be 
perceived as friendly/lighthearted or mean/hostile. Furthermore, several studies that examine 
complex communicative phenomena such as irony or banter have employed measures of attitude 
(Filippova & Astington 2008, Pexman & Glenwright 2007, Pexman et al. 2005). The wording of 
the question presented to the participants is the following: 
 
Is [the speaker] trying to be friendly or mean to [the hearer]? 
Friendly (1)        (7) Mean 
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The speaker’s emotional state. This variable taps into whether the speaker is inferred by partici-
pants to be in a certain (positive or negative) emotional state. In Chapter 3, I presented some evi-
dence (Vergis & Terkourafi 2014) that the attribution of certain emotional states to the speaker 
may affect the way linguistic expressions are interpreted. The wording of the question presented 
to the participants is the following: 
 
Does [the speaker] say what s/he says because s/he is happy or upset with [the hearer]? 
Happy (1)        (7) Upset 
 
The hearer’s reaction. This variable is framed in terms of perlocutionary effects (Austin 1962), 
and was intended to capture what the effect of the speaker’s remark was inferred to be on the 
hearer. The inclusion of this variable is motivated by the argument made by several researchers 
(Culpeper 2011, Eelen 2001, Joseph 2013, Locher & Watts 2005, Terkourafi 2001) that whether 
behaviors are face-damaging or face-enhancing is to be found in the uptake. The wording of the 
question was the following:  
 
Will [the hearer] be amused or hurt by what [the speaker] says?  
Amused (1)        (7) Hurt 
 
Speech act. This variable intended to capture speaker meaning by tapping into whether the 
speaker intends their utterance as a criticism, compliment or a combination of criticism and 
compliment in speech act theoretical terms. A compliment or a criticism could be considered an 
expressive speech act (Searle 1976). The choice of this variable is motivated by the fact that, as 
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we saw in Chapter 2, the formulation of Leech’s (1983) Banter Principle suggests that the impli-
cature derived may result in a compliment when the Maxim of Quality is flouted –although this 
is not the only possibility (see Chapter 2, footnote 2). The choice a combination of compliment 
and criticism attempted to capture the ambivalent intent that may underlie utterances (Mills 
2003, Alberts 1992). Overall, this variable was important in that it may capture the possibility 
that the speaker may intend to tease and at the same criticize the hearer. This was the only varia-
ble that did not rely on a scale. Instead, participants were asked to provide categorical responses. 
The wording of the question was the following:  
 
[The speaker]’s remark is intended as a: 
a. compliment  
b. criticism 
c. a combination of compliment and criticism 
d. none of the above 
 
Second-order belief variables: There were also two variables that relied on second-order beliefs 
in that they asked participants about what the hearer thinks about the speaker’s goal to tease or to 
be serious and about the speaker’s attitude to be friendly or mean towards the hearer. These are 
second-order beliefs in that somebody (here the participants) reasons about what one person 
thinks about another person’s goals and attitudes. These two measures attempted to capture po-
tential differences between observer (participant) and hearer perspectives by forcing (inducing) 
perspective taking.  
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Does [the hearer] think that [the speaker] is teasing or being serious?  
Thinks s/he is teasing (1)        (7) Thinks s/he is being serious 
 
Does [the hearer] think that [the speaker] is being friendly or mean?  
Thinks s/he is being friendly (1)        (7) Thinks s/he is being mean 
 
Interim summary  
In the previous sections, I briefly presented the issues that motivate my research questions. Then, 
I presented my Research Questions and Hypotheses in detail. I justified the reasons the led me to 
adopt the experimental method to test my hypotheses, and I laid out the specifics of my method-
ology, accompanied by the independent and dependent variables used in Experiments 1-4. In 
what follows, I will report on a norming task whose primary goal was to provide us with a base-
line for remarks which are considered obviously impolite (or not) and, thus, could be used as 
stimuli in the experimental vignettes.  
 
4.7 Norming task   
4.7.1 Motivation 
The overarching goal of the norming task was to provide a baseline for a number of remarks that 
a) are considered obviously (pragmalinguistically) impolite and b) could be incorporated in all 
the experiments reported in the following chapters. It was necessary to establish that part of the 
remarks incorporated in the experimental vignettes are judged out of context as highly impolite, 
as one of the premises in Leech’s (1983) Banter Principle is that solidarity inferences can be 
achieved through obviously untrue and obviously impolite remarks. A second, equally important 
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goal of the norming task was to supply two types of remark, one of which is considered more 
impolite than the other out of context. This would make it possible to test the hypothesis that 
Pragmalinguistically Impolite remarks can be inferred to generate stronger impoliteness effects 
in context than Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite remarks (RQ3). 
To describe the types of remark I use in my experiments, I adopt the terminology used by 
Leech (2014). As discussed in Chapter 2 (Section 2.2.3), Leech (2014) makes a distinction be-
tween pragmalinguistic and sociopragmatic politeness. For the purposes of the norming task, 
what is of interest here is pragmalinguistic politeness: Pragmalinguistic politeness of an expres-
sion is “assessed on the basis of the meaning of the utterance out of context” (2014: 16, original 
emphasis) and it is based on semantic features of the expression. An expression is pragmalin-
guistically polite when it is assessed out of context as conveying a certain degree of politeness as 
compared to other expressions (e.g. Thanks vs. Thank you very much). By analogy, an expression 
is pragmalinguistically impolite when it is assessed out of context as conveying a certain degree 
of impoliteness compared to other expressions.  
In Leech’s (2014: 15-17) terms, then, a remark such as “You are such a lousy driver” of 
the type I present here is pragmaliguistically impolite, while a remark such as “Driving must be 
hard for you” is not. Why is that? The Pragmalinguistically Impolite remark is an assertion that 
attributes a quality to the hearer (e.g. “You are such a lousy driver”). This quality is described 
with a negative evaluative adjective (lousy), that reveals the speaker’s strongly negative attitude, 
and moreover it is intensified with the modifier such (see Culpeper 2011: 141 for the importance 
of intensifying modifiers in exacerbating impoliteness). Crucially, per Leech (2014), it is Prag-
malinguistically Impolite because it violates the Maxim of Approbation, according to which one 
should “give high value to O[ther]’s qualities” (2014: 91). More generally, pragmalinguistic im-
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politeness refers to expressions that violate Leech’s maxims of Politeness (2014: 91). In contrast, 
the Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite remark (“Driving must be hard for you”) assigns a quality 
(hard) to an activity (driving) that is relativized to the hearer (for you), but there are no explicit 
impoliteness markers.  
The aim of the norming task was to establish whether there is a statistically reliable dif-
ference between Pragmalinguistically Impolite (“You are such an AdjNEG-EVAL Noun”) and Prag-
malinguistically Non-Impolite remarks (“Gerund must be hard for you”). More specifically, the 
norming task examined a) what degree of offensiveness these types of remark express, b) how 
emotionally damaging they may be for the addressee, and c) how negative the speaker’s emo-
tional state is assumed to be when uttering these remarks, out of context. As hypothesized by 
Leech (2014) and Culpeper (2011), out of context the Pragmalinguistically Impolite remarks are 
expected to score higher on all three dimensions as compared to the Pragmalinguistically Non-
Impolite remarks.  
By introducing two separate questions about the degree of offensiveness and damage to 
the addressee, my goal was to disentangle participants’ more abstract conception of offensive-
ness, which may have to do with societal norms of what is considered offensive, from the affec-
tive effect that certain types of remarks may have when imagined in relation to an addressee. 
This question taps into judgments about the potential perlocutionary effect on the addressee. The 
third question, about the speaker’s emotional state, explored whether certain remarks evoke an 
image of the speaker as being in a negative emotional state (e.g. angry). The rationale of the 
norming task is that, if Pragmalinguistically Impolite remarks reliably and systematically express 
high degrees of offensiveness and images of speakers and addressees being in negative emotion-
al states as compared to Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite remarks, then this would constitute a 
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difference that would be help us test the hypothesis that linguistic forms associated with more 
offence will be inferred to produce more impoliteness effects in context than linguistic forms that 
are not associated with offence (RQ3). At the same time, establishing that one type of remark 
(Pragmalinguistically Impolite ones) attracts high ratings of impoliteness means that all the re-
marks incorporated in the experimental vignettes of the following chapters are very likely to be 
perceived as obviously impolite.  
 
4.7.2 Participants 
Participants (N=20) were recruited from Amazon Mechanical Turk, an online labor system. They 
received $1.5 as compensation. Nine (45%) were female. The mean age of participants was 39.4 
years old (range 21-67, SD=11.9). Two (10%) had completed high school, 8 (40%) had complet-
ed some college, 6 (30%) had completed college, one (5%) had completed some graduate school 
and 3 (15%) had completed graduate school. All stated that they were native speakers of Ameri-
can English.   
 
4.7.3 Design and procedure      
Participants assessed 125 target items and 120 control items (a total of 245 items). Sixty five fol-
lowed the Pragmalinguistically Impolite type of remark “You are such a(n) AdjNEG-EVAL + Noun” 
(e.g. “You are such a lousy driver”) and 60 the Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite type of re-
mark “Gerund must be hard for you” (e.g. “Driving must be hard for you”). In the Pragmalin-
guistically Impolite type, 13 negative evaluative adjectives were used (lousy, horrible, useless, 
pathetic, incapable/worthless, miserable, terrible, hopeless, poor, crappy, awful, and incompe-
tent). These adjectives were chosen as they encode the speaker’s negative attitude toward an en-
tity (object, person or situation). Each adjective was used five times with different nouns forming 
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5 remarks with each adjective (11 adjectives x 5 nouns = 55 remarks), except for the pair inca-
pable/worthless that was used with the same nouns forming in total 10 remarks (2 adjectives x 5 
nouns = 10 remarks).
2
 The control items ‘mirrored’ the target items in that they either contained 
a positive evaluative adjective (“You are such an awesome driver”) (60 items) or the antonym of 
hard, i.e. easy (“Driving must be easy for you”) (60 items). All these items formed 60 token sets 
(see Appendix A). Each token set consisted of a Pragmalinguistically Impolite remark (e.g. “You 
are such a lousy driver”), a Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite remark (e.g. “Driving must be 
hard for you”), a Pragmalinguistically Polite Control remark (e.g. “You are such an awesome 
driver”) and a Pragmalinguistically Non-Polite Control remark (e.g. “Driving must be easy for 
you”).   
The task was implemented on Survey Monkey and participants completed it on the inter-
net. After giving consent, they did four practice trials to familiarize themselves with the format 
and then proceeded to the main task.  
Each item (practice, target and control items) was presented at the top of the screen and 
was followed by three questions, which represent the dependent variables:  
1. Does this sentence sound offensive?  
Definitely not offensive (1)        (7) Definitely offensive 
2. How emotionally damaging do you think this sentence is for the hearer? 
                                                          
2
 The pair incapable/worthless was used with the same nouns. The rationale behind this decision is that informal 
judgments of some native speakers of American English indicated that incapable would be more appropriate in teas-
ing remarks as compared to worthless. As we will see in the results section, incapable behaved similarly to worth-
less, but worthless was chosen because the difference between the Pragmalinguistically Impolite remark (worthless 
M=6.57, incapable M=6.04) and the Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite remark (M=3.25) was bigger (see also Ap-
pendix B).   
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Not at all emotionally damaging (1)        (7) Very emotionally damaging  
3. How negative do you think the speaker’s emotions are (how angry, frustrated or irritated does the 
speaker feel) when uttering this sentence? 
Not at all negative (1)        (7) Very negative  
 
All variables were measured on a 7-point scale. Participants chose one point on the scale. The 
scale did not contain numbers, instead it contained white dots only the extremes of which were 
labeled (see Figure 1 below).  
Henceforth, I will use the abbreviation O for the variable that refers to the degree of of-
fensiveness (Variable 1 above), the abbreviation H for the variable that refers to the degree of 
emotional damage to the hearer (Variable 2 above), and the abbreviation S for the variable that 
refers to the degree of the speaker’s negative emotional state (Variable 3 above). Figure 4.1 
shows an example from the actual task on Survey Monkey. Both target and control items, and the 
questions within one page were presented in randomized order.  
 
 
Figure 4.1. An example from the norming task on Survey Monkey. 
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4.7.4 Results 
All items with all their variables were individually examined through box-plots and the outliers 
were removed. Then their means were calculated (see Appendix B) and a number of criteria were 
set for excluding those that did not behave similarly. The criteria adopted here are cut-off points. 
Cut-off points were determined so that there is no overlap among the different types of remarks. 
The cut-off points applying to all three dependent variables are the following: The mean values 
of items belonging to the Pragmalinguistically Impolite type of remark (“You are such a lousy 
driver”) had to be equal or greater than 5.5 (on a scale of 7), while the mean values of items be-
longing to the Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite type of remark (“Driving must be hard for 
you”) had to be equal or greater than 3 but smaller than 4. This meant that the higher the ratings 
the more impolite the items were judged to be. The mean values of the control items that fol-
lowed either a type of remark with a positive evaluative adjective (e.g. “You are such an awe-
some driver”) or a type of remark with easy (e.g. “Driving must be easy for you”) had to be 
smaller than 2. All 245 items obeyed these criteria except for 6. These are the following:  
1) The Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite remark “Making your girlfriend happy must be hard 
for you” (from token set 13) had mean values exceeding 4 in all variables (O, H and S). 
2) The Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite remark “Parenting must be hard for you” (from token 
set 33) had mean values exceeding 4 in all variables (O, H and S).  
3) The Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite remark “Lifting weights must be hard for you” (from 
token set 36) had mean values lower than 3 in the Offensiveness (O) and Speaker’s Negative 
Emotional State (S) variables.  
4) The Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite remark “Acting must be hard for you” (from token set 
43) had a value equal to 4 in the Emotional Damage to the Hearer (H) variable.  
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5) The Pragmalinguistically Impolite remark “You are such a poor hiker” (from token set 44) 
had mean values lower than 5.5 in all variables (O, H and S).  
6) The remark “Collecting works of art must be hard for you” (from token set 59) had a mean 
value lower than 3 in the Damage to the Hearer (H) variable. 
Further, there were 4 items that exhibited excessive variation. The remarks “You are such 
a hopeless student”/“Studying must be hard for you” had 10 outliers in total, and the remarks 
“You are such an awful teacher”/“Teaching must be hard for you” had 12 outliers in total.  
These 10 items with their corresponding pairs (in total, 8 pairs) were excluded from all 
subsequent experiments.  
There is a group of items with incapable/worthless that were used with the same nouns. 
Although remarks with both adjectives obey the criteria set above, I chose to use the adjective 
worthless in the vignette experiments as the mean difference between the Pragmalinguistically 
Impolite remarks with worthless (M=6.57) and the Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite remarks 
(M=3.25) was bigger than the mean difference between the Pragmalinguistically Impolite re-
marks with incapable (M=6.04) and the Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite remarks (M=3.25). 
After excluding the items discussed above, 52 pairs of Pragmalinguistically Impolite / 
Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite remarks remained that could be used in constructing the vi-
gnettes in the subsequent vignette experiments (Experiments 1 through 4). To further ensure that 
the differences between Pragmalinguistically Impolite and Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite 
remarks are reliable, 52 paired-samples t-tests were performed for each of the three variables (in 
total, 156 paired-samples t-tests) and the differences in all three variables in all 52 pairs were 
found to be highly significant (see Appendix C where all t-tests are reported).  
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The results of the norming task indicate that Pragmalinguistically Impolite remarks relia-
bly encode higher degrees of offensiveness, and negative emotional states for speaker and ad-
dressee as compared to Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite remarks. It can be concluded then that 
the Pragmalinguistically Impolite type of remark is more impolite than the Pragmalinguistically 
Non-Impolite type of remark, and further that, because of the high ratings on the Pragmalinguis-
tically Impolite remarks, they can be considered obviously impolite. The ratings on the Pragma-
linguistically Non-Impolite remarks show not only that they are considered less impolite but also 
that the participants express their uncertainty about them.
3
 It is worth exploring then how these 
remarks are interpreted in context.  
 
4.8 Summary 
In this chapter, I presented the Research Questions the present thesis aims at answering, and laid 
out the methodology I used in answering them. My choice to use the experimental method is 
based on a number of reasons that other researchers also have noted. Controlling for various pa-
rameters that other methods inherently are unable to control for is the most important reason. 
Further, I presented an overview of the independent variables and laid out the dependent varia-
bles that, I hypothesize, will provide some insight into the issues examined in the present thesis. 
Finally, I reported on a norming task that established that a certain type of remark is considered 
obviously impolite as compared to another type of remark that attracted significantly lower im-
politeness ratings. Thus, tokens from these two types of remarks can be reliably incorporated in 
                                                          
3
 One of the subjects commented on this type of remark: S13: “Some of these in the right context could be offensive. 
Like saying a physical activity must be hard to someone that is overweight. That would be a lot more offensive than 
if said to someone that is thin. Or if certain things were said to someone that is of a certain race. I scored all of these 
taken out of that short of context. It was the only way I could really rate them.” 
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the experiments reported in the following chapters and help test the hypotheses presented at the 
beginning of the present chapter.  
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Chapter 5: Testing the Banter Principle and identity face concerns (Experiments 1 
and 2)  
 
Outline 
5.1 Introduction 
5.2 Experiment 1 
 5.2.1 Motivation 
 5.2.2 Participants 
 5.2.3 Design and procedure 
 5.2.4 Results  
 5.2.5 Discussion 
5.3 Experiment 2 
 5.3.1 Motivation 
 5.3.2 Participants 
 5.3.3 Design and procedure 
 5.3.4 Results  
 5.3.5 Discussion 
5.4 Summary/General discussion  
 
5.1 Introduction 
In what follows, I present two experiments whose goal is to provide insight into Research Ques-
tions 1 (RQ1a and RQ1b), 3 and 4 (See Chapter 4). The first central issue is whether we need a 
flouting of the Maxim of Quality to produce solidarity inferences through obviously impolite 
forms, and whether identity face sensitivities (or lack thereof) can supersede the flouting of the 
Maxim of Quality in generating solidarity inferences (RQ1, Experiment 1 and 2). In other words, 
can solidarity be inferred without flouting the Maxim of Quality? The second issue is whether 
remarks that express impolite meanings out of context are inferred to produce more impoliteness 
effects in context than remarks that do not express impolite meanings (RQ3, Experiment 1). The 
final issue is whether emotional reaction is a function of the strength of identity face sensitivities 
(RQ4, Experiment 2). In other words, are stronger concerns about a certain ability inferred to 
generate stronger emotions than weak concerns about the same ability? 
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5.2 Experiment 1: Testing the Banter Principle  
5.2.1 Motivation 
In Experiment 1, the types of remarks examined in the norming task, and specifically the Prag-
malinguistically Impolite and the Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite types of remark (e.g. “You 
are such a lousy driver” and “Driving must be hard for you”, respectively), were incorporated in 
vignettes that described events from the daily life of individuals. The first goal of Experiment 1 
was to test Leech’s (1983) Banter Principle and specifically the criterion of truthfulness, i.e. the 
hypothesis that flouting the Maxim of Quality would lead to an inference of solidarity as a result 
of obviously impolite remarks, promoting politeness (RQ1a). Solidarity is operationalized here 
through the dependent variables: the more teasing and friendly the speaker and the more amused 
the hearer is, the more solidarity has been achieved. The second goal was to investigate what the 
effect of Pragmalinguistically Impolite remarks vs. Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite remarks is 
on pragmatic inference, and whether using Pragmalinguistically Impolite remarks results in 
higher degrees of impoliteness in context than using Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite remarks 
(RQ3). These issues were examined by investigating inferences regarding the speaker’s com-
mitment to the truth of his statement, his goal (to tease or to be serious), and his attitude (to be 
friendly or mean) towards the hearer, and also inferences regarding the emotional effects of the 
speaker’s remark on the hearer (being amused or hurt). Also, second-order beliefs were exam-
ined by asking participants to provide their judgments about whether the hearer thought that the 
speaker is teasing or not and whether the hearer thought that the speaker is friendly or mean. The 
second-order belief variables were included in order to examine the possibility of discrepancies 
between observers (participants) and hearers.   
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Research Questions associated with Experiment 1 
RQ1a. Does inferring solidarity as a result of an obviously impolite remark 
rely on the criterion of Truthfulness (i.e. the flouting of the Maxim of 
Quality) (Leech 1983)? 
RQ3. Do utterances that contain explicit markers of impoliteness (Pragma-
linguistically Impolite remarks) produce more impoliteness effects in con-
text as compared to utterances that do not contain explicit markers of im-
politeness (Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite remarks)? 
 
5.2.2 Participants 
Participants (N=36) were recruited through MTurk
1
, an online labor system. They received $3 as 
compensation. Twenty one (58%) were female. The mean age of participants was 35.8 years old 
(range 21-62, SD=11.6). Seven (19.4%) had completed high school, 14 (38.9%) had completed 
some college, 12 (33.3%) had completed college, one (2.8%) had completed some graduate 
school and 2 (5.6%) had completed graduate school. All stated that they were native speakers of 
American English.  
                                                          
1
 In order to ensure that participants who participated in the previous task (norming task; see Chapter 4, Section 4.7) 
did not participate in Experiment 1, the “Block worker” function of M-Turk was used. This meant that the access of 
all participants who participated in the norming task was blocked in subsequent experiments. The same process was 
applied in all the experiments reported in the present thesis.  
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5.2.3 Design and procedure 
In Experiment 1, the Pragmalinguistically Impolite and the Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite 
remarks were introduced in context.
2
 The negative evaluative adjectives in the Pragmalinguisti-
cally Impolite remarks used are lousy, horrible, useless, pathetic, worthless, miserable, terrible, 
hopeless, poor, crappy, awful, and incompetent. Each adjective was repeated 3 times (12 adjec-
tives x 3 times = 36 remarks, resulting in 36 vignettes). The context described the interlocutors’ 
background (best friends
3
 who joke around with each other often), a positive or a negative event 
(success or failure), and a remark by one of the interlocutors commenting on the other’s failure 
or success, or a control remark. The design is a 2 x 3 factorial design.  
The first factor is Event Valence so that the first level refers to a positive event (e.g. 
somebody passed his driving test) and the second level to a negative event (e.g. somebody failed 
his driving test). Depending on the valence of the event, the remark by one of the interlocutors is 
either obviously untrue (as in “You are such a lousy driver” when uttered in the case of a positive 
event) or not obviously untrue (as in “You are such a lousy driver” when uttered in the case of a 
negative event). This corresponds closely to the Gricean Maxim of Quality, whose flouting ac-
                                                          
2
 Specifically the item pairs taken from the norming task and used in the present experiment are: 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 11, 
12, 14, 16, 17, 18, 21B, 22B, 23B, 26, 27, 28, 31, 32, 35, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 45, 46, 48, 50, 51, 52, 55, 56, 57, 58 
(see Appendix A). 
3
 The characters in the target vignettes were always males. The rationale behind the decision to have only male char-
acters was based on the fact that research on teasing and gender is not conclusive (see Keltner et al., 2001: 242). A 
small number of studies show that men are more likely to tease than women, but when males and females tease, they 
seem to engage in this activity for the same reasons or in response to similar events. As research on gender differ-
ences is not conclusive on many levels, I decided to keep the interlocutor pairs constant (only males), instead of risk-
ing introducing another variable that could introduce more variation in my results. However, the fillers contain both 
female-female pairs and mixed pairs. 
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cording to Leech (1983) would produce an implicature of solidarity, always as a result of an ob-
viously impolite remark. 
The second factor, Pragmalinguistic Impoliteness, has three levels: a Pragmalinguistically 
Impolite remark (e.g. “You are such a lousy driver”) vs. a Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite 
remark (“Driving must be hard for you”) vs. a Control remark unrelated to the success or failure 
of the interlocutor. The Control remark was introduced in order to control for the potential effect 
of the valence of the event. If the interpretation of the Control remark is affected by the valence 
of the event, then the interpretation of the target remarks would be less a matter of the target ut-
terance and more a matter of the negative or positive nature of the event. The Control remark al-
ways consisted of a question that one of the interlocutors asked his friend (who was affected 
negatively or positively by the event described in the story) after a third person had joined the 
conversation (see example below).  
The vignettes were of the following format (see Table 5.1; see all token sets in Appendix D): 
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Table 5.1. Sample vignette from Experiment 1. 
 P-Imp 
(Positive 
Event + Im-
polite re-
mark) 
Matt and John are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. Matt has 
just passed his driver’s license exam, and the examiner praised his driving skills. Later Matt 
meets John at the gym and tells him about it. Then John says:  
“You are such a lousy driver”. 
 P-NonImp 
(Positive 
Event + 
NonImpolite 
remark) 
Matt and John are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. Matt has 
just passed his driver’s license exam, and the examiner praised his driving skills. Later Matt 
meets John at the gym and tells him about it. Then John says:  
“Driving must be hard for you”. 
 N-Imp 
(Negative 
Event + Im-
polite re-
mark) 
Matt and John are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. Matt has 
just failed his driver’s license exam, and the examiner told him that he should work harder 
on his driving skills. Later Matt meets John at the gym and tells him about it. Then John 
says:  
“You are such a lousy driver”. 
 N-NonImp 
(Negative 
Event + 
NonImpolite 
remark) 
Matt and John are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. Matt has 
just failed his driver’s license exam, and the examiner told him that he should work harder 
on his driving skills. Later Matt meets John at the gym and tells him about it. Then John 
says:  
“Driving must be hard for you”. 
 P-Con (Pos-
itive Event + 
Control re-
mark) 
Matt and John are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. Matt has 
just passed his driver’s license exam, and the examiner praised his driving skills. Later Matt 
meets John at the gym and tells him about it. Then their friend Andrew shows up and asks 
them if they want to go for a beer tonight. John turns to Matt and says: “What do you 
think?” 
 N-Con 
(Negative 
Event + 
Control re-
mark) 
Matt and John are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. Matt has 
just failed his driver’s license exam, and the examiner told him that he should work harder 
on his driving skills. Later Matt meets John at the gym and tells him about it. Then their 
friend Andrew shows up and asks them if they want to go for a beer tonight. John turns to 
Matt and says: “What do you think?” 
 
Thus, the manipulation presented above resulted in six conditions:  
1. Positive event x Pragmalinguistically Impolite remark (henceforth, P-Imp) (i.e. Success + 
“You are such a lousy driver”) 
2. Positive event x Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite remark (henceforth, P-NonImp) (i.e. Suc-
cess + “Driving must be hard for you”) 
3. Negative event x Pragmalinguistically Impolite remark (henceforth, N-Imp) (i.e. Failure + 
“You are such a lousy driver”) 
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4. Negative event x Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite remark (henceforth, N-NonImp) (i.e. 
Failure + “Driving must be hard for you”). 
5. Positive event x Control remark (henceforth, P-Con) (Success + e.g. “What do you think?”) 
6. Negative event x Control remark (henceforth, N-Con) (Failure + e.g. “What do you think?”) 
 
Each vignette was followed by six questions (the dependent variables), that appeared in random-
ized order:  
1. Does the speaker believe what he says? (Speaker’s Commitment to the truth of his statement) 
Most likely NO (1)        (7) Most likely YES 
2. Is the speaker teasing or being serious? (Speaker’s Goal) 
Teasing (1)        (7) Serious 
3. Is the speaker trying to be friendly or mean to the hearer? (Speaker’s Attitude) 
Friendly (1)        (7) Mean 
4. Will the hearer be amused or hurt by what the speaker says? (Hearer’s Reaction) 
Amused (1)        (7) Hurt 
5. Does the hearer think that the speaker is teasing or being serious? (Hearer’s belief about the Speaker’s 
Goal) 
Thinks s/he is teasing (1)        (7) Thinks s/he is being serious 
6. Does the hearer think that the speaker is being friendly or mean? (Hearer’s belief about the Speaker’s 
Attitude) 
Thinks s/he is being friendly (1)        (7) Thinks s/he is being mean 
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All variables were measured on a 7-point scale. Participants chose one point on the scale. The 
scale did not contain numbers, instead it contained white circles only the extremes of which were 
labeled (see Figure 2).   
 
 
Figure 5.1. An example from Experiment 1 on Survey Monkey.  
 
These questions/dependent variables map onto six pragmatic concepts: 1) the speaker’s com-
mitment to the truth of his statement (i.e. whether he believed what he said or not), 2) the speak-
er’s goal to tease or to be serious, 3) the speaker’s attitude towards the hearer (whether the 
speaker was trying to be friendly or mean), 4) the hearer’s reaction (whether the hearer would 
feel amused or hurt), 5) the hearer’s belief about the speaker’s goal (to tease or to be serious), 
and 6) the hearer’s belief about the speaker’s attitude (to be friendly or mean).   
Thirty six (36) original vignettes were constructed with 36 corresponding token sets, 
which resulted in 216 tokens (see Appendix D). Seventy two (72) filler vignettes were used (see 
Appendix F), some of which were created from scratch while others were taken from older stud-
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ies and modified. Half of the filler vignettes (36) included a positive interpersonal background 
(friends) with remarks that invited positive literal readings (a positive remark as a response to a 
positive event). The other half of the vignettes included a negative interpersonal background (e.g. 
colleagues that do not get along) with remarks that invited negative literal readings (a negative 
remark as a response to a negative event). The purpose of introducing the filler vignettes was to 
counterbalance, first, the interpersonal background and, second, the teasing readings of the target 
vignettes.  
The experiment was built and implemented in Survey Monkey. Six (6) lists were created 
in order to counterbalance the effects of vignette content for participants (see Appendix E). Each 
list was seen by 6 participants (a total of 36 participants). Each participant saw 6 versions of each 
of the 6 conditions (a total of 36 target vignettes) and 72 fillers in randomized order. Before par-
ticipants started the main task, they gave consent and did two practice items (2 vignettes), where 
instructions were given on how to give their ratings.  
My predictions are as follows: Event valence will have a main effect on all dependent 
measures in that, after positive events as compared to negative events, the speaker will be per-
ceived as not believing what he says (1), as more teasing (2), as friendlier (3), and the hearer will 
be perceived as rather amused (4), as believing that the speaker is teasing rather than being seri-
ous (5), and as believing that the speaker is being friendly rather than mean (6). Note that in the 
case of the Control remarks no difference (between P-Con and N-Con) is expected. The interpre-
tation of the Control remark should not be affected by the valence of the event.  
Also, a main effect of Pragmalinguistic Impoliteness is predicted in that Pragmalinguisti-
cally Impolite remarks are expected to induce more impolite effects in context than Pragmalin-
guistically Non-Impolite ones. This prediction follows broadly from Leech’s (2014) suggestion 
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that “there is clearly a strong correlation between degrees of pragmalinguistic politeness and de-
grees of sociopragmatic politeness” (2014: 18), except in cases where this correlation fails as 
would be the case with irony and banter. In this respect, when a Pragmalinguistically Impolite vs. 
a Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite remark is used after a negative event (i.e. when the mis-
match between context and remark is weak), the speaker will be perceived as showing a stronger 
commitment to the truth of his utterance (1), as less teasing (2), as less friendly (3), and the hear-
er will be perceived as less amused (4), as believing that the speaker is less teasing (5), and as 
believing that the speaker is being less friendly (6).  
 
5.2.4 Results 
For each of the 6 dependent measures, mean values of each condition were calculated both by-
subject and by-item. The by-subject summary represents the mean value of 6 vignette tokens that 
each participant gave on each of the 6 conditions. The by-item summary represents the mean 
value of 6 participants on each token for each of the 6 conditions. 
In order to examine the effects of Event Valence and Pragmalinguistic Impoliteness on 
the dependent measures, six independent repeated-measures ANOVAs were employed. For each 
dependent measure, repeated-measures ANOVAs were run for both by-subject (F1) and by-item 
(F2) summaries. In the by-subject summary, Event Valence (2 levels) and Pragmalinguistic Im-
politeness (3 levels) were within-subjects factors and List was a between-subjects factor. In the 
by-item summary, Event Valence and Pragmalinguistic Impoliteness were within-items factors 
and Distribution Pattern (see Appendix E) was a between-items factor. Each dependent measure 
is examined below. 
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5.2.4.1 Speaker’s commitment to the truth of his statement 
The first variable assessed the speaker’s commitment to the truth of his statement, i.e. whether he 
believed what he said. In the case of a prototypically teasing remark, most likely speakers do not 
commit to the content of their utterance. Mean values and standard deviations of the conditions 
in the by-subject (F1) and by-item (F2) summaries are presented on Table 5.2. Figures 5.2 and 
5.3 graph the mean values and standard errors of the conditions (F1 and F2 respectively).   
 
Table 5.2. Mean ratings of the 6 conditions in Speaker’s commitment to the truth of his statement. 
F1     F2    
Condition N Mean SD  Condition N Mean SD 
P-Imp 36 1.86 1.20  P-Imp 36 1.86 0.59 
P-NonImp 36 1.94 1.21  P-NonImp 36 1.94 0.86 
N-Imp 36 3.66 1.67  N-Imp 36 3.66 0.91 
N-NonImp 36 4.29 1.88  N-NonImp 36 4.29 1.09 
P-Con 36 6.22 1.08  P-Con 36 6.22 0.69 
N-Con 36 6.05 0.94  N-Con 36 6.05 0.85 
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Figure 5.2. Mean ratings of the 6 conditions in Speaker’s Commitment to the truth of his statement 
(F1). 
 
There was a significant main effect of Event Valence [F1 (1,30) = 51.124, p < .001, partial η2 = 
.630; F2 (1, 30) = 169.129, p < .001, partial η2=.849], with speakers being perceived as believing 
less what they say after positive events than after negative events. There was also a significant 
main effect of Pragmalinguistic Impoliteness [F1 (1.6, 48.2) = 159.071, p < .001, partial η2 = 
.841 (Greenhouse-Geiser); F2 (2, 60) = 426.362, p < .001, partial η2 = .934]; post-hoc tests with 
Bonferroni correction showed that the Pragmalinguistically Impolite type of remark differed sig-
nificantly from the Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite one only in F2 [F2, p = .098, F2, p = 
.042]. The Control remark differed both from the Pragmalinguistically Impolite [p < .001, both in 
F1 and F2] and the Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite one [p < .001, both in F1 and F2]. In other 
words, when speakers used either the Pragmalinguistically Impolite or the Pragmalinguistically 
P-Imp         P-NonImp       N-Imp        N-NonImp        P-Con           N-Con 
P-Imp: Positive Event + Impolite remark 
P-NonImp: Positive Event + NonImpolite remark 
N-Imp: Negative Event + Impolite remark 
N-NonImp: Negative Event + NonImpolite remark 
P-Con: Positive Event + Control remark 
N-Con: Negative Event + Control remark 
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Non-Impolite remark, there was a marginal difference in the degree of their perceived commit-
ment to the truth of their statement, while there was a significant difference in this respect when 
a Control remark was used (speakers were perceived to believe what they said). There was also a 
significant interaction between Event Valence and Pragmalinguistic Impoliteness [F1 (2, 60) = 
32.73, p < .001, partial η2 = .522;  F2 (2, 60) = 80.35, p < .001, partial η2 = .728]. Further t-tests 
with Bonferroni correction (alpha level: 0.05/9 = .0056) revealed the following: Using either a 
Pragmalinguistically Impolite or a Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite remark after a positive 
event did not make a difference: P-Imp vs. P-NonImp, F1, t(35) = -.518, p = .608; F2, t(35) = -
.406, p = .687. The same holds true for the use of Pragmalinguistically Impolite and Pragmalin-
guistically Non-Impolite remarks after a negative event: N-Imp vs. N-NonImp, F1, t(35) = -
2.452, p = .019; F2, t(35) = -2.680, p = .011. Nevertheless, speakers are perceived to believe 
more what they say after a negative event than after a positive event when using a Pragmalin-
guistically Impolite remark (and hence chances of the remark being true are objectively higher): 
P-Imp vs. N-Imp, F1, t(35) = -6.150, p < .001; F2, t(35) = -11.044, p < .001. The same holds true 
when a Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite remark was used: P-NonImp vs. N-NonImp, F1, t(35) 
= -7.219, p < .001; F2, t(35) = -10.479, p < .001. Crucially, this is not the case when speakers use 
a Control remark: P-Con vs. N-Con, F1, t(35) = 1.507, p = .141; F2, t(35) = .963, p = .342. The 
interpretation of a Control remark irrelevant to the event that the speaker comments upon is not 
affected by the valence of the event. Also, after a positive event, using a Pragmalinguistically 
Impolite or a Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite remark signals a significantly lower degree of 
commitment to the truth of the utterance as compared to the use of the Control pattern: P-Imp vs. 
P-Con, F1, t(35)= -14.248, p < .001; F2, t(35) = -27.349, p < .001, and P-NonImp vs. P-Con, F1, 
t(35) = -13.950, p < .001; F2, t(35) = -30.631, p < .001. The same holds true when a negative 
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event follows: N-Imp vs. N-Con: F1, t(35) = -8.059, p < .001; F2, t(35) = -10.334, p < .001, and 
N-NonImp vs. N-Con, F1, t(35) = -5.688, p < .001; F2, t(35) = -7.328, p < .001. Lastly, there was 
no effect of List, a between-subjects factor: F1 (5, 30) = .662, p = .655, partial η2 = .099, but 
there was a main effect of Distribution Pattern, a between-items factor: F2 (5, 30) = 4.47, p = 
.004, partial η2 = .427.  
 
Figure 5.3. Mean ratings of the 6 conditions in Speaker’s Commitment to the truth of his statement 
(F2).  
 
In sum, both the by-subject and by-item ANOVAs revealed that when the event at hand is 
negative, speakers are perceived to believe what they say to a higher degree than when the event 
at hand is positive. The contrast between the context (a positive event) and an obviously untrue 
and obviously impolite remark generates an inference that the speaker does not really believe 
P-Imp         P-NonImp       N-Imp        N-NonImp       P-Con            N-Con 
P-Imp: Positive Event + Impolite remark 
P-NonImp: Positive Event + NonImpolite remark 
N-Imp: Negative Event + Impolite remark 
N-NonImp: Negative Event + NonImpolite remark 
P-Con: Positive Event + Control remark 
N-Con: Negative Event + Control remark 
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what he says. However, a non obviously untrue but obviously impolite remark after a negative 
event creates uncertainty, especially if we take the high ratings (indicating high commitment to 
the truth of the utterance) on the Control remarks as a baseline. Pragmalinguistic Impoliteness 
showed some trends in that when speakers use Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite remarks they 
are perceived to believe more what they say than when they use Pragmalinguistically Impolite 
remarks, but the difference did not reach significance given the alpha level set here.  
 
5.2.4.2 Speaker’s goal to tease or to be serious 
The second variable measured the speaker’s goal to tease or to be serious. This measure taps 
into whether the speaker intends their utterance to be taken at face value or with a strong element 
of playfulness, as research on teasing has shown (Keltner et al. 2001). Mean values and standard 
deviations of the conditions in the by-subject (F1) and by-item (F2) summaries are presented on 
Table 5.3. Figures 5.4 and 5.5 graph the mean values and standard errors of the conditions (F1 
and F2 respectively). 
 
Table 5.3. Mean ratings of the 6 conditions in the Speaker’s Goal (to tease or to be serious). 
F1     F2    
Condition N Mean SD  Condition N Mean SD 
P-Imp 36 1.67 1.15  P-Imp 36 1.67 0.46 
P-NonImp 36 1.83 1.20  P-NonImp 36 1.83 0.75 
N-Imp 36 2.96 1.62  N-Imp 36 2.96 0.81 
N-NonImp 36 3.82 1.93  N-NonImp 36 3.82 1.12 
P-Con 36 6.09 1.13  P-Con 36 6.09 0.67 
N-Con 36 5.83 1.06  N-Con 36 5.83 0.90 
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Figure 5.4. Mean ratings of the 6 conditions in the Speaker’s Goal (to tease or to be serious)(F1). 
 
There was a main effect of Event Valence [F1 (1,30) = 32.184, p < .001, partial η2 = .518; 
F2 (1, 30) = 110.718, p < .001, partial η2=.787], with the speaker perceived as teasing more after 
positive events than after negative events. There was also a main effect of Pragmalinguistic Im-
politeness [F1 (1.58, 47.3) = 32.184, p < .001, partial η2=.828 (Greenhouse-Geiser); F2 (2, 60) = 
524.453, p < .001, partial η2=.946]. Post-hoc tests with Bonferroni correction revealed that the 
use of the Pragmalinguistically Impolite remarks evokes significantly more teasing readings as 
compared to the Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite remarks [F1, p = .014; F2, p = .001], and the 
Control remarks evoke significantly more serious readings as compared to both the Pragmalin-
guistically Impolite [p < .001 both in F1 and F2] and the Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite ones 
[p < .001 both in F1 and F2]. There was also a significant interaction between Event Valence and 
P-Imp          P-NonImp      N-Imp         N-NonImp        P-Con           N-Con 
P-Imp: Positive Event + Impolite remark 
P-NonImp: Positive Event + NonImpolite remark 
N-Imp: Negative Event + Impolite remark 
N-NonImp: Negative Event + NonImpolite remark 
P-Con: Positive Event + Control remark 
N-Con: Negative Event + Control remark 
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Pragmalinguistic Impoliteness [F1 (2,60) = 27.964, p < .001, partial η2=.482; F2 (2, 60) = 71.6, p 
< .001, partial η2 = .705]. Further t-tests with Bonferroni correction (alpha level: 0.05/9 = .0056) 
revealed the following: After a positive event, using a Pragmalinguistically Impolite or a Prag-
malinguistically Non-Impolite remark does not result in a difference in the perception of the 
speaker’s teasing intent: P-Imp vs. P-NonImp, F1, t(35) = -1.345, p = .187; F2, t(35)= -.943, p = 
.352. After a negative event, using Pragmalinguistically Impolite or Pragmalinguistically Non-
Impolite remarks makes a significant difference in the perception of the speaker’s teasing goal 
only in F2: N-Imp vs. N-NonImp, F1, t(35)= -2.883, p = .007; F2, t(35) = -3.414, p = .002. When 
Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite remarks were uttered after negative events, participants rated 
the speaker as less teasing. Nevertheless, when positive events and negative events are contrasted 
in the case of the Pragmalinguistically Impolite remarks, the perception of a teasing intention is 
significantly stronger in the case of positive events: P-Imp vs. N-Imp, F1, t(35)= -5.346, p < 
.001; F2, t(35)= -8.508, p < .001. The same holds true in the case of the Pragmalinguistically 
Non-Impolite remarks: P-NonImp vs. N-NonImp, F1, t(35)= -6.033, p < .001; F2, t(35) = -9.478, 
p < .001. Importantly, this is not the case with the Control remarks, where the valence of the 
event does not have any effect on the interpretation of the remark, i.e. when they utter a control 
remark, speakers are perceived as having a serious goal regardless: P-Con vs. N-Con, F1, t(35) = 
2.341, p = .025; F2, P-Con vs. N-Con, t(35) = 1.452, p = .156. Also, after a positive event, using 
a Pragmalinguistically Impolite or a Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite remark signals a signifi-
cantly more teasing goal as compared to using a Control remark: P-Imp vs. P-Con, F1, t(35) = -
14.694, p < .001; F2, t(35)= -30.240, p < .001, and P-NonImp vs. P-Con: F1, t(35)= -13.346, p < 
.001; F2, t(35)= -31.946, p < .001. The same holds true for when the event at hand is negative: 
N-Imp vs. N-Con: F1, t(35)= -9.167, p < .001; F2, t(35)= -13.574, p < .001, and N-NonImp vs. 
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N-Con: F1, t(35)= -5.931, p < .001; F2, t(35) = -7.572, p < .001. Lastly, there was no effect of 
List, a between-subjects factor: F1 (5, 30) = .637, p = .673, partial η2=.096, but there was a main 
effect of Distribution Pattern, F2 (5, 30) = 4.1, p = .006, partial η2 = .406.  
 
 
Figure 5.5. Mean ratings of the 6 conditions in the Speaker’s Goal to tease or to be serious.(F2) 
 
In sum, both the by-subject and by-items ANOVAs returned significant results in that af-
ter positive events, the speaker’s goal is perceived as significantly more teasing than after nega-
tive events. Only in the by-items ANOVA though, the Pragmalinguistically Impolite remarks 
signaled a significantly higher degree of teasing as compared to the Pragmalinguistically Non-
Impolite remarks after negative events. 
 
P-Imp          P-NonImp      N-Imp        N-NonImp       P-Con           N-Con 
P-Imp: Positive Event + Impolite remark 
P-NonImp: Positive Event + NonImpolite remark 
N-Imp: Negative Event + Impolite remark 
N-NonImp: Negative Event + NonImpolite remark 
P-Con: Positive Event + Control remark 
N-Con: Negative Event + Control remark 
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5.2.4.3 Speaker’s Attitude towards the hearer (to be friendly or mean) 
The next variable measured the speaker’s attitude towards the hearer (to be friendly or mean). 
Mean values and standard deviations of the conditions in the by-subject (F1) and by-item (F2) 
summaries are presented on Table 5.4. Figures 5.6 and 5.7 graph the mean values and standard 
errors of the conditions (F1 and F2 respectively). 
 
Table 5.4. Mean ratings of the 6 conditions in the Speaker’s Attitude (to be friendly or mean). 
F1     F2    
Condition N Mean SD  Condition N Mean SD 
P-Imp 36 1.80 1.26  P-Imp 36 1.80 0.54 
P-NonImp 36 1.79 1.16  P-NonImp 36 1.79 0.63 
N-Imp 36 2.98 1.66  N-Imp 36 2.98 0.90 
N-NonImp 36 2.68 1.30  N-NonImp 36 2.68 0.71 
P-Con 36 1.74 0.91  P-Con 36 1.74 0.68 
N-Con 36 2.04 1.16  N-Con 36 2.04 0.87 
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Figure 5.6. Mean ratings of the 6 conditions in the Speaker’s Attitude (to be friendly or mean).(F1) 
 
There was a main effect of Event Valence [F1 (1,30)= 40.440, p < .001, partial η2 = .574; 
F2 (1, 30) = 124.120, p < .001, partial η2 = .805], with the speaker perceived as trying to be 
friendlier after positive events than after negative events. There was also a main effect of Prag-
malinguistic Impoliteness [F1 (1.3, 38.02) = 3.888, p = .047, partial η2=.115 (Greenhouse-
Geiser); F2 (2, 60) = 14.508, p < .001, partial η2 = .326]. Post-hoc tests with Bonferroni correc-
tion revealed no significant differences among the levels of this factor in the by-subjects ANO-
VA. In other words, regardless of the type of remark (Pragmalinguistically Impolite, Pragmalin-
guistically Non-Impolite or Control), the perception of the speaker’s friendly attitude is on the 
same level. Nevertheless, in the by-items ANOVA, post-hoc tests with Bonferroni correction re-
vealed that the Control remarks evoke a significantly friendlier intention as compared to both the 
P-Imp          P-NonImp      N-Imp        N-NonImp       P-Con           N-Con 
P-Imp: Positive Event + Impolite remark 
P-NonImp: Positive Event + NonImpolite remark 
N-Imp: Negative Event + Impolite remark 
N-NonImp: Negative Event + NonImpolite remark 
P-Con: Positive Event + Control remark 
N-Con: Negative Event + Control remark 
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Pragmalinguistically Impolite (p < .001) and the Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite ones (p = 
.005). There was also a significant interaction between Event Valence and Pragmalinguistic Im-
politeness [F1 (2, 60) = 6.104, p = .004, partial η2=.169; F2 (2, 60) = 17.288, p < .001, partial η2 
= .366]. Further t-tests with Bonferroni correction (alpha level: 0.05/9 = .0056) revealed the fol-
lowing: After a positive event, using a Pragmalinguistically Impolite or a Pragmalinguistically 
Non-Impolite remark does not differ in the perception of the speaker’s attitude: P-Imp vs. P-
NonImp, F1, t(35)= .036, p = .971; F2, t(35) = .025, p = .980. Similarly, after a negative event, 
using a Pragmalinguistically Impolite or a Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite remark does not 
differ: N-Imp vs. N-NonImp, F1, t(35) = 1.602, p = .118; F2, t(35)= 1.418, p = .165. However, 
when positive events and negative events are contrasted when Pragmalinguistically Impolite re-
marks are used, the perception of a friendly attitude is significantly stronger in the case of posi-
tive events: P-Imp vs. N-Imp, F1, t(35) = -5.128, p < .001; F2, t(35) = -6.777, p < .001. The same 
holds true in the case of the Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite remarks: P-NonImp vs. N-
NonImp, F1, t(35) = -4.429, p < .001; F2, t(35)= -6.159, p < .001. Unexpectedly though, this is 
also the case with the Control remarks, where a positive event creates a significant difference in 
the perception of the speaker’s friendliness as compared to a negative event (the speaker is per-
ceived as less friendly after negative events although the remark is irrelevant): P-Con vs. N-Con, 
F1, t(35) = -3.047, p = .004; no significance in F2, t(35) = -1.429, p = .162. Also, after a positive 
event, using a Pragmalinguistically Impolite or a Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite remark does 
not signal a significantly friendlier attitude as compared to the use of the Control remarks: P-Imp 
vs. P-Con, F1, t(35)= .252, p = .802; F2, t(35) = .490, p = .627, and P-NonImp vs. P-Con: F1, 
t(35)= .277, p = .784; F2, t(35)= .301, p = .765. Nevertheless, after a negative event, Pragmalin-
guistically Impolite remarks indicate a significantly less friendly intention as compared to the 
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Control remarks: N-Imp vs. N-Con, F1, t(35)= 3.122, p = .004; F2, t(35) = 4.474, p < .001. Also, 
after a negative event, Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite remarks indicate a significantly less 
friendly intention as compared to the Control pattern in F2: N-NonImp vs. N-Con, F1, t(35) = 
2.809, p = .008; F2, t(35)= 3.528, p = .001. It has to be noted that if there were no significant dif-
ferences among these three conditions, this would invalidate also the low ratings (friendlier atti-
tudes) on the conditions containing positive events. In other words, some difference between a 
control remark and a negative comment after a negative event is expected. Lastly, as in the pre-
vious variables examined above, there was no effect of List: F1 (5, 30) = 2.129, p = .089, partial 
η2=.262, nor was there any effect of Distribution pattern, F2 (5, 30) = .992, p = .439, partial 
η2=.142. 
 
 
Figure 5.7. Mean ratings of the 6 conditions in the Speaker’s Attitude (to be friendly or mean) (F2). 
P-Imp          P-NonImp      N-Imp        N-NonImp       P-Con           N-Con 
P-Imp: Positive Event + Impolite remark 
P-NonImp: Positive Event + NonImpolite remark 
N-Imp: Negative Event + Impolite remark 
N-NonImp: Negative Event + NonImpolite remark 
P-Con: Positive Event + Control remark 
N-Con: Negative Event + Control remark 
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In sum, once more, the valence of the event played a significant role in both by-subject 
and by-item ANOVAs in that, after a positive event, a target remark signals a friendlier intention 
than after a negative event. On the other hand, Pragmalinguistic Impoliteness did not return sig-
nificant results in either ANOVA in that the type of remark (Pragmalinguistically Impolite or 
Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite) does not create a differential perception of the speaker’s atti-
tude towards the hearer.   
 
5.2.4.4 Hearer’s Reaction: being amused or hurt  
This variable measured inferred effects on the hearer, i.e. whether they will be amused or hurt by 
what the speaker said. Mean values and standard deviations of the conditions in the by-subject 
(F1) and by-item (F2) summaries are presented on Table 5.5. Figures 5.8 and 5.9 graph the mean 
values and standard errors of the conditions (F1 and F2 respectively).   
 
Table 5.5. Mean ratings of the 6 conditions in the Hearer’s Reaction (being amused or hurt). 
F1     F2    
Condition N Mean SD  Condition N Mean SD 
P-Imp 36 1.85 1.22  P-Imp 36 1.85 0.49 
P-NonImp 36 1.85 1.15  P-NonImp 36 1.85 0.60 
N-Imp 36 3.59 1.75  N-Imp 36 3.59 1.00 
N-NonImp 36 3.50 1.58  N-NonImp 36 3.50 0.85 
P-Con 36 2.89 0.95  P-Con 36 2.89 0.66 
N-Con 36 3.07 1.04  N-Con 36 3.07 0.59 
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Figure 5.8. Mean ratings of the 6 conditions in the Hearer’s reaction variable (being amused or 
hurt)(F1). 
 
There was a main effect of Event Valence [F1 (1,30)= 46.181, p < .001, partial η2 = .606; 
F2 (1, 30) = 196.724, p < .001, partial η2 = .868], with the hearer perceived as being more 
amused in the case of positive events than after negative events. There was a significant effect of 
Pragmalinguistic Impoliteness only in F2 [F1 (1.2, 36.3) = 1.417, p = .248, partial η2=.045 
(Greenhouse-Geiser); F2 (2, 60) = 4.726, p = .012, partial η2 = .136]. In the by-subjects ANOVA, 
post-hoc tests with Bonferroni correction confirmed this by revealing no significant differences 
among the levels of this factor. Nevertheless, in the by-items ANOVA, post-hoc tests with Bon-
ferroni correction revealed that only the Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite remarks differed sig-
P-Imp          P-NonImp      N-Imp        N-NonImp       P-Con           N-Con 
P-Imp: Positive Event + Impolite remark 
P-NonImp: Positive Event + NonImpolite remark 
N-Imp: Negative Event + Impolite remark 
N-NonImp: Negative Event + NonImpolite remark 
P-Con: Positive Event + Control remark 
N-Con: Negative Event + Control remark 
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nificantly from the Control remarks (p=.018) in that the use of Pragmalinguistically Non-
Impolite remarks creates the perception of a more amused hearer as compared to the Control re-
marks. There was a significant interaction between Event Valence and Pragmalinguistic Impo-
liteness in how amused the hearer was inferred to be [F1 (2, 60) = 22.468, p < .001, partial η2 = 
.428; F2 (2, 60) = 79.576, p < .001, partial η2=.726]. Further t-tests with Bonferroni correction 
(alpha level: 0.05/9 = .0056) revealed the following: After a positive event, using a Pragmalin-
guistically Impolite or a Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite remark does not differ in the percep-
tion of how good or bad the hearer felt: P-Imp vs. P-NonImp, F1, t(35) = -.005, p = .996; F2, 
t(35)= -.006, p = .995. Similarly, after a negative event, using a Pragmalinguistically Impolite or 
a Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite remark does not result in a differential perception of the 
hearer’s feelings: N-Imp vs. N-NonImp, F1, t(35) = .547, p = .588; F2, t(35)= .366, p = .717. 
Nevertheless, when Pragmalinguistically Impolite remarks are used, the perception of an amused 
hearer is significantly stronger in the case of positive events compared to negative events: P-Imp 
vs. N-Imp, t(35)= -6.322, p < .001; F2, t(35)= -8.956, p < .001. The same holds true in the case of 
Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite remarks: P-NonImp vs. N-NonImp, F1, t(35)= -6.340, p < 
.001; F2, t(35) = -9.306, p < .001. As expected, this is not the case with Control remarks, where a 
positive event does not create a significant difference in the perception of the hearer’s amuse-
ment as compared to negative events: P-Con vs. N-Con, F1, t(35) = -1.950, p = .059; F2, t(35) = 
-1.723, p = .094. Also, after a positive event, using a Pragmalinguistically Impolite or a Pragma-
linguistically Non-Impolite remark results in a significantly more amused hearer as compared to 
the use of a Control remark: P-Imp vs. P-Con, F1, t(35)= -4.058, p < .001; F2, t(35)= -7.438, p < 
.001, and P-NonImp vs. P-Con: F1, t(35)= -4.445, p < .001; F2, t(35)= -7.308, p < .001. This is 
expected, as a control remark would not make a hearer feel either amused or hurt. However, after 
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a negative event, using a Pragmalinguistically Impolite or a Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite 
remark does not generate the perception of a more amused hearer as compared to the use of a 
Control remark: N-Imp vs. N-Con, F1, t(35)= 1.618, p = .115; significant in F2, t(35)= 3.240, p = 
.003, and N-NonImp vs. N-Con, F1, t(35)= 1.624, p = .113; F2, t(35) = 2.248, p = .031. Lastly, 
as in the previous variables examined above, there was no effect of List, F1 (5, 30) = 1.147, p = 
.358, partial η2 = .160 nor any effect of the Distribution pattern, F2 (5, 30) = 1.571, p = .198, par-
tial η2 = .207.  
 
Figure 5.9. Mean ratings of the 6 conditions in the Hearer’s reaction (being amused or hurt)(F2). 
 
In summary, the by-subject and by-item ANOVAs showed a crucial effect of Event Va-
lence in that the hearer is perceived to be more amused with the remark after positive events than 
P-Imp          P-NonImp      N-Imp        N-NonImp       P-Con           N-Con 
P-Imp: Positive Event + Impolite remark 
P-NonImp: Positive Event + NonImpolite remark 
N-Imp: Negative Event + Impolite remark 
N-NonImp: Negative Event + NonImpolite remark 
P-Con: Positive Event + Control remark 
N-Con: Negative Event + Control remark 
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after negative events. Again, this is expected as after positive events a superficially negative re-
mark creates a contrast that has positive effects on the hearer, which is not the case with a nega-
tive event. On the other hand, overall Pragmalinguistically Impolite vs. Pragmalinguistically 
Non-Impolite remarks did not exhibit any significant differences. Using either a Pragmalinguisti-
cally Impolite or a Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite remark does not generate a difference in 
how good or bad the hearer was inferred to feel.  
 
5.2.4.5 Hearer’s belief about the speaker’s goal (to tease or to be serious) 
This variable assessed the hearer’s belief about the speaker’s goal, i.e. whether the hearer be-
lieves that the speaker is teasing or not. In terms of Theory of Mind, this represents a second or-
der belief, by which a third person (here the participants) is asked to reason about what a person 
thinks about another’s goal. Mean values and standard deviations of the conditions in the by-
subject (F1) and by-item (F2) summaries are presented on Table 5.6. Figures 5.10 and 5.11 graph 
the mean values and standard errors of the conditions (F1 and F2 respectively). 
 
Table 5.6. Mean ratings of the 6 conditions in the Hearer’s belief about the speaker’s goal to tease or 
to be serious.  
F1     F2    
Condition N Mean SD  Condition N Mean SD 
P-Imp 36 1.75 1.19  P-Imp 36 1.75 0.51 
P-NonImp 36 1.82 1.15  P-NonImp 36 1.82 0.74 
N-Imp 36 3.23 1.58  N-Imp 36 3.23 0.93 
N-NonImp 36 3.88 1.86  N-NonImp 36 3.88 1.05 
P-Con 36 6.04 1.12  P-Con 36 6.04 0.71 
N-Con 36 5.62 1.19  N-Con 36 5.62 0.91 
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Figure 5.10. Mean ratings of the 6 conditions in the Hearer’s belief about the speaker’s goal to tease 
or to be serious (F1). 
 
There was a main effect of Event Valence [F1 (1,30) = 30.784, p < .001, partial η2=.506; 
F2 (1, 30) = 132.455, p < .001, partial η2=.815], with the hearer perceived as thinking that the 
speaker is teasing more in the case of positive events as compared to negative events. There was 
also a main effect of Pragmalinguistic Impoliteness [F1 (1.5, 46.3) = 120.827, p < .001, partial 
η2=.801 (Greenhouse-Geiser); F2 (2, 60) = 439.334, p < .001, partial η2=.936]. Post-hoc tests 
with Bonferroni correction revealed that Pragmalinguistically Impolite remarks differ from 
Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite remarks in the perception of the hearer as believing that the 
speaker is teasing only in F2 [F1, p = .107, F2, p = .023]. Further, Control remarks evoke an im-
age of the hearer as believing that the speaker is being serious to a significantly higher degree as 
P-Imp          P-NonImp      N-Imp        N-NonImp       P-Con           N-Con 
P-Imp: Positive Event + Impolite remark 
P-NonImp: Positive Event + NonImpolite remark 
N-Imp: Negative Event + Impolite remark 
N-NonImp: Negative Event + NonImpolite remark 
P-Con: Positive Event + Control remark 
N-Con: Negative Event + Control remark 
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compared to both Pragmalinguistically Impolite [p < .001, both in F1 and F2] and Pragmalin-
guistically Non-Impolite [p < .001, both in F1 and F2] remark. There was also a significant inter-
action between Event Valence and Pragmalinguistic Impoliteness [F1 (2, 60) = 39.245, p < .001, 
partial η2 = .567; F2 (2, 60) = 80.119, p < .001, partial η2=.728]. Further t-tests with Bonferroni 
correction (alpha level: 0.05/9 = .0056) revealed the following: After a positive event, using ei-
ther Pragmalinguistically Impolite or Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite remarks does not differ 
in the perception of the hearer’s belief about the speaker’s goal: P-Imp vs. P-NonImp, F1, t(35) = 
-.565, p = .576; F2, t(35)= -.439, p = .663. Similarly, after a negative event, using a Pragmalin-
guistically Impolite or a Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite remark does not make a difference 
either: N-Imp vs. N-NonImp, F1, t(35)= -2.341, p = .025; F2, t(35)= -2.524, p = .016. Neverthe-
less, as in the previous variables, the valence of the event makes a difference to the perception of 
the hearer’s belief in that the hearer is perceived to think that the speaker is teasing significantly 
more strongly after positive events than after negative events, which holds true both when Prag-
malinguistically Impolite and Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite remarks are used: P-Imp vs. N-
Imp, F1, t(35) = -5.746, p < .001; F2, t(35)= -8.899, p < .001, and P-NonImp vs. N-NonImp, F1, 
t(35)= -4.673, p < .001; F2, t(35)= -9.933, p < .001. These significant differences are, however, 
rendered less robust by the fact that when a Control remark is used, positive and negative events 
alike make a difference to the perception of the hearer’s belief in that after positive events the 
hearer is perceived to be thinking that the speaker is being more serious than after negative 
events: P-Con vs. N-Con, F1, t(35) = 3.084, p = .004; no significance in F2, t(35) = 2.410, p = 
.021. Also, after a positive event, using Pragmalinguistically Impolite or Pragmalinguistically 
Non-Impolite remarks creates a significantly different perception of the hearer’s belief as com-
pared to the use of the Control remarks: P-Imp vs. P-Con, F1, t(35) = -14.307, p < .001; F2, 
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t(35)= -27.572, p < .001, and P-NonImp vs. P-Con, F1, t(35)= -13.739, p < .001; F2, t(35) = -
33.141, p < .001. The same holds true in the case of a negative event (N-Imp vs. N-Con: F1, 
t(35)= -7.221, p < .001; F2, t(35)= -10.448, p < .001, and N-NonImp vs. N-Con: F1, t(35)= -
5.049, p < .001; F2, t(35)= -6.569, p < .001). This shows that in the case of Control remarks, 
hearers are perceived to think that the speaker is being serious. Lastly, there was no effect of 
List, a between-subjects factor: F1 (5, 30) = .700, p = .628, partial η2=.105, but there was a main 
effect of Distribution pattern, a between-items factor, F2 (5, 30) = 3.080, p = .023, partial 
η2=.339.  
 
 
Figure 5.11. Mean ratings of the 6 conditions in the Hearer’s belief about the speaker’s intention to 
tease or to be serious.(F2) 
 
P-Imp          P-NonImp      N-Imp        N-NonImp       P-Con           N-Con 
P-Imp: Positive Event + Impolite remark 
P-NonImp: Positive Event + NonImpolite remark 
N-Imp: Negative Event + Impolite remark 
N-NonImp: Negative Event + NonImpolite remark 
P-Con: Positive Event + Control remark 
N-Con: Negative Event + Control remark 
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To summarize, almost paralleling the results on the speaker’s teasing/serious goal varia-
ble, the results of both ANOVAs showed that Event Valence is a determining factor in creating a 
difference in the perception of the hearer’s belief about the speaker’s goal. The hearer is per-
ceived as thinking that the speaker is teasing in the case of positive events more so than in the 
case of negative events. Nevertheless, using a Pragmalinguistically Impolite or a Pragmalinguis-
tically Non-Impolite remark does not generate a similar differential.  
 
5.2.4.6 Hearer’s belief about the speaker’s attitude 
The last variable measured the hearer’s belief about whether the speaker is being friendly or 
mean. Mean values and standard deviations of the conditions in the by-subject (F1) and by-item 
(F2) summaries are presented on Table 5.7. Figures 5.12 and 5.13 chart the mean values and 
standard errors of the 6 conditions (F1 and F2 respectively).   
 
Table 5.7. Mean ratings of the 6 conditions in the Hearer’s belief about the speaker’s attitude. 
F1     F2    
Condition N Mean SD  Condition N Mean SD 
P-Imp 36 1.87 1.35  P-Imp 36 1.87 0.57 
P-NonImp 36 1.84 1.20  P-NonImp 36 1.84 0.68 
N-Imp 36 3.26 1.67  N-Imp 36 3.26 0.96 
N-NonImp 36 2.90 1.48  N-NonImp 36 2.90 0.80 
P-Con 36 1.82 0.88  P-Con 36 1.82 0.77 
N-Con 36 2.05 1.09  N-Con 36 2.05 0.87 
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Figure 5.12. Mean ratings of the 6 conditions in the Hearer’s belief about the speaker’s attitude (to be 
friendly or mean).(F1) 
 
There was a main effect of Event Valence [F1 (1,30) = 35.366, p < .001, partial η2 = .541; 
F2 (1, 30) = 152.841, p < .001, partial η2 = .836], with the hearer perceived as thinking that the 
speaker is being friendlier after positive events than after negative events. There was also a main 
effect of Pragmalinguistic Impoliteness [F1 (1.2, 36.4) = 7.085, p = .008, partial η2 = .191 
(Greenhouse-Geiser); F2 (2, 60) = 16.813, p < .001, partial η2 = .359]. Post-hoc tests with Bon-
ferroni correction revealed that using either Pragmalinguistically Impolite or Pragmalinguistical-
ly Non-Impolite remarks does not make a difference when it comes to the hearer’s belief about 
the speaker’s attitude [F1, p = .145, F2, p = .232], but it does when Control remarks are contrast-
P-Imp        P-NonImp      N-Imp        N-NonImp          P-Con           N-Con 
P-Imp: Positive Event + Impolite remark 
P-NonImp: Positive Event + NonImpolite remark 
N-Imp: Negative Event + Impolite remark 
N-NonImp: Negative Event + NonImpolite remark 
P-Con: Positive Event + Control remark 
N-Con: Negative Event + Control remark 
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ed with either Pragmalinguistically Impolite [F1, p=.025, F2, p < .001] or Pragmalinguistically 
Non-Impolite ones [F1, p = .05, F2, p = .003]. The use of Control remarks indicates that the 
hearer thinks of the speaker as having a friendlier attitude than when a Pragmalinguistically Im-
polite or Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite remark is used. There was also a significant interac-
tion between Event Valence and Pragmalinguistic Impoliteness [F1 (2, 60) = 10.652, p < .001, 
partial η2 = .262; F2 (2, 60) = 29.498, p < .001, partial η2 = .496]. Further t-tests with Bonferroni 
correction (alpha level: 0.05/9 = .0056) revealed the following: After a positive event, using a 
Pragmalinguistically Impolite or a Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite remark does not differ in 
the perception of the hearer’s belief about the speaker’s attitude: P-Imp vs. P-NonImp, F1, t(35) 
= .238, p = .813; F2, t(35)= .157, p = .876. Similarly, after a negative event, using a Pragmalin-
guistically Impolite or a Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite remark does not make a difference: 
N-Imp vs. N-NonImp, F1, t(35)= 2.246, p = .031; F2, t(35)= 1.573, p = .125. However, when a 
Pragmalinguistically Impolite remark is used, the hearer’s perception of the speaker as intending 
to be friendly is significantly stronger after positive events than after negative events (P-Imp vs. 
N-Imp, F1, t(35)= -5.771, p < .001; F2, t(35)= -7.175, p < .001). The same holds true in the case 
of Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite remarks: P-NonImp vs. N-NonImp, F1, t(35)= -4.437, p < 
.001; F2, t(35)= -6.485, p < .001. As expected, this is not the case with the Control remarks, 
where a positive event does not create a significant difference in the perception of the hearer’s 
belief as compared to negative events: P-Con vs. N-Con, t(35) = -2.378, p = .023; F2, t(35) = -
1.039, p = .306. Also, after a positive event, using a Pragmalinguistically Impolite or a Pragma-
linguistically Non-Impolite remark does not signal a belief that the speaker is friendlier as com-
pared to the use of the Control remarks: P-Imp vs. P-Con, F1, t(35)= .214, p = .832; F2, t(35)= 
.342, p = .734, and P-NonImp vs. P-Con: F1, t(35)= .115, p = .909; F2, t(35)= .116, p = .909. 
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Nevertheless, after a negative event, Pragmalinguistically Impolite remarks indicate that the 
hearer is perceived as thinking of the speaker as significantly less friendly as compared to Con-
trol remarks: N-Imp vs. N-Con, F1, t(35)= 4.168, p < .001; F2, t(35)= 5.705, p < .001, and the 
same holds true when Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite remarks are contrasted with Control 
remarks after a negative event, N-NonImp vs. N-Con, F1, t(35)= 3.431, p = .002; F2, t(35)= 
4.123, p < .001. If there were no significant differences among these conditions, this would ren-
der the low (positive) ratings on the conditions containing positive events less reliable. Also, as 
in the previous variables examined above, there was no effect of List: F1 (5, 30) = 2.215, p = 
.079, partial η2 = .270 nor any effect of Distribution pattern, F2 (5, 30) = 1.231, p = .319, partial 
η2 = .170.  
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Figure 5.13. Mean ratings of the 6 conditions in the Hearer’s belief about the speaker’s attitude (to be 
friendly or mean) (F2). 
 
In sum, both ANOVAs showed that the valence of the event, again, plays a crucial role in 
how the hearer thinks about the speaker’s attitude. The hearer is perceived to be thinking that the 
speaker has a friendlier attitude after the occurrence of a positive event than after a negative 
event. This was not the case though with Pragmalinguistically Impolite and Pragmalinguistically 
Non-Impolite remarks, where no significant differences were observed. 
 
5.2.5 Discussion 
The results of Experiment 1 lend support to Leech’s (1983) claim that the criterion of truthful-
ness in combination with obviously (but also less obviously) impolite remarks is important as 
P-Imp        P-NonImp      N-Imp        N-NonImp          P-Con           N-Con 
P-Imp: Positive Event + Impolite remark 
P-NonImp: Positive Event + NonImpolite remark 
N-Imp: Negative Event + Impolite remark 
N-NonImp: Negative Event + NonImpolite remark 
P-Con: Positive Event + Control remark 
N-Con: Negative Event + Control remark 
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determining whether a remark is perceived as banter. When a remark is obviously untrue (an im-
polite remark coming after a positive event, which constitutes a flouting of the Maxim of Quali-
ty), this is taken to implicate a minimal commitment to the content of the utterance, a strong teas-
ing goal, a positive attitude (trying to be friendly) and furthermore –something that it is not 
spelled out in the Banter Principle– positive perlocutionary effects for the hearer both in terms of 
feeling more amused than hurt, and attributing a teasing and friendly intention to the speaker. In 
contrast, a remark that is not obviously untrue (an impolite remark that comments on a negative 
state of affairs, i.e. some type of failure) produced significantly different results by inducing 
comparatively negative goals, attitudes and perlocutions. It can be argued that all these measures 
(the positive poles of the scales) can be translated into the notion of solidarity or affiliative ef-
fects that scholars (Culpeper 2011, Leech 1983, 2014, Haugh & Bousfield 2012) have discussed 
in relation to banter and mock impoliteness. At the same time, these results have to be qualified 
in the following ways: First, they have to be seen in the light of the absolute values on the scales: 
with the exception of the Speaker’s Commitment to the truth of his statement (M=4.29), all of 
the mean values in these measures do not exceed 4, which indicates that even after negative 
events participants did not consider really serious, mean, or hurtful interpretations as a result of 
the remark (but cf. Chapter 6 for a different set of results). Second, these results represent the 
thoughts of observers (participants) of a fictional interaction between hypothetical characters 
(but see Experiment 4, Chapter 7, that aims to mitigate the observer’s distance).   
One could argue that the positive context introduced in the beginning of each vignette 
(best friends who joke around with each other) might have biased participants’ perceptions on 
these cognitive dimensions, but this background knowledge was introduced on purpose, first, in 
order to investigate whether this type of context would mitigate any impoliteness effects and, 
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second, because previous experimental studies (e.g., Pexman & Olineck 2002) had not intro-
duced a richer interpersonal context that literature in social psychology has suggested is im-
portant in intention attribution (Alberts et al. 1996). Furthermore, by introducing and keeping 
constant a positive interpersonal context, confounds that have to do with B&L’s sociological var-
iables such as distance, power and ranking of imposition and from which face-threat is calculated 
are minimized. The fact that there was a reliable difference due to Event Valence, translated as 
Truthfulness in pragmatic terms (always positive events created a strong mismatch with the re-
mark rendering it obviously untrue), suggests that participants may take into account not just 
how truthful a remark is but also possibly whether the characters (the speakers) in the vignettes 
show concern for their interlocutor’s face. Even if we know that the characters are best friends 
and joke around with each other regularly, a failure to show concern for how the other feels after 
failing, for example, his driving test may influence judgments about the speaker’s commitment 
to the truth, goals and attitudes and potential effects on the hearer.  
In every vignette an aspect of self was affected (an ability to drive, to produce art, to play 
soccer, etc.) but no information about how strongly the hearer feels about this ability was provid-
ed in Experiment 1. In other words, Experiment 1 did not explicitly disentangle hearer’s emo-
tional states or face sensitivities from truthfulness. In Experiment 2 reported below, this is pre-
cisely the goal: to test whether face sensitivities can be disentangled from the Maxim of Quality. 
If identity face regulates inference and can override the criterion of Truthfulness (by obtaining 
positive ratings, for example, after a negative remark that corresponds to a negative event for 
which though the hearer did not care at all), this would be a way to show that truthfulness (Max-
im of Quality, in this case) is not the only driving force behind pragmatic inference.  
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Table 5.8. p values of the critical comparisons in the by-subjects (F1) and by-items (F2) ANOVAs. 
 F1 F2 F1 F2 F1 F2 F1 F2 F1 F2 
 P-Imp vs.  
P-NonImp 
N-Imp vs.  
N-NonImp 
P-Imp vs. N-Imp P-NonImp vs.  
N-NonImp 
P-Con vs. N-
Con 
Speaker’s commitment to the 
truth of his statement 
.608 .687 .019 .011 .000* .000* .000* .000* .141 .342 
Speaker’s teasing / serious 
goal  
.187 .352 .007 .002* .000* .000* .000* .000* .025 .156 
Speaker’s friendly / mean atti-
tude 
.971 .980 .118 .165 .000* .000* .000* .000* .004* .162 
Hearer’s reaction (amused / 
hurt) 
.996 .995 .588 .717 .000* .000* .000* .000* .059 .094 
Hearer’s belief about speaker’s 
teasing / serious goal 
.576 .663 .025 .016 .000* .000* .000* .000* .004* .021 
Hearer’s belief about speaker’s 
friendly / mean attitude 
.813 .876 .031 .125 .000* .000* .000* .000* .023 .306 
* p significant if < .0056 (four comparisons not crucial to the discussion have been omitted, although 
they are reported in the text) 
 
In terms of Pragmalinguistic Impoliteness, overall Pragmalinguistically Impolite remarks 
(e.g. “You are such a lousy driver”) did not behave in a significantly different manner from 
Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite remarks (e.g. “Driving must be hard for you”), except in the 
case of the speaker’s teasing/serious goal (only in the by-items ANOVA), where after negative 
events Pragmalinguistically Impolite remarks signaled more teasing readings than Pragmalin-
guistically Non-Impolite remarks. It has to be stressed that (only after negative events) the dif-
ference between Pragmalinguistically Impolite and Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite remarks 
shows statistical trends in the speaker’s commitment to the truth of his statement and the speak-
er’s goal –but also the associated hearer’s belief about the speaker’s goal (see Table 7 above). 
These trends show that, after negative events, when Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite remarks 
are used, the speaker is perceived a) as believing more what he says, and b) as less teasing than 
when Pragmalinguistically Impolite remarks are used. These results are not in line with the idea 
broadly derived from Leech (2014: 18) and Culpeper (2011: 137, 139-145) that pragmalinguisti-
cally more impolite expressions should produce more impolite effects in context (all else being 
equal), as we would expect more impolite remarks to attract more negative ratings in a context 
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that would license impoliteness effects (negative events). Note that, since negative events do not 
render a remark obviously untrue, after negative events the remark can potentially be taken as 
genuinely impolite. However, these results must be qualified in the following ways: First, alt-
hough, as was argued in Chapter 2 (pp. 24-25), this thesis takes Leech (2014) and Culpeper 
(2011) as a starting point, important differences must be recognized: For example, it has to be 
noted that the target items used in the current experiment do not exactly fit the bracket of “higher 
offence” of impoliteness formulae that Culpeper (2011) examines, and, in this respect, the results 
of Experiment 1 might have been different if the target items incorporated taboo words (e.g. 
“You are such a fucking lousy driver” or “You are such a fucked-up driver”). Second, since, re-
gardless of the nature of the events in the vignettes, the context describes two best friends who 
joke around with each other frequently, remarks in the vignettes could very well have been taken 
as not expressing sincere impoliteness, hence we would expect that more impolite expressions 
should produce more polite (solidarity) effects (i.e. inverse relation due to irony). Some evidence 
supporting this possibility comes from the fact that, as we saw above, Pragmalinguistically Im-
polite remarks signalled significantly more teasing (more solidary) readings than Pragmalinguis-
tically Non-Impolite remarks (only in the by-items analysis). Furthermore, a related possibility is 
that these remarks were interpreted by participants as exaggerated statements. If that is the case, 
then these trends fit well with observations about the exaggerated character of remarks observed 
in teasing: the more exaggerated the remark, the more likely it is that it will be recognized as 
teasing (Keltner et al. 2001).  
 
Interim summary 
The results of Experiment 1 showed that the criterion of truthfulness (or a flouting of the Maxim 
of Quality) coupled with obviously (or less obviously) impolite remarks is important in deter-
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mining perceptions of banter. When the speaker utters a superficially negative remark that is ob-
viously untrue, an inference is produced that the speaker does not commit to the truth of his ut-
terance, has a strong teasing and friendly attitude and hence exhibits a solidary attitude toward 
the hearer. However, is it possible that other factors underlie the inferential process? If we make 
the assumption that flouting conversational maxims always guides the inferential process, then 
other factors such as face concerns should not play a role in the inferences drawn. On the other 
hand, if face concerns are found to play a role in the inferential process, then we should be able 
to say that the flouting of conversational maxims such as the Maxim of Quality is not a necessary 
condition for the generation of inferences. To be more specific, if in the case of mock impolite-
ness, positive inferences (e.g. that the speaker is friendlier) can be drawn despite the lack of the 
flouting of the Maxim of Quality and because of information about the hearer’s face sensitivities 
(or, crucially, lack thereof), then this would constitute evidence that face contributes to the gen-
eration of inferences in its own right and might even override the flouting of the Maxim of 
Quality. This is the issue that is addressed in Experiment 2. 
 
5.3 Experiment 2: Banter and identity face sensitivities 
5.3.1 Motivation 
In Chapter 2, one of the issues that emerged is whether the flouting of the Maxim of Quality is a 
necessary condition to generate solidarity inferences. Leech (1983) and also B&L to a certain 
extent (for example, see their Off-record strategies, 1987: 211-227) rely on the Gricean Maxims 
as the initial trigger for the generation of implicatures, and we saw that, in the case of Leech’s 
Banter Principle, the flouting of the Maxim of Quality is required as a first step for hearers to 
infer a polite implicature. However, as I argued in Chapter 2 (Section 2.2.1), there are good rea-
sons to think that inferring solidarity is possible even when the Maxim of Quality is not flouted, 
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and the reason is that solidarity can still emerge because face concerns are minimal. Building on 
this rationale, the first goal of Experiment 2 is to investigate whether the generation of positive 
inferences can be the result of identity face concerns (or, more precisely, lack thereof) (RQ1b).  
In Chapter 3, one of the central issues that emerged is the relation between identity face 
and emotion. There is some evidence that emotions are part and parcel of face enhance-
ment/threat (Chapter 3, Section 3.5). Further, we saw that, according to Spencer-Oatey (2005, 
2007), identity face is a positive attribute that is affectively sensitive to an individual. When the 
attribute is challenged in interaction, the challenge should result in high degrees of emotional 
distress. In contrast, if the attribute that is challenged is not deemed important by the individual 
and hence it is not affectively sensitive, then the challenge should result in lower degrees of emo-
tional distress than in the case of an affectively sensitive attribute. The second goal of Experi-
ment 2 then is to test the consistency of these claims (RQ4). 
 
Research Questions associated with Experiment 2 
RQ1b. Does inferring solidarity as a result of an obviously impolite re-
mark rely on the criterion of Truthfulness (i.e. the flouting of the Maxim of 
Quality) (Leech 1983), on identity face or both? 
RQ4. Do inferences regarding the hearer’s emotional reactions to obvious-
ly impolite remarks depend on the strength of identity face sensitivities? 
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5.3.2 Participants  
Participants (N=48) were recruited from Amazon’s M-Turk, an online labor system. They re-
ceived $2.5 as compensation for their participation. Twenty two (46%%) were female. The mean 
age of participants was 36.8 years old (range 21-67, SD=10.9). Seven (14.6%) had completed 
high school, 12 (25%) had completed some college, 21 (43.8%) had completed college, 3 (6.3%) 
had completed some graduate school and 5 (10.4%) had completed graduate school. All stated 
that they were native speakers of American English.  
 
5.3.3 Design and procedure 
The negative evaluative adjectives used in the Pragmalinguistically Impolite remarks are lousy (x 
1), horrible (x 3), useless (x 2), pathetic (x 2), worthless (x 2), miserable (x 2), terrible (x 3), 
hopeless (x 3), poor (x 2), crappy (x 2), and awful (x 2). The context described the interlocutors’ 
background (best friends who joke around with each other; exactly the same as in Experiment 1), 
a positive or a negative event (success or failure; “Matt failed/passed his driving test”; exactly 
the same as in Experiment 1), and how an ability related to the failure or success was valued by 
the hearer (e.g. “driving is a big deal for Matt”). At the end of the vignette, one of the interlocu-
tors uttered a remark commenting on the other’s failure or success.  
The design was a 2 x 2 factorial design. As in Experiment 1, the first factor is Event Va-
lence so that the first level refers to a positive event (e.g. somebody passed his driving test) and 
the second level to a negative event (e.g. somebody failed his driving test). Depending on the 
valence of the event, the remark by one of the interlocutors is either obviously untrue (as in “You 
are such a lousy driver” when uttered in the case of a positive event) or not obviously untrue (as 
in “You are such a lousy driver” when uttered in the case of a negative event). This corresponds 
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closely to the Gricean Maxim of Quality, whose flouting according to Leech (1983) would pro-
duce an implicature of solidarity. 
The second factor was Identity Face Sensitivity. Identity face is defined by Spencer-
Oatey (2005) as aspects of the self such as physical features, abilities, roles and skills among oth-
ers, some of which are more important to the self than others, such that people develop sensitivi-
ties around these self-aspects. If these self-aspect sensitivities are challenged in interaction, peo-
ple may perceive a threat to their face and offence can result (see also Chapter 3, Section 3.4). 
With regard to the experimental manipulations, after a positive or negative event occurred, in-
formation was given about whether the hearer (who experienced the event) valued an ability re-
lated to the event or not. Thus, the first level of this factor was Strong Face Sensitivity (for ex-
ample, “driving is a big deal for Matt”) or Low Face Sensitivity (for example, “Matt couldn’t 
care less about driving”). Crucially, the knowledge about how a certain ability was valued by the 
hearer was shared by the speaker (e.g. “John knows that driving is a big deal for Matt”).  
The vignettes were of the following format (see Table 5.9; segments in bold indicate the 
identity face sensitivity manipulations): 
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Table 5.9. Sample vignette from Experiment 2. 
PS (Positive Event 
+ Strong Face Sen-
sitivity) 
Matt and John are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Matt has just passed his driver’s license exam, and his driving skills were praised. 
John knows that driving is a big deal for Matt. Later Matt meets John at the 
gym and tells him about the exam. Then John says: “You are such a lousy driv-
er”. 
PL (Positive Event 
+ Low Face Sensi-
tivity) 
Matt and John are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Matt has just passed his driver’s license exam, and his driving skills were praised. 
John knows that Matt couldn’t care less about driving. Later Matt meets John 
at the gym and tells him about the exam. Then John says: “You are such a lousy 
driver”.  
NS (Negative Event 
+ Strong Face Sen-
sitivity) 
Matt and John are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Matt has just failed his driver’s license exam, and he was told that he should work 
harder on his driving skills. John knows that driving is a big deal for Matt. 
Later Matt meets John at the gym and tells him about the exam. Then John says: 
“You are such a lousy driver”. 
NL (Negative Event 
+ Low Face Sensi-
tivity) 
Matt and John are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Matt has just failed his driver’s license exam, and he was told that he should work 
harder on his driving skills. John knows that Matt couldn’t care less about 
driving. Later Matt meets John at the gym and tells him about the exam. Then 
John says: “You are such a lousy driver”. 
 
Thus, the manipulation presented above resulted in four conditions:  
1. Positive Event + Strong Face Sensitivity (PS)  
2. Positive Event + Low Face Sensitivity (PL) 
3. Negative Event + Strong Face Sensitivity (NS) 
4. Negative Event + Low Face Sensitivity (NL) 
 
Each vignette was followed by five questions (the dependent measures), that appeared in a ran-
domized order within the page:  
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1. Does [the speaker] believe what he says? (Speaker’s Commitment to the truth of his statement) 
Most likely NO (1)        (7) Most likely YES 
2. Is [the speaker] teasing or being serious? (Speaker’s Goal) 
Teasing (1)        (7) Serious 
3. Is [the speaker] trying to be friendly or mean to the [the hearer]? (Speaker’s Attitude) 
Friendly (1)        (7) Mean 
4. Will [the hearer] be amused or hurt by what [the speaker] says? (Hearer’s Reaction) 
Amused (1)        (7) Hurt 
5. [The speaker’s] remark is intended as a:  
a. compliment 
b. criticism 
c. combination of compliment and criticism 
d. none of the above  
(Speech act) 
 
Since in Experiment 1 the results from the variables on the hearer’s belief about the speaker’s 
goal and attitude (second order beliefs; Sections 5.2.4.5 and 5.2.4.6 above) paralleled the results 
from the variables measuring the speaker’s goal and attitude (Sections 5.2.4.2 and 5.2.4.3  
above), they were not included in Experiment 2. Nevertheless, a new variable was introduced in 
this experiment regarding the speech act performed by the speaker. This variable attempts to elu-
cidate issues of speaker intention in speech act theoretical terms, and to introduce another finer 
criterion by which the role of the Maxim of Quality can be further elucidated.  
All variables except Variable 5 (speech act) were measured on a 7-point scale. Partici-
pants chose one point on the scale. The scale was presented as a series of white circles only the 
extremes of which were labeled (see Figure 2 above). In Variable 5, the responses were categori-
cal in that participants had to choose one out of four (4) categories that would best represent the 
speaker’s intended meaning.    
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A number of possibilities regarding the predicted outcomes are sketched below:  
1. If the generation of solidarity inferences as a result of an obviously impolite remark relies only 
on the flouting of the Maxim of Quality, then we should expect a main effect of Event Valence 
and no effect of Identity Face.  
2. If the generation of solidarity inferences as a result of an obviously impolite remark relies only 
on Identity Face, then no effect of the flouting of the Maxim of Quality and a main effect of 
Identity Face are expected.  
3. If the generation of solidarity inferences as a result of an obviously impolite remark relies on 
both factors, then a combined contribution of both factors is expected (i.e. two main effects).  
Hypothesis 1 assumes that every time the Maxim of Quality is flouted through a remark 
that is obviously untrue and obviously impolite, an inference of solidarity should be produced. 
This is in accordance with Leech’s (1983) prediction, which was borne out in Experiment 1. 
Crucially, Leech (1983) does not make the assumption of relative identity face concerns that is 
derived from Spencer-Oatey’s (2005, 2009) work. In contrast, Hypothesis 2, by taking this latter 
assumption on board, assumes that, regardless of the truthfulness of the remark, every time ex-
plicitly manipulated identity face concerns are minimal, an inference of solidarity should be gen-
erated. This captures my proposal that in order to produce solidarity, we may not necessarily 
need a flouting of the Maxim of Quality in that, even when a negative event occurs, information 
about the hearer’s indifferent attitude toward an ability related to the event would lead partici-
pants to rate the speaker as rather teasing and friendly, and the hearer as rather amused (since 
face concerns are as minimal as possible). Finally, there is the possibility that both factors will 
have an effect on the dependent variables.  
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Twenty four (24) vignettes were chosen from the ones constructed for Experiment 1. The 
content was kept the same, but the Identity Face manipulations were added. This resulted in 24 
corresponding token sets and 96 tokens (see Appendix G). Forty eight (48) filler vignettes were 
chosen from Experiment 1 (see Appendix H). As in Experiment 1, half of the filler vignettes (24) 
included a positive interpersonal background (friends) with remarks that invited positive literal 
readings (a positive remark as a response to something positive). The other half of the vignettes 
included a negative interpersonal background (e.g. colleagues that do not get along) with re-
marks that invited negative literal readings (a negative remark as a response to something nega-
tive). 
The experiment was built and implemented in Survey Monkey. Four (4) lists were creat-
ed in order to counterbalance the effects of vignette content for participants (see Appendix I). 
Each list was seen by 12 participants (a total of 48 participants). Each participant saw 6 versions 
of each of the 4 conditions (a total of 24 target vignettes) and 48 fillers in a pseudo-randomized 
order.
4
 Before participants started the main task, they gave consent and they completed two prac-
tice items (2 vignettes), where instructions were given on how to give their ratings.  
 
5.3.4 Results 
For the first four dependent measures (Speaker’s Commitment to the truth of his statement, 
Speaker’s Goal, Speaker’s Attitude, and Hearer’s Reaction), mean values of each condition were 
calculated in both by-subject and by-item summaries. The by-subject summary represents the 
mean value of 6 vignette tokens that each participant gave on each of the 4 conditions. The by-
                                                          
4
 One target vignette followed every two filler vignettes. Nevertheless, the target vignettes appeared in fully random-
ized order. 
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item summary represents the mean value of 12 participants on each token for each of the 4 con-
ditions. 
In order to examine the effects of Event Valence and Identity Face Sensitivity on the de-
pendent measures, four independent repeated-measures ANOVAs were employed. For each de-
pendent measure, repeated-measures ANOVAs were run for both by-subject (F1) and by-item 
(F2) summaries. In the by-subject summary, Event Valence (2 levels) and Identity Face Sensitivi-
ty (2 levels) were within-subjects factors and List was a between-subjects factor. In the by-item 
summary, Event Valence (2 levels) and Identity Face Sensitivity (2 levels) were within-items fac-
tors and Distribution Pattern (see Appendix I) was a between-item factor. Each dependent meas-
ure is examined below. 
For the fifth variable (speech act), two results are reported: the distribution of responses 
(‘compliment’, ‘criticism’, ‘combination of compliment and criticism’, ‘none’) per condition, 
and the results of four independent binary logistic regression analyses.  
5.3.4.1 Speaker’s Commitment to the truth of his statement 
The first variable assessed the Speaker’s Commitment to the truth of his statement, i.e. whether 
he believed what he said. Mean values and standard deviations of the conditions in the by-subject 
(F1) and by-item (F2) summaries are presented on Table 5.10. Figures 5.14 and 5.15 graph the 
mean values and standard errors of the conditions (F1 and F2 respectively).   
 
Table 5.10. Mean ratings of the 4 conditions in Speaker’s Commitment to the truth of his statement. 
F1     F2    
Condition N Mean SD  Condition N Mean SD 
PS 48 1.84 1.26  PS 24 1.84 0.34 
PL 48 2.13 1.35  PL 24 2.13 0.38 
NS 48 3.41 1.40  NS 24 3.41 0.92 
NL 48 3.93 1.38  NL 24 3.93 0.73 
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Figure 5.14. Mean ratings of the 4 conditions in Speaker’s Commitment to the truth of his statement 
(F1). 
 
PS: Positive Event + Strong Face Sensitivities 
PL: Positive Event + Low Face Sensitivities 
NS: Negative Event + Strong Face Sensitivities 
NL: Negative Event + Low Face Sensitivities 
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Figure 5.15. Mean ratings of the 4 conditions in Speaker’s Commitment to the truth of his statement 
(F2). 
 
There was a significant main effect of Event Valence [F1 (1,44) = 60.958, p < .001, partial η2 = 
.581; F2(1,20)= 182.271, p < .001, partial η2 = .901], with speakers being perceived as believing 
less what they say after positive events (PS and PL) than after negative events (NS and NL). 
There was also a main effect of Face Sensitivity [F1 (1,44) = 14.270, p < .001, partial η2 = .245; 
F2 (1,20) = 29.841, p < .001, partial η2 = .599], with speakers perceived as believing less what 
they say in strong face sensitivity conditions (PS and NS) than in low face sensitivity conditions 
(PL and NL). In other words, when participants saw that the hearer did not care about an ability, 
they tended to infer that the speaker believed more what he said than when the hearer cared 
about an ability. The interaction between the two factors did not obtain significance [F1 (1,44) = 
PS: Positive Event + Strong Face Sensitivities 
PL: Positive Event + Low Face Sensitivities 
NS: Negative Event + Strong Face Sensitivities 
NL: Negative Event + Low Face Sensitivities 
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1.562, p = .218; F2 (1,20) = 1.879, p =.186]. Lastly, there was no effect of List, a between-
subject factor, F1 (3, 44) = 1.075, p = .370, but there was a main effect of Distribution pattern, a 
between-items factor, F2 (3,20) = 4.151, p = .019, partial η2 = .384.  
 
5.3.4.2 Speaker’s Goal (to tease or to be serious) 
The second variable measured the Speaker’s Goal (to tease or to be serious). Mean values and 
standard deviations of the conditions in the by-subject (F1) and by-item (F2) summaries are pre-
sented on Table 5.11. Figures 5.16 and 5.17 graph the mean values and standard errors of the 
conditions (F1 and F2 respectively). 
 
Table 5.11. Mean ratings of the 4 conditions in Speaker’s Goal. 
F1     F2    
Condition N Mean SD  Condition N Mean SD 
PS 48 1.73 1.17  PS 24 1.73 0.36 
PL 48 1.81 1.17  PL 24 1.81 0.40 
NS 48 2.77 1.43  NS 24 2.77 0.76 
NL 48 2.75 1.48  NL 24 2.75 0.47 
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Figure 5.16. Mean ratings of the 4 conditions in the Speaker’s Goal (to tease or to be serious) (F1). 
 
PS: Positive Event + Strong Face Sensitivities 
PL: Positive Event + Low Face Sensitivities 
NS: Negative Event + Strong Face Sensitivities 
NL: Negative Event + Low Face Sensitivities 
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Figure 5.17. Mean ratings of the 4 conditions in the Speaker’s intention to tease or to be serious.(F2) 
 
There was a significant main effect of Event Valence [F1 (1,44) = 35.127, p < .001, partial η2 = 
.444; F2 (1,20) = 131.697, p < .001, partial η2 = .868], with speakers being perceived as more 
teasing after positive events than after negative events. However, there was no effect of Face 
Sensitivity [F1 (1,44) = .090, p = .765; F2 (1,20) = .133, p = .719]. The interaction between the 
two factors was not significant [F1 (1,44) = .687, p = .412; F2 (1, 20) = .641, p = .433]. Lastly, 
there was no effect of List, a between-subjects factor, F1 (3, 44) = .740, p = .534, nor any effect 
of Distribution pattern, a between-items factor, F2 (3,20) = 1.957, p = .153. 
 
5.3.4.3 Speaker’s Attitude (to be friendly or mean) 
The next variable measured the Speaker’s Attitude (to be friendly or mean) towards the hearer. 
Mean values and standard deviations of the conditions in the by-subject (F1) and by-item (F2) 
PS: Positive Event + Strong Face Sensitivities 
PL: Positive Event + Low Face Sensitivities 
NS: Negative Event + Strong Face Sensitivities 
NL: Negative Event + Low Face Sensitivities 
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summaries are presented on Table 5.12. Figures 5.18 and 5.19 graph the mean values and stand-
ard errors of the conditions (F1 and F2 respectively). 
 
Table 5.12. Mean ratings of the 4 conditions in Speaker’s Attitude. 
F1     F2    
Condition N Mean SD  Condition N Mean SD 
PS 48 2.08 1.26  PS 24 2.08 0.27 
PL 48 2.08 1.28  PL 24 2.08 0.38 
NS 48 3.15 1.34  NS 24 3.15 0.71 
NL 48 2.76 1.46  NL 24 2.76 0.41 
 
 
Figure 5.18. Mean ratings of the 4 conditions in the Speaker’s Attitude (to be friendly or mean) (F1). 
 
 
 
 
PS: Positive Event + Strong Face Sensitivities 
PL: Positive Event + Low Face Sensitivities 
NS: Negative Event + Strong Face Sensitivities 
NL: Negative Event + Low Face Sensitivities 
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Figure 5.19. Mean ratings of the 4 conditions in the Speaker’s Attitude (to be friendly or mean)(F2). 
 
There was a significant main effect of Event Valence [F1 (1,44) = 31.173, p < .001, partial η2 = 
.415; F2 (1,20)= 110.672, p < .001, partial η2 = .847], with speakers being perceived as friendlier 
after positive events than after negative events. There was also a main effect of Face Sensitivity 
[F1 (1,44) = 5.395, p = .025, partial η2 = .109; F2 (1,20) = 11.530, p = .003, partial η2 = .366], 
with speakers perceived as friendlier when face sensitivities are low (i.e. when the hearer does 
not care about an ability) than when face sensitivities are strong. Crucially, there was a signifi-
cant interaction between the two factors [F1 (1,44) = 10.256, p = .003, partial η2 = .189; F2 
(1,20) = 7.652, p = .012, partial η2 = .277]. Pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni correction (al-
pha level 0.05/4 = 0.0125) revealed that face sensitivities have no effect after a positive event 
[PS vs. PL: F1, t(47) = .072, p > .5; F2, t(23) = .072, p > .5). When negative events occur though, 
PS: Positive Event + Strong Face Sensitivities 
PL: Positive Event + Low Face Sensitivities 
NS: Negative Event + Strong Face Sensitivities 
NL: Negative Event + Low Face Sensitivities 
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the speaker is perceived as friendlier when face sensitivities are low than when face sensitivities 
are strong (significant only in F1; NS vs. NL, F1, t(47) = 3.280, p = .002; F2, t(23) = 2.470, p = 
.021). Under strong face sensitivity conditions, the speaker is perceived as friendlier after posi-
tive events than after negative events (PS vs. NS: F1, t(47) = -6.075, p < .001; F2, t(23) = -6.420, 
p < .001). The same holds true under low face sensitivity conditions (PL vs. NL: F1, t(47) = -
4.211, p < .001; F2, t(23) = -5.372, p < .001). Lastly, there was no effect of List, a between-
subjects factor, F1 (3, 44) = .774, p = .515, nor any effect of Distribution pattern, a between-
items factor, F2 (3,20) = 2.717, p = .072. 
 
5.3.4.4 Hearer’s reaction: being amused or hurt  
This variable measured effects on the hearer, i.e. whether they are inferred to be amused or hurt 
by what the speaker said. Mean values and standard deviations of the conditions in the by-subject 
(F1) and by-item (F2) summaries are presented on Table 5.13. Figures 5.20 and 5.21 graph the 
mean values and standard errors of the conditions (F1 and F2 respectively).   
 
Table 5.13. Mean ratings of the 4 conditions in Hearer’s reaction. 
F1     F2    
Condition N Mean SD  Condition N Mean SD 
PS 48 2.34 1.28  PS 24 2.34 0.40 
PL 48 2.20 1.31  PL 24 2.20 0.37 
NS 48 4.27 1.40  NS 24 4.27 0.90 
NL 48 3.00 1.43  NL 24 3.00 0.41 
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Figure 5.20. Mean ratings of the 4 conditions in the Hearer’s reaction (being amused or hurt) (F1). 
 
 
 
Figure 5.21. Mean ratings of the 4 conditions in the Hearer’s reaction (being amused or hurt) (F2). 
PS: Positive Event + Strong Face Sensitivities 
PL: Positive Event + Low Face Sensitivities 
NS: Negative Event + Strong Face Sensitivities 
NL: Negative Event + Low Face Sensitivities 
PS: Positive Event + Strong Face Sensitivities 
PL: Positive Event + Low Face Sensitivities 
NS: Negative Event + Strong Face Sensitivities 
NL: Negative Event + Low Face Sensitivities 
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There was a significant main effect of Event Valence [F1 (1,44) = 54.604, p < .001, partial η2 = 
.554; F2 (1,20) = 193.320, p < .001, partial η2 = .906], with the hearer perceived as more amused 
after positive events than after negative events. There was also a main effect of Face Sensitivity 
[F1 (1,44) = 26.787, p < .001, partial η2= .378; F2 (1,20) = 89.128, p < .001, partial η2 = .817], 
with the hearer perceived as rather hurt when face sensitivities are strong as compared to when 
there are minimal face sensitivities. Crucially, there was a significant interaction between the two 
factors [F1 (1,44) = 47.329, p < .001, partial η2 = .518; F2 (1,20) = 60.384, p < .001, partial η2 = 
.751]. Pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni correction (alpha level 0.05/4 = 0.0125) revealed 
that face sensitivities have no effect after a positive event –the hearer is inferred to be equally 
amused [PS vs. PL: F1, t(47) = 1.038, p > .1; F2, t(23) = 1.149, p > .1]. After negative events 
though, the hearer is perceived as more amused when face sensitivities are low than when face 
sensitivities are strong [NS vs. NL: F1, t(47) = 6.283, p < .001; F2: t(23) = 6.473, p < .001). In 
fact, in the case of negative events, the difference is the most pronounced among all the previous 
variables: When the activity the hearer failed in matters to him, then the value tips over to the 
‘hurt’ side of the scale. Further, under strong face sensitivities conditions, the hearer is perceived 
as more amused after positive events than after negative events [PS vs. NS: F1, t(47) = -9.052, p 
< .001; F2, t(23) = -9.288, p < .001]. The same holds true under low face sensitivities conditions 
[PL vs. NL: F1, t(47) = -4.249, p < .001; F2, t(23) = -6.999, p < .001). Lastly, there was no effect 
of List, a between-subjects factor, F1 (3, 44) = 1.119, p = .351, but there was an effect of Distri-
bution pattern, a between-items factor, F2 (3,20) = 5.177, p = .008, partial η2 = .437. 
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5.3.4.5 Speech act 
The last variable concerned whether the speaker’s remark was intended as a compliment, criti-
cism, a combination of compliment and criticism or none of these choices. Table 5.14 and Figure 
5.22 below show the distribution of responses per condition.  
Table 5.14. Distribution of responses by condition in the Speech Act variable (raw numbers in parenthe-
ses). 
 
PS PL NS NL 
Compliment 30.6% (88) 28.5% (82) 5.2% (15) 3.5% (10) 
Criticism 7.3% (21) 11.1% (32) 32.6% (94) 30.9% (89) 
Combination of com-
pliment and criticism 
13.2% (38) 1514.6% (42) 21.5% (62) 16.3% (47) 
None 49.0% (141) 45.8% (132) 40.6% (117) 49.3% (142) 
Total 100% (288) 100% (288) 100% (288) 100% (288) 
 
 
 
Figure 5.22. Distribution of responses (‘compliment’, ‘criticism’, ‘combination of compliment and crit-
icism’ or ‘none’) by condition in the Speech Act variable. (From the left: 1st column: Compliment, 2nd 
column: Criticism, 3
rd
 column: Combination, 4
th
 column: None)  
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PS: Positive Event + Strong Face Sensitivities 
PL: Positive Event + Low Face Sensitivities 
NS: Negative Event + Strong Face Sensitivities 
NL: Negative Event + Low Face Sensitivities 
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Since the data obtained from this measure are nominal, four independent binary logistic regres-
sions were performed for each response (compliment, criticism, combination of compliment and 
criticism, and none) in order to elucidate the effect of the two independent variables (Event Val-
ance and Identity Face Sensitivity) on the likelihood that participants will choose a certain re-
sponse.  
Compliment. The first logistic regression was performed to ascertain the effects of the two inde-
pendent variables, Event Valence and Face Sensitivity, on the likelihood that participants will 
choose compliment as a response. In the logistic regression mode, Event Valence obtained statis-
tical significance, χ2 (1) = 95.981, p < .001, but face sensitivity did not, and the interaction be-
tween the two main effects did not either. From the logistic regression model, there is an 88%
5
 
probability that compliment will be chosen as a response after positive events, and a 12% proba-
bility that compliment will be chosen as a response after negative events, when we control for the 
effect of Face Sensitivity and interaction between Face Sensitivity and Valence.  
Criticism. The second logistic regression was performed to ascertain the effects of the two inde-
pendent variables, Event Valence and Face Sensitivity, on the likelihood that participants will 
choose criticism as a response. In the logistic regression mode, Event Valence obtained statistical 
significance, χ2 (1) = 80.677, p < .001, but Face Sensitivity did not, and the interaction between 
the two main effects did not either. From the logistic regression model, there is a 14%
6
 probabil-
ity that criticism will be chosen as a response after positive events, and an 86% probability that 
                                                          
5We have βPositive Event= 2.012 and P(compliment|positive event)= exp(2.012)/(1+exp(2.012)) 
6We have βPositive Event= -1.818 and P(criticism|positive event)= exp(-1.818)/(1+exp(-1.818)) 
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criticism will be chosen as a response after negative events, when we control for the effect of 
Face Sensitivity and interaction between Face Sensitivity and Valence. 
Combination of compliment and criticism. The third logistic regression was performed to ascer-
tain the effects of the two independent variables, Event Valence and Face Sensitivity, on the like-
lihood that participants will choose combination of compliment and criticism as a response. In 
the logistic regression mode, Event Valence obtained statistical significance, χ2 (1) = 5.025, p = 
.025, but Face Sensitivity did not, and the interaction between the two main effects did not either. 
From the logistic regression model, there is a 36%
7
 probability that combination of compliment 
and criticism will be chosen as a response after positive events, and a 64% probability that com-
bination of compliment and criticism will be chosen as a response after negative events, when we 
control for the effect of Face Sensitivity and interaction between Face Sensitivity and Valence. 
None of the available options. Lastly, the fourth logistic regression was performed to ascertain 
the effects of the two independent variables, Event Valence and Face Sensitivity, on the likeli-
hood that participants will choose none of the available choices (i.e. compliment, criticism or 
combination of compliment and criticism) as a response. In the logistic regression mode, neither 
Event Valence nor Face Sensitivity obtained statistical significance, but there was a significant 
interaction between the two main effects, χ2 (1) = 4.052, p = .044. However, post hoc tests (see 
Table 5.15) revealed that there are no detectable differences among the four conditions judging 
by the overlapping confidence intervals. 
 
 
                                                          
7We have βPositive Event= -0.59 and P(combination of compliment and criticism|positive event)= exp(-0.59)/(1+exp(-
0.59)) 
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Table 5.15. Post-hoc tests in the four conditions in ‘None’. 
Event Valence Face Sensi-
tivity 
Mean Std. Error 95% Wald Confidence Interval 
Lower Upper 
Negative 
Low .51 .029 .45 .56 
Strong .59 .029 .54 .65 
Positive 
Low .54 .029 .48 .60 
Strong .51 .029 .45 .57 
 
 
Although the descriptive statistics (Table 12 and Figure 23) suggests that the percentage 
of none responses is high (ranging between 40.6% and 49.3%) in all conditions, the results of the 
logistic regressions showed that Event Valence, but not Face Sensitivity, predicts the speech act: 
When a remark is obviously untrue (i.e. after positive events) and obviously impolite, there is a 
high probability that it is intended as a compliment, while when the remark is not obviously un-
true (i.e. after negative events) and obviously impolite, there is a high probability that it is in-
tended as a criticism. From that we can infer that a remark such a “You are such a lousy driver” 
uttered after positive events implicates the opposite (something along the lines of “You are such 
a good driver”).   
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5.3.5 Discussion 
The goals of Experiment 2 were to elucidate a) the interaction between the flouting of the Maxim 
of Quality and Identity Face Sensitivity, and b) the relation between Identity Face Sensitivity and 
emotional reaction. Regarding the role of the Maxim of Quality and Identity Face, results 
showed that in most of the variables (Speaker’s Commitment to the truth of his statement, 
Speaker’s Attitude, and Hearer’s Reaction) there was a joint contribution of both factors, which 
indicates that both the flouting of the Maxim of Quality and Identity Face contribute to inference 
generation: The speaker is perceived as friendlier (Speaker’s Attitude) and the hearer as more 
amused (Hearer’s Reaction) when the remark is obviously untrue and face sensitivities are min-
imal than when the remark is not obviously untrue and the face sensitivities are strong. In the 
case of the Speaker’s Commitment to the truth, the speaker is perceived as believing less what he 
says when the remark is obviously untrue than when the remark is not obviously untrue, but 
when participants knew that the hearer did not care about an ability (low face sensitivity), they 
Table 5.16. Summary of effects of Event Valence and Identity Face in by-subjects 
(F1) and by-items (F2) ANOVAs and in binary logistic regressions (Speech Act). 
 F1 F2 F1 F2 F1 F2 
 Event Valence Identity Face Interaction 
Speaker’s commitment to the 
truth of his statement 
.000* .000* .000* .000* n.s. n.s. 
Speaker’s teasing / serious goal  .000* .000* n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. 
Speaker’s friendly / mean atti-
tude 
.000* .000* .025* .003* .003* .012* 
Hearer’s reaction (amused / 
hurt) 
.000* .000* .000* .000* .000* .000* 
Speech Act 
Compliment .000* n.s. n.s. 
Criticism .000* n.s. n.s. 
Combination .025* n.s. n.s. 
None n.s. n.s. .044* 
* p significant if < .05; n.s. = no significance 
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tended to infer that the speaker believes more what he says than when the hearer did care about 
an ability. Although prima facie this finding is difficult to interpret, one could plausibly argue 
that, if the speaker knows that the listener does not care about a certain ability, then it does not 
really matter (i.e. does not have any consequences) if the speaker holds his harsh utterance to be 
closer to what he believes to be true.  
However, when it comes to the Speaker’s Goal (to tease or to be serious), only the Max-
im of Quality had an effect in that the speaker is perceived as more teasing when the remark is 
obviously untrue, and the Maxim of Quality has been flouted. The same holds true for the 
Speech Act variable, where only the Maxim of Quality predicts the speech act: the remark is per-
ceived as a compliment after positive events and as a criticism after negative events. 
In 5.3.1 a number of hypotheses were put forward, motivated by the debate about wheth-
er we need the Maxim of Quality to produce solidarity through an obviously impolite remark as 
expressed in a number of dimensions (teasing, friendliness, amusement). Standard models of po-
liteness like Leech’s (1983) but also B&L’s make the assumption that the Gricean Maxims are 
needed as the initial trigger of inference generation, however I argued that for the generation of 
solidarity the Maxim of Quality might not always be necessary. The results from Experiment 2 
showed that lack of face sensitivities (when the hearer does not care) do have an effect towards 
inferring more positive interpersonal effects (friendliness, amusement) and higher levels of 
commitment to truth of the speaker’s statement even when the Maxim of Quality is not flouted, 
which lends support to my hypothesis that identity face concerns can modulate speaker meaning 
and inferences regarding the hearer’s reaction. This is also broadly in line with evidence from the 
experimental investigation of conditional statements (Demeure et al. 2009) whose interpretation 
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as corrections was shown to be a function of manipulating the listener’s sensitivity towards criti-
cism.  
Nevertheless, we have to take into account the fact that, in all the scalar variables except 
for the Hearer’s Reaction variable, the mean values do not exceed 3.15 (out of 7). This means 
that participants did not assign really serious and mean interpretations to the speaker’s utterance. 
If we combine this finding with the results from the Speech Act variable, i.e. that there is a high 
probability that a remark after a negative event will be taken as a criticism, then these results 
suggest that what can be expressed in an act of mock impoliteness might be ambivalent: one can 
tease and be friendly while criticizing at the same time (Alberts 1992, Mills 2003). At the same 
time, the results from the Speech Act variable revealed that the probability that an impolite re-
mark is taken as a compliment after a positive event is also very high. This suggests that the per-
ception of differential speech acts might be one of the criteria by which we can distinguish 
Leech’s conception of banter from mock impoliteness as theorized by Culpeper (2011: 208). 
Although the attitude expressed towards the hearer as realized through variables such as teasing 
and friendliness, but also perlocutionary effects of amusement, might be more or less on the 
same level in banter and mock impoliteness (i.e. below the threshold of 4 on a scale of 1-7), what 
ultimately distinguishes them in the experimental vignettes is what the speaker achieves in terms 
of illocutionary force.  
In Chapter 3, the relation between face and emotion was discussed. Emotional reactions 
have been suggested to be part and parcel of face enhancement/threat (Chapter 3, Section 3.5). In 
Experiment 2, two emotional reactions were tested: amusement and hurt feelings. Both factors 
(Event Valence and Identity Face Sensitivity) had a significant effect on inferring the hearer’s 
emotional reactions, and the difference was the most pronounced as compared to the other varia-
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bles that were examined: After positive events the hearer was perceived as more amused than 
after negative events. Crucially, the hearer was perceived as more amused when an ability did 
not matter to him but more hurt when he appeared to be highly involved with it. However, this 
difference was observed only after negative events.  
 In Experiment 2, a prediction derived from Spencer-Oatey’s (2005, 2009) conceptualiza-
tion of identity face was that when an individual’s positively evaluated attribute is challenged, 
this challenge will have emotional consequences. In contrast, when an attribute which is not im-
portant to the individual is challenged, this should have in principle weaker emotional conse-
quences. Experiment 2 showed that challenging one’s identity face (at least after negative events) 
produces an inference about the emotional consequences this challenge has for the hearer even if 
the context (best friends who joke around with each other) constitutes –and can be construed as– 
a non-serious interpersonal environment. This evidence is broadly in line with studies that have 
documented the effect of face on emotion (Culpeper 2011, Işik-Güler & Ruhi 2010, Spencer-
Oatey 2011). The characters in the vignettes of Experiment 2 have uttered an obviously impolite 
remark that threatens their interlocutors’ face (an ability that is important to them), and this face 
threat results in relatively high degrees of hurt feelings, a negative social emotion (Leary 2000).  
It is important to note that, despite the low face sensitivities (i.e. when the hearer does not 
care at all about a certain ability), an emotional reaction was still inferred after negative events 
(see condition NL, Figure 21 and Table 11 under the Hearer’s Reaction variable). This suggests a 
number of possibilities: Negative events (here, some kind of failure) might have had a biasing 
effect on participants’ judgments. It has been suggested that negative events weigh more than 
positive ones (see Baumeister et al. 2001 for the effects of negativity bias). Even if participants 
know that the characters in the vignettes do not care at all about an ability, the fact that they ex-
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perience failures might have consequences: a failure remains a failure even in the most innocu-
ous games, and it can be highlighted and made salient by a remark that comments on it. This is in 
line with a number of studies: Bollmer et al. (2003) have shown that even mild teasing can gen-
erate negativity toward the teaser and the interaction. Baldwin (1990) showed that people’s self-
evaluations are very closely connected to the evaluations of others, and this occurs even below 
the level of conscious awareness. Further, Leary, Hoagland, Kennedy, and Mills (1999) showed 
that the self-esteem of people who denied that they were affected by the evaluations of others, in 
fact changed as a function of the type of feedback they received from others. Also, the results 
from Experiment 2 might actually provide some insight into Culpeper’s (2005) results regarding 
the theoretically unexpected generation of offence in avowedly offensive quiz shows. If people 
can be affected (even moderately) by evaluations on aspects which they do not consider im-
portant, then it would not be unreasonable for offence to occur even in this type of game.
8
 This 
may suggest that whenever perceptions of the Self are mediated by the Other’s evaluation, this is 
never without consequences. This result might be explained by humans’ deeply rooted need for 
connecting with groups: If you want to be part of the group in order to survive, you not only have 
to be good but also look good (Haidt 2012).  
 
5.4 Summary/General Discussion  
In this chapter, two experiments were presented: Experiment 1 showed that when the Maxim of 
Quality is flouted, this leads to inferences on a number of dimensions: the speaker is perceived as 
                                                          
8
 It has to be stressed though that part of the offence that contestants appear to take in the quiz show that Culpeper 
(2005) analyses comes from attacking highly personal aspects of the contestants (such as their non-standard ac-
cents).  
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rather teasing and friendly, and as not committing to the truth of his statement. Also, the hearer is 
perceived as rather amused. Taking all these dimensions into consideration, these results show 
that inferences of solidarity are generated by the flouting of the Maxim of Quality in combina-
tion with obviously (or less obviously) impolite remarks, which lends some support to Leech’s 
(1983) Banter Principle. Experiment 1 also revealed that obviously impolite remarks are not 
necessarily taken to generate more impoliteness effects in context than remarks that do not ex-
press impolite meanings.  
The main goal of Experiment 2 was to examine the interaction between the Maxim of 
Quality and identity face considerations by manipulating these factors separately, in order to gain 
some insight into whether the strength of identity face sensitivities can affect inferences regard-
ing speaker meaning and the hearer’s emotional reactions. Experiment 2 showed that both fac-
tors, the Maxim of Quality and identity face sensitivity, contributed to the generation of infer-
ences on a number of dimensions: When the Maxim of Quality is flouted or identity face sensi-
tivities are minimal, the speaker is perceived as friendly and the hearer as amused. Importantly, 
the existence of low face sensitivities seems to alleviate and mitigate the consequences of nega-
tive remarks. Finally, we also saw that the degree of the hearer’s emotional reactions was in-
ferred by participants to be a function of the strength of identity face sensitivities, although this 
was the case only when negative events followed. 
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Chapter 6: Emotion as a trigger of pragmatic inference (Experiment 3)  
Outline 
6.1 Motivation 
6.2 Participants 
6.3 Design and procedure 
6.4 Results 
6.5 Discussion 
6.6 Summary 
 
 
6.1 Motivation 
One of the central issues that emerged in Chapter 3 (Sections 3.6 and 3.7) is whether attributing 
different emotional states to the speaker is enough to generate different inferences regarding 
speaker meaning. In other words, the issue is whether appraising the speaker’s emotional state as 
positive or negative can guide the inferential process by which speaker meaning is arrived at. 
Narrowing this overarching issue down to the interaction of the Maxim of Quality and the 
speaker’s emotional state, the research question that was generated is the following: Does the 
derivation of solidarity inferences rely on the criterion of Truthfulness (Leech 1983), the 
speaker’s emotional state or both? (RQ4). To put it in another way, is it possible to generate a 
solidary interpretation of a remark that is not obviously untrue when the speaker’s emotional 
state is perceived as positive? (RQ4). This extends my hypothesis that for the production of 
solidarity inferences the flouting of the Maxim of Quality might not be always necessary. This is 
the central goal of Experiment 3 reported below. A second goal is to elucidate a relatively 
unexplored area in im/politeness research (Culpeper 2011: 59, Isik-Güler & Ruhi 2010), namely 
the role of situational antecedents in the production of im/politeness, and specifically the role of 
(violations of) the Association Principle (Spencer-Oatey 2005, 2007) in affecting the speaker’s 
emotional state (see Chapter 3, Section 3.4, and also below, Section 6.3).  
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Research Question associated with Experiment 3 
RQ2. Does inferring solidarity as a result of an obviously impolite remark 
rely on the criterion of Truthfulness (Leech 1983), the speaker’s emotional 
state or both? 
 
 
6.2 Participants  
Participants (N=48) were recruited from MTurk, an online labor system. They received $2.5 as a 
compensation for their participation. Thirty one (65%) were female. The mean age of 
participants (N=47)
1
 was 34 years old (range 21-64, SD=10.9). One (2.1%) had completed 
elementary school, 6 (12.5%) had completed high school, 17 (35.4%) had completed some 
college, 19 (39.6%) had completed college, 1 (2.1%) had completed some graduate school and 4 
(8.3%) had completed graduate school. All stated that they were native speakers of American 
English.  
6.3 Design and procedure 
As in the previous experiments, the vignette technique was used. Participants saw a number of 
vignettes, i.e. short fictional scenarios, followed by a remark. The negative evaluative adjectives 
used in the remarks are lousy (x 3), horrible (x 3), useless (x 3), pathetic (x 2), worthless (x 2), 
miserable (x 1), terrible (x 1), hopeless (x 1), poor (x 2), crappy (x 2), awful (x 2) and 
incompetent (x 2). The context described the interlocutors’ background (best friends who joke 
around with each other; exactly the same as in Experiments 1 and 2), a positive or a negative 
event, and a remark by one of the interlocutors commenting on the other’s behavior. The crucial 
                                                          
1
 One participant answered the question incorrectly (answered “White”). 
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manipulation in this experiment is that the (positive or negative) event either affected or did not 
affect the speaker directly. A 2 x 2 factorial design was used.  
The vignettes were of the following format (see Table 6.1): 
Table 6.1. Sample vignette from Experiment 3. 
PHI  
(Positive Event + 
High Involvement) 
Matt and John are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with 
each other. One morning, Matt is driving John to a really important job 
interview. Matt manages to avoid several traffic jams, and drops off 
John at the interview right on time. Then John says: “You are such a 
lousy driver.” 
PLI  
(Positive Event + 
Low Involvement) 
Matt and John are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with 
each other. Matt is driving an acquaintance of his to a really important 
job interview. Matt manages to avoid several traffic jams, and drops off 
his acquaintance at the interview right on time. Later Matt meets John 
at the gym and tells him about it. Then John says: “You are such a 
lousy driver.”  
NHI  
(Negative Event + 
High Involvement) 
Matt and John are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with 
each other. Matt is driving John to a really important job interview. 
Matt carelessly crosses several red traffic lights and almost crashes into 
another car. Finally, he drops off John at the interview with a 
considerable delay. Then John says: “You are such a lousy driver.” 
NLI  
(Negative Event + 
Low Involvement) 
Matt and John are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with 
each other. Matt is driving an acquaintance of his to a really important 
job interview. Matt carelessly crosses several red traffic lights and 
almost crashes into another car. Finally, he drops off his acquaintance 
at the interview with a considerable delay. Later Matt meets John at the 
gym and tells him about it. Then John says: “You are such a lousy 
driver.” 
 
Thus, the manipulation presented above resulted in four conditions:  
1. Positive Event + High Involvement (PHI)  
2. Positive Event + Low Involvement (PLI) 
3. Negative Event + High Involvement (NHI) 
4. Negative Event + Low Involvement (NLI) 
Each vignette was followed by six (6) questions (the dependent measures), that appeared 
in a randomized order within each page:  
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1. Does [the speaker] believe what he says? (Speaker’s Commitment to the truth of his statement) 
Most likely NO (1)        (7) Most likely YES 
2. Is [the speaker] teasing or being serious? (Speaker’s Goal) 
Teasing (1)        (7) Serious 
3. Is [the speaker] trying to be friendly or mean to [the hearer]? (Speaker’s Attitude) 
Friendly (1)        (7) Mean 
4. Will [the hearer] be amused or hurt by what [the speaker] says? (Hearer’s reaction) 
Amused (1)        (7) Hurt 
5. [The speaker’s] remark is intended as a:  
a. compliment 
b. criticism 
c. combination of compliment and criticism 
d. none of the above  
(Speech act) 
6. Does [the speaker] say what he says because he is happy or upset with [the hearer]? (Speaker’s 
emotional state) 
Happy (1)        (7) Upset 
 
The dependent variables were the same as in Experiment 2 with the addition of Variable 6 that 
taps into the speaker’s emotional state, i.e. whether the speaker is perceived as being happy or 
upset with the hearer.  
All variables except Variable 5 (speech act) were measured on a 7-point scale. 
Participants chose one point on the scale. The scale did not contain numbers, instead it contained 
white dots only the extremes of which were labeled. In Variable 5, the responses were 
categorical in that participants had to choose one out of four (4) categories that would best 
represent the speaker’s intended meaning. 
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As in Experiments 1 and 2, the first factor is Event Valence so that the first level refers to 
a positive event (e.g. somebody drove his best friend to an important interview on time) and the 
second level to a negative event (e.g. somebody failed to drive his best friend to an important 
interview due to inconsiderate behavior). Depending on the valence of the event, the remark by 
one of the interlocutors is either obviously untrue (as in “You are such a lousy driver” when 
uttered in the case of a positive event) or not obviously untrue (as in “You are such a lousy 
driver” when uttered in the case of a negative event). This corresponds closely to the Gricean 
Maxim of Quality, whose flouting according to Leech (1983) is necessary to produce an 
implicature of solidarity. 
The second factor is Involvement, which depended on how involved the speaker was in 
the positive or negative events presented in the vignettes. In all cases, the hearer does something 
that has consequences either for the speaker (High Involvement) or for a third person (an 
acquaintance) (Low Involvement). In both conditions, in the case of a negative event, the hearer 
is presented as acting carelessly by violating moral standards of thoughtfulness and 
consideration. This can be captured by violations of the Association Principle, by which people 
have a fundamental belief that they “are entitled to an association with others that is in keeping 
with the type of relationship that they have with them.” (Spencer-Oatey 2005: 100). However, 
what is crucially at stake in the High vs. Low involvement condition is the intensity of emotion 
produced in the speaker. In the High Involvement condition, what is affected is the self of the 
speaker, while in the Low Involvement condition, a third party (always an acquaintance) is 
affected by the hearer’s behavior. If not only face concerns but also the violation of interactional 
principles like the Association Principle elicit emotions (see Spencer-Oatey 2005, 2007, 
Culpeper 2011, Isik-Guler & Ruhi 2010), then we expect that, in negative events, in the High 
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Involvement condition the speaker will be implicitly perceived as more upset (or to be more 
precise, indignant) than in the Low Involvement condition. This manipulation aims at 
disentangling the effect of the mere violation of the Association Principle from the effect of the 
speaker’s resulting emotional state. If the distinction between High and Low condition was not 
made, then one could plausibly argue that whatever effect emerges is due merely to violations of 
the Association Principle, and thus it would not be possible to make any claims about the effect 
of the speaker’s emotional state. My hypothesis is that the perception of the speaker’s emotional 
state will also affect the communicative dimensions that constitute speaker meaning, namely the 
speaker’s commitment to the truth of his statement, the speaker’s goal (to tease or to be serious), 
the speaker’s attitude (to be friendly or mean), the speaker’s speech act (compliment or criticism) 
but also the perlocutionary effect (the hearer’s reaction).   
A number of possibilities regarding the predicted outcomes are sketched below:  
1. If the generation of inferences relies only on the flouting of the Maxim of Quality to produce 
solidarity, then we expect a main effect of Event Valence and no effect of Involvement.  
2. If the generation of inferences relies only on Involvement, then no effect of the flouting of the 
Maxim of Quality and a main effect of Involvement is expected.  
3. If the generation of inferences relies on both factors, then a combined contribution of both 
factors is expected (i.e. two main effects).  
Hypothesis 1 assumes that, regardless of the speaker’s emotional state, every time the 
Maxim of Quality is flouted through a remark that is obviously untrue and obviously impolite, a 
solidarity inference should be produced. It has to be noted though that the events described in the 
vignettes (successes or failures) imply more serious affective consequences for the individual 
involved in the event only in the cases where the speaker’s self is at stake. In those cases, the 
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remark is not just a comment related to affectively neutral events. Hypothesis 2 assumes that, 
regardless of the truthfulness of the remark, every time the speaker’s emotional state is predicted 
to be relatively positive, an inference of solidarity should be generated. This captures my 
hypothesis that in order to produce solidarity inferences, we may not necessarily need the 
flouting of the Maxim of Quality in that, even when a negative event occurs, the speaker’s 
implied positive emotional state should lead participants to rate the speaker as rather teasing and 
friendly, and the hearer as rather amused. Hypothesis 3 considers the possibility of a joint 
contribution of both factors. 
Twenty four (24) vignettes were constructed. Although the basic structure was kept the 
same as in the previous experiments, the content was different in that somebody (either the 
speaker or a third party) was involved in an event in which the hearer acted in a considerate and 
effective or inconsiderate and detrimental way. This resulted in 24 corresponding token sets and 
96 tokens (see Appendix J). Forty eight (48) filler vignettes were used (see Appendix K). As in 
the previous experiments, half of the filler vignettes (24) included a positive interpersonal 
background with remarks that invited positive literal readings (a positive remark as a response to 
something positive). The other half of the vignettes included a negative interpersonal background 
with remarks that invited negative literal readings (a negative remark as a response to something 
negative). 
The experiment was built and implemented using Survey Monkey. Four (4) lists were 
created in order to counterbalance the effects of vignette content for participants (see Appendix 
L). Each list was seen by 12 participants (a total of 48 participants). Each participant saw 6 
versions of each of the 4 conditions (a total of 24 target vignettes) and 48 fillers in a pseudo-
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randomized order.
2
 Before participants started the main task, they gave consent and they did two 
practice items (2 vignettes), where instructions were given on how to give their ratings.  
 
6.4 Results 
For five dependent measures (Variables 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6), mean values of each condition were 
calculated both by-subject and by-item. The by-subject summary represents the mean value of 6 
vignette tokens that each participant gave on each of the 4 conditions. The by-item summary 
represents the mean value of 12 participants on each token for each of the 4 conditions. 
In order to examine the effects of Event Valence and Involvement on the dependent 
measures, five (5) independent repeated-measures ANOVAs were employed. For each dependent 
measure, repeated-measures ANOVAs were run for both by-subject (F1) and by-item (F2) 
summaries. In the by-subject summary, Event Valence (2 levels) and Involvement (2 levels) were 
within-subjects factors and List was a between-subjects factor. In the by-item summary, Event 
Valence and Involvement (2 levels) were within-items factors and Distribution Pattern (see 
Appendix L) was a between-items factor. Each dependent measure is examined below. 
For Variable 5 (speech act), two results are reported: the distribution of responses 
(‘compliment’, ‘criticism’, ‘combination of compliment and criticism’, ‘none’) per condition, 
and the results of four independent binary logistic regression analyses.  
 
                                                          
2
 One target vignette followed every two filler vignettes. Nevertheless, the target vignettes appeared in fully 
randomized order for each participant. 
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6.4.1 Speaker’s Commitment to the truth of his statement  
The first variable assessed the speaker’s commitment to the truth of his statement. Mean values 
and standard deviations of the conditions in the by-subject (F1) and by-item (F2) summaries are 
presented in Table 6.2. Figures 6.1 and 6.2 graph the mean values and standard errors of the 
conditions (F1 and F2 respectively).   
 
Table 6.2. Mean ratings of the 4 conditions in Speaker’s Commitment to the truth of his statement. 
F1     F2    
Condition N Mean SD  Condition N Mean SD 
PHI 48 1.75 1.24  PHI 24 1.75 0.44 
PLI 48 1.67 1.14  PLI 24 1.67 0.44 
NHI 48 4.98 1.30  NHI 24 4.98 0.66 
NLI 48 5.00 1.29  NLI 24 5.00 0.50 
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Figure 6.1. Mean ratings of the 4 conditions in Speaker’s Commitment to the truth of his statement 
(F1). 
 
 
PHI: Positive Event + High Involvement 
PLI: Positive Event + Low Involvement 
NHI: Negative Event + High Involvement 
NLI: Negative Event + Low Involvement 
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Figure 6.2. Mean ratings of the 4 conditions in Speaker’s Commitment to the truth of his statement 
(F2). 
 
There was a significant main effect of Event Valence [F1 (1,44) = 171.277, p < .001, partial η2 = 
.796; F2 (1,20) = 1064.359, p < .001, partial η2 = .982], with speakers being perceived as 
committed to what they say after positive events significantly less than after negative events. 
There was no effect of Involvement [F1 (1,44) = .187, p = .667; F2 (1,20) = .110, p = .744]. The 
interaction between the two factors was not significant [F1 (1,44) = .528, p = .471; F2 (1,20) = 
.456, p = .507]. Lastly, there was no effect of List, a between-subjects factor, F1 (3, 44) = .273, p 
= .845, and no effect of Distribution pattern, a between-items factor, F2 (3,20) = .345, p = .793. 
 
6.4.2 Speaker’s goal to tease or to be serious 
The second variable measured the speaker’s goal to tease or to be serious. Mean values and 
standard deviations of the conditions in the by-subject (F1) and by-item (F2) summaries are 
PHI: Positive Event + High Involvement 
PLI: Positive Event + Low Involvement 
NHI: Negative Event + High Involvement 
NLI: Negative Event + Low Involvement 
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presented in Table 6.3. Figures 6.3 and 6.4 graph the mean values and standard errors of the 
conditions (F1 and F2 respectively). 
 
Table 6.3. Mean ratings of the 4 conditions in the Speaker’s goal. 
F1 
    
F2 
   
Condition N Mean SD  Condition N Mean SD 
PHI 48 1.58 1.23 
 
PHI 24 1.58 0.24 
PLI 48 1.62 1.22 
 
PLI 24 1.62 0.40 
NHI 48 5.04 1.38 
 
NHI 24 5.04 0.67 
NLI 48 4.71 1.50 
 
NLI 24 4.71 0.62 
 
 
 
Figure 6.3. Mean ratings of the 4 conditions in the Speaker’s goal (to tease or to be serious) (F1). 
 
 
 
PHI: Positive Event + High Involvement 
PLI: Positive Event + Low Involvement 
NHI: Negative Event + High Involvement 
NLI: Negative Event + Low Involvement 
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Figure 6.4. Mean ratings of the 4 conditions in the Speaker’s goal (to tease or to be serious) (F2). 
 
There was a significant main effect of Event Valence [F1 (1,44) = 178.500, p < .001, partial η2 = 
.802; F2(1,20) = 875.576, p < .001, partial η2 = .978], with speakers being perceived as more 
teasing after positive events than after negative events. However, there was no effect of 
Involvement [F1 (1,44) = 2.900, p = .096; F2 (1,20) = 3.285, p = .085], although the trends are in 
the predicted direction, in that when the hearer has affected a third person with his behavior, the 
speaker is judged to be more teasing (or less serious) than when the hearer has directly affected 
the speaker with his actions. The interaction between the two factors did obtain though [F1 
(1,44) = 5.088, p = .029, partial η2= .104; marginally in F2 (1, 20) = 4.003, p = .059]: Pairwise 
comparisons with Bonferroni correction (0.05/4 = 0.0125) revealed that Involvement has no 
effect after a positive event [PHI vs. PLI: F1, t(47) = -.479, p > .5]. Similarly, when negative 
events occur, the speaker is perceived as equally teasing in high and low involvement conditions 
[NHI vs. NLI, F1, t(47) = 2.341, p = .024], although trends show that the speaker is inferred to be 
PHI: Positive Event + High Involvement 
PLI: Positive Event + Low Involvement 
NHI: Negative Event + High Involvement 
NLI: Negative Event + Low Involvement 
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less serious when the hearer’s actions concern a third person (low involvement conditions) than 
when the hearer’s actions have consequences for the speaker (high involvement conditions). 
Also, in high involvement conditions, the speaker is perceived as more teasing after positive 
events and more serious after negative events [PHI vs. NHI: F1, t(47) = -13.327, p < .001]. The 
same holds true under low involvement conditions [PLI vs. NLI: F1, t(47) = -12.309, p < .001]. 
Lastly, there was no effect of List, a between-subjects factor, F1 (3, 44) = .366, p = .778, or any 
effect of Distribution pattern, a between-items factor, F2 (3,20) = 1.904, p = .161. 
 
6.4.3 Speaker’s attitude  
The next variable measured the speaker’s attitude (as friendly or mean) toward the hearer. Mean 
values and standard deviations of the conditions in the by-subject (F1) and by-item (F2) 
summaries are presented in Table 6.4. Figures 6.5 and 6.6 graph the mean values and standard 
errors of the conditions (F1 and F2 respectively). 
 
Table 6.4. Mean ratings of the 4 conditions in Speaker’s Attitude. 
F1 
    
F2 
   
Condition N Mean SD  Condition N Mean SD 
PHI 48 1.85 1.27 
 
PHI 24 1.85 0.41 
PLI 48 1.79 1.19 
 
PLI 24 1.79 0.35 
NHI 48 4.77 1.41 
 
NHI 24 4.77 0.63 
NLI 48 4.45 1.50 
 
NLI 24 4.45 0.49 
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Figure 6.5. Mean ratings of the 4 conditions in the Speaker’s attitude (to be friendly or mean) (F1). 
 
 
PHI: Positive Event + High Involvement 
PLI: Positive Event + Low Involvement 
NHI: Negative Event + High Involvement 
NLI: Negative Event + Low Involvement 
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Figure 6.6. Mean ratings of the 4 conditions in the Speaker’s Attitude (to be friendly or mean) (F2). 
 
There was a significant main effect of Event Valence [F1 (1,44) = 145.219, p < .001, partial η2 = 
.767; F2 (1,20) = 862.530, p < .001, partial η2 = .977], with speakers being perceived as 
friendlier after positive events than after negative events. This time, there was also a main effect 
of Involvement [F1 (1,44) = 4.454, p = .041, partial η2 = .092; F2 (1,20) = 7.551, p = .012, partial 
η2 = .274], with speakers perceived as friendlier when the hearer’s actions had consequences for 
a third party as compared to when the speaker was personally involved in and affected (either 
positively or negatively) by the event. The interaction between the two factors was not 
significant [F1 (1,44) = 1.902, p = .175; F2 (1,20) = 2.088, p = .164]. Lastly, there was no effect 
of List, a between-subjects factor, F1 (3, 44) = .693, p = .561, or any effect of Distribution 
pattern, a between-items factor, F2 (3,20) = 1.597, p = .221. 
 
PHI: Positive Event + High Involvement 
PLI: Positive Event + Low Involvement 
NHI: Negative Event + High Involvement 
NLI: Negative Event + Low Involvement 
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6.4.4 Hearer’s reaction: being amused or hurt  
This variable measured the perceived effect of the speaker’s remark on the hearer, i.e. whether 
he will be amused or hurt by what the speaker said. Mean values and standard deviations of the 
conditions in the by-subject (F1) and by-item (F2) summaries are presented in Table 6.5. Figures 
6.7 and 6.8 graph the mean values and standard errors of the conditions (F1 and F2 respectively).  
 
Table 6.5. Mean ratings of the four conditions in Hearer’s reaction. 
F1 
    
F2 
   
Condition N Mean SD  Condition N Mean SD 
PHI 48 1.90 1.35 
 
PHI 24 1.90 0.32 
PLI 48 1.96 1.40 
 
PLI 24 1.96 0.44 
NHI 48 4.99 1.40 
 
NHI 24 4.99 0.59 
NLI 48 4.81 1.46 
 
NLI 24 4.81 0.58 
 
 
 
Figure 6.7. Mean ratings of the 4 conditions in the Hearer’s reaction (being amused or hurt) (F1). 
 
PHI: Positive Event + High Involvement 
PLI: Positive Event + Low Involvement 
NHI: Negative Event + High Involvement 
NLI: Negative Event + Low Involvement 
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Figure 6.8. Mean ratings of the 4 conditions in the Hearer’s reaction (being amused or hurt) (F2). 
 
There was a significant main effect of Event Valence [F1 (1,44) = 153.206, p < .001, partial η2 = 
.777; F2 (1,20) = 681.431, p < .001, partial η2 = .971], with the hearer perceived to be more 
amused after positive events than after negative events. There was no effect of Involvement [F1 
(1,44) = .443, p = .509; F2 (1,20) = .798, p = .382]. The interaction between the two factors was 
not significant [F1 (1,44) = 2.022, p = .162; F2 (1,20) = 2.907, p = .104]. Lastly, there was no 
effect of List, a between-subjects factor, F1 (3,44) = .253, p = .859, but there was an effect of 
Distribution pattern, a between-items factor, F2 (3,20) = 7.840, p = .001, partial η2 = .540. 
 
6.4.5 The speaker’s emotional state 
This variable aimed at capturing potential differences in the speaker’s emotional state, and 
functions as a measure that could validate whether the manipulation (Involvement) aiming at 
PHI: Positive Event + High Involvement 
PLI: Positive Event + Low Involvement 
NHI: Negative Event + High Involvement 
NLI: Negative Event + Low Involvement 
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creating a difference in the speaker’s emotional state was successful. Mean values and standard 
deviations of the conditions in the by-subject (F1) and by-item (F2) summaries are presented in 
Table 6.6. Figures 6.9 and 6.10 graph the mean values and standard errors of the conditions (F1 
and F2 respectively).   
 
Table 6.6. Mean ratings of the 4 conditions in the Speaker’s emotional state 
F1 
    
F2 
   
Condition N Mean SD  Condition N Mean SD 
PHI 48 1.94 1.33 
 
PHI 24 1.94 0.38 
PLI 48 2.01 1.38 
 
PLI 24 2.01 0.46 
NHI 48 5.44 1.24 
 
NHI 24 5.44 0.55 
NLI 48 5.05 1.29 
 
NLI 24 5.05 0.58 
 
 
Figure 6.9. Mean ratings of the 4 conditions in the Speaker’s emotional state (being happy or upset) 
(F1). 
 
 
PHI: Positive Event + High Involvement 
PLI: Positive Event + Low Involvement 
NHI: Negative Event + High Involvement 
NLI: Negative Event + Low Involvement 
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Figure 6.10. Mean ratings of the 4 conditions in the Speaker’s emotional state (being happy or upset) 
(F2). 
 
There was a significant main effect of Event Valence [F1 (1,44) = 192.884, p < .001, partial η2 = 
.814; F2 (1,20) = 940.268, p < .001, partial η2 = .979], with the speaker perceived as happier 
after positive events as compared to negative events, after which he is perceived as rather upset. 
There was a significant effect of Involvement [only in F2: F1 (1,44) = 2.951, p = .093 (albeit in 
the predicted direction); F2 (1,20) = 9.471, p = .006, partial η2 = .321], in that the speaker was 
perceived as happier with the hearer in the Low Involvement condition than in the High 
Involvement condition. Crucially, the interaction between the two factors was significant [F1 
(1,44) = 7.648, p = .008, partial η2 = .148; F2 (1,20) = 10.930, p = .004, partial η2 = .353]. 
Pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni correction (alpha level 0.05/4 = 0.0125) revealed that 
Involvement has no effect after a positive event [PHI vs. PLI: F1, t(47) = -.858, p > .1; F2, t(23) 
= -.672, p > .1). Nevertheless, when negative events occur, the speaker is perceived as less upset 
PHI: Positive Event + High Involvement 
PLI: Positive Event + Low Involvement 
NHI: Negative Event + High Involvement 
NLI: Negative Event + Low Involvement 
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when the hearer’s actions affect a third party (low involvement) than when they affect the 
speaker (high involvement) [NHI vs. NLI: marginally in F1, t(47) = 2.618, p = .012; F2, t(23) = 
3.293, p = .003). Also, in high involvement conditions, the speaker is perceived as happier after 
positive events and rather upset after negative events [PHI vs. NHI: F1, t(47) = -13.877, p < .001; 
F2, t(23) = -23.996, p < .001]. The same holds true under low involvement conditions [PLI vs. 
NLI: F1, t(47) = -12.498, p < .001; F2, t(23) = -20.066, p < .001]. Lastly, there was no effect of 
List, a between-subjects factor, F1 (3, 44) = .815, p = .493, or any effect of Distribution pattern, 
a between-items factor, F2 (3,20) = 2.333, p = .105. 
 
6.4.6 Speech act 
The last variable sought to establish whether the speaker’s remark was intended as a compliment, 
criticism, a combination of compliment and criticism, or none of these choices. Table 6.7 and 
Figure 6.11 below show the distribution of responses per condition.  
 
Table 6.7. Distribution of responses per condition in the Speech Act variable (raw numbers in 
parentheses). 
 PHI PLI NHI NLI 
Compliment 60.1% (173) 58.3% (168) 5.2% (15) 2.1% (6) 
Criticism 10.8% (31) 9.7% (28) 75.3% (217) 74.7% (215) 
Combination of 
compliment and 
criticism 
16.3% (47) 18.1% (52) 12.5% (36) 15.3% (44) 
None 12.8% (37) 13.9% (40) 6.9% (20) 8% (23) 
Total 100% (288) 100% (288) 100% (288) 100% (288) 
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Figure 6.11. Distribution of responses (‘compliment’, ‘criticism’, ‘combination of compliment and 
criticism’ or ‘none’) by condition in the Speech Act variable. (From the left: 1st column: Compliment, 
2
nd
 column: Criticism, 3
rd
 column: Combination, 4
th
 column: None) 
 
Since the data obtained from this measure are nominal, four independent binary logistic 
regressions were performed for each response (compliment, criticism, combination of 
compliment and criticism, and none) in order to elucidate the effect of the two independent 
variables (Event Valence and Involvement) on the likelihood that participants will choose a 
certain response.  
Compliment. The first logistic regression was performed to ascertain the effects of the two 
independent variables, Event Valence and Involvement, on the likelihood that participants will 
choose compliment as a response. In the logistic regression mode, Event Valence obtained 
statistical significance, χ2 (1) = 208.671, p < .001, and Involvement too, χ2 (1) = 3.868, p = .049, 
but the interaction between the two main effects did not. From the logistic regression model, 
0%
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Distribution of responses by condition 
Compliment Criticism Combination None
PHI: Positive Event + High Involvement 
PLI: Positive Event + Low Involvement 
NHI: Negative Event + High Involvement 
NLI: Negative Event + Low Involvement 
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there is a 99%
3
 probability that compliment will be chosen as a response after positive events, 
and a 1% probability that compliment will be chosen as a response after negative events, when 
we control for the effect of Involvement and interaction between Involvement and Event 
Valence. There is also a 48%
4
 probability that compliment will be chosen as a response in Low 
Involvement conditions, and a 52% probability that compliment will be chosen as a response in 
High Involvement conditions, when we control for the effect of Valence and interaction between 
Involvement and Valence. 
Criticism. The second logistic regression was performed to ascertain the effects of the two 
independent variables on the likelihood that participants will choose criticism. In the logistic 
regression mode, Event Valence obtained statistical significance, χ2 (1) = 379.453, p < .001, but 
Involvement did not, and the interaction between the two main effects did not either. From the 
logistic regression model, there is a 4%
5
 probability that criticism will be chosen as a response 
after positive events, and a 96% probability that criticism will be chosen as a response after 
negative events, when we control for the effect of Involvement and interaction between 
Involvement and Valence. 
Combination of compliment and criticism. The third logistic regression was performed to 
ascertain the effects of the two independent variables on the likelihood that participants will 
choose combination of compliment and criticism as a response. In the logistic regression mode, 
none of the factors obtained significance.  
                                                          
3We have βPositive Event= 4.187 and P(compliment|positive event)= exp(4.187)/(1+exp(4.187)) 
4We have βLow Involvement= -.072 and P(compliment|low involvement)= exp(-.072)/(1+exp(-.072)) 
5We have βPositive Event= -3.309 and P(criticism|positive event)= exp(-3.309)/(1+exp(-3.309)) 
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None of the available options. Lastly, the fourth logistic regression was performed to ascertain 
the effects of the two independent variables on the likelihood that participants will choose none 
of the available choices (i.e. compliment, criticism or combination of compliment and criticism) 
as a response. In the logistic regression mode, Event Valence obtained statistical significance, χ2 
(1) = 10.502, p = .001, but neither Involvement nor the interaction between the two main effects 
obtained significance. Thus, in the logistic regression model, there is a 65%
6
 probability that 
none will be chosen as a response after positive events, and a 35% probability that none will be 
chosen as a response after negative events, when we control for the effect of Involvement and 
interaction between Involvement and Valence.  
The descriptive statistics (Table 6 and Figure 11) suggests that the percentage of 
compliment responses is high (ranging between 58.3% and 60.1%) in positive events, and the 
percentage of criticism responses is high (approximately 75%) in negative events. This picture is 
supplemented by the results of the logistic regressions that showed that mainly Event Valence 
predicts type of the speech act perceived: When a remark is obviously untrue (i.e. after positive 
events), there is a very high probability that it is perceived to be intended as a compliment 
(implicating the opposite of what is said), while when the remark is not obviously untrue (i.e. 
after negative events), there is a very high probability that it is perceived to be intended as a 
criticism.  
 
                                                          
6We have βPositive Event = 0.62 and P(none|positive event) = exp(0.62)/(1+exp(0.62)) 
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6.5 Discussion 
The goals of Experiment 3 were to elucidate a) the interaction between the flouting of the Maxim 
of Quality and the speaker’s Emotional Involvement, and b) the role of situational antecedents as 
realized through violations of the Association Principle in im/politeness assessments. My 
overarching prediction was that, if there is a perceived difference in the emotional state of the 
speaker, this will have an effect and be reflected on the speaker’s meaning measured on a 
number of dimensions (speaker’s commitment to the truth of his statement, speaker’s goal and 
attitude, and speech act). Overall, a robust effect of the flouting of the Maxim of Quality was 
found on all dimensions, and, although the results are less conclusive when it comes to the 
speaker’s emotional state (Involvement), they are in the predicted direction on most measures.  
Taking each dependent variable in turn, the speaker is perceived to be less committed to 
what he says when the remark is obviously untrue and impolite than when the remark is not 
Table 6.8. Summary of effects of Event Valence and Involvement in by-subjects (F1) and by-
items (F2) ANOVAs and in binary logistic regressions (Speech Act). 
 F1 F2 F1 F2 F1 F2 
 Event Valence Involvement Interaction 
Speaker’s commitment to the truth 
of his statement 
.000* .000* n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. 
Speaker’s teasing / serious goal  .000* .000* n.s. n.s. .029* n.s. 
Speaker’s friendly / mean attitude .000* .000* .041* .012* n.s. n.s. 
Hearer’s reaction (amused / hurt) .000* .000* n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. 
Speaker’s emotional state .000* .000* n.s. .006* .008* .004* 
Speech Act 
Compliment .000* .049* n.s. 
Criticism .000* n.s. n.s. 
Combination n.s.  n.s. n.s. 
None .001* n.s. n.s. 
* p significant if < .05; n.s. = no significance 
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obviously untrue (i.e. after negative events). The speaker is perceived as more teasing when the 
remark is obviously untrue (i.e. after positive events) as compared to not obviously untrue 
remarks. Crucially, after negative events, statistical trends showed that the speaker is perceived 
as less serious when the hearer’s actions affected a third person than when they had 
consequences for the speaker. Regarding the speaker’s attitude, the speaker is perceived as 
friendlier both when positive events occur and when the hearer’s actions concern a third party 
(two main effects). Also, the speaker is perceived as being happier when positive events occur as 
compared to negative events; after negative events, he appears to be less upset when the hearer’s 
behavior affects a third person than when it affects the speaker personally. With regard to the 
hearer’s reaction, the hearer is perceived as rather amused only when positive events occur as 
compared to negative events. Lastly, when it comes to speech acts, there was a high probability 
that the speaker intended his remarks as a compliment after positive events while, conversely, he 
intended his remarks as a criticism after negative events.  
In regard to my RQ2 (Does inferring solidarity as a result of an obviously impolite 
remark rely on the criterion of Truthfulness (Leech 1983), the speaker’s emotional state or 
both?), the results suggest that the largest contribution comes from the flouting of the Maxim of 
Quality and to a lesser extent from the recognition of the speaker’s emotional state, at least in the 
way this was operationalized here. My initial prediction was that the speaker’s emotional state 
would be much more positive in the case of negative events where the speaker’s self is not at 
stake (Low Involvement condition) than the results obtained here, and this would trigger more 
positive inferences. This was not the case, as the mean value indicating the speaker’s emotional 
state (as measured through the Speaker’s Emotional State variable; see Figure 9 & 10, condition 
NLI) was not below 3.5 (on a scale of 7).  
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Nevertheless, when the speaker is personally involved, i.e. when his best friend has 
displayed an obviously inconsiderate behavior towards him, the speaker is perceived as more 
upset and more mean than when the hearer’s acts affect a third person. Albeit preliminary, this 
evidence suggests that emotions produced through violations of the Association Principle 
(Spencer-Oatey 2005, 2007) matter as a situational antecedent: The hearer has done something 
that is not in keeping with the type of relationship that he has with the speaker by not showing 
concern or respect towards his best friend’s (the speaker’s) plans. In contrast, the effect is 
relatively smaller when a third person is affected by the hearer’s actions: Although violations of 
the Association Principle have also occurred and concerns of morality also arise in this case, the 
emotional impact (as measured through the Speaker’s Emotional State variable) is not as big as 
in the High Involvement condition, which has consequences for arriving at speaker meaning (at 
least when it comes to the speaker’s friendly or hostile attitude). This provides some evidence 
that appraisal of the speaker’s emotional state may play a role in assigning speaker meaning, and 
lends support to Vergis & Terkourafi’s (2014) study, that showed that the interpretation of a 
Greek address term is a function of the implied emotional state of the speaker. I speculate that 
participants in Experiment 3 engaged in reasoning about somebody else’s affective mental states 
by using their affective Theory of Mind (Shamay-Tsoory & Aharon-Perez 2007), and that it 
would be rather unlikely to observe these differences (however small) if participants used only 
their cognitive Theory of Mind that would assign others (the speakers in the vignettes) only 
beliefs unmediated by assumptions about their emotional states. It would be fruitful to 
investigate individual differences in affective Theory of Mind and empathy to see whether these 
measures correlate with participant judgments. An even more robust test though would be to 
examine the judgments of pathological populations with deficits in affective Theory of Mind. 
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In Chapter 3, one issue that was raised was the role of situational antecedents in 
im/politeness research. Although im/politeness research has started exploring the effect of face 
threat / enhancement on emotion, there is much less research on the situational antecedents of 
impoliteness (see Culpeper 2011: 59, Isik-Guler & Ruhi 2010). The results from Experiment 3 
showed that when the hearer has produced behaviors that can be construed as careless and 
inconsiderate (regardless of whether these behaviors have affected the speaker directly or not), 
emotions of anger can be inferred (the speaker is perceived as upset), and the remark conveys a 
serious intent (in terms of committing to the truth of a prima facie harsh remark, e.g. ‘You are 
such a lousy driver’, and in terms of serious goals) and a rather hostile attitude towards the 
hearer, whose feelings are also impacted upon. In this respect, the speaker’s behavior can be 
construed as impolite after negative events have occurred, regardless of whether this impolite 
behavior is considered justified and righteous (this was not examined). In contrast, when the 
hearer has displayed a behavior that benefitted the speaker in some way (i.e. after positive 
events), the values on all measures occupy the other end of the scale, and the speaker is 
perceived as teasing, friendly and happy with the hearer, who is also perceived as amused. In this 
respect, the speaker’s behavior can be construed as solidary. 
My initial prediction was that the effect of the difference in the speaker’s emotional state 
between the High and Low Involvement conditions would be much more pronounced as 
compared to the results obtained here. The reason that the difference was not so pronounced 
between the two levels of Involvement might be due to a combined effect of the nature of the 
negative events in the vignettes and of the remarks: If there were morality violations involved in 
all negative events regardless of the level of the speaker’s involvement, the strong emotions 
elicited might be due to the ‘disinterested elicitors’ of moral emotions, i.e. to the fact that for 
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somebody to experience, for example, anger because of a moral violation, the self is not 
necessary to be involved (Haidt 2003: 853-854). Furthermore, recall that all remarks used in the 
vignettes were perceived in the norming task (Chapter 4) as conveying the speaker’s heightened 
negative emotion out of context. It is not surprising then that even in the Negative Event x Low 
Involvement condition (NLI) the mean values on all measures were well above the midpoint of 
the scale (4/7). 
 
6.6 Summary 
In Experiment 3, I investigated whether appraisal of the speaker’s emotional state can affect 
speaker meaning as measured through a number of variables tapping into the speaker’s 
commitment to the truth of his statement, his goals, and attitudes. Results showed that the 
flouting of the Maxim of Quality contributed the most to arriving at speaker meaning. The 
recognition of the speaker’s emotional state plays a role but this was found to be statistically less 
robust than the Maxim of Quality. Nevertheless, important insights were gained about its role, 
which should be investigated more thoroughly in the future, especially by investigating 
pathological populations with deficits in affective Theory of Mind. 
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Chapter 7: Perspective-taking (Experiment 4) 
 
Outline 
7.1 Motivation 
7.2 Participants 
7.3 Design and procedure 
7.4 Results 
7.5 Discussion 
7.6 Summary 
 
 
7.1 Motivation 
One of the issues that emerged in Chapter 2 (Section 2.4) is whether perspective matters in teas-
ing interactions. In brief, the issue can be summarized as follows: Does being the speaker who 
utters a teasing remark make a difference to the way speaker meaning is construed as compared 
to being the hearer who is the target of the remark? The main goal of the experiment reported 
here (Experiment 4) is to examine this question (RQ5). In this way, Experiment 4 tests the ego-
centric bias hypothesis (see Chapter 2, Section 2.5) according to which, on the one hand, speak-
ers may overestimate the transparency of their intentions and attitudes to hearers, and, on the 
other hand, hearers may construe these intentions and attitudes in a manner consistent with their 
own perspective. A second, equally important goal of Experiment 4 is to examine whether the 
observer experience generalizes to the hearer experience: In all the experiments reported in the 
previous chapters, participants assumed the role of the observer of an interaction between two 
fictitious characters one of whom was the speaker and the other the hearer. In the experiment re-
ported in this chapter, three perspectives were manipulated, and participants assumed one of the 
roles of speaker, hearer or observer. In this way, the contribution of each perspective can be dis-
entangled, and it can be determined whether the results from the previous experiments (in which 
participants were in the role of the observer) reflect the hearer’s or the speaker’s experience.  
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Research Question associated with Experiment 4 
RQ5. Does perspective-taking (i.e. being in the role of the speaker who 
produces a remark vs. being in the role of the hearer who is the target of 
the remark) create a difference between how participants in the role of the 
speaker construe speaker meaning and the way participants in the role of 
the hearer construe speaker meaning? 
 
 
7.2 Participants  
Participants (N=90) were recruited from MTurk, an online labor system. They received $2 as 
compensation for their participation. Fifty one (57%) were female. The mean age of participants 
(N=90) was 36 years old (range 19-67, SD=11.5). Nine (10%) had completed high school, 31 
(34.4%) had completed some college, 35 (38.9%) had completed college, 2 (2.2%) had complet-
ed some graduate school and 13 (14.4%) had completed graduate school. All stated that they 
were native speakers of American English. 
  
7.3 Design and procedure 
As in the previous experiments, the vignette technique was used. Participants saw a number of 
vignettes, i.e. short fictional scenarios, followed by a remark. The negative evaluative adjectives 
used in the remarks are lousy (x 2), useless (x 1), pathetic (x 2), terrible (x 2), hopeless (x 2), 
poor (x 1), awful (x 1) and incompetent (x 1). The context described the interlocutors’ back-
ground (best friends who joke around with each other), a positive or a negative event, which was 
followed by a remark by one of the interlocutors commenting on the other’s failure or success (as 
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in Experiment 1). The crucial manipulation in this experiment is perspective: Three different 
groups of participants (30 participants in each group) saw three different versions of the experi-
ment. The first group (N=30) assumed the role of the speaker, the second group (N=30) assumed 
the role of the hearer, and the third group (N=30) assumed the role of the observer. A 2 x 3 be-
tween-subjects design was used.  
The within-subjects factor is Event Valence so that the first level refers to a positive 
event (e.g. somebody succeeded in some respect) and the second level to a negative event (e.g. 
somebody failed in some respect). Depending on the valence of the event, the remark by one of 
the interlocutors is either obviously untrue (as in “You are such a lousy driver” uttered in the 
case of a positive event) or not obviously untrue (as in “You are such a lousy driver” uttered in 
the case of a negative event). This corresponds closely to the Gricean Maxim of Quality, whose 
flouting according to Leech (1983) is necessary to produce an implicature of solidarity. 
The between-subjects factor is perspective and has three levels: Speaker, Hearer and Ob-
server. For the first two perspectives, participants were asked to put themselves in the position of 
the person referred to as “You” in the vignettes (see below). For the perspective of the observer, 
no such instructions were provided. Depending on their gender, participants were assigned a 
male version or a female version. This means that the characters in the target vignettes were ei-
ther male or female, depending on the reported gender of the participant. Although this manipu-
lation does not test any of my hypotheses, its purpose was to avoid any potential confounds re-
sulting from having mixed pairs of characters.  
The vignettes were of the following format (see Table 7.1): 
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Table 7.1. Sample vignette from Experiment 4.  
Perspective Event 
Valence 
 
Speaker 
Pos You and Matt/Mary are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with 
each other. Matt/Mary has just passed his/her driver’s license exam, and the 
examiner praised his/her driving skills. Later Matt/Mary meets you at the gym 
and tells you about it. Then you say: “You are such a lousy driver.” 
Neg You and Matt/Mary are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with 
each other. Matt/Mary has just failed his/her driver’s license exam, and the 
examiner told him/her that s/he should work harder on his/her driving skills. 
Later Matt/Mary meets you at the gym and tells you about it. Then you say: 
“You are such a lousy driver.” 
Hearer 
Pos You and Matt/Mary are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with 
each other. You have just passed your driver’s license exam, and the examin-
er praised your driving skills. Later you meet Matt/Mary at the gym and you 
tell him/her about it. Then Matt/Mary says: “You are such a lousy driver.” 
Neg You and Matt/Mary are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with 
each other. You have just failed your driver’s license exam, and the examiner 
told you that you should work harder on your driving skills. Later you meet 
Matt/Mary at the gym and you tell him/her about it. Then Matt/Mary says: 
“You are such a lousy driver.” 
Observer 
Pos John and Matt/Mary and Kate are very close friends, and they joke around a 
lot with each other. Matt/Mary has just passed his/her driver’s license exam, 
and the examiner praised his/her driving skills. Later Matt/Mary meets 
John/Kate at the gym and tells him/her about it. Then John/Kate says: “You 
are such a lousy driver.” 
Neg John and Matt/Mary and Kate are very close friends, and they joke around a 
lot with each other. Matt/Mary has just failed his/her driver’s license exam, 
and the examiner told him/her that s/he should work harder on his/her driving 
skills. Later Matt/Mary meets John/Kate at the gym and tells him/her about it. 
Then John/Kate says: “You are such a lousy driver.” 
 
Each vignette was followed by six (6) questions (the dependent measures), that appeared in a 
randomized order within each page. Depending on the perspective, the wording of the questions 
was slightly different (see below). Brackets in the questions below indicate communicative role 
but in the actual survey the brackets contained the names of the characters featured in each vi-
gnette.   
1. Speaker’s Commitment to the truth of his/her statement  
Speaker Perspective: Do you believe what you say? 
Hearer Perspective: Does [the speaker] believe what s/he says? 
Observer Perspective: Does [the speaker] believe what s/he says?  
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Most likely NO (1)        (7) Most likely YES 
 
2. Speaker’s Goal 
Speaker Perspective: Are you teasing or being serious? 
Hearer Perspective: Is [the speaker] teasing or being serious?  
Observer Perspective: Is [the speaker] teasing or being serious?  
Teasing (1)        (7) Serious 
 
3. Speaker’s Attitude 
Speaker Perspective: Are you trying to be friendly or mean to [the hearer]? 
Hearer Perspective: Is [the speaker] trying to be friendly or mean to you?  
Observer Perspective: Is [the speaker] trying to be friendly or mean to [the hearer]? 
Friendly (1)        (7) Mean 
 
4. Hearer’s Reaction 
Speaker Perspective: Will [the hearer] be amused or hurt by what you say?  
Hearer Perspective: Will you be amused or hurt by what [the speaker] says? 
Observer Perspective: Will [the hearer] be amused or hurt by what [the speaker] says? 
Amused (1)        (7) Hurt 
 
5. Speech act 
Speaker Perspective: Your remark is intended as a:  
Hearer Perspective: [The speaker’s] remark is intended as a: 
Observer Perspective: [The speaker’s] remark is intended as a:  
a. compliment 
b. criticism 
c. combination of compliment and criticism 
d. none of the above  
 
6. Speaker’s emotional state 
Speaker Perspective:  Do you say what you say because you are happy or upset with [the hearer]? 
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Hearer Perspective: Does [the speaker] say what s/he says because s/he is happy or upset with you?  
Observer Perspective: Does [the speaker] say what s/he says because s/he is happy or upset with [the 
hearer]? 
Happy (1)        (7) Upset 
 
All variables except Variable 5 (speech act) were measured on a 7-point scale. Partici-
pants chose one point on the scale. The scale did not contain numbers but rather white dots only 
the extremes of which were labeled. In Variable 5, the responses were categorical in that partici-
pants had to choose out of 4 categories the one that in their view best represented the speaker’s 
intended meaning. 
Twelve (12) vignettes were taken from the vignettes used in Experiment 1. These 12 vi-
gnettes were chosen from 24 vignettes that were normed for gender (see Appendix M). The pur-
pose of the gender norming task was to avoid any confounds that could result from having char-
acters that engage in ‘gender-biased’ activities. Characters that engage in gender-neutral activi-
ties would make it easier for the participants to identify with the characters, since the gender of 
the characters in the vignettes depended on whether the participant was female or male.  
The choice of 12 vignettes resulted in 12 corresponding token sets and 24 tokens for each 
of the three perspectives (see Appendix N). These 12 target token sets were modified according 
to the three perspectives and according to gender (see Table 1 above) so that 30 participants saw 
12 vignettes with the Speaker perspective manipulation, 30 participants saw 12 vignettes with the 
Hearer perspective manipulation and another 30 participants saw 12 vignettes with the Observer 
perspective manipulation. In each group, depending on whether the participant was female or 
male, s/he saw 12 vignettes with characters of the corresponding gender. Twenty four (24) filler 
vignettes were used, which were also modified according to perspective but not according to 
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gender (see Appendix O). As in the previous experiments, half of the filler vignettes (12) includ-
ed a positive interpersonal background with remarks that invited positive literal readings (a posi-
tive remark in response to something positive). The other half of the vignettes included a nega-
tive interpersonal background with remarks that invited negative literal readings (a negative re-
mark in response to something negative). 
The experiment was built and implemented using Survey Monkey. Two (2) lists were 
created for each perspective in order to counterbalance the effects of vignette content for partici-
pants (lists are presented in Appendix N after the token sets of each perspective). In each of the 
three groups, each list was seen by 15 participants (a total of 30 participants in each of the three 
groups). Each participant saw 6 versions of each of the 2 conditions (a total of 12 target vi-
gnettes) and 24 fillers in a pseudo-randomized order
1
. Before participants started the main task, 
they gave consent and completed two practice items (2 vignettes), where instructions were given 
on how to give their ratings.  
When it comes to Research Question 5, a number of possibilities regarding the predicted 
outcomes are sketched below:  
1. If there is a difference between the perspective of the hearer and that of the speaker in that the 
hearer construes speaker meaning as less positive regardless of whether the Maxim of Quality 
has been flouted or not, this would lend support to the egocentric bias hypothesis and to the idea 
that targets of teasing remarks tend to have the “worst case reading”. 
2. If there is no difference between the perspective of the hearer and that of the speaker in how 
the hearer construes speaker meaning regardless of whether the Maxim of Quality has been 
                                                          
1
 One target vignette followed every two filler vignettes. Nevertheless, the target vignettes appeared in a fully ran-
domized order for each participant. 
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flouted or not, this would lend support to models that argue in favor of lack of biases regarding 
perspective taking. 
When it comes to the question regarding what kind of perspective the previous experi-
ments reflect, a number of possibilities regarding the predicted outcomes are sketched below: 
1. If no differences are observed among the three perspectives, then the observer experience can 
be said to be representative of or model both the speaker and the hearer experience.  
2. If there is no difference between the observer and the hearer, then this would suggest that the 
previous experiments reported in the present thesis reflect the hearer experience. 
3. If there is no difference between the speaker and the observer, then this would suggest that the 
previous experiments reported in the present thesis reflect the speaker experience.  
Results are reported below.  
 
7.4 Results 
For five dependent measures (Variables 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6), mean values of each condition were 
calculated both by-subject and by-item. The by-subject summary represents the mean value of 6 
vignette tokens that each participant gave on each of the 2 conditions in the three perspective 
groups. The by-item summary represents the mean value of 15 participants on each token for 
each of the 6 conditions.
2
 
In order to examine the effects of Event Valence and Perspective on the dependent 
measures, five (5) independent ANOVAs were employed. For each dependent measure, mixed 
ANOVAs were run for by-subject summaries (F1), and repeated-measures ANOVAs were run 
                                                          
2
 In the by-item summary, the between-subject factor Perspective (3 levels) was treated as a within-item factor, 
which, in combination with the within-subject factor Valence (2 levels), resulted in 6 conditions (see below).  
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for by-item summaries (F2). In the by-subject analysis, Event Valence (2 levels: Positive vs. 
Negative Event) was a within-subject factor and Perspective (3 levels: Speaker, Hearer, Observ-
er) and List (2 levels) were between-subjects factors. In the by-item analysis, Event Valence (2 
levels) and Perspective (3 levels) were within-items factors and Distribution Pattern (see end of 
Appendix N) was a between-items factor. Each dependent measure is examined below. (Unlike 
in the previous experiments, the two ANOVAs are reported separately as two different types of 
ANOVAs were used.) 
For Variable 5 (speech act), two results are reported: the distribution of responses (‘com-
pliment’, ‘criticism’, ‘combination of compliment and criticism’, ‘none’) per condition, and the 
results of four independent binary logistic regression analyses.  
 
7.4.1 Speaker’s Commitment to the truth of his/her statement 
The first variable assessed the speaker’s commitment to the truth of his statement, i.e. whether 
they believed what they said was true or false. Mean values and standard deviations of the condi-
tions in the by-subject (F1) and by-item (F2) summaries are presented in Table 7.2. Figures 7.1 
and 7.2 graph the mean values and standard errors of the conditions/groups (F1 and F2 respec-
tively).  
Table 7.2. Mean ratings in Speaker’s Commitment to the truth of his/her statement. 
F1     F2    
Condition/Group N Mean SD  Condition N Mean SD 
Pos/Speaker 30 1.82 1.16  Pos-Sp 12 1.82 0.47 
Neg/Speaker 30 2.86 1.18  Neg-Sp 12 2.86 1.10 
Pos/Hearer 30 2.30 1.33  Pos-Hea 12 2.30 0.37 
Neg/Hearer 30 3.68 1.60  Neg-Hea 12 3.68 0.55 
Pos/Observer 30 1.86 1.34  Pos-Obs 12 1.86 0.30 
Neg/Observer 30 3.51 1.44  Neg-Obs 12 3.51 0.63 
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Figure 7.1. Mean ratings in Speaker’s Commitment to the truth of his/her statement (F1). 
 
 
Pos: Positive Event 
Neg: Negative Event 
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Figure 7.2. Mean ratings in Speaker’s Commitment to the truth of his/her statement (F2). 
 
 
The by-subject ANOVA revealed that there was a significant main effect of Event Valence, F1 
(1,84) = 78.199, p < .001, partial η2 = .482, with speakers being perceived as believing less what 
they say after positive events than after negative events. There was no effect of Perspective, a 
between-subjects factor, F1 (2,84) = 2.582, p = .082. Planned comparisons between Speaker and 
Observer (p = .230), and between Hearer and Observer (p = .291) confirmed the lack of signifi-
cance. The interaction between Event Valence and Perspective was not significant, F1 (2,84) = 
1.361, p = .262. Lastly, there was no effect of List, a between-subjects factor, F1 (1, 84) = 1.521, 
p = .221. In order to check the potential effect of gender, a separate ANOVA similar to the one 
Pos_Sp: Positive Event + Speaker’s Perspective 
Neg_Sp: Negative Event + Speaker’s Perspective 
Pos_Hea: Positive Event + Hearer’s Perspective 
Neg_Hea: Negative Event + Hearer’s Perspective 
Pos_Obs: Positive Event + Observer’s Perspective 
Neg_Obs: Negative Event + Observer’s Perspective 
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just reported was employed except that the two between-subject factors were Perspective and 
Gender. The ANOVA revealed that there was no effect of Gender, F1 (1,84) = .001, p = .980. 
The by-item ANOVA revealed that there was a significant main effect of Event Valence, 
F2 (1,10) = 44.000, p < .001, partial η2 = .815, with speakers being perceived as believing less 
what they say after positive events than after negative events. There was also a main effect of 
Perspective, F2 (2,20) = 12.720, p < .001, partial η2 = .560; pairwise comparisons with Bonfer-
roni correction showed that the Hearer’s perspective differs significantly from both the Speaker’s 
(p = .001) and the Observer’s (p = .037) but the Speaker’s and the Observer’s perspectives do not 
differ significantly from each other (p = .162). In other words, when participants assumed the 
role of either the Speaker or the Observer, there was no difference in the degree of the speaker’s 
perceived commitment to the truth of their utterance, while there was a significant difference in 
this respect when participants assumed the role of the Hearer: the speaker was perceived to be-
lieve what s/he said to a significantly higher degree as compared to the Speaker’s and Observer’s 
perspectives. There was also a significant interaction between Event Valence and Perspective, F2 
(2,20) = 3.705, p = .043, partial η2 = .270. Further t-tests with Bonferroni correction (alpha level: 
0.05/9 = .0056) revealed the following: After positive events, assuming the perspective of the 
Speaker vs. the Hearer does not make a difference: Pos-Sp vs. Pos-Hea, F2, t(11) = -2.405, p = 
.035. The same holds true for the difference between Speaker and Observer: Pos-Sp vs. Pos-Obs, 
F2, t(11) = -.215, p = .834. Nevertheless, the Hearer perceives the speaker as believing what s/he 
says to a higher degree as compared to the Observer (albeit marginally): Pos-Hea vs. Pos-Obs, 
F2, t(11) = 3.503, p = .005. After negative events, the Hearer perceives the speaker as believing 
what s/he says to a higher degree as compared to the Speaker: Neg-Sp vs. Neg-Hea, F2, t(11) = -
3.744, p = .003. Nevertheless, no such difference was observed between Speaker and Observer 
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(Neg-Sp vs. Neg-Obs, F2, t(11) = -2.143, p = .055) or between Hearer and Observer (Neg-Hea 
vs. Neg-Obs, F2, t(11) = 1.243, p = .240). When positive and negative events were contrasted, no 
difference was observed when participants assumed the perspective of the Speaker: Pos-Sp vs. 
Neg-Sp, F2, t(11) = -2.491, p = .030. Nevertheless, there was a significant difference in how the 
speaker’s commitment to the truth of his statement was perceived both under the perspective of 
the Hearer (Pos-Hea vs. Neg-Hea, F2, t(11) = -7.059, p < .001) and of the Observer (Pos-Obs vs. 
Neg-Obs, F2, t(11) = -8.999, p < .001). Lastly, there was a main effect of Distribution pattern, a 
between-subjects factor, F2 (1,10) = 6.583, p = .028, partial η2 = .397. 
In sum, Event Valence had a robust effect in that speakers were inferred to believe less 
what they say after positive events than after negative events (in both F1 and F2). Also, a less 
strong effect of Perspective emerged (only in F2) in that (only after negative events) there was a 
difference between Speaker and Hearer in that, under the perspective of the Hearer, the speaker 
was inferred to commit more to the truth of his/her statement.   
  
7.4.2 Speaker’s goal to tease or to be serious 
The second variable measured the speaker’s goal to tease or to be serious. Mean values and 
standard deviations of the conditions in the by-subject (F1) and by-item (F2) summaries are pre-
sented in Table 7.3. Figures 7.3 and 7.4 graph the mean values and standard errors of the condi-
tions (F1 and F2 respectively). 
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Table 7.3. Mean ratings in Speaker’s Goal. 
F1     F2    
Condition/Group N Mean SD  Condition N Mean SD 
Pos/Speaker 30 1.57 1.07  Pos-Sp 12 1.57 0.37 
Neg/Speaker 30 2.42 1.04  Neg-Sp 12 2.42 0.69 
Pos/Hearer 30 2.23 1.48  Pos-Hea 12 2.23 0.37 
Neg/Hearer 30 3.27 1.67  Neg-Hea 12 3.27 0.64 
Pos/Observer 30 1.88 1.48  Pos-Obs 12 1.88 0.36 
Neg/Observer 30 2.68 1.40  Neg-Obs 12 2.68 0.45 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.3. Mean ratings in the Speaker’s Goal (to tease or to be serious).(F1)  
 
Pos: Positive Event 
Neg: Negative Event 
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Figure 7.4. Mean ratings of the 6 conditions in the Speaker’s Goal (to tease or to be serious). (F2) 
 
The by-subject ANOVA revealed that there was a significant main effect of Event Valence, F1 
(1,84) = 42.949, p < .001, partial η2= .338, with speakers being perceived as more teasing after 
positive events than after negative events. There was a marginal effect of Perspective, a between-
subjects factor, F1 (2,84) = 2.981, p = .056. Planned comparisons between Speaker and Observer 
(p = .362), and between Hearer and Observer (p = .137) revealed lack of significance. Post-hoc 
Tukey tests showed that, while the perspective of the Observer does not differ from either that of 
the Speaker (p = .631) or that of the Hearer (p = .295), there is a significant difference between 
Speaker and Hearer (p = .046) in that the Speaker perceives himself/herself as more teasing than 
Pos_Sp: Positive Event + Speaker’s Perspective 
Neg_Sp: Negative Event + Speaker’s Perspective 
Pos_Hea: Positive Event + Hearer’s Perspective 
Neg_Hea: Negative Event + Hearer’s Perspective 
Pos_Obs: Positive Event + Observer’s Perspective 
Neg_Obs: Negative Event + Observer’s Perspective 
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the Hearer does. The interaction between Event Valence and Perspective was not significant, F1 
(2,84) = .314, p = .731. Lastly, there was no effect of List, a between-subjects factor, F1 (1, 84) = 
1.015, p = .317. In order to check the potential effect of gender, a separate ANOVA similar to 
the one reported above was employed except that the two between-subject factors were Perspec-
tive and Gender. The ANOVA revealed no effect of Gender, F1 (1,84) = .184, p = .669. 
  The by-items ANOVA revealed that there was a significant main effect of Event Va-
lence, F2 (1,10) = 41.952, p < .001, partial η2 = .808, with speakers being perceived as more 
teasing after positive events than after negative events. There was also a main effect of Perspec-
tive, F2 (2,20) = 23.148, p < .001, partial η2 = .698; pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni cor-
rection showed that the Hearer’s perspective differs significantly from both the Speaker’s (p < 
.001) and the Observer’s (p = .002) but the Speaker’s and the Observer’s do not differ from each 
other (p = .176). In other words, when participants assumed the role of either the Speaker or the 
Observer, there was no difference in the degree of the speaker’s perceived teasing behavior. 
However, there was a significant difference in this respect when participants assumed the role of 
the Hearer: the speaker was perceived by the Hearer as less teasing as compared to the other per-
spectives. The interaction between Event Valence and Perspective was not significant, F2 (2,20) 
= .641, p = .537. Lastly, there was a marginal effect of Distribution pattern, a between-items fac-
tor, F2 (1,10) = 4.848, p = .052. 
In sum, again a robust effect of Event Valence was found (in both F1 and F2) in that the 
speaker appears more teasing after positive events than after negative events. Also, a strong ef-
fect of Perspective was found in that, regardless of the nature of the event, the Hearer construes 
the speaker’s behavior as less teasing than the Speaker herself/himself (both in F1 and F2), and 
there is no difference between the perspective of the Speaker and that of the Observer. 
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7.4.3 Speaker’s attitude  
The next variable measured the speaker’s attitude toward the hearer. Mean values and standard 
deviations of the conditions in the by-subject (F1) and by-item (F2) summaries are presented on 
Table 7.4. Figures 7.5 and 7.6 graph the mean values and standard errors of the conditions (F1 
and F2 respectively). 
 
Table 7.4. Mean ratings in Speaker’s attitude. 
F1     F2    
Condition/Group N Mean SD  Condition N Mean SD 
Pos/Speaker 30 1.89 1.36  Pos-Sp 12 1.89 0.45 
Neg/Speaker 30 2.94 1.30  Neg-Sp 12 2.94 0.67 
Pos/Hearer 30 2.86 1.78  Pos-Hea 12 2.86 0.35 
Neg/Hearer 30 3.58 1.69  Neg-Hea 12 3.58 0.51 
Pos/Observer 30 2.20 1.57  Pos-Obs 12 2.20 0.57 
Neg/Observer 30 3.05 1.53  Neg-Obs 12 3.05 0.39 
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Figure 7.5. Mean ratings in Speaker’s attitude (F1).  
 
 
Pos: Positive Event 
Neg: Negative Event 
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Figure 7.6. Mean ratings in Speaker’s attitude (F2). 
 
The by-subject ANOVA revealed that there was a significant main effect of Event Valence, F1 
(1,84) = 52.067, p < .001, partial η2= .383, with speakers being perceived as friendlier after posi-
tive events than after negative events. There was no effect of Perspective, a between-subjects 
factor, F1 (2,84) = 2.600, p = .080. Planned comparisons between Speaker and Observer (p = 
.567), and between Hearer and Observer (p = .108) confirmed the lack of significance. The inter-
action between Event Valence and Perspective was not significant, F1 (2,84) = .649, p = .525. 
Lastly, there was no effect of List, a between-subjects factor, F1 (1, 84) = .333, p = .565. In order 
to check the potential effect of gender, a separate ANOVA similar to the one reported just above 
was employed except that the two between-subject factors were Perspective and Gender. The 
ANOVA revealed that there was no effect of Gender, F1 (1,84) = .238, p = .627. 
Pos_Sp: Positive Event + Speaker’s Perspective 
Neg_Sp: Negative Event + Speaker’s Perspective 
Pos_Hea: Positive Event + Hearer’s Perspective 
Neg_Hea: Negative Event + Hearer’s Perspective 
Pos_Obs: Positive Event + Observer’s Perspective 
Neg_Obs: Negative Event + Observer’s Perspective 
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The by-items ANOVA revealed that there was a significant main effect of Event Valence, 
F2 (1,10) = 130.656, p < .001, partial η2 = .929, with speakers being perceived as friendlier after 
positive events than after negative events. There was also a main effect of Perspective, F2 (2,20) 
= 41.662, p < .001, partial η2 = .806; pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni correction showed 
that the Hearer’s perspective differs significantly from both the Speaker’s (p < .001) and the Ob-
server’s (p < .001) but the Speaker’s and the Observer’s perspectives do not differ from each 
other (p = .146). In other words, when participants assumed the role of either the Speaker or the 
Observer, there was no difference in the degree of the speaker’s perceived friendliness, while 
there was a significant difference in this respect when participants assumed the role of the Hear-
er: the speaker was perceived by the Hearer as less friendly as compared to the other perspec-
tives. The interaction between Event Valence and Perspective was not significant, F2 (2,20) = 
2.454, p = .111. Lastly, there was no effect of Distribution pattern, a between-subjects factor, F2 
(1,10) = 2.436, p = .150. 
In sum, the speaker is perceived as friendlier after positive events than after negative 
events (F1 and F2), but, regardless of the nature of the event (i.e. regardless of whether the Max-
im of Quality was flouted or not), the Hearer thinks that the speaker is less friendly compared to 
the way the Speaker and the Observer see the speaker’s attitude (only in F2). 
 
7.4.4 Hearer’s reaction: being amused or hurt  
This scale measured effects on the hearer, i.e. whether they will be amused or hurt by what the 
speaker said. Mean values and standard deviations of the conditions in the by-subject (F1) and 
by-item (F2) summaries are presented in Table 5. Figures 7 and 8 graph the mean values and 
standard errors of the conditions (F1 and F2 respectively).   
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Table 7.5. Mean ratings in Hearer’s reaction. 
F1     F2    
Condition/Group N Mean SD  Condition N Mean SD 
Pos/Speaker 30 2.10 1.22  Pos-Sp 12 2.10 0.34 
Neg/Speaker 30 3.92 1.42  Neg-Sp 12 3.92 0.55 
Pos/Hearer 30 2.67 1.65  Pos-Hea 12 2.67 0.29 
Neg/Hearer 30 3.88 1.58  Neg-Hea 12 3.88 0.43 
Pos/Observer 30 2.21 1.55  Pos-Obs 12 2.21 0.48 
Neg/Observer 30 3.94 1.48  Neg-Obs 12 3.94 0.53 
 
 
 
Figure 7.7. Mean ratings in Hearer’s reaction (being amused or hurt) (F1).  
 
Pos: Positive Event 
Neg: Negative Event 
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Figure 7.8. Mean ratings in Hearer’s reaction (being amused or hurt) (F2). 
 
The by-subject ANOVA revealed that there was a significant main effect of Event Valence, F1 
(1,84) = 105.952, p < .001, partial η2= .558, with the hearer perceived as more amused after posi-
tive events than after negative events. There was no effect of Perspective, a between-subjects 
factor, F1 (2,84) = .340, p = .713. Planned comparisons between Speaker and Observer (p = 
.832), and between Hearer and Observer (p = .561) confirmed the lack of significance. The inter-
action between Event Valence and Perspective was not significant, F1 (2,84) = 1.553, p = .218. 
Lastly, there was no effect of List, a between-subjects factor, F1 (1, 84) = .256, p = .614. In order 
to check the potential effect of gender, a separate ANOVA similar to the one reported just above 
was employed except that the two between-subject factors were Perspective and Gender. The 
ANOVA revealed no effect of Gender, F1 (1,84) = 2.134, p = .148. 
Pos_Sp: Positive Event + Speaker’s Perspective 
Neg_Sp: Negative Event + Speaker’s Perspective 
Pos_Hea: Positive Event + Hearer’s Perspective 
Neg_Hea: Negative Event + Hearer’s Perspective 
Pos_Obs: Positive Event + Observer’s Perspective 
Neg_Obs: Negative Event + Observer’s Perspective 
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The by-items ANOVA revealed that there was a significant main effect of Event Valence, 
F2 (1,10) = 171.369, p < .001, partial η2 = .945, with the hearer perceived as more amused after 
positive events than after negative events. There was also a main effect of Perspective, F2 (2,20) 
= 4.398, p = .026, partial η2 = .305; pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni correction showed 
that the Hearer’s perspective differs significantly from the Speaker’s (p = .020) but not the Ob-
server’s (p = .108) and the Speaker’s and the Observer’s perspectives do not differ from each 
other (p = 1.000). In other words, the only difference is that the Hearer thinks of himself/herself 
as less amused than what the Speaker thinks of the hearer. There was also a significant interac-
tion between Event Valence and Perspective, F2 (2,20) = 9.718, p = .001, partial η2 = .493. Fur-
ther t-tests with Bonferroni correction (alpha level: 0.05/9 = .0056) revealed the following: After 
positive events, the Hearer feels less amused than what the Speaker thinks of him/her: Pos-Sp vs. 
Pos-Hea, F2, t(11) = -4.308, p = .001. However, there is no difference in this respect between 
Speaker and Observer: Pos-Sp vs. Pos-Obs, t(11) = -.564, p = .584. Nevertheless, the Hearer per-
ceives himself/herself as less amused than the Observer thinks of him/her: Pos-Hea vs. Pos-Obs, 
F2, t(11) = 4.483, p = .001. After negative events, there is no difference between Hearer and 
Speaker (Neg-Sp vs. Neg-Hea, F2, t(11) = .280, p = .785), between Speaker and Observer (Neg-
Sp vs. Neg-Obs, F2, t(11) = -.196, p = .848) or between Hearer and Observer (Neg-Hea vs. Neg-
Obs, F2, t(11) = -.511, p = .619). When positive and negative events were contrasted, there was a 
difference when participants assumed the perspective of the Speaker: Pos-Sp vs. Neg-Sp, F2, 
t(11) = -7.515, p < .001, when they assumed the perspective of the Hearer: Pos-Hea vs. Neg-Hea, 
F2, t(11) = -9.479, p < .001, and when they assumed the perspective of the Observer: Pos-Obs vs. 
Neg-Obs, F2, t(11) = -14.274, p < .001). Lastly, there was a main effect of Distribution pattern, a 
between-subjects factor, F2 (1,10) = 5.877, p = .036, partial η2 = .370. 
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In sum, remarks after negative events are generally perceived as causing less amusement 
to the hearer than remarks after positive events (F1 and F2) and this perception is shared across 
the three perspectives (F2), while (surprisingly) for remarks after positive events the three per-
spectives differ somewhat in that the Hearer feels less amused than what the Speaker or the Ob-
server thinks of him/her (only in F2). 
 
7.4.5 The speaker’s emotional state 
This variable aimed at capturing potential differences in the speaker’s emotional state. Mean val-
ues and standard deviations of the conditions in the by-subject (F1) and by-item (F2) summaries 
are presented in Table 7.6. Figures 7.9 and 7.10 graph the mean values and standard errors of the 
conditions (F1 and F2 respectively).   
 
Table 7.6. Mean ratings in Speaker’s emotional state. 
F1     F2    
Condition/Group N Mean SD  Condition N Mean SD 
Pos/Speaker 30 2.02 1.26  Pos-Sp 12 2.02 0.50 
Neg/Speaker 30 3.36 1.22  Neg-Sp 12 3.36 0.64 
Pos/Hearer 30 2.95 1.72  Pos-Hea 12 2.95 0.38 
Neg/Hearer 30 3.92 1.21  Neg-Hea 12 3.92 0.43 
Pos/Observer 30 2.33 1.55  Pos-Obs 12 2.33 0.54 
Neg/Observer 30 3.39 1.35  Neg-Obs 12 3.39 0.47 
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Figure 7.9. Mean ratings in Speaker’s emotional state (being happy or upset) (F1). 
 
Figure 7.10. Mean ratings in Speaker’s emotional state (being happy or upset) (F2). 
Pos_Sp: Positive Event + Speaker’s Perspective 
Neg_Sp: Negative Event + Speaker’s Perspective 
Pos_Hea: Positive Event + Hearer’s Perspective 
Neg_Hea: Negative Event + Hearer’s Perspective 
Pos_Obs: Positive Event + Observer’s Perspective 
Neg_Obs: Negative Event + Observer’s Perspective 
Pos: Positive Event 
Neg: Negative Event 
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The by-subject ANOVA revealed that there was a significant main effect of Event Valence, F1 
(1,84) = 86.451, p < .001, partial η2= .507, with the speaker perceived as being happier after pos-
itive events as compared to negative events. There was no effect of Perspective, a between-
subjects factor, F1 (2,84) = 2.864, p = .063. Planned comparisons between Speaker and Observer 
(p = .598), and between Hearer and Observer (p = .083) confirmed the lack of significance. The 
interaction between Event Valence and Perspective was not significant, F1 (2,84) = .880, p = 
.419. Lastly, there was no effect of List, a between-subjects factor, F1 (1, 84) = .307, p = .581. In 
order to check the potential effect of gender, a separate ANOVA similar to the one reported right 
above was employed except that the two between-subject factors were Perspective and Gender. 
The ANOVA revealed that there was no effect of Gender, F1 (1,84) = .312, p = .578. 
The by-items ANOVA revealed that there was a significant main effect of Event Valence, 
F2 (1,10) = 622.951, p < .001, partial η2 = .984, with speakers being perceived as happier after 
positive events than after negative events. There was also a main effect of Perspective, F2 (2,20) 
= 23.665, p < .001, partial η2 = .703; pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni correction showed 
that the Hearer’s perspective differs significantly from both the Speaker’s (p < .001) and the Ob-
server’s (p < .001) but the Speaker’s and the Observer’s perspectives do not differ from each 
other (p = .690). In other words, the speaker was perceived by the Hearer as less happy as com-
pared to the other perspectives. The interaction between Event Valence and Perspective was not 
significant, F2 (2,20) = 2.361, p = .120. Lastly, there was no effect of Distribution pattern, a be-
tween-subjects factor, F2 (1,10) = 1.244, p = .291. 
In sum, the speaker is perceived as less happy after negative events than after positive 
events (F1 and F2), but, regardless of the nature of the event, the Hearer seems to think of the 
speaker as less happy as compared to the perspectives of the Speaker and the Hearer (F2).  
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7.4.6 Speech act 
The last variable concerned whether the speaker’s remark was intended as a compliment, a criti-
cism, a combination of compliment and criticism or none of these choices. Table 7 and Figure 11 
below show the distribution of responses by condition.  
Table 7.7. Distribution of responses (compliment, criticism, combination, none) by condition (raw numbers 
in parentheses).  
 Pos-Sp Neg-Sp Pos-Hea Neg-Hea Pos-Obs Neg-Obs 
Compliment 36.1% (65) 7.2% (13) 35.0% (63) 9.4% (17) 32.2% (58) 4.4% (8) 
Criticism 8.9% (16) 29.4% (53) 26.1% (47) 47.8% (86) 13.9% (25) 36.1% (65) 
Combination 14.4% (26) 27.8% (50) 13.3% (24) 20.6% (37) 19.4% (35) 28.3% (51) 
None 40.6% (73) 35.6% (64) 25.6% (46) 22.2% (40) 34.4% (62) 31.1% (56) 
Total 100% (180) 100% (180) 100% (180) 100% (180) 100% (180) 100% (180) 
 
 
Figure 7.11. Distribution of responses (‘compliment’, ‘criticism’, ‘combination of compliment and crit-
icism’ or ‘none’) by condition in the Speech Act variable. (From the left: 1st column: Compliment, 2nd 
column: Criticism, 3
rd
 column: Combination, 4
th
 column: None) 
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Pos_Obs: Positive Event + Observer’s Perspective 
Neg_Obs: Negative Event + Observer’s Perspective 
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Since the data obtained from this measure are nominal, four independent binary logistic regres-
sions were performed for each response (compliment, criticism, combination of compliment and 
criticism, and none) in order to elucidate the effect of the two independent variables (Event Va-
lence and Perspective) on the likelihood that participants will choose a certain response.  
Compliment. The first logistic regression was performed to ascertain the effects of the two inde-
pendent variables, Event Valence and Perspective, on the likelihood that participants will choose 
compliment as a response. In the logistic regression mode, Event Valence obtained statistical 
significance, χ2 (1) = 100.346, p < .001, but perspective did not, neither did the interaction be-
tween the two main effects. From the logistic regression model, there is an 88%
3
 probability that 
compliment will be chosen as a response after positive events, and a 12% probability that com-
pliment will be chosen as a response after negative events, when we control for the effect of Per-
spective and interaction between Perspective and Valence.  
Criticism. The second logistic regression was performed to ascertain the effects of the two inde-
pendent variables, Event Valence and Perspective, on the likelihood that participants will choose 
criticism as a response. In the logistic regression mode, Event Valence obtained statistical signif-
icance, χ2 (1) = 61.704, p < .001, and Perspective did so too, χ2 (2) = 32.169, p < .001, but the 
interaction between the two main effects did not. From the logistic regression model, there is a 
19%
4
 probability that criticism will be chosen as a response after positive events, and an 81% 
probability that criticism will be chosen as a response after negative events, when we control for 
the effect of Perspective and interaction between Perspective and Valence. Also, from the lo-
                                                          
3We have βPositive Event= 1.982 and P(compliment|positive event)= exp(1.982)/(1+exp(1.982)) 
4We have βPositive Event= -1.453 and P(criticism|positive event)= exp(-1.453)/(1+exp(-1.453)) 
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gistic regression model, since the estimate of log odd for Hearer vs. Speaker is -1.287 and ob-
tained statistical significance (see above), there is strong evidence that selecting criticism under 
the perspective of the Speaker is less likely than under the perspective of the Hearer. Also, post-
hoc tests (see Table 7.8) showed that the Hearer’s perspective differs from both the Speaker’s 
and the Observer’s, but there is no difference between Speaker and Observer (as judged by the 
overlapping confidence intervals). 
 
Table 7.8. Post-hoc test for Perspective in ‘Criticism’. 
Estimates 
Perspective Mean Std. Error 95% Wald Confidence Interval 
Lower Upper 
Hearer .64 .026 .58 .69 
Observer .77 .024 .72 .81 
Speaker .83 .022 .79 .87 
 
 
Combination of compliment and criticism. The third logistic regression was performed to ascer-
tain the effects of the two independent variables on the likelihood that participants will choose 
combination of compliment and criticism as a response. In the logistic regression mode, Event 
Valence obtained statistical significance, χ2 (1) = 15.700, p < .001, but Perspective did not.5 
From the logistic regression model, there is a 35%
6
 probability that a combination of compliment 
and criticism will be chosen as a response after positive events, and a 65% probability that a 
combination of compliment and criticism will be chosen as a response after negative events, 
when we control for the effect of Perspective. 
                                                          
5
 No interaction is reported as the model did not converge with the interaction. 
6We have βPositive Event= -.612 and P(combination|positive event)= exp(-.612)/(1+exp(-.612)) 
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None of the available options. Lastly, the fourth logistic regression was performed to ascertain 
the effects of the two independent variables on the likelihood that participants will choose none 
of the available choices (i.e. compliment, criticism or combination of compliment and criticism) 
as a response. In the logistic regression mode, Event Valence did not obtain statistical signifi-
cance, but Perspective did so, χ2 (2) = 16.892, p < .001.7 From the logistic regression model, 
since the estimate of log odd for Hearer vs. Speaker is .673 and obtained statistical significance 
(see above), there is strong evidence that selecting None under the perspective of the Speaker is 
more likely than under the perspective of the Hearer. Also, post-hoc tests (see Table 7.9) showed 
that the Hearer’s perspective differs from the Speaker’s but not the Observer’s, and the Observ-
er’s perspective does not differ from the Speaker’s.  
 
Table 7.9. Post-hoc test for Perspective in ‘None’. 
Estimates 
Perspective Mean Std. Error 95% Wald Confidence Interval 
Lower Upper 
Hearer .76 .022 .71 .80 
Observer .67 .025 .62 .72 
Speaker .62 .026 .57 .67 
 
 
The descriptive statistics (Table 7 and Figure 11) suggests that the incidence of compli-
ment responses after positive events is not so high (ranging between 32.2% and 36.1%), neither 
is the incidence of criticism responses after negative events (ranging between 29.4% and 47.8%). 
However, the results of the logistic regressions showed that it is mainly Event Valence that pre-
dicts the speech act: When a remark is obviously untrue (i.e. after positive events), there is a high 
probability that it is intended as a compliment, while when the remark is not obviously untrue 
                                                          
7
 No interaction is reported as the model did not converge with the interaction. 
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(i.e. after negative events), there is a high probability that it is intended as a criticism. Perspective 
is important too, in that it is much more likely that the Hearer will choose criticism as compared 
to the Speaker, a finding which is compatible with the results reported for the other dependent 
measures above.   
 
 
 
 
 
Table 7.10. Summary of effects of Event Valence and Perspective in by-subjects (F1) and by-items (F2) 
ANOVAs and in binary logistic regressions (Speech Act). 
 F1 F2 F1 F2 F1 F2 
 Event Valence Perspective Interaction 
Speaker’s commitment to the truth of his 
statement 
.000* .000* n.s. .000* n.s. .043* 
H v. S (.001*) 
H v. O (.037*) 
S v. O (n.s.) 
Speaker’s teasing / serious goal  .000* .000* n.s. .000* n.s. n.s. 
H v. S (.001*) 
H v. O (.002*) 
S v. O (n.s.) 
Speaker’s friendly / mean attitude .000* .000* n.s. .000* n.s. n.s. 
H v. S (.001*) 
H v. O (.001*) 
S v. O (n.s.) 
Hearer’s reaction (amused / hurt) .000* .000* n.s. .026* n.s. .001* 
H v. S (.020*) 
H v. O (n.s.) 
S v. O (n.s.) 
Speaker’s emotional state .000* .000* n.s. .000* n.s. n.s. 
H v. S (.000*) 
H v. O (.000*) 
S v. O (n.s.) 
Speech Act 
Compliment .000* n.s. n.s. 
Criticism .000* .000* n.s. 
Combination .000* n.s.  
None n.s. .000*  
* p significant if < .05; n.s. = no significance 
Under Perspective pairwise comparisons are reported. (H = Hearer, S = Speaker, O = Observer) 
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7.5 Discussion 
The goals of Experiment 4 were to a) investigate whether there is a difference between the per-
spective of the Hearer and that of the Speaker by putting to test the egocentric bias hypothesis, 
and b) provide a measure of the validity of the previous experiments reported in the present the-
sis by helping us to establish whose perspective they most closely represent.  
As in the previous experiments, a statistically robust effect of the violation of the Maxim 
of Quality was found in all measures in both by-subjects and by-items analyses. After positive 
events, the speaker is perceived as displaying a lower degree of commitment to the truth of 
his/her utterance, as more teasing, friendlier, happier, and less critical and the hearer as more 
amused than after negative events. A statistically robust effect of Perspective was also found in 
all measures in the by-item analyses and trends in the by-subject analyses. Overall, the results 
suggest that, under the perspective of the Hearer as compared to the perspectives of the Speaker 
and Observer, the speaker is perceived as displaying a higher degree of commitment to the truth 
of his/her utterance, as less teasing, less friendly, less happy and more critical, and the hearer is 
perceived as less amused. In other words, seen through the eyes of the Hearer, things look grim-
mer. 
Regarding RQ5, i.e. whether the speaker construes meaning in a different manner from 
the hearer, at least the by-item ANOVAs showed that this is the case, and furthermore that 
speaker meaning is construed more negatively under the perspective of the Hearer. These results 
lend support to a number of studies (Kruger et al. 2006, Kowalski 2000, but also Holtgraves 
2005) that have shown that, when one is the recipient of a remark, s/he construes speaker mean-
ing differently (and, crucially, more negatively) from the speaker. At the same time, these results 
support the idea that the targets (hearers) of a remark or generally of behavior that signals deval-
uation tend to overestimate the seriousness of this devaluation as compared to perpetrators and 
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tend to have the ‘worst-case’ reading (Leary 2001, Goffman 1955), as was evident from the dif-
ference between Hearer and Speaker/Observer. It has to be noted that the experiment reported 
here has a more conservative design than the experiments reported in other studies like Kruger et 
al.’ (2006) and Kowalski’s (2000) in that those experiments relied on self-reports. Moreover, 
they did not control for specific situational contexts or language. Controlling for these factors, 
Experiment 4 provided participants in all groups with the same input, so no difference could 
have emerged due to differential knowledge. Despite the conservative design, it was found that 
the Hearer’s perspective differed from the Speaker’s. These results also lend broader support to 
the egocentric bias hypothesis (Epley, Keysar, Van Boven & Gilovich 2004, Keysar 1994, Epley 
2008, Keysar 2007), and they contribute to it in a unique way: Although many experiments in 
this line of research capitalize on findings that come mostly from processing, the results of Ex-
periment 4 show that even in off-line, simple perspective-taking experiments where participants 
are merely asked to put themselves in the shoes of a character in the vignette, the effects of per-
spective persist (for similar results from the investigation of indirect replies and perspective tak-
ing, see Holtgraves 2005). In contrast, these results are not in line with research that argues 
against the egocentric bias hypothesis (e.g. Brown-Schmidt 2009, Bezuidenhout 2013). The 
basic tenet of this strand of research is that participants in a conversation are always efficient 
communicators and no differences due to perspective should emerge. 
Although overall the results are supportive of the egocentric bias hypothesis, a small 
number of interactions were observed in the Speaker’s Commitment to the truth and Hearer’s 
Reaction variables that merit discussion. When it comes to the Speaker’s Commitment to the 
truth of his/her statement, after positive events a perspectival difference was detected only be-
tween Hearer and Observer, and after negative events only between Speaker and Hearer. Alt-
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hough the latter difference can be accounted for under the egocentric bias hypothesis, I have no 
available explanation for the former difference or the lack of significant difference between 
Speaker and Hearer after positive events. With regard to the Hearer’s Reaction variable, the lack 
of significant differences among all perspectival pairs after negative events suggests that under 
all perspectives, there seems to be a convergence about the effects of the speaker’s remark on the 
hearer’s emotional state. This is not according to my broader prediction according to which, at 
least under the perspective of the Hearer, the effect of the remark on the hearer would be bigger 
than under the other perspectives. 
Regarding the question what type of perspective the experiments reported in the previous 
chapters account for, results (at least from the by-item summaries) showed that in all measures 
the perspective of the Observer does not differ from the perspective of the Speaker, while the 
perspective of the Hearer almost always differs from both the Speaker’s and the Observer’s. This 
suggests that Experiments 1-3, where participants assumed the role of the Observer, may reflect 
the Speaker’s perspective rather than the Hearer’s. It was expected that no differences would be 
observed between Observer and Hearer (as other studies have shown, e.g. Kruger et al. 2006) 
and that there would be a difference between Speaker and Hearer/Observer. This lack of differ-
ence between Speaker and Observer might be due to the fact that the information provided in the 
vignettes was exactly the same for all perspectives, so there was no margin for the ‘speakers’ to 
develop intentions and motives as it would have been the case in an interactive role-playing ex-
periment. Another possibility is to consider the role of emotional involvement and account for 
this difference. It is plausible that, because participants in the role of the Observer were not in-
volved in the situation and crucially the remarks did not affect their self, their perspective was 
not very different from that of the Speaker. In contrast, Hearers –even in the context of an exper-
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imental simulation– seemed to be affected by the speaker’s remarks. This might be explained by 
a host of hypotheses that rely on the pervasive effect of negative affect (see Leary 2000: 345): 
The negative affect that is generated by a negative evaluation (even if it is obviously untrue!) can 
bias subsequent judgments of one’s self and speaker meaning.8 As Leary (2000: 345) put it, 
“People are often more ashamed, embarrassed, hurt, anxious, jealous, lonely, and sad than they 
seemingly ‘ought’ to be, and they often insist on appraising events in ways that maintain these 
negative emotions and lower their self-esteem”. Leary (2000) argues that this tendency to main-
tain the worst-case reading might have a functional purpose: humans’ social well-being is better 
served when they overestimate rather than when they underestimate the seriousness of a situa-
tion.  
It has to be noted though that under both the Speaker’s and the Hearer’s perspectives the 
direction of the values in the two conditions (Positive vs. Negative Events) is the same: a viola-
tion of the Maxim of Quality always produces more positive perceptions, but under the Hearer’s 
perspective, the impact of the speaker’s linguistic behavior is felt more strongly. Certainly, this 
merits further exploration in order to find out whether the same results obtain with the manipula-
tions that were used in Experiments 2 (face concerns) and 3 (speaker’s emotional state).  
 
7.6 Summary 
The goals of Experiment 4 were to test the egocentric bias hypothesis, and to examine what type 
of perspective is reflected in the experiments reported in the previous chapters. As in the previ-
ous experiments, a robust effect of the flouting of the Maxim of Quality and a strong effect of 
                                                          
8
 A test of this emotion-based explanation could come from electrophysiological measures that could possibly cap-
ture higher intensity of emotion in the Hearer vs. the other perspectives, and perhaps activation of specific networks 
of brain regions (for brain regions responsible for moral cognition, see Moll et al. 2005).  
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perspective were found. Results suggest that Speakers construe their beliefs, goals and attitudes 
in a more positive manner than Hearers do. This basically lends support to the egocentric bias 
hypothesis and replicates the results of other studies by offering a new insight: The effect of per-
spective persists beyond the level of processing. The other important finding is that the perspec-
tive of the Observer and that of the Speaker do not differ from each other, thus the results of the 
previous experiments reported in the present thesis seem to reflect the perspective of the Speaker 
rather than that of the Hearer.   
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Chapter 8: Conclusions 
Outline 
8.1 Summary of the main findings  
8.2 Conclusions 
8.3 Limitations 
8.4 Directions for future research  
 
 
Below I offer a summary of the findings and the conclusions from the experimental investigation 
undertaken in the present thesis. In the second part of the chapter, I discuss the limitations of the 
experiments presented here (Chapters 5-7). I conclude the present chapter by offering directions 
for future research. 
 
8.1 Summary of the main findings  
Experiment 1 
The first goal of Experiment 1 was to test the hypothesis derived from Leech (1983) that flouting 
the Maxim of Quality leads to an inference of solidarity as a result of obviously impolite re-
marks. The second goal was to investigate what the effect of Pragmalinguistically Impolite re-
marks vs. Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite remarks is on pragmatic inference, and whether 
using Pragmalinguistically Impolite remarks results in higher degrees of impoliteness in context 
than using Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite remarks. 
The main findings of Experiment 1 are the following: 1) When the Maxim of Quality is 
flouted, this, in combination with remarks considered obviously (or less obviously) impolite, 
leads to inferences on a number of dimensions: the speaker is perceived as rather teasing and 
friendly, and as not committing to the truth of his statement. Also, the hearer is perceived as ra-
ther amused. Conversely, when the Maxim of Quality is not flouted, the speaker is perceived as 
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less teasing and friendly, and as committing more to the truth of his statement. Also, the hearer is 
perceived as less amused. Taking all these dimensions into consideration, these results show that 
inferences of solidarity are generated by the flouting of the Maxim of Quality always in combi-
nation with obviously (or less obviously) impolite remarks, which lends some support to Leech’s 
(1983) Banter Principle. Conversely, inferences of solidarity are much harder to come about 
when no flouting of Quality occurs. 
2) Obviously impolite remarks (Pragmalinguistically Impolite remarks) are not necessarily taken 
to generate more impoliteness effects in context than remarks that do not express impolite mean-
ings (Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite remarks), all else being equal. This finding is not in line 
with accounts that predict a correlation of pragmalinguistic and sociopragmatic im/politeness 
(Leech 2014: 18, Culpeper 2011: 137, 139-145). The broader prediction that can be derived from 
these accounts is that Pragmalinguistically Impolite remarks would be taken to produce less teas-
ing and less friendly readings, higher commitment to the truth of the statements and less amuse-
ment for the hearer –overall, stronger impoliteness effects– than Pragmalinguistically Non-
Impolite remarks in a context that would license impoliteness effects (negative events). Howev-
er, this result has to be qualified by taking into account important differences in the way ‘higher 
offence’ is realized linguistically in some of these accounts. 
 
Experiment 2 
The main goal of Experiment 2 was to examine the interaction between the Maxim of Quality 
and identity face considerations by manipulating these factors separately, in order to gain some 
insight into whether the strength of identity face sensitivities can affect inferences regarding 
speaker meaning and the hearer’s emotional reactions.  
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The main findings of Experiment 2 are the following: 1) Both factors, the Maxim of 
Quality and Identity Face Sensitivity, contributed to the generation of inferences on a number of 
dimensions: When the Maxim of Quality is flouted or identity face sensitivities are minimal, the 
speaker is perceived as friendlier and the hearer as more amused than when the Maxim of Quali-
ty is not flouted or identity face sensitivities are strong. Importantly, even inferences regarding 
the level of the speaker’s commitment to the truth of his statement were affected by knowledge 
of the level of face sensitivities: In other words, the less sensitive the topic was known to be for 
the listener, the more the speaker was perceived to believe what he was saying (i.e. not to be 
flouting Quality). The two dimensions in which there was an effect of the Maxim of Quality but 
no effect of Identity Face Sensitivity were the speaker’s goal (to tease or to be serious) and the 
speech act: When Quality is flouted, the speaker is perceived as more teasing than when the 
Quality is not flouted. Also, a flouting of Quality predicted the speech act of compliment.  
2) The intensity of emotional reactions is inferred to be a function of the strength of identity face 
sensitivities. In other words, when interlocutors assign importance to an attribute of the self, 
challenging this attribute in interaction is likely to bring about strong emotional reactions. 
 
Experiment 3 
Motivated by the wider question of whether appraisal of the speaker’s emotional state can affect 
speaker meaning, Experiment 3 investigated whether it is possible to generate a solidary interpre-
tation of a remark that is not obviously untrue when the speaker’s emotional state is perceived as 
positive. Results showed that the flouting of the Maxim of Quality contributed the most to the 
derivation of solidarity inferences. The recognition of the speaker’s emotional state plays a sig-
nificant role in inferring the speaker’s friendly or hostile attitude towards the hearer but plays a 
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less important role in other dimensions of speaker meaning (speaker’s commitment to the truth 
of his statement, speaker’s goals, speech act). Overall, the effect of the speaker’s emotional state 
was found to be statistically less robust than the effect of the Maxim of Quality.    
 
Experiment 4 
The goals of Experiment 4 were to test the egocentric bias hypothesis, i.e. the hypothesis that 
speakers and hearers differ in the way they construe speaker meaning, and to examine what type 
of perspective is reflected in the experiments reported in the previous chapters. The main find-
ings are the following: 1) A robust effect of the flouting of the Maxim of Quality (in both by sub-
ject and by-item analyses) and a strong effect of perspective were found (in the by-item analysis 
only). Results suggest that that, under the perspective of the Hearer as compared to the perspec-
tives of the Speaker and Observer, the speaker is perceived as displaying a higher degree of 
commitment to the truth of his/her utterance, as less teasing, less friendly, less happy and more 
critical, and the hearer is perceived as less amused. To put it differently, Speakers (and Observ-
ers) construe speaker meaning in a more positive manner than Hearers do, under whose perspec-
tive things look grimmer. This basically lends support to the egocentric bias hypothesis and rep-
licates the results of other studies that relied exclusively on self-reports by offering a new in-
sight: The effect of perspective persists even in the context of an experimental simulation where 
participants received the same input in terms of linguistic and contextual variables. Further, this 
may explain the discrepancy between studies that stress the affiliative intent in communicative 
acts like banter, mock impoliteness and teasing, and studies that document negative reactions by 
the targets of these acts.  
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2) The perspective of the Observer and that of the Speaker do not differ from each other, thus the 
results of Experiments 1-3 reported in the present thesis seem to reflect the perspective of the 
Speaker rather than that of the Hearer.  
  
8.2 Conclusions 
8.2.1 Answers to the Research Questions 
Before I discuss the implications of these findings for pragmatic theory, I will provide concise 
answers to my research questions. 
RQ1. Does inferring solidarity as a result of an obviously impolite remark rely on the criterion 
of Truthfulness (i.e. the flouting of the Maxim of Quality) (Leech 1983) (RQ1a, Experiment 1), 
on identity face, or on both (RQ1b, Experiment 2)? 
Answer: Inferring solidarity as a result of an obviously impolite remark relies on both the flout-
ing of the Maxim of Quality and identity face. However, this answer has to be qualified in the 
following way: Identity face did not have a significant effect when it comes to the speaker’s goal 
(to tease or to be serious) and the speech act (compliment, criticism or a combination). 
 
RQ2. Does inferring solidarity as a result of an obviously impolite remark rely on the criterion 
of Truthfulness (i.e. the flouting of the Maxim of Quality) (Leech 1983), on the speaker’s emo-
tional state or on both (Experiment 3)? 
Answer: Inferring solidarity as a result of an obviously impolite remark relies more on the flout-
ing of the Maxim of Quality and less on the appraisal of the speaker’s emotional state. Apprais-
ing the speaker’s emotional state still plays a significant role in arriving at speaker meaning in 
terms of the speaker’s friendly or mean attitude towards the hearer. In other words, attributing 
relatively positive emotions to the speaker makes him/her friendlier. 
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RQ3. Do utterances that contain explicit markers of impoliteness (Pragmalinguistically Impolite 
remarks) produce more impoliteness effects in context as compared to utterances that do not 
contain explicit markers of impoliteness (Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite remarks) (Experi-
ment 1) 
Answer: Utterances which contain explicit markers of impoliteness (Pragmalinguistically Impo-
lite remarks) do not necessarily produce more impoliteness effects in context as compared to ut-
terances that do not contain explicit markers of impoliteness (Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite 
remarks). 
 
RQ4. Do inferences regarding the hearer’s emotional reactions to obviously impolite remarks 
depend on the strength of identity face sensitivities? (Experiment 2) 
Answer: Yes. Inferences regarding the hearer’s emotional reactions to obviously impolite re-
marks depend on how strong or weak identity face sensitivities are. 
 
RQ5. Does perspective-taking (i.e. being in the role of the speaker who produces a remark vs. 
being in the role of the hearer who is the target of the remark) create a difference between how 
participants in the role of the speaker construe speaker meaning and the way participants in the 
role of the hearer construe speaker meaning? (Experiment 4) 
Answer: A speaker who produces a teasing remark construes their meaning in a different (more 
positive way) that the recipient of the remark. Things look grimmer under the perspective of the 
Hearer –and most of the time this is the case even when Quality is flouted, i.e. even when the 
remark is very obviously untrue.  
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8.2.2 Implications for pragmatic theory 
These findings have implications for pragmatic theory and at the same time raise questions for 
further research:  
1) Interlocutors rely heavily on the Gricean Maxim of Quality in combination with obviously 
impolite content to achieve solidarity inferences. Nonetheless, although flouts of the Maxim of 
Quality were found to be very robust across experiments, manipulating identity face concerns 
and emotional states can also produce a mismatch between what is said and what is implicated –
minimally, when it comes to inferring the speaker’s attitude towards the hearer (e.g. being 
friendly or mean). Ultimately, these results may raise the issue of whether pragmatic theory 
needs to postulate ‘affective implicatures/inferences’ in addition to the classic Gricean implica-
tures that rely on propositions, if speaker meaning is to be more fully understood and captured. 
Recall that an obviously untrue remark prompted a compliment reading (“You are such a lousy 
driver” implicated “You are such a good driver” or something along these lines), which was not 
the case with a potentially true remark (i.e. a remark that is not obviously untrue). However, a 
potentially true remark prompted friendlier readings depending on whether face concerns were 
minimal and the speaker’s emotional state was relatively positive. This raises the issue of wheth-
er speaker meaning should be restricted to propositional content or should be expanded to cap-
ture affective aspects.  
One of the contributions of Lakoff (1973), B&L and Leech (1983) was that they provided 
a motivated explanation of why speakers depart so often from the Gricean Maxims. By and 
large, experimental evidence has vindicated this explanation. However, one problem is that this 
move presupposes that non observance of Maxims is always there and the assumption is made 
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that speakers try to avoid inflicting any threats to their interlocutors. However, if, as the results 
of this investigation have shown, generation of solidarity inferences in combination with obvi-
ously impolite remarks can be achieved by taking into account face and emotional states, then 
interlocutors may make inferences relying not solely on departures from the Maxim of Quality 
but also on sources of information such as identity face and emotional states, which, instead of 
just motivating the departure from the Maxims, can operate in their own right.  
2) Pragmatic theory must recognize that, at least in these types of communicative act examined 
in the present thesis, discrepancies may arise between what the speaker thinks she is doing with 
her utterance and what the hearer thinks the speaker is doing. This is line with arguments made 
by several researchers about the critical importance of perlocutionary effects (Culpeper 2011, 
Eelen 2001, Joseph 2013, Locher & Watts 2005, Terkourafi 2001). One issue for future research 
is to examine more closely if this perspectival difference is specific to this type of communica-
tive acts (banter, etc.) or generalizes to other types of communicative acts that would be consid-
ered less ‘emotionally’ laden. If it is specific to the former type of acts, then a more thorough in-
vestigation of emotional factors should be sought. 
3) Challenges to face are systematically taken to lead to emotional reactions. More importantly, 
relativizing identity face concerns leads to relativized intensity of the hearer’s emotions. This 
difference cannot be accounted for by B&L’s model. The question that future research should 
address experimentally is whether face can be conceived without emotional reactions. If they are 
inextricably linked, face should be considered an inherently affective phenomenon. More broad-
ly, attributing emotional states to our interlocutors (regardless of whether this is the hearer’s or 
the speaker’s) seems to play a role in our decisions to judge what others mean and what infer-
ences can be drawn in conversation. 
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8.3 Limitations 
The experiments reported in the previous chapters have certain limitations. First, as much as I 
would like to make claims about the communicative process, these claims have to be qualified in 
relation to inferences that participants make when they read stories about hypothetical characters 
interacting with each other. Although this gap was alleviated by having participants put them-
selves in the shoes of characters in fictional stories (Experiment 4, Chapter 7), this was still im-
plemented in the context of an experimental simulation.  
Second, inferring speaker meaning in communicative acts like banter, mock impoliteness 
and teasing relies also on sources of information such as prosody and facial expressions, and, 
although this is frequently mentioned in the literature, a systematic study of the interaction be-
tween these sources of information and symbolic content (language) is still lacking (see also Sec-
tion 8.4 below). In the present thesis, these sources of information were not included. Partici-
pants relied only on conceptual information. 
Third, a number of issues arise regarding the methodology: There is a chance that there 
was participant fatigue. Participants had to assess a large number of items, and, unlike in other 
types of linguistic research, these items exceeded by far the boundaries of a clause. Further, they 
had to provide their judgments on a large number of dependent variables (speaker’s commitment 
to the truth of her/his statement, speaker’s goal, etc.). This necessitated the inclusion of scales 
that were not prototypically Likert type (e.g. ‘Strongly Agree’ vs. ‘Strongly Disagree’), but in-
stead relied on oppositions of the type ‘Friendly’ vs. ‘Mean’ or ‘Amused’ vs. ‘Hurt’.  
Fourth, the vignettes that were created for the purposes of the present experimental inves-
tigation were not normed for naturalness, so one could argue that some of them might not have 
been considered optimally natural for some participants. However, Standard Deviations for items 
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were much smaller than for participants, thus it seems that differences between participants were 
greater than between items. 
 
8.4 Directions for future research 
Despite the limitations mentioned above, the current investigation opens the way to a new area of 
research in pragmatics that takes into account the contribution of affective sources of information 
to speaker meaning. Affective sources of information can be based on symbolic content (lan-
guage), prosody, facial expressions and gestures. If humans constantly monitor others’ emotional 
states, one of the issues that a research program on pragmatics and emotion has to deal with is 
how affect in general, and specific emotions in particular, constrain the inferences that one 
makes in order to understand the others.  
A systematic study of the interaction between language and emotionally rich sources of 
information such as prosody and visual information (facial expressions, gestures) is still lacking 
(but see Culpeper et al. 2003 and Arndt & Janney 1985 on the role of prosody in conveying 
im/politeness, Pell et al. 2011, Zajonc 1980: 153). Important questions emerge such as ‘How do 
these sources of information contribute to speaker meaning?’, ‘Do they contribute equally?’, 
‘What is the time-course of integration of these sources of information in utterance interpreta-
tion?’. To connect these questions with the issues the present thesis is concerned with, an im-
portant matter to investigate would be whether solidarity readings can be generated by incorpo-
rating prosody or facial expressions (or a combination) that convey positive affect even when a 
flouting of the Maxim of Quality has not occurred. In other words, is it possible for the listener to 
come up with an interpretation that is closer to teasing rather than to insult when the speaker’s 
prosodic or facial information conveys positive affect?  
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Also, if we want to understand the contribution of affect and emotions (regardless of the 
medium through which they are conveyed) to speaker meaning, of particular importance in dis-
entangling their effects from other factors is the investigation of a) individual differences in em-
pathy and affective Theory of Mind, and b) pathological populations with deficits in the recogni-
tion of affect. Examination of individual differences may be able to account for variation ob-
served in by-subject analyses, and investigation of pathological populations may help us see 
more clearly if break-downs in our ability to recognize affect result in pragmatic deficits.  
Lastly, it would be interesting to examine whether the results reported in the present the-
sis generalize to other languages and/or cultures. Important questions would include: ‘Do mem-
bers of non-Western societies derive solidarity inferences from obviously untrue and obviously 
impolite remarks in the same way as members of Western societies?’, ‘How do members of other 
societies respond to the contexts created for the current experimental investigation?’, ‘Is there a 
need to devise culturally-appropriate contexts when conducting research in experimental prag-
matics?’.   
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Appendix A: Norming study (items) 
 
 
Table A.1 
 Pragmalinguistically 
Impolite 
Pragmalinguistically 
Non-Impolite 
Control-
Pragmalinguistically 
Polite 
Control- 
Pragmalinguistically 
Non-Polite 
 lousy    
1 You are such a lousy 
driver. 
Driving must be hard 
for you. 
You are such an 
awesome driver. 
Driving must be easy 
for you. 
2 You are such a lousy 
decorator. 
Decorating must be 
hard for you. 
You are such an 
awesome decorator. 
Decorating must be 
easy for you. 
3 You are such a lousy 
translator. 
Translating must be 
hard for you. 
You are such an 
awesome translator. 
Translating must be 
easy for you. 
4 You are such a lousy 
poker player. 
Playing poker must be 
hard for you. 
You are such an 
awesome poker 
player. 
Playing poker must be 
easy for you. 
5 You are such a lousy 
dancer. 
Dancing must be hard 
for you. 
You are such an 
awesome dancer. 
Dancing must be easy 
for you. 
 horrible    
6 You are such a 
horrible guitarist. 
Playing the guitar 
must be hard for you. 
You are such an 
amazing guitarist. 
Playing the guitar 
must be easy for you. 
7 You are such a 
horrible coach. 
Coaching must be 
hard for you. 
You are such an 
amazing coach. 
Coaching must be 
easy for you. 
8 You are such a 
horrible gardener. 
Gardening must be 
hard for you. 
You are such an 
amazing gardener. 
Gardening must be 
easy for you. 
9 You are such a 
horrible skater. 
Skating must be hard 
for you. 
You are such an 
amazing skater. 
Skating must be easy 
for you. 
10 You are such a 
horrible cheerleader. 
Cheerleading must be 
hard for you. 
You are such an 
amazing cheerleader. 
Cheerleading must be 
easy for you. 
 useless    
11 You are such a 
useless cook. 
Cooking must be hard 
for you. 
You are such a great 
cook. 
Cooking must be easy 
for you. 
12 You are such a 
useless babysitter. 
Babysitting must be 
hard for you.  
You are such a great 
babysitter. 
Babysitting must be 
easy for you. 
13 You are such a 
useless boyfriend. 
Making your 
girlfriend happy must 
be hard for you. 
You are such a great 
boyfriend. 
Making your 
girlfriend happy must 
be easy for you. 
14 You are such a 
useless hunter. 
Hunting must be hard 
for you. 
You are such a great 
hunter. 
Hunting must be easy 
for you. 
15 You are such a 
useless knitter. 
Knitting must be hard 
for you. 
You are such a great 
knitter. 
Knitting must be easy 
for you. 
 pathetic    
16 You are such a 
pathetic sculptor. 
Sculpting must be 
hard for you. 
You are such an 
astonishing sculptor. 
Sculpting must be 
easy for you. 
17 You are such a 
pathetic bartender. 
Bartending must be 
hard for you. 
You are such an 
astonishing bartender. 
Bartending must be 
easy for you. 
18 You are such a 
pathetic interpreter. 
Interpreting must be 
hard for you. 
You are such an 
astonishing 
interpreter. 
Interpreting must be 
easy for you. 
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Table A.1 (cont.) 
19 You are such a 
pathetic golfer. 
Playing golf must be 
hard for you. 
You are such an 
astonishing golfer. 
Playing golf must be 
easy for you. 
20 You are such a 
pathetic biker. 
Biking must be hard 
for you. 
You are such an 
astonishing biker. 
Biking must be easy 
for you. 
 incapable/worthless    
21A You are such an 
incapable soccer 
player. 
Playing soccer must 
be hard for you. 
You are such an 
excellent soccer 
player. 
Playing soccer must 
be easy for you. 
21B You are such a 
worthless soccer 
player. 
22A You are such an 
incapable secretary. 
Being a secretary 
must be hard for you. 
You are such an 
excellent secretary. 
Being a secretary 
must be easy for you. 
22B You are such a 
worthless secretary. 
23A You are such an 
incapable 
programmer. 
Programming must be 
hard for you. 
You are such an 
excellent 
programmer. 
Programming must be 
easy for you. 
23B You are such a 
worthless 
programmer. 
24A You are such an 
incapable tailor. 
Making clothes must 
be hard for you. 
You are such an 
excellent tailor. 
Making clothes must 
be easy for you. 
24B You are such a 
worthless tailor. 
25A You are such an 
incapable painter. 
Painting must be hard 
for you. 
You are such an 
excellent painter. 
Painting must be easy 
for you. 
25B You are such a 
worthless painter. 
 miserable    
26 You are such a 
miserable stand-up 
comedian. 
Telling jokes must be 
hard for you. 
You are such a 
stunning standup 
comedian. 
Telling jokes must be 
easy for you. 
27 You are such a 
miserable boxer. 
Boxing must be hard 
for you. 
You are such a 
stunning boxer. 
Boxing must be easy 
for you. 
28 You are such a 
miserable cartoonist.  
Creating cartoons 
must be hard for you. 
You are such a 
stunning cartoonist. 
Creating cartoons 
must be easy for you. 
29 You are such a 
miserable magician. 
Doing magic tricks 
must be hard for you. 
You are such a 
stunning magician. 
Doing magic tricks 
must be easy for you. 
30 You are such a 
miserable juggler. 
Juggling must be hard 
for you. 
You are such a 
stunning juggler. 
Juggling must be easy 
for you. 
 terrible    
31 You are such a 
terrible speaker. 
Public speaking must 
be hard for you. 
You are such a 
stunning speaker. 
Public speaking must 
be easy for you. 
32 You are such a 
terrible photographer. 
Taking pictures must 
be hard for you. 
You are such an 
extraordinary 
photographer. 
Taking pictures must 
be easy for you. 
33 You are such a 
terrible parent. 
Parenting must be 
hard for you. 
You are such an 
extraordinary parent. 
Parenting must be 
easy for you. 
34 You are such a 
terrible moviemaker. 
Making movies must 
be hard for you. 
You are such an 
extraordinary 
moviemaker. 
Making movies must 
be easy for you. 
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Table A.1 (cont.) 
35 You are such a 
terrible fisherman. 
Fishing must be hard 
for you. 
You are such an 
extraordinary 
fisherman. 
Fishing must be easy 
for you. 
 hopeless    
36 You are such a 
hopeless weightlifter. 
Lifting weights must 
be hard for you. 
You are such a cool 
weightlifter. 
Lifting weights must 
be easy for you. 
37 You are such a 
hopeless student. 
Studying must be 
hard for you. 
You are such a cool 
student. 
Studying must be 
easy for you. 
38 You are such a 
hopeless researcher. 
Doing research must 
be hard for you. 
You are such a cool 
researcher. 
Doing research must 
be easy for you. 
39 You are such a 
hopeless surfer. 
Surfing must be hard 
for you. 
You are such a cool 
surfer. 
Surfing must be easy 
for you. 
40 You are such a 
hopeless blogger. 
Blogging must be 
hard for you. 
You are such a cool 
blogger. 
Blogging must be 
easy for you. 
 poor    
41 You are such a poor 
pilot. 
Flying a plane must 
be hard for you. 
You are such an 
incredible pilot. 
Flying a plane must 
be easy for you. 
42 You are such a poor 
storyteller. 
Telling stories must 
be hard for you. 
You are such an 
incredible storyteller. 
Telling stories must 
be easy for you. 
43 You are such a poor 
actor. 
Acting must be hard 
for you. 
You are such an 
incredible actor. 
Acting must be easy 
for you. 
44 You are such a poor 
hiker. 
Hiking must be hard 
for you. 
You are such an 
incredible hiker. 
Hiking must be easy 
for you. 
45 You are such a poor 
singer. 
Singing must be hard 
for you. 
You are such an 
incredible singer. 
Singing must be easy 
for you. 
 crappy    
46 You are such a crappy 
runner. 
Running must be hard 
for you. 
You are such an 
exceptional runner. 
Running must be easy 
for you. 
47 You are such a crappy 
beer brewer. 
Brewing beer must be 
hard for you. 
You are such an 
exceptional beer 
brewer. 
Brewing beer must be 
easy for you. 
48 You are such a crappy 
climber. 
Climbing must be 
hard for you. 
You are such an 
exceptional climber. 
Climbing must be 
easy for you. 
49 You are such a crappy 
swimmer. 
Swimming must be 
hard for you. 
You are such an 
exceptional swimmer. 
Swimming must be 
easy for you. 
50 You are such a crappy 
archer. 
Shooting a bow must 
be hard for you. 
You are such an 
exceptional archer. 
Shooting a bow must 
be easy for you. 
 awful    
51 You are such an awful 
gamer. 
Playing video games 
must be hard for you. 
You are such an 
impressive gamer. 
Playing video games 
must be easy for you. 
52 You are such an awful 
architect. 
Designing houses 
must be hard for you. 
You are such an 
impressive architect. 
Designing houses 
must be easy for you. 
53 You are such an awful 
teacher. 
Teaching must be 
hard for you. 
You are such an 
impressive teacher. 
Teaching must be 
easy for you. 
54 You are such an awful 
skier. 
Skiing must be hard 
for you. 
You are such an 
impressive skier. 
Skiing must be easy 
for you. 
55 You are such an awful 
scuba diver. 
Scuba diving must be 
hard for you. 
You are such an 
impressive scuba 
diver. 
Scuba diving must be 
easy for you. 
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 incompetent    
56 You are such an 
incompetent chess 
player. 
Playing chess must be 
hard for you. 
You are such a 
splendid chess player. 
Playing chess must be 
easy for you. 
57 You are such an 
incompetent 
journalist. 
Journalism must be 
hard for you. 
You are such a 
splendid journalist. 
Journalism must be 
easy for you. 
58 You are such an 
incompetent 
physiotherapist. 
Being a 
physiotherapist must 
be hard for you 
You are such a 
splendid 
physiotherapist. 
Being a 
physiotherapist must 
be easy for you. 
59 You are such an 
incompetent art 
collector. 
Collecting works of 
art must be hard for 
you. 
You are such a 
splendid art collector. 
Collecting works of 
art must be easy for 
you. 
60 You are such an 
incompetent sailor. 
Sailing must be hard 
for you. 
You are such a 
splendid sailor. 
Sailing must be easy 
for you. 
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Appendix B: Norming study (means and standard deviations) 
Abbreviations 
IMP-O = Pragmalinguistically Impolite Remark-Offensiveness 
IMP-H = Pragmalinguistically Impolite Remark-Damage to the hearer 
IMP-S = Pragmalinguistically Impolite Remark-Speaker’s negative emotion 
NONIMP-O = Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite Remark-Offensiveness 
NONIMP-H = Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite Remark-Damage to the hearer 
NONIMP-S = Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite Remark-Speaker’s negative emotion 
C_POL-O = Control-Pragmalinguistically Polite Remark-Offensiveness 
C_POL-H = Control-Pragmalinguistically Polite Remark-Damage to the hearer 
C_POL-S = Control-Pragmalinguistically Polite Remark-Speaker’s negative emotion 
C_NONPOL-O = Control-Pragmalinguistically Non-Polite Remark-Offensiveness 
C_NONPOL-H = Control-Pragmalinguistically Non-Polite Remark-Damage to the hearer 
C_NONPOL-S = Control-Pragmalinguistically Non-Polite Remark-Speaker’s negative emotion 
Table B.1 
lousy N Mean SD horrible N Mean SD 
lousy driver IMP-O_1 20 5.85 1.35 horrible guitarist IMP-
O_6 20 6.60 0.68 
lousy driver IMP-H_1 20 5.75 1.25 horrible guitarist IMP-
H_6 20 6.25 1.16 
lousy driver IMP-S_1 20 6.05 1.05 horrible guitarist IMP-
S_6 20 6.50 0.69 
driving hard NONIMP-O_1 20 3.65 1.60 playing the guitar hard 
NONIMP-O_6 20 3.50 1.50 
driving hard NONIMP-H_1 20 3.60 1.54 playing the guitar hard 
NONIMP-H_6 20 3.55 1.57 
driving hard NONIMP-S_1 20 3.50 1.50 playing the guitar hard 
NONIMP-S_6 20 3.30 1.56 
awesome driver C_POL-O_1 20 1.00 0.00 amazing guitarist 
C_POL-O_6 20 1.00 0.00 
awesome driver C_POL-H_1 20 1.00 0.00 amazing guitarist 
C_POL-H_6 20 1.00 0.00 
awesome driver C_POL-S_1 20 1.00 0.00 amazing guitarist 
C_POL-S_6 20 1.00 0.00 
driving easy C_NONPOL-
O_1 
20 1.35 0.93 playing guitar easy 
C_NONPOL-O_6 20 1.35 0.93 
driving easy C_NONPOL-
H_1 
20 1.35 0.93 playing guitar easy 
C_NONPOL-H_6 20 1.35 0.93 
driving easy C_NONPOL-S_1 20 1.25 0.79 playing guitar easy 
C_NONPOL-S_6 20 1.30 0.80 
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Table B.1 (cont.) 
lousy decorator IMP-O_2 19 6.32 0.95 
horrible coach IMP-O_7 19 6.79 0.42 
lousy decorator IMP-H_2 20 6.05 1.19 
horrible coach IMP-H_7 20 6.60 0.68 
lousy decorator IMP-S_2 20 6.15 1.04 
horrible coach IMP-S_7 19 6.79 0.42 
decorating hard NONIMP-
O_2 
20 3.80 1.67 coaching hard NONIMP-
O_7 20 3.30 1.56 
decorating hard NONIMP-
H_2 
20 3.65 1.66 coaching hard NONIMP-
H_7 20 3.55 1.47 
decorating hard NONIMP-
S_2 
20 3.50 1.73 coaching hard NONIMP-
S_7 20 3.60 1.57 
awesome decorator C_POL-
O_2 
20 1.00 0.00 amazing coach C_POL-
O_7 20 1.00 0.00 
awesome decorator C_POL-
H_2 
20 1.00 0.00 amazing coach C_POL-
H_7 20 1.00 0.00 
awesome decorator C_POL-
S_2 
20 1.00 0.00 amazing coach C_POL-
S_7 20 1.00 0.00 
decorating easy C_NONPOL-
O_2 
20 1.40 0.99 coaching easy 
C_NONPOL-O_7 20 1.40 0.94 
decorating easy C_NONPOL-
H_2 
20 1.45 1.00 coaching easy 
C_NONPOL-H_7 20 1.40 0.94 
decorating easy C_NONPOL-
S_2 
20 1.35 0.88 coaching easy 
C_NONPOL-S_7 20 1.35 0.81 
lousy translator IMP-O_3 18 6.39 0.70 horrible gardener IMP-
O_8 18 6.44 0.70 
lousy translator IMP-H_3 20 6.05 1.00 horrible gardener IMP-
H_8 20 5.75 1.29 
lousy translator IMP-S_3 19 6.37 0.68 horrible gardener IMP-
S_8 20 5.80 1.24 
translating hard NONIMP-
O_3 
20 3.45 1.50 gardening hard 
NONIMP-O_8 20 3.35 1.46 
translating hard NONIMP-
H_3 
20 3.55 1.67 gardening hard 
NONIMP-H_8 20 3.20 1.67 
translating hard NONIMP-
S_3 
20 3.35 1.60 gardening hard 
NONIMP-S_8 20 3.45 1.54 
awesome translator C_POL-
O_3 
20 1.00 0.00 amazing gardener 
C_POL-O_8 20 1.00 0.00 
awesome translator C_POL-
H_3 
20 1.00 0.00 amazing gardener 
C_POL-H_8 20 1.00 0.00 
awesome translator C_POL-
S_3 
20 1.00 0.00 amazing gardener 
C_POL-S_8 20 1.00 0.00 
translating easy C_NONPOL-
O_3 
20 1.55 1.10 gardening easy 
C_NONPOL-O_8 20 1.40 0.94 
translating easy C_NONPOL-
H_3 
20 1.45 0.94 gardening easy 
C_NONPOL-H_8 20 1.40 0.94 
translating easy C_NONPOL-
S_3 
20 1.55 1.00 gardening easy 
C_NONPOL-S_8 20 1.35 0.81 
lousy pokerplayer IMP-O_4 19 6.16 1.01 
horrible skater DO_9 19 6.47 0.51 
lousy pokerplayer IMP-H_4 20 5.60 1.27 
horrible skater IMP-H_9 20 6.10 1.02 
lousy pokerplayer IMP-S_4 20 5.85 1.23 
horrible skater IMP-S_9 19 6.47 0.61 
playing poker hard NONIMP-
O_4 
20 3.05 1.43 skating hard NONIMP-
O_9 20 3.40 1.54 
playing poker hard NONIMP-
H_4 
20 3.20 1.58 skating hard NONIMP-
H_9 20 3.45 1.64 
playing poker hard NONIMP-
S_4 
20 3.10 1.45 skating hard NONIMP-
S_9 20 3.40 1.73 
awesome pokerplayer 
C_POL-O_4 
20 1.00 0.00 amazing skater C_POL-
O_9 20 1.00 0.00 
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Table B.1 (cont.) 
awesome pokerplayer 
C_POL-H_4 
20 1.00 0.00 amazing skater C_POL-
H_9 20 1.00 0.00 
awesome pokerplayer 
C_POL-S_4 
20 1.00 0.00 amazing skater C_POL-
S_9 20 1.00 0.00 
playing poker easy 
C_NONPOL-O_4 
20 1.45 0.94 skating easy 
C_NONPOL-O_9 20 1.35 0.93 
playing poker easy 
C_NONPOL-H_4 
20 1.40 0.94 skating easy 
C_NONPOL-H_9 20 1.35 0.93 
playing poker easy 
C_NONPOL-S_4 
20 1.45 0.89 skating easy 
C_NONPOL-S_9 20 1.30 0.80 
lousy dancer IMP-O_5 18 6.50 0.71 horrible cheerleader 
IMP-O_10 19 6.63 0.68 
lousy dancer IMP-H_5 19 6.53 0.61 horrible cheerleader 
IMP-H_10 20 6.40 0.75 
lousy dancer IMP-S_5 18 6.39 0.92 horrible cheerleader 
IMP-S_10 20 6.50 0.83 
dancing hard NONIMP-O_5 20 3.75 1.68 cheerleading hard 
NONIMP-O_10 20 3.80 1.70 
dancing hard NONIMP-H_5 20 3.65 1.50 cheerleading hard 
NONIMP-H_10 20 3.80 1.70 
dancing hard NONIMP-S_5 20 3.75 1.55 cheerleading hard 
NONIMP-S_10 20 3.70 1.72 
awesome dancer C_POL-O_5 20 1.00 0.00 amazing cheerleader 
C_POL-O_10 20 1.00 0.00 
awesome dancer C_POL-H_5 20 1.00 0.00 amazing cheerleader 
C_POL-H_10 20 1.00 0.00 
awesome dancer C_POL-S_5 20 1.00 0.00 amazing cheerleader 
C_POL-S_10 20 1.00 0.00 
dancing easy C_NONPOL-
O_5 
20 1.50 1.00 cheerleading easy 
C_NONPOL-O_10 20 1.45 1.00 
dancing easy C_NONPOL-
H_5 
20 1.50 1.00 cheerleading easy 
C_NONPOL-H_10 20 1.50 1.00 
dancing easy C_NONPOL-
S_5 
20 1.50 0.95 cheerleading easy 
C_NONPOL-S_10 20 1.40 0.82 
 
useless N Mean SD 
 pathetic N Mean SD 
useless cook IMP-O_11 19 6.53 0.70 
pathetic sculptor DO_16 19 6.68 0.48 
useless cook IMP-H_11 19 6.32 0.82 
pathetic sculptor IMP-H_16 20 6.55 0.69 
useless cook IMP-S_11 19 6.47 0.70 
pathetic sculptor IMP-S_16 20 6.65 0.49 
cooking hard NONIMP-
O_11 
16 3.38 0.89 
sculpting hard NONIMP-O_16 20 3.35 1.53 
cooking hard NONIMP-
H_11 
20 3.55 1.73 
sculpting hard NONIMP-H_16 20 3.35 1.60 
cooking hard NONIMP-
S_11 
20 3.60 1.64 
sculpting hard NONIMP-S_16 20 3.50 1.73 
great cook C_POL-O_11 20 1.00 0.00 astonishing sculptor C_POL-
O_16 20 1.00 0.00 
great cook C_POL-H_11 20 1.00 0.00 astonishing sculptor C_POL-
H_16 20 1.00 0.00 
great cook C_POL-S_11 20 1.00 0.00 astonishing sculptor C_POL-
S_16 20 1.00 0.00 
cooking easy 
C_NONPOL-O_11 
20 1.40 0.94 sculpting easy C_NONPOL-
O_16 20 1.40 0.94 
cooking easy 
C_NONPOL-H_11 
20 1.40 0.94 sculpting easy C_NONPOL-
H_16 20 1.40 0.94 
Table B.2 
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Table B.2 (cont.) 
cooking easy 
C_NONPOL-S_11 
20 1.35 0.81 sculpting easy C_NONPOL-
S_16 20 1.45 0.89 
useless babysitter IMP-
O_12 
19 6.53 0.77 
pathetic bartender IMP-O_17 18 6.61 0.61 
useless babysitter IMP-
H_12 
19 6.32 0.95 
pathetic bartender IMP-H_17 18 6.33 0.77 
useless babysitter IMP-
S_12 
20 6.45 0.83 
pathetic bartender IMP-S_17 19 6.47 0.70 
babysitting hard 
NONIMP-O_12 
20 3.45 1.50 bartending hard NONIMP-
O_17 20 3.05 1.47 
babysitting hard 
NONIMP-H_12 
20 3.50 1.54 bartending hard NONIMP-
H_17 20 3.35 1.57 
babysitting hard 
NONIMP-S_12 
20 3.35 1.39 bartending hard NONIMP-
S_17 20 3.30 1.59 
great babysitter C_POL-
O_12 
20 1.05 0.22 astonishing bartender C_POL-
O_17 20 1.00 0.00 
great babysitter C_POL-
H_12 
20 1.00 0.00 astonishing bartender C_POL-
H_17 20 1.00 0.00 
great babysitter C_POL-
S_12 
20 1.05 0.22 astonishing bartender C_POL-
S_17 20 1.00 0.00 
babysitting easy 
C_NONPOL-O_12 
20 1.60 1.23 bartending easy C_NONPOL-
O_17 20 1.55 1.00 
babysitting easy 
C_NONPOL-H_12 
20 1.50 0.95 bartending easy C_NONPOL-
H_17 20 1.70 1.22 
babysitting easy 
C_NONPOL-S_12 
20 1.45 0.83 bartending easy C_NONPOL-
S_17 20 1.55 1.00 
useless boyfriend IMP-
O_13 
19 6.79 0.42 
pathetic interpreter IMP-O_18 19 6.68 0.58 
useless boyfriend IMP-
H_13 
20 6.70 0.47 
pathetic interpreter IMP-H_18 20 6.40 0.82 
useless boyfriend IMP-
S_13 
16 7.00 0.00 
pathetic interpreter IMP-S_18 20 6.65 0.59 
making girlfr happy hard 
NONIMP-O_13 
20 4.90 1.68 interpreting hard NONIMP-
O_18 20 3.35 1.31 
making girlfr happy hard 
NONIMP-H_13 
20 4.65 1.50 interpreting hard NONIMP-
H_18 20 3.45 1.43 
making girlfr happy hard 
NONIMP-S_13 
20 4.25 1.74 interpreting hard NONIMP-
S_18 20 3.35 1.46 
great boyfriend C_POL-
O_13 
20 1.00 0.00 astonishing interpreter C_POL-
O_18 20 1.00 0.00 
great boyfriend C_POL-
H_13 
20 1.00 0.00 astonishing interpreter C_POL-
H_18 20 1.00 0.00 
great boyfriend C_POL-
S_13 
20 1.00 0.00 astonishing interpreter C_POL-
S_18 20 1.00 0.00 
making girlfr happy easy 
C_NONPOL-O_13 
20 1.55 1.23 interpreting easy C_NONPOL-
O_18 20 1.45 1.00 
making girlfr happy easy 
C_NONPOL-H_13 
20 1.40 0.94 interpreting easy C_NONPOL-
H_18 20 1.40 0.94 
making girlfr happy easy 
C_NONPOL-S_13 
20 1.50 1.15 interpreting easy C_NONPOL-
S_18 20 1.65 1.18 
useless hunter IMP-O_14 19 6.21 0.92 
pathetic golfer DO_19 18 6.67 0.59 
useless hunter IMP-H_14 20 5.95 1.05 
pathetic golfer IMP-H_19 17 6.59 0.62 
useless hunter IMP-S_14 20 5.95 1.15 
pathetic golfer IMP-S_19 18 6.67 0.49 
hunting hard NONIMP-
O_14 
20 3.30 1.59 playing golf hard NONIMP-
O_19 20 3.25 1.45 
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hunting hard NONIMP-
H_14 
20 3.30 1.63 playing golf hard NONIMP-
H_19 20 3.45 1.64 
hunting hard NONIMP-
S_14 
20 3.35 1.66 playing golf hard NONIMP-
S_19 20 3.40 1.50 
great hunter C_POL-O_14 20 1.00 0.00 astonishing golfer C_POL-
O_19 20 1.00 0.00 
great hunter C_POL-H_14 20 1.00 0.00 astonishing golfer C_POL-
H_19 20 1.00 0.00 
great hunter C_POL-S_14 20 1.00 0.00 astonishing golfer C_POL-
S_19 20 1.00 0.00 
hunting easy 
C_NONPOL-O_14 
20 1.35 0.93 playing golf easy 
C_NONPOL-O_19 20 1.30 0.92 
hunting easy 
C_NONPOL-H_14 
20 1.40 0.94 playing golf easy 
C_NONPOL-H_19 20 1.30 0.92 
hunting easy 
C_NONPOL-S_14 
20 1.35 0.81 playing golf easy 
C_NONPOL-S_19 20 1.25 0.79 
useless knitter IMP-O_15 20 5.75 1.41 
pathetic biker IMP-O_20 19 6.47 0.77 
useless knitter IMP-H_15 19 5.79 1.27 
pathetic biker IMP-H_20 19 6.32 0.82 
useless knitter IMP-S_15 20 5.70 1.13 
pathetic biker IMP-S_20 19 6.47 0.70 
knitting hard NONIMP-
O_15 
20 3.50 1.67 
biking hard NONIMP-O_20 20 3.50 1.43 
knitting hard NONIMP-
H_15 
20 3.20 1.70 
biking hard NONIMP-H_20 20 3.45 1.76 
knitting hard NONIMP-
S_15 
20 3.30 1.75 
biking hard NONIMP-S_20 20 3.40 1.60 
great knitter C_POL-O_15 20 1.00 0.00 astonishing biker C_POL-
O_20 20 1.00 0.00 
great knitter C_POL-H_15 20 1.00 0.00 astonishing biker C_POL-
H_20 20 1.00 0.00 
great knitter C_POL-S_15 20 1.00 0.00 
astonishing biker C_POL-S_20 20 1.00 0.00 
knitting easy 
C_NONPOL-O_15 
20 1.40 0.94 
biking easy C_NONPOL-O_20 20 1.40 0.94 
knitting easy 
C_NONPOL-H_15 
20 1.40 0.94 
biking easy C_NONPOL-H_20 20 1.45 0.94 
knitting easy 
C_NONPOL-S_15 
20 1.35 0.81 
biking easy C_NONPOL-S_20 20 1.40 0.82 
 
 
incapable/worthless N Mean SD 
 miserable N Mean SD 
incapable soccer player IMP-
O_21A 
20 6.15 1.46 miserable stand-up comedian 
IMP-O_26 19 6.68 0.58 
incapable soccer player IMP-
H_21A 
20 5.65 1.66 miserable stand-up comedian 
IMP-H_26 20 6.50 0.69 
incapable soccer player IMP-
S_21A 
20 5.95 1.54 miserable stand-up comedian 
IMP-S_26 20 6.40 0.75 
worthless soccer player IMP-
O_21B 
19 6.63 0.60 telling jokes hard NONIMP-
O_26 20 3.65 1.69 
worthless soccer player DH_21B 20 6.45 0.83 telling jokes hard NONIMP-
H_26 20 3.60 1.64 
worthless soccer player IMP-
S_21B 
19 6.63 0.68 telling jokes hard NONIMP-
S_26 20 3.40 1.67 
playing soccer hard NONIMP-
O_21 
20 3.35 1.50 stunning stand-up comedian 
C_POL-O_26 20 1.00 0.00 
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playing soccer hard NONIMP-
H_21 
20 3.30 1.56 stunning stand-up comedian 
C_POL-H_26 20 1.00 0.00 
playing soccer hard NONIMP-
S_21 
20 3.40 1.70 stunning stand-up comedian 
C_POL-S_26 20 1.00 0.00 
excellent soccer player C_POL-
O_21 
20 1.00 0.00 telling jokes easy 
C_NONPOL-O_26 20 1.40 0.94 
excellent soccer player C_POL-
H_21 
20 1.00 0.00 telling jokes easy 
C_NONPOL-H_26 20 1.40 0.94 
excellent soccer player C_POL-
S_21 
20 1.00 0.00 telling jokes easy 
C_NONPOL-S_26 20 1.35 0.81 
playing soccer easy 
C_NONPOL-O_21 
20 1.40 0.94 
miserable boxer IMP-O_27 17 6.35 0.61 
playing soccer easy 
C_NONPOL-H_21 
20 1.40 0.94 
miserable boxer IMP-H_27 20 5.80 1.40 
playing soccer easy 
C_NONPOL-S_21 
20 1.35 0.81 
miserable boxer IMP-S_27 18 6.28 0.75 
incapable secretary DO_22A 20 6.25 1.37 
boxing hard NONIMP-O_27 20 3.20 1.61 
incapable secretary IMP-H_22A 20 5.95 1.50 
boxing hard NONIMP-H_27 20 3.25 1.65 
incapable secretary IMP-S_22A 20 6.10 1.48 
boxing hard NONIMP-S_27 20 3.10 1.68 
worthless secretary IMP-O_22B 20 6.60 0.60 
stunning boxer C_POL-O_27 20 1.00 0.00 
worthless secretary IMP-H_22B 19 6.63 0.68 
stunning boxer C_POL-H_27 20 1.00 0.00 
worthless secretary IMP-S_22B 20 6.60 0.60 
stunning boxer C_POL-S_27 20 1.00 0.00 
being a secretary hard 
NONIMP-O_22 
20 3.60 1.76 boxing easy C_NONPOL-
O_27 20 1.45 1.00 
being a secretary hard 
NONIMP-H_22 
20 3.55 1.79 boxing easy C_NONPOL-
H_27 20 1.45 1.00 
being a secretary hard 
NONIMP-S_22 
20 3.50 1.64 boxing easy C_NONPOL-
S_27 20 1.40 0.88 
excellent secretary C_POL-
O_22 
20 1.00 0.00 miserable cartoonist IMP-
O_28 18 6.44 0.70 
excellent secretary C_POL-
H_22 
20 1.00 0.00 miserable cartoonist IMP-
H_28 20 5.95 1.15 
excellent secretary C_POL-S_22 20 1.05 0.22 miserable cartoonist IMP-
S_28 20 6.10 1.07 
being a secretary easy 
C_NONPOL-O_22 
20 1.75 1.25 creating cartoons hard 
NONIMP-O_28 20 3.45 1.54 
being a secretary easy 
C_NONPOL-H_22 
20 1.75 1.25 creating cartoons hard 
NONIMP-H_28 20 3.75 1.74 
being a secretary easy 
C_NONPOL-S_22 
20 1.55 1.00 creating cartoons hard 
NONIMP-S_28 20 3.50 1.50 
incapable programmer DO_23A 20 6.10 1.17 stunning cartoonist C_POL-
O_28 20 1.00 0.00 
incapable programmer IMP-
H_23A 
20 6.15 0.93 stunning cartoonist C_POL-
H_28 20 1.00 0.00 
incapable programmer IMP-
S_23A 
20 6.20 0.95 stunning cartoonist C_POL-
S_28 20 1.00 0.00 
worthless programmer IMP-
O_23B 
19 6.63 0.50 creating cartoons easy 
C_NONPOL-O_28 20 1.30 0.92 
worthless programmer IMP-
H_23B 
19 6.47 0.61 creating cartoons easy 
C_NONPOL-H_28 20 1.40 0.99 
worthless programmer IMP-
S_23B 
20 6.50 0.69 creating cartoons easy 
C_NONPOL-S_28 20 1.30 0.80 
programming hard NONIMP-
O_23 
20 3.35 1.69 miserable magician IMP-
O_29 19 6.47 0.70 
programming hard NONIMP-
H_23 
20 3.40 1.73 miserable magician IMP-
H_29 19 6.32 0.82 
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programming hard NONIMP-
S_23 
20 3.15 1.79 miserable magician IMP-
S_29 18 6.50 0.62 
excellent programmer C_POL-
O_23 
20 1.00 0.00 doing magic tricks hard 
NONIMP-O_29 18 3.17 1.29 
excellent programmer C_POL-
H_23 
20 1.00 0.00 doing magic tricks hard 
NONIMP-H_29 20 3.50 1.79 
excellent programmer C_POL-
S_23 
20 1.00 0.00 doing magic tricks hard 
NONIMP-S_29 20 3.45 1.64 
programming easy C_NONPOL-
O_23 
20 1.40 0.94 stunning magician C_POL-
O_29 20 1.00 0.00 
programming easy C_NONPOL-
H_23 
20 1.40 0.94 stunning magician C_POL-
H_29 20 1.00 0.00 
programming easy C_NONPOL-
S_23 
20 1.60 1.14 stunning magician C_POL-
S_29 20 1.00 0.00 
incapable tailor IMP-O_24A 20 6.00 1.26 doing magic tricks easy 
C_NONPOL-O_29 20 1.35 0.93 
incapable tailor IMP-H_24A 20 5.80 1.28 doing magic tricks easy 
C_NONPOL-H_29 20 1.35 0.93 
incapable tailor IMP-S_24A 20 6.05 1.43 doing magic tricks easy 
C_NONPOL-S_29 20 1.30 0.80 
worthless tailor IMP-O_24B 18 6.83 0.38 
miserable juggler IMP-O_30 20 5.90 1.52 
worthless tailor IMP-H_24B 20 6.40 0.68 
miserable juggler IMP-H_30 19 5.79 1.40 
worthless tailor IMP-S_24B 20 6.55 0.69 
miserable juggler IMP-S_30 20 5.90 1.55 
making clothes hard NONIMP-
O_24 
20 3.35 1.60 juggling hard NONIMP-
O_30 20 3.10 1.52 
making clothes hard NONIMP-
H_24 
20 3.20 1.54 juggling hard NONIMP-
H_30 20 3.10 1.62 
making clothes hard NONIMP-
S_24 
20 3.20 1.67 
juggling hard NONIMP-S_30 20 3.15 1.57 
excellent tailor C_POL-O_24 20 1.00 0.00 stunning juggler C_POL-
O_30 20 1.00 0.00 
excellent tailor C_POL-H_24 20 1.00 0.00 stunning juggler C_POL-
H_30 20 1.00 0.00 
excellent tailor C_POL-S_24 20 1.00 0.00 stunning juggler C_POL-
S_30 20 1.00 0.00 
making clothes easy 
C_NONPOL-O_24 
20 1.45 0.94 juggling easy C_NONPOL-
O_30 20 1.45 1.00 
making clothes easy 
C_NONPOL-H_24 
20 1.40 0.94 juggling easy C_NONPOL-
H_30 20 1.45 1.00 
making clothes easy 
C_NONPOL-S_24 
20 1.35 0.81 juggling easy C_NONPOL-
S_30 20 1.40 0.88 
incapable painter IMP-O_25A 20 6.05 1.15 
incapable painter IMP-H_25A 20 6.10 0.85 
incapable painter IMP-S_25A 20 6.05 1.10 
worthless painter IMP-O_25B 18 6.72 0.57 
worthless painter IMP-H_25B 19 6.42 0.77 
worthless painter IMP-S_25B 19 6.47 0.70 
painting hard NONIMP-O_25 20 3.85 1.73 
painting hard NONIMP-H_25 20 3.65 1.84 
painting hard NONIMP-S_25 20 3.60 1.70 
excellent painter C_POL-O_25 20 1.00 0.00 
excellent painter C_POL-H_25 20 1.00 0.00 
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excellent painter C_POL-S_25 20 1.00 0.00 
painting easy C_NONPOL-
O_25 
20 1.50 1.00 
painting easy C_NONPOL-
H_25 
20 1.55 1.00 
painting easy C_NONPOL-S_25 20 1.50 0.89 
 
terrible N Mean SD 
 hopeless N Mean SD 
terrible speaker IMP-O_31 19 6.37 0.76 hopeless weightlifter 
IMP-O_36 20 5.85 1.39 
terrible speaker IMP-H_31 19 6.32 0.75 hopeless weightlifter 
IMP-H_36 19 6.11 1.20 
terrible speaker IMP-S_31 20 6.40 0.68 hopeless weightlifter 
IMP-S_36 20 5.90 1.45 
public speaking hard NONIMP-
O_31 
20 3.45 1.67 lifting weights hard 
NONIMP-O_36 20 2.95 1.32 
public speaking hard NONIMP-
H_31 
20 3.55 1.76 lifting weights hard 
NONIMP-H_36 20 3.05 1.47 
public speaking hard NONIMP-
S_31 
20 3.40 1.79 lifting weights hard 
NONIMP-S_36 20 2.75 1.48 
stunning speaker C_POL-O_31 20 1.00 0.00 cool weightlifter 
C_POL-O_36 20 1.10 0.45 
stunning speaker C_POL-H_31 20 1.00 0.00 cool weightlifter 
C_POL-H_36 20 1.10 0.45 
stunning speaker C_POL-S_31 20 1.00 0.00 cool weightlifter 
C_POL-S_36 20 1.05 0.22 
public speaking easy 
C_NONPOL-O_31 
20 1.45 1.00 lifting weights easy 
C_NONPOL-O_36 20 1.45 0.94 
public speaking easy 
C_NONPOL-H_31 
20 1.45 1.00 lifting weights easy 
C_NONPOL-H_36 20 1.40 0.94 
public speaking easy 
C_NONPOL-S_31 
20 1.45 0.94 lifting weights easy 
C_NONPOL-S_36 20 1.40 0.82 
terrible photographer IMP-
O_32 
18 6.50 0.71 hopeless student IMP-
O_37 20 6.40 0.99 
terrible photographer IMP-
H_32 
19 6.26 0.87 hopeless student IMP-
H_37 20 6.50 0.69 
terrible photographer IMP-S_32 18 6.56 0.70 hopeless student IMP-
S_37 20 6.35 0.99 
taking pictures hard NONIMP-
O_32 
20 3.60 1.50 studying hard NONIMP-
O_37 20 3.75 1.55 
taking pictures hard NONIMP-
H_32 
20 3.50 1.47 studying hard NONIMP-
H_37 20 3.75 1.68 
taking pictures hard NONIMP-
S_32 
20 3.35 1.42 studying hard NONIMP-
S_37 20 3.50 1.61 
extraordinary photographer 
C_POL-O_32 
20 1.00 0.00 cool student C_POL-
O_37 20 1.05 0.22 
extraordinary photographer 
C_POL-H_32 
20 1.00 0.00 cool student C_POL-
H_37 20 1.05 0.22 
extraordinary photographer 
C_POL-S_32 
20 1.00 0.00 cool student C_POL-
S_37 20 1.05 0.22 
taking pictures easy 
C_NONPOL-O_32 
20 1.35 0.93 studying easy 
C_NONPOL-O_37 20 1.40 0.94 
taking pictures easy 
C_NONPOL-H_32 
20 1.35 0.93 studying easy 
C_NONPOL-H_37 20 1.45 0.94 
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taking pictures easy 
C_NONPOL-S_32 
20 1.30 0.80 studying easy 
C_NONPOL-S_37 20 1.40 0.82 
terrible parent IMP-O_33 20 6.70 0.80 hopeless researcher IMP-
O_38 20 6.15 1.04 
terrible parent IMP-H_33 20 6.90 0.31 hopeless researcher IMP-
H_38 20 5.95 1.36 
terrible parent IMP-S_33 20 6.80 0.52 hopeless researcher IMP-
S_38 20 6.25 1.07 
parenting hard NONIMP-O_33 20 4.50 1.64 doing research hard 
NONIMP-O_38 20 3.75 1.65 
parenting hard NONIMP-H_33 20 4.60 1.57 doing research hard 
NONIMP-H_38 20 3.55 1.61 
parenting hard NONIMP-S_33 20 4.25 1.77 doing research hard 
NONIMP-S_38 20 3.55 1.61 
extraordinary parent C_POL-
O_33 
20 1.00 0.00 cool researcher C_POL-
O_38 20 1.05 0.22 
extraordinary parent C_POL-
H_33 
20 1.00 0.00 cool researcher C_POL-
H_38 20 1.05 0.22 
extraordinary parent C_POL-
S_33 
20 1.00 0.00 cool researcher C_POL-
S_38 20 1.05 0.22 
parenting easy C_NONPOL-
O_33 
20 1.30 0.80 doing research easy 
C_NONPOL-O_38 20 1.40 0.94 
parenting easy C_NONPOL-
H_33 
20 1.30 0.80 doing research easy 
C_NONPOL-H_38 20 1.35 0.93 
parenting easy C_NONPOL-
S_33 
20 1.25 0.64 doing research easy 
C_NONPOL-S_38 20 1.55 1.05 
terrible moviemaker IMP-O_34 19 6.68 0.58 
hopeless surfer DO_39 20 5.75 1.12 
terrible moviemaker IMP-H_34 20 6.50 0.69 hopeless surfer IMP-
H_39 19 5.95 0.91 
terrible moviemaker IMP-S_34 18 6.50 0.71 hopeless surfer IMP-
S_39 20 6.00 1.03 
making movies hard NONIMP-
O_34 
20 3.45 1.64 surfing hard NONIMP-
O_39 20 3.25 1.52 
making movies hard NONIMP-
H_34 
20 3.50 1.57 surfing hard NONIMP-
H_39 20 3.50 1.54 
making movies hard NONIMP-
S_34 
20 3.40 1.47 surfing hard NONIMP-
S_39 20 3.50 1.57 
extraordinary moviemaker 
C_POL-O_34 
20 1.00 0.00 
cool surfer C_POL-O_39 20 1.05 0.22 
extraordinary moviemaker 
C_POL-H_34 
20 1.00 0.00 
cool surfer C_POL-H_39 20 1.05 0.22 
extraordinary moviemaker 
C_POL-S_34 
20 1.00 0.00 
cool surfer C_POL-S_39 20 1.05 0.22 
making movies easy 
C_NONPOL-O_34 
20 1.45 0.94 surfing easy 
C_NONPOL-O_39 20 1.45 1.00 
making movies easy 
C_NONPOL-H_34 
20 1.40 0.94 surfing easy 
C_NONPOL-H_39 20 1.45 1.00 
making movies easy 
C_NONPOL-S_34 
20 1.45 0.83 surfing easy 
C_NONPOL-S_39 20 1.45 0.89 
terrible fisherman IMP-O_35 20 6.00 1.08 
hopeless blogger DO_40 19 6.05 1.13 
terrible fisherman IMP-H_35 20 5.75 1.02 hopeless blogger IMP-
H_40 19 6.00 1.11 
terrible fisherman IMP-S_35 19 6.26 0.65 hopeless blogger IMP-
S_40 18 6.39 0.70 
fishing hard NONIMP-O_35 20 3.45 1.32 blogging hard NONIMP-
O_40 20 3.40 1.43 
fishing hard NONIMP-H_35 20 3.40 1.43 blogging hard NONIMP-
H_40 20 3.25 1.55 
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fishing hard NONIMP-S_35 20 3.30 1.45 blogging hard NONIMP-
S_40 20 3.35 1.69 
extraordinary fisherman 
C_POL-O_35 
20 1.00 0.00 cool blogger C_POL-
O_40 20 1.10 0.45 
extraordinary fisherman 
C_POL-H_35 
20 1.00 0.00 cool blogger C_POL-
H_40 20 1.10 0.45 
extraordinary fisherman 
C_POL-S_35 
20 1.00 0.00 cool blogger C_POL-
S_40 20 1.05 0.22 
fishing easy C_NONPOL-O_35 20 1.40 0.94 blogging easy 
C_NONPOL-O_40 20 1.40 0.99 
fishing easy C_NONPOL-H_35 20 1.40 0.94 blogging easy 
C_NONPOL-H_40 20 1.40 0.88 
fishing easy C_NONPOL-S_35 20 1.40 0.82 blogging easy 
C_NONPOL-S_40 20 1.40 0.99 
 
poor N Mean SD 
 crappy N Mean SD 
poor pilot IMP-O_41 20 5.85 1.18 
crappy runner DO_46 20 6.20 0.95 
poor pilot IMP-H_41 20 6.10 1.02 
crappy runner IMP-H_46 20 5.90 1.07 
poor pilot IMP-S_41 20 6.05 1.00 
crappy runner IMP-S_46 19 6.37 0.76 
flying a plane hard 
NONIMP-O_41 
20 3.45 1.54 
running hard NONIMP-O_46 20 3.55 1.61 
flying a plane hard 
NONIMP-H_41 
20 3.35 1.69 
running hard NONIMP-H_46 20 3.40 1.54 
flying a plane hard 
NONIMP-S_41 
20 3.35 1.53 
running hard NONIMP-S_46 20 3.35 1.50 
incredible pilot C_POL-
O_41 
20 1.00 0.00 exceptional runner C_POL-
O_46 20 1.00 0.00 
incredible pilot C_POL-
H_41 
20 1.00 0.00 exceptional runner C_POL-
H_46 20 1.00 0.00 
incredible pilot C_POL-
S_41 
20 1.00 0.00 exceptional runner C_POL-
S_46 20 1.00 0.00 
flying a plane easy 
C_NONPOL-O_41 
20 1.40 0.94 running easy C_NONPOL-
O_46 20 1.55 1.00 
flying a plane easy 
C_NONPOL-H_41 
20 1.45 1.00 running easy C_NONPOL-
H_46 20 1.55 1.00 
flying a plane easy 
C_NONPOL-S_41 
20 1.40 0.88 running easy C_NONPOL-
S_46 20 1.60 1.05 
poor storyteller IMP-
O_42 
20 5.80 1.06 
crappy beer brewer IMP-O_47 19 5.84 1.07 
poor storyteller IMP-
H_42 
20 5.60 0.94 
crappy beer brewer IMP-H_47 19 5.58 1.35 
poor storyteller IMP-
S_42 
20 5.60 1.05 
crappy beer brewer IMP-S_47 19 5.95 1.03 
telling stories hard 
NONIMP-O_42 
20 3.40 1.54 brewing beer hard NONIMP-
O_47 20 3.10 1.55 
telling stories hard 
NONIMP-H_42 
20 3.60 1.67 brewing beer hard NONIMP-
H_47 20 3.20 1.70 
telling stories hard 
NONIMP-S_42 
20 3.55 1.50 brewing beer hard NONIMP-
S_47 20 3.05 1.67 
incredible storyteller 
C_POL-O_42 
20 1.00 0.00 exceptional beer brewer 
C_POL-O_47 20 1.00 0.00 
incredible storyteller 
C_POL-H_42 
20 1.00 0.00 exceptional beer brewer 
C_POL-H_47 20 1.00 0.00 
incredible storyteller 
C_POL-S_42 
20 1.00 0.00 exceptional beer brewer 
C_POL-S_47 20 1.00 0.00 
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telling stories easy 
C_NONPOL-O_42 
20 1.40 0.94 brewing beer easy 
C_NONPOL-O_47 20 1.40 0.94 
telling stories easy 
C_NONPOL-H_42 
20 1.45 1.00 brewing beer easy 
C_NONPOL-H_47 20 1.40 0.94 
telling stories easy 
C_NONPOL-S_42 
20 1.40 0.88 brewing beer easy 
C_NONPOL-S_47 20 1.35 0.81 
poor actor IMP-O_43 19 5.89 1.24 
crappy climber DO_48 20 6.15 1.14 
poor actor IMP-H_43 19 6.00 1.00 
crappy climber IMP-H_48 20 5.55 1.57 
poor actor IMP-S_43 19 5.89 0.94 
crappy climber IMP-S_48 20 5.75 1.68 
acting hard NONIMP-
O_43 
20 3.95 1.79 
climbing hard NONIMP-O_48 20 3.15 1.53 
acting hard NONIMP-
H_43 
20 4.00 1.75 
climbing hard NONIMP-H_48 20 3.25 1.68 
acting hard NONIMP-
S_43 
20 3.95 1.47 
climbing hard NONIMP-S_48 20 3.05 1.70 
incredible actor 
C_POL-O_43 
20 1.00 0.00 exceptional climber C_POL-
O_48 20 1.00 0.00 
incredible actor 
C_POL-H_43 
20 1.00 0.00 exceptional climber C_POL-
H_48 20 1.00 0.00 
incredible actor 
C_POL-S_43 
20 1.00 0.00 exceptional climber C_POL-
S_48 20 1.00 0.00 
acting easy 
C_NONPOL-O_43 
20 1.40 0.94 climbing easy C_NONPOL-
O_48 20 1.40 0.94 
acting easy 
C_NONPOL-H_43 
20 1.40 0.94 climbing easy C_NONPOL-
H_48 20 1.40 0.94 
acting easy 
C_NONPOL-S_43 
20 1.45 0.89 climbing easy C_NONPOL-
S_48 20 1.40 0.82 
poor hiker IMP-O_44 20 5.40 1.39 
crappy swimmer IMP-O_49 20 6.15 1.14 
poor hiker IMP-H_44 20 5.25 1.55 
crappy swimmer IMP-H_49 20 5.85 1.18 
poor hiker IMP-S_44 20 5.30 1.42 
crappy swimmer IMP-S_49 20 6.15 0.88 
hiking hard NONIMP-
O_44 
20 3.25 1.41 swimming hard NONIMP-
O_49 20 3.65 1.76 
hiking hard NONIMP-
H_44 
20 3.30 1.56 swimming hard NONIMP-
H_49 20 3.55 1.73 
hiking hard NONIMP-
S_44 
20 3.25 1.68 swimming hard NONIMP-
S_49 20 3.55 1.54 
incredible hiker 
C_POL-O_44 
20 1.00 0.00 exceptional swimmer C_POL-
O_49 20 1.00 0.00 
incredible hiker 
C_POL-H_44 
20 1.00 0.00 exceptional swimmer C_POL-
H_49 20 1.00 0.00 
incredible hiker 
C_POL-S_44 
20 1.00 0.00 exceptional swimmer C_POL-
S_49 20 1.00 0.00 
hiking easy 
C_NONPOL-O_44 
20 1.40 0.94 swimming easy C_NONPOL-
O_49 20 1.45 1.00 
hiking easy 
C_NONPOL-H_44 
20 1.45 0.94 swimming easy C_NONPOL-
H_49 20 1.50 1.00 
hiking easy 
C_NONPOL-S_44 
20 1.45 0.89 swimming easy C_NONPOL-
S_49 20 1.45 0.89 
poor singer IMP-O_45 20 6.00 1.17 
crappy archer IMP-O_50 20 6.10 1.07 
poor singer IMP-H_45 20 6.05 0.94 
crappy archer IMP-H_50 20 5.85 1.14 
poor singer IMP-S_45 20 5.80 1.24 
crappy archer IMP-S_50 19 6.32 0.75 
singing hard NONIMP-
O_45 
20 3.85 1.66 shooting a bow hard 
NONIMP-O_50 20 3.35 1.35 
singing hard NONIMP-
H_45 
20 3.90 1.59 shooting a bow hard 
NONIMP-H_50 20 3.55 1.67 
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singing hard NONIMP-
S_45 
20 3.50 1.64 shooting a bow hard 
NONIMP-S_50 20 3.35 1.46 
incredible singer 
C_POL-O_45 
20 1.00 0.00 exceptional archer C_POL-
O_50 20 1.00 0.00 
incredible singer 
C_POL-H_45 
20 1.00 0.00 exceptional archer C_POL-
H_50 20 1.00 0.00 
incredible singer 
C_POL-S_45 
20 1.00 0.00 exceptional archer C_POL-
S_50 20 1.00 0.00 
singing easy 
C_NONPOL-O_45 
20 1.35 0.81 shooting a bow easy 
C_NONPOL-O_50 20 1.40 0.94 
singing easy 
C_NONPOL-H_45 
20 1.35 0.81 shooting a bow easy 
C_NONPOL-H_50 20 1.45 0.94 
singing easy 
C_NONPOL-S_45 
20 1.45 0.89 shooting a bow easy 
C_NONPOL-S_50 20 1.45 0.89 
 
awful N Mean SD 
 incompetent N Mean SD 
awful gamer IMP-O_51 19 6.16 0.90 incompetent chess player 
IMP-O_56 20 6.20 1.06 
awful gamer IMP-H_51 20 5.55 1.39 incompetent chess player 
IMP-H_56 20 5.90 1.25 
awful gamer IMP-S_51 20 5.95 1.05 incompetent chess player 
IMP-S_56 20 6.20 0.89 
playing video games hard 
NONIMP-O_51 
20 3.25 1.68 playing chess hard 
NONIMP-O_56 20 3.65 1.53 
playing video games hard 
NONIMP-H_51 
20 3.25 1.68 playing chess hard 
NONIMP-H_56 20 3.40 1.50 
playing video games hard 
NONIMP-S_51 
20 3.35 1.84 playing chess hard 
NONIMP-S_56 20 3.35 1.50 
impressive gamer C_POL-
O_51 
20 1.00 0.00 splendid chess player 
C_POL-O_56 20 1.00 0.00 
impressive gamer C_POL-
H_51 
20 1.00 0.00 splendid chess player 
C_POL-H_56 20 1.00 0.00 
impressive gamer C_POL-
S_51 
20 1.00 0.00 splendid chess player 
C_POL-S_56 20 1.00 0.00 
playing video games easy 
C_NONPOL-O_51 
20 1.50 1.05 playing chess easy 
C_NONPOL-O_56 20 1.40 0.94 
playing video games easy 
C_NONPOL-H_51 
20 1.45 1.00 playing chess easy 
C_NONPOL-H_56 20 1.45 0.94 
playing video games easy 
C_NONPOL-S_51 
20 1.65 1.27 playing chess easy 
C_NONPOL-S_56 20 1.45 0.89 
awful architect IMP-O_52 18 6.61 0.50 incompetent journalist IMP-
O_57 19 6.58 0.51 
awful architect IMP-H_52 19 6.32 1.06 incompetent journalist IMP-
H_57 20 6.45 0.60 
awful architect IMP-S_52 19 6.58 0.51 incompetent journalist IMP-
S_57 20 6.50 0.61 
designing houses hard 
NONIMP-O_52 
20 3.25 1.65 journalism hard NONIMP-
O_57 20 3.75 1.65 
designing houses hard 
NONIMP-H_52 
20 3.20 1.64 journalism hard NONIMP-
H_57 20 3.95 1.67 
designing houses hard 
NONIMP-S_52 
20 3.20 1.74 journalism hard NONIMP-
S_57 14 3.71 0.73 
impressive architect C_POL-
O_52 
20 1.00 0.00 splendid journalist C_POL-
O_57 20 1.00 0.00 
impressive architect C_POL-
H_52 
20 1.00 0.00 splendid journalist C_POL-
H_57 20 1.00 0.00 
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impressive architect C_POL-
S_52 
20 1.00 0.00 splendid journalist C_POL-
S_57 20 1.00 0.00 
designing houses easy 
C_NONPOL-O_52 
20 1.40 0.94 journalism easy 
C_NONPOL-O_57 20 1.35 0.93 
designing houses easy 
C_NONPOL-H_52 
20 1.35 0.81 journalism easy 
C_NONPOL-H_57 20 1.40 0.94 
designing houses easy 
C_NONPOL-S_52 
20 1.40 0.94 journalism easy 
C_NONPOL-S_57 20 1.35 0.81 
awful teacher IMP-O_53 20 6.55 0.94 incompetent physiotherapist 
IMP-O_58 19 6.58 0.61 
awful teacher IMP-H_53 20 6.70 0.57 incompetent physiotherapist 
IMP-H_58 20 6.35 0.67 
awful teacher IMP-S_53 20 6.85 0.37 incompetent physiotherapist 
IMP-S_58 20 6.50 0.69 
teaching hard NONIMP-O_53 20 3.70 1.42 being a physiotherapist hard 
NONIMP-O_58 20 3.35 1.69 
teaching hard NONIMP-H_53 20 3.70 1.49 being a physiotherapist hard 
NONIMP-H_58 20 3.05 1.67 
teaching hard NONIMP-S_53 20 3.55 1.39 being a physiotherapist hard 
NONIMP-S_58 20 3.30 1.45 
impressive teacher C_POL-
O_53 
20 1.00 0.00 splendid physiotherapist 
C_POL-O_58 20 1.00 0.00 
impressive teacher C_POL-
H_53 
20 1.00 0.00 splendid physiotherapist 
C_POL-H_58 20 1.00 0.00 
impressive teacher C_POL-
S_53 
20 1.00 0.00 splendid physiotherapist 
C_POL-S_58 20 1.00 0.00 
teaching easy C_NONPOL-
O_53 
20 1.40 0.94 being a physiotherapist easy 
C_NONPOL-O_58 20 1.35 0.93 
teaching easy C_NONPOL-
H_53 
20 1.45 0.94 being a physiotherapist easy 
C_NONPOL-H_58 20 1.35 0.93 
teaching easy C_NONPOL-
S_53 
20 1.40 0.82 being a physiotherapist easy 
C_NONPOL-S_58 20 1.30 0.80 
awful skier IMP-O_54 19 6.26 0.93 incompetent art collector 
DO_59 18 6.39 0.70 
awful skier IMP-H_54 19 5.74 1.10 incompetent art collector 
IMP-H_59 20 5.95 1.05 
awful skier IMP-S_54 19 6.32 0.82 incompetent art collector 
IMP-S_59 20 6.20 0.77 
skiing hard NONIMP-O_54 20 3.35 1.31 collecting worksofart hard 
NONIMP-O_59 20 3.15 1.46 
skiing hard NONIMP-H_54 20 3.35 1.60 collecting worksofart hard 
NONIMP-H_59 20 2.90 1.52 
skiing hard NONIMP-S_54 20 3.15 1.50 collecting worksofart hard 
NONIMP-S_59 20 3.15 1.63 
impressive skier C_POL-
O_54 
20 1.00 0.00 splendid art collector 
C_POL-O_59 20 1.00 0.00 
impressive skier C_POL-
H_54 
20 1.00 0.00 splendid art collector 
C_POL-H_59 20 1.00 0.00 
impressive skier C_POL-S_54 20 1.00 0.00 splendid art collector 
C_POL-S_59 20 1.00 0.00 
skiing easy C_NONPOL-
O_54 
20 1.45 1.00 collecting worksofart easy 
C_NONPOL-O_59 20 1.55 1.10 
skiing easy C_NONPOL-
H_54 
20 1.45 1.00 collecting worksofart easy 
C_NONPOL-H_59 20 1.50 0.95 
skiing easy C_NONPOL-
S_54 
20 1.40 0.88 collecting worksofart easy 
C_NONPOL-S_59 20 1.65 1.18 
awful scuba diver IMP-O_55 20 6.05 1.00 incompetent sailor IMP-
O_60 18 6.39 0.61 
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awful scuba diver IMP-H_55 20 6.10 0.91 incompetent sailor IMP-
H_60 19 6.21 0.79 
awful scuba diver IMP-S_55 20 6.00 1.08 incompetent sailor IMP-
S_60 20 6.25 0.72 
scuba diving hard NONIMP-
O_55 
20 3.10 1.41 
sailing hard NONIMP-O_60 20 3.30 1.49 
scuba diving hard NONIMP-
H_55 
20 3.05 1.57 
sailing hard NONIMP-H_60 20 3.30 1.59 
scuba diving hard NONIMP-
S_55 
20 3.05 1.57 
sailing hard NONIMP-S_60 20 3.15 1.53 
impressive scuba diver 
C_POL-O_55 
20 1.00 0.00 splendid sailor C_POL-
O_60 20 1.05 0.22 
impressive scuba diver 
C_POL-H_55 
20 1.00 0.00 splendid sailor C_POL-
H_60 20 1.00 0.00 
impressive scuba diver 
C_POL-S_55 
20 1.00 0.00 splendid sailor C_POL-
S_60 20 1.00 0.00 
scuba diving easy 
C_NONPOL-O_55 
20 1.35 0.93 sailing easy C_NONPOL-
O_60 20 1.45 1.00 
scuba diving easy 
C_NONPOL-H_55 
20 1.35 0.93 sailing easy C_NONPOL-
H_60 20 1.45 1.00 
scuba diving easy 
C_NONPOL-S_55 
20 1.30 0.80 sailing easy C_NONPOL-
S_60 20 1.40 0.88 
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Appendix C: Norming study (t-tests) 
T-tests (after excluding 8 pairs).  
NB: All the items retain their initial numbers from Appendix A 
 Mean Std. 
Dev. 
t df Sig. (2-
tailed) 
      
lousy driver IMP-O_1 - driving hard NONIMP-O_1 2.20 1.77 5.574 19 0.000 
lousy driver IMP-H_1 - driving hard NONIMP-H_1 2.15 1.73 5.573 19 0.000 
lousy driver IMP-S_1 - driving hard NONIMP-S_1 2.55 1.85 6.168 19 0.000 
lousy decorator IMP-O_2 - decorating hard NONIMP-O_2 2.42 1.74 6.058 18 0.000 
lousy decorator IMP-H_2 - decorating hard NONIMP-H_2 2.40 1.82 5.904 19 0.000 
lousy decorator IMP-S_2 - decorating hard NONIMP-S_2 2.65 1.81 6.532 19 0.000 
lousy translator IMP-O_3 - translating hard NONIMP-O_3 2.94 1.63 7.683 17 0.000 
lousy translator IMP-H_3 - translating hard NONIMP-H_3 2.50 1.70 6.571 19 0.000 
lousy translator IMP-S_3 - translating hard NONIMP-S_3 2.89 1.70 7.439 18 0.000 
lousy pokerplayer IMP-O_4 - playing poker hard NONIMP-O_4 3.00 1.45 9.000 18 0.000 
lousy pokerplayer IMP-H_4 - playing poker hard NONIMP-H_4 2.40 1.54 6.990 19 0.000 
lousy pokerplayer IMP-S_4 - playing poker hard NONIMP-S_4 2.75 1.68 7.312 19 0.000 
lousy dancer IMP-O_5 - dancing hard NONIMP-O_5 2.50 1.69 6.280 17 0.000 
lousy dancer IMP-H_5 - dancing hard NONIMP-H_5 2.89 1.56 8.090 18 0.000 
lousy dancer IMP-S_5 - dancing hard NONIMP-S_5 2.67 1.75 6.469 17 0.000 
      
horrible guitarist IMP-O_6 - playing the guitar hard NONIMP-O_6 3.10 1.55 8.929 19 0.000 
horrible guitarist IMP-H_6 - playing the guitar hard NONIMP-H_6 2.70 1.63 7.429 19 0.000 
horrible guitarist IMP-S_6 - playing the guitar hard NONIMP-S_6 3.20 1.79 7.974 19 0.000 
horrible coach IMP-O_7 - coaching hard NONIMP-O_7 3.47 1.71 8.846 18 0.000 
horrible coach IMP-H_7 - coaching hard NONIMP-H_7 3.05 1.47 9.291 19 0.000 
horrible coach IMP-S_7 - coaching hard NONIMP-S_7 3.21 1.65 8.468 18 0.000 
horrible gardener IMP-O_8 - gardening hard NONIMP-O_8 3.00 1.50 8.513 17 0.000 
horrible gardener IMP-H_8 - gardening hard NONIMP-H_8 2.55 1.67 6.831 19 0.000 
horrible gardener IMP-S_8 - gardening hard NONIMP-S_8 2.35 1.66 6.319 19 0.000 
horrible skater IMP-O_9 - skating hard NONIMP-O_9 3.00 1.53 8.561 18 0.000 
horrible skater IMP-H_9 - skating hard NONIMP-H_9 2.65 1.42 8.320 19 0.000 
horrible skater IMP-S_9 - skating hard NONIMP-S_9 3.11 1.82 7.427 18 0.000 
horrible cheerleader IMP-O_10 - cheerleading hard NONIMP-
O_10 
2.74 1.73 6.908 18 0.000 
horrible cheerleader IMP-H_10 - cheerleading hard NONIMP-
H_10 
2.60 1.82 6.396 19 0.000 
horrible cheerleader IMP-S_10 - cheerleading hard NONIMP-S_10 2.80 1.91 6.561 19 0.000 
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useless cook IMP-O_11 - cooking hard NONIMP-O_11 3.13 1.06 11.447 14 0.000 
useless cook IMP-H_11 - cooking hard NONIMP-H_11 2.68 1.77 6.627 18 0.000 
useless cook IMP-S_11 - cooking hard NONIMP-S_11 2.84 1.74 7.118 18 0.000 
useless babysitter IMP-O_12 - babysitting hard NONIMP-O_12 3.05 1.54 8.614 18 0.000 
useless babysitter IMP-H_12 - babysitting hard NONIMP-H_12 2.74 1.45 8.245 18 0.000 
useless babysitter IMP-S_12 - babysitting hard NONIMP-S_12 3.10 1.59 8.741 19 0.000 
useless hunter IMP-O_14 - hunting hard NONIMP-O_14 2.84 1.64 7.545 18 0.000 
useless hunter IMP-H_14 - hunting hard NONIMP-H_14 2.65 1.63 7.266 19 0.000 
useless hunter IMP-S_14 - hunting hard NONIMP-S_14 2.60 1.67 6.975 19 0.000 
useless knitter IMP-O_15 - knitting hard NONIMP-O_15 2.25 1.80 5.582 19 0.000 
useless knitter IMP-H_15 - knitting hard NONIMP-H_15 2.47 1.90 5.686 18 0.000 
useless knitter IMP-S_15 - knitting hard NONIMP-S_15 2.40 1.85 5.812 19 0.000 
      
pathetic sculptor IMP-O_16 - sculpting hard NONIMP-O_16 3.26 1.66 8.561 18 0.000 
pathetic sculptor IMP-H_16 - sculpting hard NONIMP-H_16 3.20 1.77 8.107 19 0.000 
pathetic sculptor IMP-S_16 - sculpting hard NONIMP-S_16 3.15 1.98 7.112 19 0.000 
pathetic bartender IMP-O_17 - bartending hard NONIMP-O_17 3.44 1.65 8.841 17 0.000 
pathetic bartender IMP-H_17 - bartending hard NONIMP-H_17 2.78 1.44 8.200 17 0.000 
pathetic bartender IMP-S_17 - bartending hard NONIMP-S_17 3.11 1.73 7.830 18 0.000 
pathetic interpreter IMP-O_18 - interpreting hard NONIMP-O_18 3.26 1.48 9.579 18 0.000 
pathetic interpreter IMP-H_18 - interpreting hard NONIMP-H_18 2.95 1.57 8.393 19 0.000 
pathetic interpreter IMP-S_18 - interpreting hard NONIMP-S_18 3.30 1.59 9.266 19 0.000 
pathetic golfer IMP-O_19 - playing golf hard NONIMP-O_19 3.33 1.64 8.597 17 0.000 
pathetic golfer IMP-H_19 - playing golf hard NONIMP-H_19 2.82 1.74 6.689 16 0.000 
pathetic golfer IMP-S_19 - playing golf hard NONIMP-S_19 3.22 1.73 7.884 17 0.000 
pathetic biker IMP-O_20 - biking hard NONIMP-O_20 2.89 1.70 7.439 18 0.000 
pathetic biker IMP-H_20 - biking hard NONIMP-H_20 2.74 1.85 6.444 18 0.000 
pathetic biker IMP-S_20 - biking hard NONIMP-S_20 2.95 1.84 6.982 18 0.000 
      
worthless soccer player IMP-O_21B - playing soccer hard 
NONIMP-O_21 
3.21 1.62 8.646 18 0.000 
worthless soccer player IMP-H_21B - playing soccer hard 
NONIMP-H_21 
3.15 1.57 9.000 19 0.000 
worthless soccer player IMP-S_21B - playing soccer hard 
NONIMP-S_21 
3.16 1.92 7.160 18 0.000 
worthless secretary IMP-O_22B - being a secretary hard NONIMP-
O_22 
3.00 1.81 7.427 19 0.000 
worthless secretary IMP-H_22B - being a secretary hard NONIMP-
H_22 
3.00 1.89 6.935 18 0.000 
worthless secretary IMP-S_22B - being a secretary hard NONIMP-
S_22 
3.10 1.71 8.090 19 0.000 
worthless programmer IMP-O_23B - programming hard NONIMP-
O_23 
3.21 1.58 8.835 18 0.000 
worthless programmer IMP-H_23B - programming hard NONIMP-
H_23 
3.00 1.70 7.694 18 0.000 
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worthless programmer IMP-S_23B - programming hard NONIMP-
S_23 
3.35 1.69 8.842 19 0.000 
worthless tailor IMP-O_24B - making clothes hard NONIMP-O_24 3.39 1.79 8.046 17 0.000 
worthless tailor IMP-H_24B - making clothes hard NONIMP-H_24 3.20 1.64 8.718 19 0.000 
worthless tailor IMP-S_24B - making clothes hard NONIMP-S_24 3.35 1.81 8.257 19 0.000 
worthless painter IMP-O_25B - painting hard NONIMP-O_25 3.00 1.85 6.891 17 0.000 
worthless painter IMP-H_25B - painting hard NONIMP-H_25 2.89 1.82 6.923 18 0.000 
worthless painter IMP-S_25B - painting hard NONIMP-S_25 3.00 1.83 7.162 18 0.000 
      
miserable stand-up comedian IMP-O_26 - telling jokes hard 
NONIMP-O_26 
2.95 1.75 7.353 18 0.000 
miserable stand-up comedian IMP-H_26 - telling jokes hard 
NONIMP-H_26 
2.90 1.59 8.177 19 0.000 
miserable stand-up comedian IMP-S_26 - telling jokes hard 
NONIMP-S_26 
3.00 1.62 8.270 19 0.000 
miserable boxer IMP-O_27 - boxing hard NONIMP-O_27 2.82 1.70 6.831 16 0.000 
miserable boxer IMP-H_27 - boxing hard NONIMP-H_27 2.55 1.67 6.831 19 0.000 
miserable boxer IMP-S_27 - boxing hard NONIMP-S_27 3.06 1.80 7.211 17 0.000 
miserable cartoonist IMP-O_28 - creating cartoons hard NONIMP-
O_28 
2.83 1.58 7.603 17 0.000 
miserable cartoonist IMP-H_28 - creating cartoons hard NONIMP-
H_28 
2.20 1.61 6.114 19 0.000 
miserable cartoonist IMP-S_28 - creating cartoons hard NONIMP-
S_28 
2.60 1.70 6.847 19 0.000 
miserable magician IMP-O_29 - doing magic tricks hard NONIMP-
O_29 
3.24 1.48 9.012 16 0.000 
miserable magician IMP-H_29 - doing magic tricks hard NONIMP-
H_29 
2.68 1.73 6.749 18 0.000 
miserable magician IMP-S_29 - doing magic tricks hard NONIMP-
S_29 
2.89 1.64 7.469 17 0.000 
miserable juggler IMP-O_30 - juggling hard NONIMP-O_30 2.80 1.88 6.658 19 0.000 
miserable juggler IMP-H_30 - juggling hard NONIMP-H_30 2.58 1.64 6.839 18 0.000 
miserable juggler IMP-S_30 - juggling hard NONIMP-S_30 2.75 1.80 6.822 19 0.000 
      
terrible speaker IMP-O_31 - public speaking hard NONIMP-O_31 2.79 1.65 7.358 18 0.000 
terrible speaker IMP-H_31 - public speaking hard NONIMP-H_31 2.79 1.84 6.596 18 0.000 
terrible speaker IMP-S_31 - public speaking hard NONIMP-S_31 3.00 1.75 7.679 19 0.000 
terrible photographer IMP-O_32 - taking pictures hard NONIMP-
O_32 
2.72 1.45 7.980 17 0.000 
terrible photographer IMP-H_32 - taking pictures hard NONIMP-
H_32 
2.74 1.59 7.488 18 0.000 
terrible photographer IMP-S_32 - taking pictures hard NONIMP-
S_32 
3.17 1.69 7.954 17 0.000 
terrible moviemaker IMP-O_34 - making movies hard NONIMP-
O_34 
3.16 1.71 8.058 18 0.000 
terrible moviemaker IMP-H_34 - making movies hard NONIMP-
H_34 
3.00 1.62 8.270 19 0.000 
terrible moviemaker IMP-S_34 - making movies hard NONIMP-
S_34 
3.06 1.63 7.973 17 0.000 
terrible fisherman IMP-O_35 - fishing hard NONIMP-O_35 2.55 1.43 7.965 19 0.000 
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terrible fisherman IMP-H_35 - fishing hard NONIMP-H_35 2.35 1.50 7.023 19 0.000 
terrible fisherman IMP-S_35 - fishing hard NONIMP-S_35 2.95 1.47 8.734 18 0.000 
      
hopeless researcher IMP-O_38 - doing research hard NONIMP-
O_38 
2.40 1.60 6.697 19 0.000 
hopeless researcher IMP-H_38 - doing research hard NONIMP-
H_38 
2.40 1.54 6.990 19 0.000 
hopeless researcher IMP-S_38 - doing research hard NONIMP-
S_38 
2.70 1.75 6.899 19 0.000 
hopeless surfer IMP-O_39 - surfing hard NONIMP-O_39 2.50 1.67 6.694 19 0.000 
hopeless surfer IMP-H_39 - surfing hard NONIMP-H_39 2.37 1.80 5.730 18 0.000 
hopeless surfer IMP-S_39 - surfing hard NONIMP-S_39 2.50 1.99 5.627 19 0.000 
hopeless blogger IMP-O_40 - blogging hard NONIMP-O_40 2.58 1.50 7.482 18 0.000 
hopeless blogger IMP-H_40 - blogging hard NONIMP-H_40 2.68 1.70 6.877 18 0.000 
hopeless blogger IMP-S_40 - blogging hard NONIMP-S_40 2.94 1.70 7.362 17 0.000 
      
poor pilot IMP-O_41 - flying a plane hard NONIMP-O_41 2.40 1.70 6.320 19 0.000 
poor pilot IMP-H_41 - flying a plane hard NONIMP-H_41 2.75 1.86 6.611 19 0.000 
poor pilot IMP-S_41 - flying a plane hard NONIMP-S_41 2.70 1.81 6.674 19 0.000 
poor storyteller IMP-O_42 - telling stories hard NONIMP-O_42 2.40 1.67 6.439 19 0.000 
poor storyteller IMP-H_42 - telling stories hard NONIMP-H_42 2.00 1.34 6.686 19 0.000 
poor storyteller IMP-S_42 - telling stories hard NONIMP-S_42 2.05 1.67 5.492 19 0.000 
poor singer IMP-O_45 - singing hard NONIMP-O_45 2.15 1.66 5.782 19 0.000 
poor singer IMP-H_45 - singing hard NONIMP-H_45 2.15 1.60 6.015 19 0.000 
poor singer IMP-S_45 - singing hard NONIMP-S_45 2.30 1.59 6.458 19 0.000 
      
crappy runner IMP-O_46 - running hard NONIMP-O_46 2.65 1.60 7.414 19 0.000 
crappy runner IMP-H_46 - running hard NONIMP-H_46 2.50 1.47 7.611 19 0.000 
crappy runner IMP-S_46 - running hard NONIMP-S_46 2.89 1.59 7.911 18 0.000 
crappy beer brewer IMP-O_47 - brewing beer hard NONIMP-O_47 2.63 1.80 6.367 18 0.000 
crappy beer brewer IMP-H_47 - brewing beer hard NONIMP-H_47 2.26 1.79 5.511 18 0.000 
crappy beer brewer IMP-S_47 - brewing beer hard NONIMP-S_47 2.79 1.90 6.391 18 0.000 
crappy climber IMP-O_48 - climbing hard NONIMP-O_48 3.00 1.69 7.958 19 0.000 
crappy climber IMP-H_48 - climbing hard NONIMP-H_48 2.30 2.03 5.070 19 0.000 
crappy climber IMP-S_48 - climbing hard NONIMP-S_48 2.70 2.20 5.481 19 0.000 
crappy swimmer IMP-O_49 - swimming hard NONIMP-O_49 2.50 1.54 7.265 19 0.000 
crappy swimmer IMP-H_49 - swimming hard NONIMP-H_49 2.30 1.69 6.090 19 0.000 
crappy swimmer IMP-S_49 - swimming hard NONIMP-S_49 2.60 1.79 6.500 19 0.000 
crappy archer IMP-O_50 - shooting a bow NONIMP-O_50 2.75 1.41 8.725 19 0.000 
crappy archer IMP-H_50 - shooting a bow NONIMP-H_50 2.30 1.56 6.596 19 0.000 
crappy archer IMP-S_50 - shooting a bow NONIMP-S_50 2.84 1.57 7.877 18 0.000 
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awful gamer IMP-O_51 - playing video games hard NONIMP-
O_51 
2.84 1.95 6.349 18 0.000 
awful gamer IMP-H_51 - playing video games hard NONIMP-
H_51 
2.30 1.56 6.596 19 0.000 
awful gamer IMP-S_51 - playing video games hard NONIMP-S_51 2.60 2.06 5.638 19 0.000 
awful architect IMP-O_52 - designing houses hard NONIMP-O_52 3.39 1.58 9.117 17 0.000 
awful architect IMP-H_52 - designing houses hard NONIMP-H_52 3.21 1.65 8.468 18 0.000 
awful architect IMP-S_52 - designing houses hard NONIMP-S_52 3.53 1.54 9.975 18 0.000 
awful skier IMP-O_54 - skiing hard NONIMP-O_54 2.95 1.39 9.220 18 0.000 
awful skier IMP-H_54 - skiing hard NONIMP-H_54 2.42 1.50 7.024 18 0.000 
awful skier IMP-S_54 - skiing hard NONIMP-S_54 3.21 1.55 9.038 18 0.000 
awful scuba diver IMP-O_55 - scuba diving hard NONIMP-O_55 2.95 1.50 8.775 19 0.000 
awful scuba diver IMP-H_55 - scuba diving hard NONIMP-H_55 3.05 1.54 8.868 19 0.000 
awful scuba diver IMP-S_55 - scuba diving hard NONIMP-S_55 2.95 1.70 7.758 19 0.000 
      
incompetent chess player IMP-O_56 - playing chess hard 
NONIMP-O_56 
2.55 1.54 7.414 19 0.000 
incompetent chess player IMP-H_56 - playing chess hard 
NONIMP-H_56 
2.50 2.04 5.483 19 0.000 
incompetent chess player IMP-S_56 - playing chess hard 
NONIMP-S_56 
2.85 1.81 7.025 19 0.000 
incompetent journalist IMP-O_57 - journalism hard NONIMP-
O_57 
2.74 1.63 7.330 18 0.000 
incompetent journalist IMP-H_57 - journalism hard NONIMP-
H_57 
2.50 1.73 6.455 19 0.000 
incompetent journalist IMP-S_57 - journalism hard NONIMP-S_57 2.71 0.99 10.212 13 0.000 
incompetent physiotherapist IMP-O_58 - being a physiotherapist 
hard NONIMP-O_58 
3.16 1.83 7.507 18 0.000 
incompetent physiotherapist IMP-H_58 - being a physiotherapist 
hard NONIMP-H_58 
3.30 1.75 8.432 19 0.000 
incompetent physiotherapist IMP-S_58 - being a physiotherapist 
hard NONIMP-S_58 
3.20 1.74 8.248 19 0.000 
incompetent sailor IMP-O_60 - sailing hard NONIMP-O_60 2.89 1.68 7.311 17 0.000 
incompetent sailor IMP-H_60 - sailing hard NONIMP-H_60 2.89 1.79 7.042 18 0.000 
incompetent sailor IMP-S_60 - sailing hard NONIMP-S_60 3.10 1.80 7.687 19 0.000 
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Appendix D: Experiment 1 (target vignettes) 
 
Target vignettes 
Abbreviations for conditions 
P-IMP=Positive event + Pragmalinguistically Impolite remark 
P-NONIMP=Positive event + Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite remark 
N-IMP=Negative event + Pragmalinguistically Impolite remark 
N-NONIMP=Negative Event + Pragmalinguistically Non-Impolite remark 
P-CON=Positive event + Control remark 
N-CON=Negative event + Control remark 
 
1   
 P-IMP Matt and John are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Matt has just passed his driver’s license exam, and the examiner praised his 
driving skills. Later Matt meets John at the gym and tells him about it. Then John 
says:  
“You are such a lousy driver”. 
 P-NONIMP Matt and John are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Matt has just passed his driver’s license exam, and the examiner praised his 
driving skills. Later Matt meets John at the gym and tells him about it. Then John 
says:  
“Driving must be hard for you”. 
 N-IMP Matt and John are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Matt has just failed his driver’s license exam, and the examiner told him that he 
should work harder on his driving skills. Later Matt meets John at the gym and 
tells him about it. Then John says:  
“You are such a lousy driver”. 
 N-NONIMP Matt and John are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Matt has just failed his driver’s license exam, and the examiner told him that he 
should work harder on his driving skills. Later Matt meets John at the gym and 
tells him about it. Then John says:  
“Driving must be hard for you”. 
 P-CON Matt and John are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Matt has just passed his driver’s license exam, and the examiner praised his 
driving skills. Later Matt meets John at the gym and tells him about it. Then their 
friend Andrew shows up and asks them if they want to go for a beer tonight. John 
turns to Matt and says: “What do you think?” 
 N-CON Matt and John are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Matt has just failed his driver’s license exam, and the examiner told him that he 
should work harder on his driving skills. Later Matt meets John at the gym and 
tells him about it. Then their friend Andrew shows up and asks them if they want 
to go for a beer tonight. John turns to Matt and says: “What do you think?” 
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2   
 P-IMP James and Richard are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Two of James’s newly wedded friends asked him to decorate their new 
house, and they were so excited with the result that they gave him a very 
expensive gift. One morning, James meets Richard at the pool and tells him about 
it. Then Richard says: 
“You are such a lousy decorator”. 
 P-
NONIMP 
James and Richard are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Two of James’s newly wedded friends asked him to decorate their new 
house, and they were so excited with the result that they gave him a very 
expensive gift. One morning, James meets Richard at the pool and tells him about 
it. Then Richard says: 
“Decorating must be hard for you”.  
 N-IMP James and Richard are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Two of James’s newly wedded friends asked him to decorate their new 
house but they were clearly very disappointed with the result. One morning, James 
meets Richard at the pool and tells him about it. Then Richard says: 
“You are such a lousy decorator”. 
 N-
NONIMP 
James and Richard are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Two of James’s newly wedded friends asked him to decorate their new 
house but they were clearly very disappointed with the result. One morning, James 
meets Richard at the pool and tells him about it. Then Richard says: 
 “Decorating must be hard for you”.  
 P-CON James and Richard are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Two of James’s newly wedded friends asked him to decorate their new 
house, and they were so excited with the result that they gave him a very 
expensive gift. One morning, James meets Richard at the pool and tells him about 
it. Then their friend Samantha shows up and asks them if they will attend her 
performance tonight. Richard turns to James and says: “Hey man, can you give me 
a ride?” 
 N-CON James and Richard are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Two of James’s newly wedded friends asked him to decorate their new 
house, but they were clearly very disappointed with the result. One morning, 
James meets Richard at the pool and tells him about it. Then their friend Samantha 
shows up and asks them if they will attend her performance tonight. Richard turns 
to James and says: “Hey man, can you give me a ride?” 
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3   
 P-IMP Paul and Luis are very close friends and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Paul translated some family documents into German for an acquaintance of his, 
and the translation turned out to be of very high quality. One morning, Paul meets 
Luis at the post office and tells him about it. Then Luis says:  
“You are such a lousy translator”.   
 P-
NONIMP 
Paul and Luis are very close friends and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Paul translated some family documents into German for an acquaintance of his, 
and the translation turned out to be of very high quality. One morning, Paul meets 
Luis at the post office and tells him about it. Then Luis says:  
 “Translating must be hard for you”. 
 N-IMP Paul and Luis are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Paul translated some family documents into German for an acquaintance of his, 
but the translation turned out to be of very poor quality. One evening, Paul meets 
Luis at the post office and tells him about it. Then Luis says:  
“You are such a lousy translator”.  
 N-
NONIMP 
Paul and Luis are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Paul translated some family documents into German for an acquaintance of his, 
but the translation turned out to be of very poor quality. One evening, Paul meets 
Luis at the post office and tells him about it. Then Luis says:  
“Translating must be hard for you”. 
 P-CON Paul and Luis are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Paul translated some family documents into German for an acquaintance of his, 
and the translation turned out to be of very high quality. One morning, Paul meets 
Luis at the post office and tells him about it. Then the post office employee calls 
out to them. Luis turns to Paul and says: “Is it your turn?” 
 N-CON Paul and Luis are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Paul translated some family documents into German for an acquaintance of his, 
and the translation turned out to be of very poor quality. One morning, Paul meets 
Luis at the post office and tells him about it. Then the post office employee calls 
out to them. Luis turns to Paul and says: “Is it your turn?” 
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4   
 P-IMP Tim and Will are very close friends,  and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Tim has just given a great performance with his band. The audience was really 
excited and gave Tim an especially enthusiastic applause. Later Tim meets Will at 
a bar and tells him about it. Then Will says:  
“You are such a horrible guitarist”. 
 P-
NONIMP 
Tim and Will are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Tim has just given a great performance with his band. The audience was really 
excited and gave Tim an especially enthusiastic applause. Later Tim meets Will at 
a bar and tells him about it. Then Will says:  
“Playing the guitar must be hard for you”. 
 N-IMP Tim and Will are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Tim has just given a very bad performance with his band. Many members of the 
audience left in the middle of the performance and not many applauded. Later Tim 
meets Will at a bar and tells him about it. Then Will says:  
“You are such a horrible guitarist”. 
 N-
NONIMP 
Tim and Will are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Tim has just given a very bad performance with his band. Many members of the 
audience left in the middle of the performance and not many applauded. Later Tim 
meets Will at a bar and tells him about it. Then Will says:  
“Playing the guitar must be hard for you”. 
 P-CON Tim and Will are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Tim has just given a great performance with his band. The audience was really 
excited and gave Tim an especially enthusiastic applause. Later Tim meets Will at 
a bar and tells him about it. Then their friend Amanda walks up to them and tells 
them that her car’s battery ran out. Will turns to Tim and says: “Do you have 
jumper cables in your car?”  
 N-CON Tim and Will are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Tim has just given a very bad performance with his band. Many members of the 
audience left in the middle of the performance and not many applauded. Later Tim 
meets Will at a bar and tells him about it. Then their friend Amanda walks up to 
them and tells them that her car’s battery ran out. Will turns to Tim and says: “Do 
you have jumper cables in your car?”   
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5   
 P-IMP Charles and Tom are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Charles is coaching a baseball team of teenagers, and with his help they have won 
three consecutive games. One evening, Charles meets Tom at his place for a drink 
and tells him about it. Then Tom says:  
“You are such a horrible coach”. 
 P-
NONIMP 
Charles and Tom are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Charles is coaching a baseball team of teenagers, and with his help they have won 
three consecutive games. One evening, Charles meets Tom at his place for a drink 
and tells him about it. Then Tom says:  
“Coaching must be hard for you”. 
 N-IMP Charles and Tom are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Charles is coaching a baseball team of teenagers, but they haven’t won a single 
game since last year. One evening, Charles meets Tom at his place for a drink and 
tells him about it. Then Tom says:  
“You are such a horrible coach”. 
 N-
NONIMP 
Charles and Tom are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Charles is coaching a baseball team of teenagers, but they haven’t won a single 
game since last year. One evening, Charles meets Tom at his place for a drink and 
tells him about it. Then Tom says:  
“Coaching must be hard for you”. 
 P-CON Charles and Tom are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Charles is coaching a baseball team of teenagers, and with his help they have won 
three consecutive games. One evening, Charles meets Tom at his place for a drink 
and tells him about it. Then Tom’s wife shows up and asks them if they need 
anything from the supermarket. Tom turns to Charles and says: “What about some 
ice-cream?”  
 N-CON Charles and Tom are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Charles is coaching a baseball team of teenagers, but they haven’t won a single 
game since last year. One evening, Charles meets Tom at his place for a drink and 
tells him about it. Then Tom’s wife shows up and asks them if they need anything 
from the supermarket. Tom turns to Charles and says: “What about some ice-
cream?” 
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 P-IMP Robert and Kenneth are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Robert did some gardening at his boss’ house, and his boss was so excited 
that he recommended him to others. One evening, Robert meets Kenneth at a bar 
and tells him about it. Then Kenneth says:  
“You are such a horrible gardener”. 
 P-
NONIMP 
Robert and Kenneth are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Robert did some gardening at his boss’ house, and his boss was so excited 
that he recommended him to others. One evening, Robert meets Kenneth at a bar 
and tells him about it. Then Kenneth says:  
“Gardening must be hard for you”. 
 N-IMP Robert and Kenneth are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Robert did some gardening at his boss’s house, but his boss was so 
disappointed that he hired a professional. One evening, Robert meets Kenneth at a 
bar and tells him about it. Then Kenneth says:  
“You are such a horrible gardener”. 
 N-
NONIMP 
Robert and Kenneth are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Robert did some gardening at his boss’s house, but his boss was so 
disappointed that he hired a professional. One evening, Robert meets Kenneth at a 
bar and tells him about it. Then Kenneth says:  
“Gardening must be hard for you”. 
 P-CON Robert and Kenneth are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Kenneth did some gardening at his boss’s house, and his boss was so excited 
that he recommended him to others. One evening, Robert meets Kenneth at a bar 
and tells him about it. Then the bartender approaches them and asks what they are 
having. Kenneth turns to Robert and says: “Wanna have another couple of beers?” 
 N-CON Robert and Kenneth are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Robert did some gardening at his boss’s house, but his boss was so 
disappointed that he hired a professional. One evening, Robert meets Kenneth at a 
bar and tells him about it. Then the bartender approaches them and asks what they 
are having. Kenneth turns to Robert and says: “Wanna have another couple of 
beers?” 
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 P-IMP Fred and Josh are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Fred entered a cooking competition, and he just found out that he got the first 
prize. Later he meets Josh at a coffee shop and tells him about it. Then Josh says:  
“You are such a useless cook”. 
 P-
NONIMP 
Fred and Josh are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Fred entered a cooking competition, and he just found out that he got the first 
prize. Later he meets Josh at a coffee shop and tells him about it. Then Josh says:  
“Cooking must be hard for you”. 
 N-IMP Fred and Josh are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Fred entered a cooking competition, and he just found out that he came in last. 
Later he meets Josh at a coffee shop and tells him about it. Then Josh says:  
“You are such a useless cook”. 
 N-
NONIMP 
Fred and Josh are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Fred entered a cooking competition, and he just found out that he came in last. 
Later he meets Josh at a coffee shop and tells him about it. Then Josh says:  
“Cooking must be hard for you”. 
 P-CON Fred and Josh are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Fred entered a cooking competition, and he just found out that he got the first 
prize. Later he meets Josh at a coffee shop and tells him about it. Then their friend 
Brad shows up and asks them if they’d prefer an action film or a comedy for their 
Friday movie night. Josh turns to Fred and says: “Any preferences?” 
 N-CON Fred and Josh are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Fred entered a cooking competition, and he just found out that he came in last. 
Later he meets Josh at a coffee shop and tells him about it. Then their friend Brad 
shows up and asks them if they’d prefer an action film or a comedy for their 
Friday movie night. Josh turns to Fred and says: “Any preferences?”  
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 P-IMP Ronald and Anthony are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Ronald was babysitting his 3-year old niece yesterday evening, and they had 
a lot of fun, much to the surprise of the parents. The next day, Ronald meets 
Anthony at the bowling alley and tells him about it. Then Anthony says:  
“You are such a useless babysitter”. 
 P-
NONIMP 
Ronald and Anthony are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Ronald was babysitting his 3-year old niece yesterday evening, and they had 
a lot of fun, much to the surprise of the parents. The next day, Ronald meets 
Anthony at the bowling alley and tells him about it. Then Anthony says:  
“Babysitting must be hard for you”. 
 N-IMP Ronald and Anthony are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Ronald was babysitting his 3-year old niece yesterday evening, but he didn’t 
know how to entertain her with her non-stop crying. The next day, Ronald meets 
Anthony at the bowling alley and tells him about it. Then Anthony says:  
“You are such a useless babysitter”. 
 N-
NONIMP 
Ronald and Anthony are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Ronald was babysitting his 3-year old niece yesterday evening, but he didn’t 
know how to entertain her with her non-stop crying. The next day, Ronald meets 
Anthony at the bowling alley and tells him about it. Then Anthony says:  
“Babysitting must be hard for you”. 
 P-CON Ronald and Anthony are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Ronald was babysitting his 3-year old niece yesterday evening, and they had 
a lot of fun, much to the surprise of the parents. The next day, Ronald meets 
Anthony at the bowling alley and tells him about it. Then one of the staff members 
shows up and informs them that they could participate in the local tournament that 
takes place in a month. Anthony turns to Ronald and says: “Are you up for it?”  
 N-CON Ronald and Anthony are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Ronald was babysitting his 3-year old niece yesterday evening, but he didn’t 
know how to entertain her with her non-stop crying. The next day, Ronald meets 
Anthony at the bowling alley and tells him about it. Then one of the staff shows up 
and informs them that they could participate in the local tournament that takes 
place in a month. Anthony turns to Ronald and says: “Are you up for it?” 
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 P-IMP Gary and Ray are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
The other day, Gary went hunting with some of his colleagues and came back with 
three ducks and five quail. The next morning, Gary meets Ray at the supermarket 
to do some shopping and tells him about it. Then Ray says:  
“You are such a useless hunter”.  
 P-
NONIMP 
Gary and Ray are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
The other day, Gary went hunting with some of his colleagues and came back with 
three ducks and five quail. The next morning, Gary meets Ray at the supermarket 
to do some shopping and tells him about it. Then Ray says:  
“Hunting must be hard for you”. 
 N-IMP Gary and Ray are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
The other day, Gary went hunting with some of his colleagues, but unlike his 
colleagues, he didn’t catch anything. The next morning, Gary meets Ray at the 
supermarket to do some shopping and tells him about it. Then Ray says:  
“You are such a useless hunter”.  
 N-
NONIMP 
Gary and Ray are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
The other day, Gary went hunting with some of his colleagues, but unlike his 
colleagues, he didn’t catch anything. The next morning, Gary meets Ray at the 
supermarket to do some shopping and tells him about it. Then Ray says:  
“Hunting must be hard for you”. 
 P-CON Gary and Ray are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
The other day, Gary went hunting with some of his colleagues and came back with 
three ducks and five quail. The next morning, Gary meets Ray at the supermarket 
to do some shopping and tells him about it. Then they run into an old friend, who 
invites them to his party. Ray turns to Gary and says: “Are you free on Friday?” 
 N-CON Gary and Ray are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
The other day, Gary went for hunting with some of his colleagues but unlike his 
colleagues, he didn’t catch anything. The next morning, Gary meets Ray at the 
supermarket to do some shopping and tells him about it. Then they run into an old 
friend, who invites them to his party. Ray turns to Gary and says: “Are you free on 
Friday?” 
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 P-IMP Bob and Gene are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Bob participated in a sculpture exhibition organized by the city council. All the 
critics that visited the exhibition liked Bob’s sculpture so much that they 
recommended that he participate in the national exhibition. Later Bob meets Gene 
for a drink and tells him about it. Then Gene says:  
“You are such a pathetic sculptor”.  
 P-
NONIMP 
Bob and Gene are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Bob participated in a sculpture exhibition organized by the city council. All the 
critics that visited the exhibition liked Bob’s sculpture so much that they 
recommended that he participate in the national exhibition. Later Bob meets Gene 
for a drink and tells him about it. Then Gene says:  
“Sculpting must be hard for you”. 
 N-IMP Bob and Gene are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Bob participated in a sculpture exhibition organized by the city council. Some of 
the critics that visited the exhibition completely ignored Bob’s sculpture, and 
others even made very negative comments. Later Bob meets Gene for a drink and 
tells him about it. Then Gene says:  
“You are such a pathetic sculptor”.  
 N-
NONIMP 
Bob and Gene are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Bob participated in a sculpture exhibition organized by the city council. Some of 
the critics that visited the exhibition completely ignored Bob’s sculpture, and 
others even made very negative comments. Later Bob meets Gene for a drink and 
tells him about it. Then Gene says:  
“Sculpting must be hard for you”. 
 P-CON Bob and Gene are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Bob participated in a sculpture exhibition organized by the city council. All the 
critics that visited the exhibition liked Bob’s sculpture so much that they 
recommended that he participate in the national exhibition. Later Bob meets Gene 
for a drink and tells him about it. Then Brian shows up and asks them if he can 
borrow a couple of folding chairs for his dinner party. Gene turns to Bob and says: 
“Do you happen to have any?” 
 N-CON Bob and Gene are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Bob participated in a sculpture exhibition organized by the city council. Some 
critics that visited the exhibition completely ignored Bob’s sculpture, and others 
even made very negative comments. Later Bob meets Gene for a drink and tells 
him about it. Then Brian shows up and asks them if he can borrow a couple of 
folding chairs for his dinner party. Gene turns to Bob and says: “Do you happen to 
have any?” 
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 P-IMP Dennis and Stephen are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Dennis was the bartender at his colleague’s party, and everybody loved the 
drinks he made for them. The next day, he meets Stephen for lunch and tells him 
about it. Then Stephen says:  
“You are such a pathetic bartender”. 
 P-
NONIMP 
Dennis and Stephen are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Dennis was the bartender at his colleague’s party, and everybody loved the 
drinks he made for them. The next day, he meets Stephen for lunch and tells him 
about it. Then Stephen says:  
“Bartending must be hard for you”. 
 N-IMP Dennis and Stephen are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Dennis was the bartender at his colleague’s party; but nobody liked his 
drinks, and his colleague was clearly disappointed. The next day, he meets 
Stephen for lunch and tells him about it. Then Stephen says:  
“You are such a pathetic bartender”. 
 N-
NONIMP 
Dennis and Stephen are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Dennis was the bartender at his colleague’s party; but nobody liked his 
drinks, and his colleague was clearly disappointed. The next day, he meets 
Stephen for lunch and tells him about it. Then Stephen says:  
“Bartending must be hard for you”. 
 P-CON Dennis and Stephen are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Dennis was the bartender at his colleague’s party, and everybody loved the 
drinks he made for them. The next day, he meets Stephen for lunch and tells him 
about it. Then their friend Mary shows up and asks them if anyone is interested in 
going to the movies tonight. Stephen turns to Dennis and says: “Are you up for 
it?”  
 N-CON Dennis and Stephen are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Dennis was the bartender at his colleague’s party; but nobody liked his 
drinks, and his colleague was clearly disappointed. The next day, he meets 
Stephen for lunch and tells him about it. Then their friend Mary shows up and asks 
them if anyone is interested in going to the movies tonight. Stephen turns to 
Dennis and says: “Are you up for it?” 
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 P-IMP Keith and Donald are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. The other day, at the bank Keith acted as an interpreter for some 
acquaintances of his from France, and he did a superb job according to the bank 
tellers. One evening, Keith meets Donald at a restaurant and tells him about it. 
Then Donald says:  
“You are such a pathetic interpreter”.   
 P-
NONIMP 
Keith and Donald are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. The other day, at the bank Keith acted as an interpreter for some 
acquaintances of his from France, and he did a superb job according to the bank 
tellers. One evening, Keith meets Donald at a restaurant and tells him about it. 
Then Donald says:   
“Interpreting must be hard for you”. 
 N-IMP Keith and Donald are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. The other day at the bank Keith acted as an interpreter for two 
acquaintances of his from France; but he confused the bank tellers, and his 
acquaintances got really frustrated. One evening, Keith meets Donald at a 
restaurant and tells him about it. Then Donald says:  
“You are such a pathetic interpreter”. 
 N-
NONIMP 
Keith and Donald are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. The other day at the bank Keith acted as an interpreter for two 
acquaintances of his from France; but he confused the bank tellers, and his 
acquaintances got really frustrated. One evening, Keith meets Donald at a 
restaurant and tells him about it. Then Donald says:  
“Interpreting must be hard for you”. 
 P-CON Keith and Donald are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. The other day at the bank Keith acted as an interpreter for two 
acquaintances of his from France, and he did a superb job according to the bank 
tellers. One evening, Keith meets Donald at a restaurant and tells him about it. 
Then the waitress shows up and asks them what they are having. Donald turns to 
Keith and says: “Ready to order?” 
 N-CON Keith and Donald are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. The other day at the bank Keith acted as an interpreter for two of his 
acquaintances from France; but he confused the bank tellers, and his 
acquaintances got really frustrated. One evening, Keith meets Donald at a 
restaurant and tells him about it. Then the waitress shows up and asks them what 
they are having. Donald turns to Keith and says: “Ready to order?”   
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 P-IMP Justin and Dave are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Justin plays on a soccer team. In the last game, he scored three times and really 
helped his team win. After the game, he meets Dave at a diner and tells him about 
it. Then Dave says:  
“You are such a worthless soccer player”. 
 P-
NONIMP 
Justin and Dave are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Justin plays on a soccer team. In the last game, he scored three times and really 
helped his team win. After the game, he meets Dave at a diner and tells him about 
it. Then Dave says:  
“Playing soccer must be hard for you”. 
 N-IMP Justin and Dave are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Justin plays on a soccer team. In the last game, he made many mistakes that made 
his team lose. After the game, he meets Dave at a diner and tells him about it. 
Then Dave says: 
“You are such a worthless soccer player”. 
 N-
NONIMP 
Justin and Dave are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Justin plays on a soccer team. In the last game, he made many mistakes that made 
his team lose. After the game, he meets Dave at a diner and tells him about it. 
Then Dave says: 
“Playing soccer must be hard for you”. 
 P-CON Justin and Dave are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Justin plays on a soccer team. In the last game, he scored three times and really 
helped his team win. After the game, he meets Dave at a diner and tells him about 
it. Then the waitress shows up and asks them what they are having. Dave turns to 
Justin and says: “Do you need a minute?” 
 N-CON Justin and Dave are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Justin plays on a soccer team. In the last game, he made many mistakes that made 
his team lose. After the game, he meets Dave at a diner and tells him about it. 
Then the waitress shows up and asks them what they are having. Dave turns to 
Justin and says: “Do you need a minute?” 
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 P-IMP Harold and Jim are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
The other day, Harold subbed for his brother’s secretary, and he did such a great 
job that his brother gave him two tickets to his favorite comedian’s show. The 
next day, Harold meets Jim at the gym and tells him about it. Then Jim says:  
“You are such a worthless secretary”. 
 P-
NONIMP 
Harold and Jim are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
The other day, Harold subbed for his brother’s secretary, and he did such a great 
job that his brother gave him two tickets to his favorite comedian’s show. The 
next day, Harold meets Jim at the gym and tells him about it. Then Jim says:  
“Being a secretary must be hard for you”. 
 N-IMP Harold and Jim are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
The other day, Harold subbed for his brother’s secretary, but he mixed all the 
appointments and created such a mess that made his brother upset. The next day, 
Harold meets Jim at the gym and tells him about it. Then Jim says:  
“You are such a worthless secretary”. 
 N-
NONIMP 
Harold and Jim are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
The other day, Harold subbed for his brother’s secretary, but he mixed all the 
appointments and created such a mess that made his brother upset. The next day, 
Harold meets Jim at the gym and tells him about it. Then Jim says:  
“Being a secretary must be hard for you”. 
 P-CON Harold and Jim are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
The other day, Harold subbed for his brother’s secretary, and he did such a great 
job that his brother gave him two tickets to his favorite comedian’s show. The 
next day, Harold meets Jim at the gym and tells him about it. Then an 
acquaintance of theirs walks up to them and asks them if they have a spare towel. 
Jim turns to Harold and says: “Do you happen to have one?”  
 N-CON Harold and Jim are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
The other day, Harold subbed for his brother’s secretary but he mixed all the 
appointments and created such a mess that made his brother upset. The next day, 
Harold meets Jim at the gym and tells him about it. Then an acquaintance of theirs 
walks up to them and asks them if they have a spare towel. Jim turns to Harold 
and says: “Do you happen to have one?” 
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 P-IMP Henry and Kevin are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Henry works for a company that makes video game software, and his boss 
just told him that a very famous video game publisher bought the project his team 
created. In the evening, Henry meets Kevin at a concert, and while waiting at the 
lobby, he tells him about it. Then Kevin says:  
“You are such a worthless programmer”. 
 P-
NONIMP 
Henry and Kevin are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Henry works for a company that makes video game software, and his boss 
just told him that a very famous video game publisher bought the project his team 
created. In the evening, Henry meets Kevin at a concert, and while waiting at the 
lobby, he tells him about it. Then Kevin says:  
“Programming must be hard for you”. 
 N-IMP Henry and Kevin are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Henry works for a company that makes video game software, and his boss 
just informed him that the video game publisher rejected the project his team 
created for a second time. In the evening, Henry meets Kevin at a concert, and 
while waiting at the lobby, he tells him about it. Then Kevin says:  
“You are such a worthless programmer”. 
 N-
NONIMP 
Henry and Kevin are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Henry works for a company that makes video game software, and his boss 
just informed him that the video game publisher rejected the project his team 
created for a second time. In the evening, Henry meets Kevin at a concert, and 
while waiting at the lobby, he tells him about it. Then Kevin says:  
“Programming must be hard for you”. 
 P-CON Henry and Kevin are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Henry works for a company that makes video game software, and his boss 
just told him that a very famous video game publisher bought the project his team 
created. In the evening, Henry meets Kevin at a concert, and while waiting at the 
lobby, he tells him about it. Then their friend Susan, who is performing tonight, 
comes up to them and tells them that she is very nervous. Kevin turns to Henry 
and says: “Shall we buy her a drink?” 
 N-CON Henry and Kevin are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Henry works for a company that makes video game software, and his boss 
just informed him that the video game publisher rejected the project his team 
created for a second time. In the evening, Henry meets Kevin at a concert, and 
while waiting at the lobby, he tells him about it. Then their friend Susan, who is 
who is performing tonight, comes up to them and tells them that she is very 
nervous. Kevin turns to Henry and says: “Shall we buy her a drink?” 
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 P-IMP Chris and Joe are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
One evening Chris performed a stand-up routine at a local bar. Everybody laughed 
hard, and he was by far the best of all the comedians. Later Chris meets Joe at 
another bar and tells him about it. Then Joe says:  
“You are such a miserable stand-up comedian”.  
 P-
NONIMP 
Chris and Joe are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
One evening Chris performed a stand-up routine at a local bar. Everybody laughed 
hard, and he was by far the best of all the comedians. Later Chris meets Joe at 
another bar and tells him about it. Then Joe says:  
“Telling jokes must be hard for you”. 
 N-IMP Chris and Joe are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
One evening Chris performed a stand-up routine at a local bar. Nobody laughed, 
and he was by far the worst of all the comedians. Later Chris meets Joe at another 
bar and tells him about it. Then Joe says:   
“You are such a miserable stand-up comedian”.  
 N-
NONIMP 
Chris and Joe are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
One evening Chris performed a stand-up routine at a local bar. Nobody laughed, 
and he was by far the worst of all the comedians. Later Chris meets Joe at another 
bar and tells him about it. Then Joe says: 
“Telling jokes must be hard for you”. 
 P-CON Chris and Joe are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
One evening Chris performed a stand-up routine at a local bar. Everybody laughed 
hard, and he was by far the best of all the comedians. Later Chris meets Joe at 
another bar and tells him about it. Then Sue walks up to them and asks them if 
they’d like to join her for shopping on Saturday morning. Joe turns to Chris and 
says: “Any plans on Saturday?” 
 N-CON Chris and Joe are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
One evening Chris performed a stand-up routine at a local bar. Nobody laughed, 
and he was by far the worst of all the comedians. Later Chris meets Joe at another 
bar and tells him about it. Then Sue walks up to them and asks them if they’d like 
to join her for shopping on Saturday morning. Joe turns to Chris and says: “Any 
plans on Saturday?” 
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 P-IMP Juan and Peter are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
The other day, Juan participated in a local boxing tournament, and he won the first 
prize. Later in the evening, he meets Peter at a bar and tells him about it. Then 
Peter says:  
“You are such a miserable boxer”.  
 P-
NONIMP 
Juan and Peter are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
The other day, Juan participated in a local boxing tournament, and he won the first 
prize. Later in the evening, he meets Peter at a bar and tells him about it. Then 
Peter says:   
“Boxing must be hard for you”. 
 N-IMP Juan and Peter are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
The other day, Juan participated in a local boxing tournament, but he got knocked 
out in his very first match. Later in the evening, he meets Peter at a bar and tells 
him about it. Then Peter says:  
“You are such a miserable boxer”. 
 N-
NONIMP 
Juan and Peter are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
The other day, Juan participated in a local boxing tournament, but he got knocked 
out in his very first match. Later in the evening, he meets Peter at a bar and tells 
him about it. Then Peter says:  
“Boxing must be hard for you”. 
 P-CON Juan and Peter are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
The other day, Juan participated in a local boxing tournament, and he won the first 
prize. Later in the evening, he meets Peter at a bar and tells him about it. Then a 
friend of theirs walks up to them and asks them if they’d like to join him and his 
sister for drinks. Peter turns to Juan and says: “What do you think?” 
 N-CON Juan and Peter are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
The other day, Juan participated in a local boxing tournament, but he got knocked 
out in his very first match. Later in the evening he meets Peter at a bar and tells 
him about it. Then a friend of theirs walks up to them and asks them if they’d like 
to join him and his sister for drinks. Peter turns to Juan and says: “What do you 
think?” 
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 P-IMP Craig and Jesse are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Craig works for a comic book company, and the other day he found out that he 
was voted the funniest cartoonist by its readers. One evening, Craig meets Jesse at 
a restaurant and tells him about it. Then Jesse says:  
“You are such a miserable cartoonist”. 
 P-
NONIMP 
Craig and Jesse are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Craig works for a comic book company, and the other day he found out that he 
was voted the funniest cartoonist by its readers. One evening, Craig meets Jesse at 
a restaurant and tells him about it. Then Jesse says:  
“Creating cartoons must be hard for you”.  
 N-IMP Craig and Jesse are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Craig works for a comic book company, and the other day he found out that he 
was voted the least funny cartoonist by its readers. One evening, Craig meets Jesse 
at a restaurant and tells him about it. Then Jesse says:  
“You are such a miserable cartoonist”. 
 N-
NONIMP 
Craig and Jesse are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Craig works for a comic book company, and the other day he found out that he 
was voted the least funny cartoonist by its readers. One evening, Craig meets Jesse 
at a restaurant and tells him about it. Then Jesse says:  
“Creating cartoons must be hard for you”. 
 P-CON Craig and Jesse are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Craig works for a comic book company, and the other day he found out that he 
was voted the funniest cartoonist by its readers. One evening, Craig meets Jesse at 
a restaurant and tells him about it. Then Jesse’s colleague Melvin greets them 
from a distance, and Jesse says: “Did you know he is getting a divorce?” 
 N-CON Craig and Jesse are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Craig works for a comic book company, and the other day he found out that he 
was voted the least funny cartoonist by its readers. One evening, Craig meets Jesse 
at a restaurant and tells him about it. Then Jesse’s colleague Melvin greets them 
from a distance, and Jesse says: “Did you know he is getting a divorce?” 
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 P-IMP Alex and Brad are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Alex gave a presentation for a course he is taking. His presentation was really 
good, and the professor had only positive things to say. After the presentation, 
Alex meets Brad for a coffee and tells him about it. Then Brad says:  
“You are such a terrible speaker”.  
 P-
NONIMP 
Alex and Brad are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Alex gave a presentation for a course he is taking. His presentation was really 
good, and the professor had only positive things to say. After the presentation, 
Alex meets Brad for a coffee and tells him about it. Then Brad says:  
“Public speaking must be hard for you”. 
 N-IMP Alex and Brad are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Alex gave a presentation for a course he is taking. His presentation was really bad, 
and the professor had only negative things to say. After the presentation, Alex 
meets Brad for a coffee and tells him about it. Then Brad says:  
“You are such a terrible speaker”.  
 N-
NONIMP 
Alex and Brad are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Alex gave a presentation for a course he is taking. His presentation was really bad, 
and the professor had only negative things to say. After the presentation, Alex 
meets Brad for a coffee and tells him about it. Then Brad says:  
“Public speaking must be hard for you”. 
 P-CON Alex and Brad are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Alex gave a presentation for a course he is taking. His presentation was really 
good, and the professor had only positive things to say. After the presentation, 
Alex meets Brad for a coffee and tells him about it. Then a very annoying 
acquaintance of theirs comes up to them and asks them if he can join them. Brad 
turns to Alex and says: “When do we have to catch the bus?” 
 N-CON Alex and Brad are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Alex gave a presentation for a course he is taking. His presentation was really bad, 
and the professor had only negative things to say. After the presentation, Alex 
meets Brad for a coffee and tells him about it. Then a very annoying acquaintance 
of theirs comes up to them and asks them if he can join them. Then Brad turns to 
Alex and says: “When do we have to catch the bus?” 
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 P-IMP Albert and Terry are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Albert participated in a photography contest, and he just found out that he got the 
first prize. The next day, he meets Terry at the park for their weekly stroll and tells 
him about it. Then Terry says:  
“You are such a terrible photographer”. 
 P-
NONIMP 
Albert and Terry are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Albert participated in a photography contest, and he just found out that he got the 
first prize. The next day, he meets Terry at the park for their weekly stroll and tells 
him about it. Then Terry says:  
“Taking pictures must be hard for you”. 
 N-IMP Albert and Terry are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Albert participated in a photography contest, but he didn’t even make it to the first 
round. The next day, he meets Terry at the park for their weekly stroll and tells 
him about it. Then Terry says:  
“You are such a terrible photographer”. 
 N-
NONIMP 
Albert and Terry are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Albert participated in a photography contest, but he didn’t even make it to the first 
round. The next day, he meets Terry at the park for their weekly stroll and tells 
him about it. Then Terry says:  
“Taking pictures must be hard for you”. 
 P-CON Albert and Terry are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Albert participated in a photography contest, and he just found out that he got the 
first prize. The next day, he meets Terry at the park for their weekly stroll and tells 
him about it. Then a hot-dog vendor calls out to them and Terry says to Albert: 
“Wanna grab a hotdog?” 
 N-CON Albert and Terry are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Albert participated in a photography contest, but he didn’t even make it to the first 
round. The next day, he meets Terry at the park for their weekly stroll and tells 
him about it. Then a hot-dog vendor calls out to them and Terry says to Albert: 
“Wanna grab a hotdog?” 
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 P-IMP Jonathan and Gerald are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. The other day, Jonathan participated in a local bass fishing tournament, and 
he managed to get first place by catching six big bass. Later he meets Gerald at 
their favorite restaurant and tells him about it.  Then Gerald says:  
“You are such a terrible fisherman”. 
 P-
NONIMP 
Jonathan and Gerald are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. The other day, Jonathan participated in a local bass fishing tournament, and 
he managed to get first place by catching six big bass. Later he meets Gerald at 
their favorite restaurant and tells him about it.  Then Gerald says:  
“Fishing must be hard for you”. 
 N-IMP Jonathan and Gerald are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. The other day, Jonathan participated in a local bass fishing tournament, but 
he didn’t manage to catch a single bass. Later he meets Gerald at their favorite 
restaurant and tells him about it. Then Gerald says:  
“You are such a terrible fisherman”. 
 N-
NONIMP 
Jonathan and Gerald are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. The other day, Jonathan participated in a local bass fishing tournament, but 
he didn’t manage to catch a single bass. Later he meets Gerald at their favorite 
restaurant and tells him about it. Then Gerald says:  
“Fishing must be hard for you”. 
 P-CON Jonathan and Gerald are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. The other day, Jonathan participated in a local bass fishing tournament, and 
he managed to get first place by catching six big bass. Later he meets Gerald at 
their favorite restaurant and tells him about it. Then the waitress shows up and 
asks them what they are having. Gerald turns to Jonathan and says: “Wanna do 
brunch?” 
 N-CON Jonathan and Gerald are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. The other day, Jonathan participated in a local bass fishing tournament, but 
he didn’t manage to catch a single bass. Later he meets Gerald at their favorite 
restaurant and tells him about it. Then the waitress shows up and asks them what 
they are having. Gerald turns to Jonathan and says: “Wanna do brunch?” 
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 P-IMP Mark and Jay are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
One day, Mark goes for surfing with some friends from work. He performs such 
cool maneuvers that an experienced surfer recommends that he participate in the 
local tournament. Later Mark meets Jay for lunch and tells him about it. Then Jay 
says:  
“You are such a hopeless surfer”.  
 P-
NONIMP 
Mark and Jay are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
One day, Mark goes for surfing with some friends from work. He performs such 
cool maneuvers that an experienced surfer recommends that he participate in the 
local tournament. Later Mark meets Jay for lunch and tells him about it. Then Jay 
says:  
“Surfing must be hard for you”. 
 N-IMP Mark and Jay are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
One day, Mark goes for surfing with some friends from work, but he always falls 
off his board and doesn’t manage to ride a single wave. Later Mark meets Jay for 
lunch and tells him about it. Then Jay says:  
“You are such a hopeless surfer”. 
 N-
NONIMP 
Mark and Jay are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
One day, Mark goes for surfing with some friends from work, but he always falls 
off his board and doesn’t manage to ride a single wave. Later Mark meets Jay for 
lunch and tells him about it. Then Jay says:  
“Surfing must be hard for you”. 
 P-CON Mark and Jay are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
One day, Mark goes for surfing with some friends from work. He performs such 
cool maneuvers that an experienced surfer recommends that he participate in the 
local tournament. Later Mark meets Jay for lunch and tells him about it. Then 
Larry shows up and asks them if they can give him a ride home later. Jay turns to 
Mark and says: “Do you mind if he rides with us?” 
 N-CON Mark and Jay are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
One day, Mark goes for surfing with some friends from work, but he always falls 
off his board and doesn’t manage to ride a single wave. Later Mark meets Jay for 
lunch and tells him about it. Then Larry shows up and asks them if they can give 
him a ride home later. Jay turns to Mark and says: “Do you mind if he rides with 
us?” 
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 P-IMP Ralph and Samuel are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Ralph started a travel blog a month ago, and it’s become so popular that a 
travel magazine asked him to write a regular column for them. Later he meets 
Samuel at the park and tells him about it. Then Samuel says:  
“You are such a hopeless blogger”. 
 P-
NONIMP 
Ralph and Samuel are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Ralph started a travel blog a month ago, and it’s become so popular that a 
travel magazine asked him to write a regular column for them. Later he meets 
Samuel at the park and tells him about it. Then Samuel says: 
“Blogging must be hard for you”.  
 N-IMP Ralph and Samuel are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Ralph started a travel blog a month ago, but it hasn’t been successful at all 
because almost nobody reads it. Later he meets Samuel at the park and tells him 
about it. Then Samuel says:  
“You are such a hopeless blogger”. 
 N-
NONIMP 
Ralph and Samuel are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Ralph started a travel blog a month ago, but it hasn’t been successful at all 
because almost nobody reads it. Later he meets Samuel at the park and tells him 
about it. Then Samuel says:  
“Blogging must be hard for you”. 
 P-CON Ralph and Samuel are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Ralph started a travel blog a month ago, and it’s become so popular that a 
travel magazine asked him to write a regular column for them. Later he meets 
Samuel at the park and tells him about it. Then Howard shows up and tells them 
that he lost his dog in the park. Samuel turns to Ralph and says: “Hey man, wanna 
help him find it?” 
 N-CON Ralph and Samuel are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Ralph started a travel blog a month ago, but it hasn’t been successful at all 
because almost nobody reads it. Later he meets Samuel at the park and tells him 
about it. Then Howard shows up and tells them that he lost his dog in the park. 
Samuel turns to Ralph and says: “Hey man, wanna help him find it?”  
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 P-IMP Willie and Bruce are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Willie just found out that he got the campus research fellowship for his 
scholarly achievements. Later he meets Bruce at the library and tells him about it. 
Then Bruce says:  
“You are such a hopeless researcher”. 
 P-
NONIMP 
Willie and Bruce are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Willie just found out that he got the campus research fellowship for his 
scholarly achievements. Later he meets Bruce at the library and tells him about it. 
Then Bruce says:  
“Doing research must be hard for you”. 
 N-IMP Willie and Bruce are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Willie just found out that he was not even nominated by his department for 
the campus research fellowship. Later he meets Bruce at the library and tells him 
about it. Then Bruce says:  
“You are such a hopeless researcher”. 
 N-
NONIMP 
Willie and Bruce are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Willie just found out that he was not even nominated by his department for 
the campus research fellowship. Later he meets Bruce at the library and tells him 
about it. Then Bruce says:  
“Doing research must be hard for you”. 
 P-CON Willie and Bruce are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Willie just found out that he got the campus research fellowship for his 
scholarly achievements. Later he meets Bruce at the library and tells him about it. 
Then their friend Cassie walks up to them and asks them if they can lend her a 
hand because she is moving this weekend. Bruce turns to Willie and says: “Can 
we get your pick-up truck?” 
 N-CON Willie and Bruce are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Willie just found out that he was not even nominated by his department for 
the campus research fellowship. Later he meets Bruce at the library and tells him 
about it. Then their friend Cassie walks up to them and asks them if they can lend 
her a hand because she is moving this weekend. Bruce turns to Willie and says: 
“Can we get your pick-up truck?” 
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 P-IMP Nick and Tyler are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Nick entered a radio-controlled airplane competition, and he performed such cool 
maneuvers that the RC flyers state association decided that he will represent them 
at the national level. One afternoon, Nick meets Tyler for a coffee and tells him 
about it. Then Tyler says:  
“You are such a poor pilot”. 
 P-
NONIMP 
Nick and Tyler are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Nick entered a radio-controlled airplane competition, and he performed such cool 
maneuvers that the RC flyers state association decided that he will represent them 
at the national level. One afternoon, Nick meets Tyler for a coffee and tells him 
about it. Then Tyler says:  
“Flying a plane must be hard for you”. 
 N-IMP Nick and Tyler are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Nick entered a radio-controlled airplane competition, but in the first round he 
crashed his plane and was eliminated immediately. One afternoon, Nick meets 
Tyler for a coffee and tells him about it. Then Tyler says: 
“You are such a poor pilot”.  
 N-
NONIMP 
Nick and Tyler are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Nick entered a radio-controlled airplane competition, but in the first round he 
crashed his plane and was eliminated immediately. One afternoon, Nick meets 
Tyler for a coffee and tells him about it. Then Tyler says: 
“Flying a plane must be hard for you”. 
 P-CON Nick and Tyler are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Nick entered a radio-controlled airplane competition, and he performed such cool 
maneuvers that the RC flyers state association decided that he will represent them 
at the national level. One afternoon, Nick meets Tyler for a coffee and tells him 
about it. Then Kate shows up and asks Tyler if she can borrow his stats textbook. 
Tyler turns to Nick and says: “Do you still need it?” 
 N-CON Nick and Tyler are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Nick entered a radio-controlled airplane competition; but in the first round he 
crashed his plane, and he was eliminated immediately. One afternoon, Nick meets 
Tyler for a coffee and tells him about it. Then Kate shows up and asks Tyler if she 
can borrow his stats textbook. Tyler turns to Nick and says: “Do you still need it?” 
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 P-IMP Lawrence and Greg are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. The other day, Lawrence participated in a local storytelling festival, and his 
stories made a real impression on some famous storytellers. The next morning, 
Lawrence meets Greg at work and tells him about it. Then Greg says:  
“You are such a poor storyteller”. 
 P-
NONIMP 
Lawrence and Greg are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. The other day, Lawrence participated in a local storytelling festival, and his 
stories made a real impression on some famous storytellers. The next morning, 
Lawrence meets Greg at work and tells him about it. Then Greg says:  
“Telling stories must be hard for you”. 
 N-IMP Lawrence and Greg are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. The other day, Lawrence participated in a local storytelling festival, but his 
stories were by far the most boring. The next morning, Lawrence meets Greg at 
work and tells him about it. Then Greg says:  
“You are such a poor storyteller”. 
 N-
NONIMP 
Lawrence and Greg are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. The other day, Lawrence participated in a local storytelling festival, but his 
stories were by far the most boring. The next morning, Lawrence meets Greg at 
work and tells him about it. Then Greg says:  
“Telling stories must be hard for you”. 
 P-CON Lawrence and Greg are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. The other day, Lawrence participated in a local storytelling festival, and his 
stories made a real impression on some famous storytellers. The next morning, 
Lawrence meets Greg at work and tells him about it. Then a colleague of theirs 
comes up to them and asks them if they are going to the end-of-year staff event. 
Greg turns to Lawrence and says: “What do you think?” 
 N-CON Lawrence and Greg are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. The other day, Lawrence participated in a local storytelling festival, but his 
stories were by far the most boring. The next morning, Lawrence meets Greg at 
work and tells him about it. Then a colleague of theirs comes up to them and asks 
them if they are going to the end-of-year staff event. Greg turns to Lawrence and 
says: “What do you think?” 
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 P-IMP Colin and Jeremy are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Recently Colin joined a choir, and his singing was so good that in their first 
performance the conductor gave him two solos. One morning, Colin meets Jeremy 
at work and tells him about it. Then Jeremy says:  
“You are such a poor singer”. 
 P-
NONIMP 
Colin and Jeremy are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Recently Colin joined a choir, and his singing was so good that in their first 
performance the conductor gave him two solos. One morning, Colin meets Jeremy 
at work and tells him about it. Then Jeremy says:  
“Singing must be hard for you”. 
 N-IMP Colin and Jeremy are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Recently Colin joined a choir, but his singing was so bad that the conductor 
discouraged him from continuing. One morning, Colin meets Jeremy at work and 
tells him about it. Then Jeremy says:  
“You are such a poor singer”. 
 N-
NONIMP 
Colin and Jeremy are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Recently Colin joined a choir, but his singing was so bad that the conductor 
discouraged him from continuing. One morning, Colin meets Jeremy at work and 
tells him about it. Then Jeremy says:  
“Singing must be hard for you”. 
 P-CON Colin and Jeremy are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Recently Colin joined a choir, and his singing was so good that in their first 
performance the conductor gave him two solos. One morning, Colin meets Jeremy 
at work and tells him about it. Then Claire shows up and tells them that the copy 
machine is jammed. Jeremy turns to Colin and says: “Do you know anything 
about photocopiers?” 
 N-CON Colin and Jeremy are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Recently Colin joined a choir, but his singing was so bad that the conductor 
discouraged him from continuing. One morning, Colin meets Jeremy at work and 
tells him about it. Then Claire shows up and tells them that the copy machine is 
jammed. Jeremy turns to Colin and says: “Do you know anything about 
photocopiers?” 
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 P-IMP Andrew and Daniel are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Andrew has decided to participate in a 100-meter dash organized by the city 
council. He has a good start, and he manages to finish first. Later he meets Daniel 
at the supermarket for their weekly shopping and tells him about it. Then Daniel 
says:  
“You are such a crappy runner”.  
 P-
NONIMP 
Andrew and Daniel are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Andrew has decided to participate in a 100-meter dash organized by the city 
council. He has a good start, and he manages to finish first. Later he meets Daniel 
at the supermarket for their weekly shopping and tells him about it. Then Daniel 
says:   
“Running must be hard for you”. 
 N-IMP Andrew and Daniel are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Andrew has decided to participate in a 100-meter dash organized by the city 
council. He doesn’t have a good start, and right before the finish line he stumbles 
and falls. Later he meets Daniel at the supermarket for their weekly shopping and 
tells him about it. Then Daniel says:  
“You are such a crappy runner”. 
 N-
NONIMP 
Andrew and Daniel are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Andrew has decided to participate in a 100-meter dash organized by the city 
council. He doesn’t have a good start, and right before the finish line he stumbles 
and falls. Later he meets Daniel at the supermarket for their weekly shopping and 
tells him about it. Then Daniel says:    
“Running must be hard for you”. 
 P-CON Andrew and Daniel are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Andrew has decided to participate in a 100-meter dash organized by the city 
council. He has a good start and he manages to finish first. Later he meets Daniel 
at the supermarket for their weekly shopping and tells him about it. Then an 
employee at a stand calls out to them asking if they’d like to try a sample of their 
new selection of wines. Daniel turns to Andrew and says: “Are you interested?” 
 N-CON Andrew and Daniel are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Andrew has decided to participate in a 100-meter dash organized by the city 
council. He doesn’t have a good start, and right before the finish line he stumbles 
and falls. Later he meets Daniel at the supermarket for their weekly shopping and 
tells him about it. Then an employee at a stand calls out to them asking if they’d 
like to try a sample of their new selection of wines. Daniel turns to Andrew and 
says: “Are you interested?” 
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 P-IMP Wayne and Billy are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Recently Wayne participated in an archery competition, and he managed to hit the 
bull’s-eye several times in a row. One evening, he meets Billy for dinner and tells 
him about it. Then Billy says:  
“You are such a crappy archer”. 
 P-
NONIMP 
Wayne and Billy are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Recently Wayne participated in an archery competition, and he managed to hit the 
bull’s-eye several times in a row. One evening, he meets Billy for dinner and tells 
him about it. Then Billy says:  
“Shooting a bow must be hard for you”. 
 N-IMP Wayne and Billy are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Recently Wayne participated in an archery competition, but he missed completely 
all the targets and didn’t even make it to the second round. One evening, he meets 
Billy for dinner and tells him about it. Then Billy says:  
“You are such a crappy archer”. 
 N-
NONIMP 
Wayne and Billy are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Recently Wayne participated in an archery competition, but he missed completely 
all the targets and didn’t even make it to the second round. One evening, he meets 
Billy for dinner and tells him about it. Then Billy says:  
“Shooting a bow must be hard for you”. 
 P-CON Wayne and Billy are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Recently Wayne participated in an archery competition and he managed to hit the 
bull’s-eye several times from a long distance. One evening, he meets Billy for 
dinner and tells him about it. Then their colleague Linda greets them from a 
distance and Billy says to Wayne: “Man, did you know she got laid off?” 
 N-CON Wayne and Billy are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Recently Wayne participated in an archery competition, but he missed completely 
all the targets and didn’t even make it to the second round. One evening, he meets 
Billy for dinner and tells him about it. Then their colleague Linda greets them 
from a distance and Billy says to Wayne: “Man, did you know she got laid off?” 
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 P-IMP Randy and Carlos are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Randy went to a climbing trip for the first time and managed to climb some 
really difficult cliffs gaining the respect of the most experienced members of the 
climbing club. One morning, Randy meets Carlos at the sauna and tells him about 
it. Then Carlos says: 
“You are such a crappy climber”. 
 P-
NONIMP 
Randy and Carlos are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Randy went to a climbing trip for the first time and managed to climb some 
really difficult cliffs gaining the respect of the most experienced members of the 
climbing club. One morning, Randy meets Carlos at the sauna and tells him about 
it. Then Carlos says: 
“Climbing must be hard for you”. 
 N-IMP Randy and Carlos are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Randy went to a climbing trip for the first time, but he was so afraid of 
climbing when he saw the cliffs that he held the climbing team back for several 
hours. One morning, Randy meets Carlos at the sauna and tells him about it. Then 
Carlos says:   
“You are such a crappy climber”. 
 N-
NONIMP 
Randy and Carlos are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Randy went to a climbing trip for the first time, but he was so afraid of 
climbing when he saw the cliffs that he held the climbing team back for several 
hours. One morning, Randy meets Carlos at the sauna and tells him about it. Then 
Carlos says:   
“Climbing must be hard for you”. 
 P-CON Randy and Carlos are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Randy went to a climbing trip for the first time and managed to climb some 
really difficult cliffs gaining the respect of the most experienced members of the 
climbing club. One morning, Randy meets Carlos at the sauna and tells him about 
it. Then their friend Sandra enters the sauna and asks them if anybody has seen her 
roommate. Carlos turns to Randy and says: “Didn’t you see her in school earlier?” 
 N-CON Randy and Carlos are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Randy went to a climbing trip for the first time, but he was so afraid of 
climbing when he saw the cliffs that he held the climbing team back for several 
hours. One morning, Randy meets Carlos at the sauna and tells him about it. Then 
their friend Sandra enters the sauna and asks them if anybody has seen her 
roommate. Carlos turns to Randy and says: “Didn’t you see her in school earlier?” 
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 P-IMP Mike and Steven are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
One afternoon, Mike played a new video game online. He managed to beat his 
opponent in less than five minutes, and those who watched online cheered for him. 
Later he meets Steven at the mall and tells him about it. Then Steven says: 
“You are such an awful gamer”. 
 P-
NONIMP 
Mike and Steven are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
One afternoon, Mike played a new video game online. He managed to beat his 
opponent in less than five minutes, and those who watched online cheered for him. 
Later he meets Steven at the mall and tells him about it. Then Steven says: 
“Playing video games must be hard for you”. 
 N-IMP Mike and Steven are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
One afternoon, Mike played a new video game online. He lost against his 
opponent in less than five minutes, and those who watched online booed him. 
Later he meets Steven at the mall and tells him about it. Then Steven says: 
“You are such an awful gamer”. 
 N-
NONIMP 
Mike and Steven are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
One afternoon, Mike played a new video game online. He lost against his 
opponent in less than five minutes, and those who watched online booed him. 
Later he meets Steven at the mall and tells him about it. Then Steven says: 
“Playing video games must be hard for you”. 
 P-CON Mike and Steven are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
One afternoon, Mike played a new video game online. He managed to beat his 
opponent in less than five minutes, and those who watched online cheered for him. 
Later he meets Steven at the mall and tells him about it. Then an acquaintance of 
theirs walks up to them and asks them if they’d like to join him for dinner. Steven 
turns to Mike and says: “When do we have to meet Sarah?” 
 N-CON Mike and Steven are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
One afternoon, Mike played a new video game online. He lost against his 
opponent in less than five minutes, and those who watched online booed him. 
Later he meets Steven at the mall and tells him about it. Then an acquaintance of 
theirs walks up to them and asks them if they’d like to join him for dinner. Steven 
turns to Mike and says: “When do we have to meet Sarah?” 
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 P-IMP Eric and Vincent are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Eric completed his first architectural project, and the manager was pleasantly 
surprised with the quality of his work. The next evening, Eric meets Vincent for a 
game of pool and tells him about it. Then Vincent says:  
“You are such an awful architect”. 
 P-
NONIMP 
Eric and Vincent are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Eric completed his first architectural project, and the manager was pleasantly 
surprised with the quality of his work. The next evening, Eric meets Vincent for a 
game of pool and tells him about it. Then Vincent says:  
“Designing houses must be hard for you”. 
 N-IMP Eric and Vincent are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Eric completed his first architectural project, but the manager was not happy at all 
with the quality of his work. The next evening, Eric meets Vincent for a game of 
pool and tells him about it. Then Vincent says:  
“You are such an awful architect”. 
 N-
NONIMP 
Eric and Vincent are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Eric completed his first architectural project, but the manager was not happy at all 
with the quality of his work. The next evening, Eric meets Vincent for a game of 
pool and tells him about it. Then Vincent says:  
“Designing houses must be hard for you”. 
 P-CON Eric and Vincent are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Eric completed his first architectural project, and the manager was pleasantly 
surprised with the quality of his work. The next evening, Eric meets Vincent for a 
game of pool and tells him about it. Then the waitress comes up to them and asks 
if they will continue playing. Vincent turns to Eric and says: “Are you up for 
another round?” 
 N-CON Eric and Vincent are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Eric completed his first architectural project, but the manager was not happy at all 
with the quality of his work. The next evening, Eric meets Vincent for a game of 
pool and tells him about it. Then the waitress comes up and asks them if they will 
continue playing. Vincent turns to Eric and says: “Are you up for another round?” 
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 P-IMP Philip and Stanley are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Philip is a scuba diving trainer at the Department of Recreation and Sport, 
and yesterday he found out that he was nominated for the ‘Best Sports Instructor’ 
award. Philip meets Stanley at a coffee shop and tells him about it. Then Stanley 
says: 
“You are such an awful scuba diver”. 
 P-
NONIMP 
Philip and Stanley are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Philip is a scuba diving trainer at the Department of Recreation and Sport, 
and yesterday he found out that he was nominated for the ‘Best Sports Instructor’ 
award. Philip meets Stanley at a coffee shop and tells him about it. Then Stanley 
says: 
“Scuba diving must be hard for you”. 
 N-IMP Philip and Stanley are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Philip is a scuba diving trainer at the Department of Recreation and Sport, 
and yesterday he found out that he was not even nominated for the ‘Best Sports 
Instructor’ award. Philip meets Stanley at a coffee shop and tells him about it. 
Then Stanley says: 
“You are such an awful scuba diver”. 
 N-
NONIMP 
Philip and Stanley are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Philip is a scuba diving trainer at the Department of Recreation and Sport, 
and yesterday he found out that he was not even nominated for the ‘Best Sports 
Instructor’ award. Philip meets Stanley at a coffee shop and tells him about it. 
Then Stanley says: 
“Scuba diving must be hard for you”. 
 P-CON Philip and Stanley are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Philip is a scuba diving trainer at the Department of Recreation and Sport, 
and yesterday he found out that he was nominated for the ‘Best Sports Instructor’ 
award. One morning, Philip meets Stanley at a coffee shop and tells him about it. 
Then Cynthia shows up and asks them if they want to go for lunch in a couple of 
hours. Stanley turns to Philip and says: “Any plans for lunch?” 
 N-CON Philip and Stanley are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Philip is a scuba diving trainer at the Department of Recreation and Sport, 
and yesterday he found out that he was not even nominated for the ‘Best Sports 
Instructor’ award. Philip meets Stanley at a coffee shop and tells him about it. 
Then Cynthia shows up and asks them if they want to go for lunch in a couple of 
hours. Stanley turns to Philip and says: “Any plans for lunch?” 
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 P-IMP Ryan and Brandon are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. One evening, Ryan is playing chess against the computer. He predicts the 
computer’s moves easily and moves to checkmate in less than 5 minutes. Later he 
meets Brandon for a coffee and tells him about it. Then Brandon says: 
“You are such an incompetent chess player”.  
 P-
NONIMP 
Ryan and Brandon are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. One evening, Ryan is playing chess against the computer. He predicts the 
computer’s moves easily and moves to checkmate in less than 5 minutes. Later he 
meets Brandon for a coffee and tells him about it. Then Brandon says: 
“Playing chess must be hard for you”. 
 N-IMP Ryan and Brandon are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. One evening, Ryan is playing chess against the computer. He cannot predict 
the computer’s moves, and he is checkmated by it in less than 5 minutes. Later he 
meets Brandon for a coffee and tells him about it. Then Brandon says: 
“You are such an incompetent chess player”.  
 N-
NONIMP 
Ryan and Brandon are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. One evening, Ryan is playing chess against the computer. He cannot predict 
the computer’s moves, and he is checkmated by it in less than 5 minutes. Later he 
meets Brandon for a coffee and tells him about it. Then Brandon says:  
“Playing chess must be hard for you”.  
 P-CON Ryan and Brandon are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. One evening, Ryan is playing chess against the computer. He predicts the 
computer’s moves easily and moves to checkmate in less than 5 minutes. Later he 
meets Brandon for a coffee and tells him about it. Then their friend Edward shows 
up and asks them if anybody can help him with his biology project next morning. 
Brandon turns to Ryan and says: “Can you do it?” 
 N-CON Ryan and Brandon are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. One evening, Ryan is playing chess against the computer. He cannot predict 
the computer’s moves, and he is checkmated by it in less than 5 minutes. Later he 
meets Brandon for a coffee and tells him about it. Then their friend Edward shows 
up and asks them if anybody can help him with his biology project next morning. 
Brandon turns to Ryan and says: “Can you do it?” 
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 P-IMP Dale and Marvin are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Dale works for the local newspaper, and he recently uncovered a case of political 
corruption that attracted the attention of the national media. One evening, Dale 
meets Marvin at his place for dinner and tells him about it. Then Marvin says:  
“You are such an incompetent journalist”.  
 P-
NONIMP 
Dale and Marvin are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Dale works for the local newspaper, and he recently uncovered a case of political 
corruption that attracted the attention of the national media. One evening, Dale 
meets Marvin at his place for dinner and tells him about it. Then Marvin says:   
“Journalism must be hard for you”. 
 N-IMP Dale and Marvin are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Dale works for the local newspaper, but he hasn’t gotten a good scoop in months. 
One evening, Dale meets Marvin at his place for dinner and tells him about it. 
Then Marvin says:  
“You are such an incompetent journalist”. 
 N-
NONIMP 
Dale and Marvin are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Dale works for the local newspaper, but he hasn’t gotten a good scoop in months. 
One evening, Dale meets Marvin at his place for dinner and tells him about it. 
Then Marvin says:  
“Journalism must be hard for you”. 
 P-CON Dale and Marvin are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Dale works for the local newspaper, and he recently uncovered a case of political 
corruption that attracted the attention of the national media. One evening, Dale 
meets Marvin at his place for dinner and tells him about it. Then Marvin’s sister 
shows up and asks them if they’d like dessert. Marvin turns to Dale and says: 
“Would you like blueberry pie?” 
 N-CON Dale and Marvin are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Dale works for the local newspaper, but he hasn’t gotten a good scoop in months. 
One evening, Dale meets Marvin at his place for dinner and tells him about it. 
Then Marvin’s sister shows up and asks them if they’d like dessert. Marvin turns 
to Dale and says: “Would you like blueberry pie?” 
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36   
 P-IMP Rodney and Chad are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Rodney works as a physiotherapist, and he did such a great job with one of 
his patients that she recommended him enthusiastically to all her friends. One 
evening, Rodney meets Chad at the movie theater, and while waiting at the foyer, 
he tells him about it. Then Chad says:  
“You are such an incompetent physiotherapist”. 
 P-
NONIMP 
Rodney and Chad are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Rodney works as a physiotherapist, and he did such a great job with one of 
his patients that she recommended him enthusiastically to all her friends. One 
evening, Rodney meets Chad at the movie theater, and while waiting at the foyer, 
he tells him about it. Then Chad says:  
“Being a physiotherapist must be hard for you”. 
 N-IMP Rodney and Chad are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Rodney works as a physiotherapist, and he did such a poor job with one of 
his patients that she complained to his supervisor. One evening, Rodney meets 
Chad at the movie theater, and while waiting at the foyer, he tells him about it. 
Then Chad says:  
“You are such an incompetent physiotherapist”. 
 N-
NONIMP 
Rodney and Chad are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Rodney works as a physiotherapist, and he did such a poor job with one of 
his patients that she complained to his supervisor. One evening, Rodney meets 
Chad at the movie theater, and while waiting at the foyer, he tells him about it. 
Then Chad says:  
“Being a physiotherapist must be hard for you”. 
 P-CON Rodney and Chad are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Rodney works as a physiotherapist, and he did such a great job with one of 
his patients that she recommended him enthusiastically to all her friends. One 
evening, Rodney meets Chad at the movie theater and, while waiting at the foyer, 
he tells him about it. Then Molly shows up and asks them if they’d like to join her. 
Chad turns to Rodney and says: “What do you think?” 
 N-CON Rodney and Chad are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Rodney works as a physiotherapist, and he did such a poor job with one of 
his patients that she complained to his supervisor. One evening, Rodney meets 
Chad at the movie theater and, while waiting at the foyer, he tells him about it. 
Then Molly shows up and asks them if they’d like to join her. Chad turns to 
Rodney and says: “What do you think?” 
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Appendix E: Experiment 1 (lists and distribution patterns) 
 
 
List 1 List 2 List 3 List 4 List 5 List 6 
P-IMP-1 P-IMP-6  P-IMP-5  P-IMP-4  P-IMP-3  P-IMP-2  
P-NONIMP-2 P-NONIMP-1  P-NONIMP-6  P-NONIMP-5 P-NONIMP-4 P-NONIMP-3  
N-IMP-3 N-IMP-2  N-IMP-1  N-IMP-6  N-IMP-5 N-IMP-4  
N-NONIMP-4 N-NONIMP-3  N-NONIMP-2  N-NONIMP-1 N-NONIMP-6  N-NONIMP-5  
P-CON-5 P-CON-4  P-CON-3 P-CON-2  P-CON-1  P-CON-6  
N-CON-6 N-CON-5  N-CON-4  N-CON-3  N-CON-2  N-CON-1  
      
P-IMP-7 P-IMP-12  P-IMP-11  P-IMP-10  P-IMP-9  P-IMP-8  
P-NONIMP-8 P-NONIMP-7  P-NONIMP-12  P-NONIMP-11 P-NONIMP-10  P-NONIMP-9 
N-IMP-9 N-IMP-8  N-IMP-7  N-IMP-12 N-IMP-11 N-IMP-10  
N-NONIMP-10 N-NONIMP-9  N-NONIMP-8  N-NONIMP-7 N-NONIMP-12  N-NONIMP-11  
P-CON-11 P-CON-10  P-CON-9 P-CON-8  P-CON-7  P-CON-12  
N-CON-12 N-CON-11  N-CON-10  N-CON-9  N-CON-8  N-CON-7  
      
P-IMP-13 P-IMP-18  P-IMP-17   P-IMP-16 P-IMP-15  P-IMP-14  
P-NONIMP-14 P-NONIMP-13  P-NONIMP-18 P-NONIMP-17  P-NONIMP-16 P-NONIMP-15 
N-IMP-15 N-IMP-14  N-IMP-13  N-IMP-18  N-IMP-17 N-IMP-16  
N-NONIMP-16 N-NONIMP-15  N-NONIMP-14  N-NONIMP-13  N-NONIMP-18  N-NONIMP-17  
P-CON-17 P-CON-16  P-CON-15 P-CON-14 P-CON-13  P-CON-18  
N-CON-18 N-CON-17  N-CON-16  N-CON-15 N-CON-14  N-CON-13  
      
P-IMP-19 P-IMP-24  P-IMP-23  P-IMP-22  P-IMP-21  P-IMP-20  
P-NONIMP-20 P-NONIMP-19  P-NONIMP-24  P-NONIMP-23 P-NONIMP-22  P-NONIMP-21  
N-IMP-21 N-IMP-20  N-IMP-19  N-IMP-24 N-IMP-23 N-IMP-22  
N-NONIMP-22 N-NONIMP-21  N-NONIMP-20  N-NONIMP-19 N-NONIMP-24  N-NONIMP-23  
P-CON-23 P-CON-22  P-CON-21 P-CON-20  P-CON-19  P-CON-24  
N-CON-24 N-CON-23 N-CON-22  N-CON-21  N-CON-20  N-CON-19  
      
P-IMP-25 P-IMP-30  P-IMP-29 P-IMP-28  P-IMP-27  P-IMP-26  
P-NONIMP-26 P-NONIMP-25  P-NONIMP-30  P-NONIMP-29 P-NONIMP-28 P-NONIMP-27  
N-IMP-27 N-IMP-26  N-IMP-25  N-IMP-30  N-IMP-29 N-IMP-28  
N-NONIMP-28 N-NONIMP-27  N-NONIMP-26  N-NONIMP-25 N-NONIMP-30  N-NONIMP-29  
P-CON-29 P-CON-28  P-CON-27  P-CON-26  P-CON-25   P-CON-30  
N-CON-30 N-CON-29 N-CON-28  N-CON-27 N-CON-26  N-CON-25  
      
P-IMP-31 P-IMP-36  P-IMP-35 P-IMP-34  P-IMP-33  P-IMP-32  
P-NONIMP-32 P-NONIMP-31  P-NONIMP-36  P-NONIMP-35  P-NONIMP-34  P-NONIMP-33  
N-IMP-33 N-IMP-32  N-IMP-31  N-IMP-36 N-IMP-35 N-IMP-34  
N-NONIMP-34 N-NONIMP-33  N-NONIMP-32  N-NONIMP-31 N-NONIMP-36  N-NONIMP-35  
P-CON-35 P-CON-34  P-CON-33  P-CON-32  P-CON-31  P-CON-36  
N-CON-36 N-CON-35 N-CON-34  N-CON-33  N-CON-32  N-CON-31  
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 Distribution 
pattern 
      
  P-IMP P-
NONIMP 
N-IMP N-NONIMP P-
CON 
N-CON 
Token set 1 1 List 1 List 2 List 3 List 4 List 5 List 6 
Token set 2 2 List 6 List 1 List 2 List 3 List 4 List 5 
Token set 3 3 List 5 List 6 List 1 List 2 List 3 List 4 
Token set 4 4 List 4 List 5 List 6 List 1 List 2 List 3 
Token set 5 5 List 3 List 4 List 5 List 6 List 1 List 2 
Token set 6 6 List 2 List 3 List 4 List 5 List 6 List 1 
Token set 7 1 List 1 List 2 List 3 List 4 List 5 List 6 
Token set 8 2 List 6 List 1 List 2 List 3 List 4 List 5 
Token set 9 3 List 5 List 6 List 1 List 2 List 3 List 4 
Token set 10 4 List 4 List 5 List 6 List 1 List 2 List 3 
Token set 11 5 List 3 List 4 List 5 List 6 List 1 List 2 
Token set 12 6 List 2 List 3 List 4 List 5 List 6 List 1 
Token set 13 1 List 1 List 2 List 3 List 4 List 5 List 6 
Token set 14 2 List 6 List 1 List 2 List 3 List 4 List 5 
Token set 15 3 List 5 List 6 List 1 List 2 List 3 List 4 
Token set 16 4 List 4 List 5 List 6 List 1 List 2 List 3 
Token set 17 5 List 3 List 4 List 5 List 6 List 1 List 2 
Token set 18 6 List 2 List 3 List 4 List 5 List 6 List 1 
Token set 19 1 List 1 List 2 List 3 List 4 List 5 List 6 
Token set 20 2 List 6 List 1 List 2 List 3 List 4 List 5 
Token set 21 3 List 5 List 6 List 1 List 2 List 3 List 4 
Token set 22 4 List 4 List 5 List 6 List 1 List 2 List 3 
Token set 23 5 List 3 List 4 List 5 List 6 List 1 List 2 
Token set 24 6 List 2 List 3 List 4 List 5 List 6 List 1 
Token set 25 1 List 1 List 2 List 3 List 4 List 5 List 6 
Token set 26 2 List 6 List 1 List 2 List 3 List 4 List 5 
Token set 27 3 List 5 List 6 List 1 List 2 List 3 List 4 
Token set 28 4 List 4 List 5 List 6 List 1 List 2 List 3 
Token set 29 5 List 3 List 4 List 5 List 6 List 1 List 2 
Token set 30 6 List 2 List 3 List 4 List 5 List 6 List 1 
Token set 31 1 List 1 List 2 List 3 List 4 List 5 List 6 
Token set 32 2 List 6 List 1 List 2 List 3 List 4 List 5 
Token set 33 3 List 5 List 6 List 1 List 2 List 3 List 4 
Token set 34 4 List 4 List 5 List 6 List 1 List 2 List 3 
Token set 35 5 List 3 List 4 List 5 List 6 List 1 List 2 
Token set 36 6 List 2 List 3 List 4 List 5 List 6 List 1 
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Appendix F: Experiment 1 (fillers and practice trials) 
 
Practice trials 
1. Britney and her colleague Melissa are going to the pool for some swimming. As soon as they 
arrive, Britney hops into the water and starts swimming non-stop for one hour. By the time they 
finished, she already swam three kilometers. When they get out of the pool, Melissa says: “You 
are such an awesome swimmer”. 
2. Jack and Roxanne have been dating for a year. Jack is thinking of entering a competition for 
short story writing, but he is not confident at all and always says how bad his short stories are. 
Roxanne persuades him to enter the competition and after a month he finds out that he got the 
first prize. When he tells Roxanne about it, she says: “You really are a lousy writer”. 
Fillers-Positive remarks 
1. Leroy and Danielle are longtime friends. Leroy is a trumpet player, and he just had his first audition for 
one of the most prestigious jazz ensembles in the city. After a month, he finds out that he got the job. 
When Danielle hears the news, she says: “I’m so happy for you”. 
2. Jerome and Leon are longtime friends. Jerome offered his homemade beer at Leon’s wedding and 
everybody loved it so much that they recommended that he enter the state beer brewing contest. After the 
wedding, Leon turns to Jerome and says: “Your beer was amazing”.   
3. April and Taylor are cousins. April has recently been volunteering her time for a prison literacy project, 
and once a week she helps prisoners read and write. When Taylor hears the news, she says to April: “You 
are such a wonderful person”. 
4. Victoria and Jamie are roommates. Victoria is the star of the track team at her university. She just got 
first place in her fifth consecutive meet. When Jamie hears the news, she says to her: “You are such a 
fabulous athlete”. 
5. Kimberly and Veronica are neighbors. Veronica is throwing a party and Kimberly is invited. The party 
is a huge success and everybody wants to dance with Kimberly. Then Veronica says to her: “You are so 
popular tonight”. 
6. Joan and Tony have known each other for four months, and they frequently hang out together. Joan is 
always a bit late when meeting friends. One evening, Tony is supposed to meet her at a bar, but Joan 
arrives five minutes earlier than him. When Tony arrives, he says: “You are so punctual”. 
7. Adam and Rebecca have been close friends ever since their freshman year. Rebecca has been on a diet 
for a couple of months and, although she has lost a lot of weight, she keeps complaining to Adam that she 
needs to lose more. One day, they go to the beach and, when Rebecca shows up in her bikini, Adam says: 
“You look stunning”. 
8. Monica and Amber are roommates in their freshman year. One evening, as they are preparing to go out 
for drinks, Monica puts on a skirt that her cousin gave to her as a present, but she doesn’t like it so much, 
so she asks for Amber’s opinion. Then Amber says: “You look so cute in this skirt”. 
9. Susan and Liam are close friends. Susan has asked him to accompany her to a reception that her boss is 
hosting, and Liam shows up wearing a really elegant and stylish suit. When she sees him, she says: “You 
look sharp”. 
10. Alexander and Jose were longtime pals. One time Alexander was in desperate need of money. His car 
had broken down, and he needed $300 to fix it. So, he asked Jose for a loan. Jose said he could lend him 
the money. This made Alexander happy and he said to Jose: “You’re awesome”. 
11. Karen and Amy are classmates. Amy puts on her most stylish dress, and she goes to meet up with 
some friends. As she is waiting outside a bar, Karen passes by and says: “I love your dress!” 
12. Sean and his cousin Jordan are amateur golfers. Although Sean is not a confident player, Jordan 
encouraged him to enter a local tournament. Jordan watched the tournament and saw that Sean played 
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very well, and he even won against top players. Afterwards, Jordan said to him: “What a great game, 
Sean!” 
13. Angela and Cassandra are classmates. Angela is doing a presentation for an advanced seminar on 
primate evolution. She is very confident, and she answers all questions in the end. After the presentation, 
Cassandra approaches her and says: “What an excellent presentation”. 
14. Betty, Anne and Cheryl are sisters. They decide to go on a camping trip for the weekend. Betty is 
responsible for the food supplies, and Anne and Cheryl are responsible for the tent equipment. After they 
set up the tents, Anne goes to get some snacks, and she sees that there is a variety of drinks and plenty of 
good food. Then she says to Betty: “What a great job with the food supplies!” 
15. Jeff and Patrick met a couple of weeks ago when the semester started. They are walking together to 
their morning class. As they enter the lecture hall, Jeff says that he read over the assignment pretty 
carefully and that this is going to be a great lecture. The professor proceeded to give a very interesting 
presentation of the material. As they are leaving the lecture hall, Jeff says to the professor: “What an 
amazing lecture”. 
16. Sara and her best friend Bill are invited to a party. As soon as they get there, Bill starts dancing and 
having fun. After an hour, Sara walks up to him and says: “What a terrific dancer you are”. 
17. Carol and her best friend Sam just took their calculus midterm. Sam says that he didn’t do as well as 
he expected. A few days later, Sam found out that he had gotten one of the highest grades in the class. 
When Carol hears the news, she says to Sam: “That’s incredible”. 
18. Pete and his colleague Rick are in a hurry to get to work. Pete says that they can avoid all the traffic if 
they stay on this road because he knows the area pretty well. A few minutes later, they can already see the 
company’s offices from a distance. Then Rick says: “That’s impressive”. 
19. Otis and Janice have been dating for two years. The other day, Otis told her that he booked a week-
long trip to Florida for her birthday. Then Janice says: “You are so sweet”.  
20. Jerry and Christina have known each other since they took a class together two years ago and they go 
out often. They meet at a bar and Jerry orders a Pina Colada. Then Christina turns to him and says: 
“That’s such a cool drink”. 
21. Laura and her friend Trevor were having coffee at a local café. They were talking about a romantic 
date that Laura had been on the night before. She and her date had gone for dinner and dancing at a new 
club downtown and had an amazing time. Then Trevor says: “That sounds pretty exciting”. 
22. Erin and Dustin have been close friends ever since their freshman year. Dustin goes over to Erin’s 
place for dinner. Erin has put a lot of effort on preparing the food. As they are eating, Erin asks him how 
he likes her dish, and Dustin, who is enjoying the food, replies: “It’s delicious”. 
23. Nicole and Ed are classmates. Ed invites Nicole to a karaoke night. She goes up the stage and starts 
singing. Her voice is really good. When she asks Ed what he thinks about her singing, he replies: “It’s 
fantastic”. 
24. Roger and Carrie are taking a class together, and they usually sit close to each other. Roger has 
noticed how smart Carrie is, so he decides to ask for her help on his project. After a couple of meetings 
with her, Roger submits his project and the professor is very happy with his work. When Roger sees 
Carrie, he says: “I don’t know how to thank you”. 
25. Frank had just invested in the stock market for the first time. His brother-in-law Russell told him that 
he did the right thing and that the market is about to take off. Over the next few weeks, the stock market 
rose, and Frank made a lot of money. The next time Frank saw Russell, he said: “Your advice was really 
helpful”. 
26. Harry and Ian are colleagues. They consider themselves handymen and often help one another with 
household projects. Harry was renovating one wing of his house, and he asked Ian to help him. Ian came 
over early next morning and they finished the project by noon. Then Harry says to Ian: “I really 
appreciate hour help”. 
27. Megan and Kelly have been very close friends ever since high school. One day, Megan meets up with 
her at the gym. In the locker room, Megan, who has lost much weight lately and she is now very skinny, 
is putting her clothes on. Kelly sees her and says: “Nice body, girl”. 
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28. Travis and Chelsea have been dating for a couple of weeks. They go to a club to dance salsa, and 
Travis turns out to be a very good dancer. After an hour, Chelsea says to him: “You sure know how to 
move your hips”.   
29. Nancy and her friend Jane were planning a trip to the beach. Jane, who worked for a local TV station 
as a meteorologist, said that the weather would be perfect tomorrow. The next day was a warm and sunny 
one. As she looked out the window, Nancy said to Jane: “You were so right about the weather!” 
30. Earl and Lee have been close friends ever since their childhood. They are discussing the big election 
over drinks at a bar. Lee says that he bets the mayor’s race will turn into a thriller this year. A couple of 
hours later, they learn that the mayor has been reelected by a very slim margin. Then Earl says: “Nice 
prediction, dude”.   
31. Barbara and Dorothy are colleagues. During a business trip, they have a couple of hours to kill before 
they leave for the airport, so they decide to go for shopping. At a clothes store, Barbara is trying a coat 
and asks Dorothy what she thinks. Then Dorothy says: “It looks so good on you”.     
32. Donna and Norman met a couple of months ago and they have been inseparable ever since. One day, 
Donna’s boss informs her that she got promoted, so she calls Norman and tells him about it. Then he says: 
“I’m so happy for you”.  
33. Dianne and Shirley are friends. Dianne is taking a home economics course, and she’s decided to 
practice baking a cake. After pulling the cake out of the oven, she asks Shirley to try it and tell her what 
she thinks. After trying a slice, Shirley says: “This cake is really delicious.” 
34. Joel and his brother Francis are college students. They are on vacation with their family at a beach 
resort, but Joel is too bored, and he decides to go on a short fishing trip. Later in the evening he returns 
with a bag full of good fish. When Francis sees him, he says: “Nice catch, man”. 
35. Eddie and Helen have known each other since their first year in college, and they hang out once in a 
while. Recently Eddie bought a new motorcycle. One evening, he goes to pick up Helen to go for drinks. 
When Helen sees the motorcycle, she says: “Nice bike, dude”.  
36. Doris and Heather are colleagues, and although they met only 5 months ago, they like each other a lot. 
The other day, Doris bought a very expensive scarf for Heather’s birthday. When she sees Heather at 
work, she wishes her happy birthday and she gives her the present. When Heather unwraps it, she says to 
Doris: “Oh, you shouldn’t have done that”.    
 
Fillers-Negative remarks 
1. Rose and Ben are classmates, but they don’t get along. This semester, they are taking a number of 
classes together. Unlike Ben, Rose is not doing well in math, and she fails the midterm exam. Ben hears 
the news, and when Rose is passing by him, he says to his friend: “One must be dumb to fail the calculus 
midterm”. 
2. Sebastian and Nathan are classmates, but they don’t like each other. They are preparing themselves for 
their senior portrait. Sebastian spent hours choosing the right tie and jacket. Before the photographer took 
their pictures, Nathan turns to Sebastian and says: “Your tie is so lame”. 
3. Casey and Jason are roommates, but lately there has been some tension between them because Jason 
hasn’t been such a good roommate. He stays in the apartment the whole day playing video games and 
creates a mess that he never cleans up. One day, Casey tells him that he should be more responsible but 
Jason replies that he’s been very busy. Then Casey says: “What is wrong with you?” 
4. Brian and Scott are roommates, but Brian dislikes Scott. One morning Brian sees Scott in the kitchen, 
and he asks him what he is reading. Scott replies: “Good Housekeeping”. Then Brian says: “This is so 
stupid”. 
5. Patricia and Margaret are classmates, but Patricia doesn’t like her because she is one of the meanest 
individuals among her colleagues. Patricia is presenting her work at the weekly seminar, but she is very 
nervous and cannot answer any questions in the end. After the presentation, Margaret approaches her and 
says: “This is worst presentation I’ve ever seen”. 
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6. Arthur and Victor used to be close friends but they got into a huge fight and now they are hostile with 
each other. Victor, who is a bit chubby, goes to the mall to get some T-shirts. He tries one that is very 
tight on him. Arthur, who happens to be in the same store, sees him and says: “You definitely need a 
much bigger size”. 
7. Carl and Johanna work in the same law firm, but recently Carl found out that Johanna tried to get him 
fired and now dislikes her very much. The other day, Johanna and her team lost a really important court 
case, which cost her job. One morning, Carl sees her packing her stuff and says: “It’s too bad you have no 
talent as a lawyer”. 
8. Curtis and Troy are neighbors, but they don’t get along. One morning, Troy’s 5-year old son escapes 
his attention and he ends up playing at Curtis’s yard. When Curtis sees that, he shouts: “Get your filthy 
kid off my yard”.  
9. Constantine and Maggie met a couple of years ago, but they don’t particularly like each other. At a 
friend’s dinner party, Constantine is telling a hunting story. When he finishes, Maggie turns to him and 
says in front of everybody: “You are such a liar”. 
10. Jane and Pamela work as surgeons at the same hospital, but they dislike each other. One of the 
operations that Jane performed was unsuccessful, and the patient almost died. The next morning, Pamela 
sees Jane in the hallway and says: “You are so reckless”. 
11. George and Aaron play in the same band, but they hate each other. At their last concert, George made 
so many embarrassing mistakes that the leader of the band told him that if he keeps playing like that, they 
will have to find another pianist. Next week, at the rehearsal, Aaron turns to George and says: “You are a 
disgrace”. 
12. Natasha and Stuart are colleagues, but Natasha doesn’t like him. During a business meeting, Natasha 
was presenting a new marketing strategy but Stuart has only negative comments to make. Right after the 
meeting, Natasha walks up to him and says: “You make me sick”. 
13. Diana and Gloria used to be close friends; but they got into a huge fight over a guy, and now they are 
like enemies. One afternoon, Diana goes to the supermarket, but when it’s time to pay for the groceries, 
she realizes that she has forgotten her wallet. Gloria happens to be waiting in line and, when she sees that, 
she says to Diana: “You must be penniless again”. 
14. Sharon and Mike are co-workers. Recently Sharon heard that Mike was saying nasty things about her 
to their colleagues, and now she dislikes him a lot. One day, Mike walks up to her and asks her if she can 
sub for him next Monday. Then Sharon says: “I don’t do favors for rotten people”.  
15. Leslie and Spencer are graduate students in the same program, but they dislike each other. The other 
day, Leslie accidentally deleted a number of files that contained important research data. When Spencer 
hears the news, he says to her: “You are so careless”.   
16. Derek and Jodi are cousins, but they don’t get along. At a family dinner, Derek tells his cousin Maria 
that he was fired a week ago. Jodi hears that and says to Derek: “Doesn’t surprise me”. 
17. Connie and Austin are neighbors, but Austin annoys Connie because he plays his music really loud in 
the evening; and although she’s talked to him several times, he doesn’t seem to care. One evening, she 
sees him in the hallway and says: “If you don’t stop playing your music so loud, I’ll call the police”.   
18. Ruth and Alice are colleagues, but they dislike each other. Their supervisor assigned them a joint 
project but at their first meeting, Ruth forgot to bring some important documents. Then Alice says to her: 
“Remembering important stuff is not your strength”.   
19. Morgan and Doug are taking a couple of classes together, but they don’t know each other very well. 
After class, Morgan tells Doug that he will probably drop this course because he finds it too difficult. 
Then Doug says: “You cannot be that stupid”. 
20. Melanie and Zoe work at the same library, but Melanie doesn’t particularly like Zoe because she 
always makes nasty comments about others. Recently the staff decided to throw a little party for 
Melanie’s 25th birthday. When Zoe sees her, she says: “I heard you are turning 40”.  
21. Sergio and Alan are roommates but they don’t get along because Alan is always mean and 
condescending. One morning Sergio had to run to class and forgot to take the recycling bin out. When he 
comes back home in the afternoon, Alan turns to him and says: “I’m sick of you being so lazy”.  
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22. Judith and Gabriel are next-door neighbors, but Gabriel often drinks all night with his friends and 
throws the empty bottles in her yard. One evening, she sees him on the porch and says: “Next time you 
throw a bottle in my yard, I’ll sue you”.     
23. Tina and Julia are colleagues, but Tina doesn’t like Julia because she’s been making her life miserable 
by undermining her in front of other co-workers since her first day at work. At a team meeting, Tina 
proposes a really good idea. Then Julia turns to her and says: “How did you come up with that solution?”  
24. Shawn and Danny are classmates, and they used to be best friends. Since Danny slept with Shawn’s 
girlfriend, they are like enemies. At their friend’s party, Shawn sees that Danny has put on weight and 
doesn’t look good at all. When Danny approaches, Shawn says: “You look awful, as always”.  
25. Barry and Mona are members of the same choir, but they don’t particularly like each other. The other 
day at rehearsal, Barry missed several notes in a solo, and the conductor was a bit irritated. Afterwards, 
Mona sees Barry in the hallway and says: “Somebody doesn’t belong to this choir”.  
26. Janet and Teri are roommates. However, lately Janet has been acting weird toward Teri. Teri decides 
to talk to her, but when she asks her if everything is ok, Janet replies: “You are disgusting”.  
27. Roy and Kirk work in the same company, but they discovered that each has been trying to have the 
other fired, and now they are clearly hostile to each other. Kirk recently became the company’s ethics 
officer and, when Roy hears the news, he says to him: “You hypocrite”.   
28. Carolyn and Walter are the newest members of the same environmental group, but they got off on the 
wrong foot when they met. Before a protest, Carolyn asks Walter to go and pick up some banners from 
the organization’s offices. Then Walter says: “I’m not your employee”. 
29. Irene and Jackie share an apartment, but a while ago things started getting complicated because Irene 
doesn’t attend her classes anymore, and she stays in the apartment all day. Jackie has decided to talk to 
her and, when she asks her if she is ok, Irene replies: “Stop bothering me with your stupid questions”. 
30. Herb and Ethan are classmates, but they don’t like each other. Both of them are seniors in civil 
engineering, but recently Herb got a really good job offer from a top firm. Ethan hasn’t heard from 
anybody, so now he envies Herb. When Ethan hears that Herb failed two of his classes and he has to 
postpone his graduation, he says to Herb: “I guess somebody else will fill the position in the firm”.   
31. Kathleen and Martha are roommates, but they don’t get along. Although Kathleen has to take an exam 
next morning, Martha brings her friends to the apartment and they party all night. After coming back from 
campus the next day, Kathleen sees Martha and says: “You are so inconsiderate”. 
32. Max and Joyce have been working as bus drivers in the same company for ten years. Recently Max 
found out that Joyce has been complaining about his driving skills to their supervisors, and now he 
dislikes her very much. The other day, Joyce was involved in a traffic accident and, when Max hears the 
news, he says to Joyce: “How many people did you bribe to get your driver’s license?”     
33. Isaac and Tracy are cousins, but they don’t get along. On the day of his brother’s wedding, Isaac has 
to pick up some of his relatives at the airport; but the flight is delayed, and they arrive an hour after the 
ceremony is over. When Tracy sees Isaac at the reception, he says: “You must be too retarded to miss 
your brother’s wedding”.  
34. Judy and Ashley are neighbors, but they don’t get along. Judy has just returned from a trip with her 
boyfriend, and when she arrives home, she sees a very insulting note on her door. The next morning, she 
sees Ashley in the hallway and says: “If you have something to say, say it to my face”. 
35. Michelle and Glen work in the same company, and although they were hired at the same time, 
Michelle has already been promoted. Now Glen envies her. One morning, Michelle arrives at work with a 
broken leg. When Glen sees her, he says: “Perhaps you ran out of luck”. 
36. Deborah and Jessica are classmates. Recently Deborah found out that Jessica told one of their 
professors that Deborah plagiarized in the midterm exam. Now Deborah hates Jessica. One morning, 
Deborah hears from her classmates that Jessica was expelled from the university because of plagiarism. 
After a couple of weeks, Deborah runs into Jessica and says: “You got what you deserve”. 
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Appendix G: Experiment 2 (target vignettes) 
 
Token sets 
Abbreviations for the 4 conditions 
PS = Positive Event + Strong Identity Face sensitivity 
PL = Positive Event + Low Identity Face sensitivity 
NS = Negative Event + Strong Identity Face sensitivity 
NL = Negative Event + Low Identity Face sensitivity 
 
1   
 PS Matt and John are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Matt has just passed his driver’s license exam, and his driving skills were praised. 
John knows that driving is a big deal for Matt. Later Matt meets John at the gym and 
tells him about the exam. Then John says: “You are such a lousy driver”. 
 PL Matt and John are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Matt has just passed his driver’s license exam, and his driving skills were praised. 
John knows that Matt couldn’t care less about driving. Later Matt meets John at the 
gym and tells him about the exam. Then John says: “You are such a lousy driver”.  
 NS Matt and John are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Matt has just failed his driver’s license exam, and he was told that he should work 
harder on his driving skills. John knows that driving is a big deal for Matt. Later 
Matt meets John at the gym and tells him about the exam. Then John says: “You are 
such a lousy driver”. 
 NL Matt and John are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Matt has just failed his driver’s license exam, and he was told that he should work 
harder on his driving skills. John knows that Matt couldn’t care less about driving. 
Later Matt meets John at the gym and tells him about the exam. Then John says: 
“You are such a lousy driver”. 
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2   
 PS Tim and Will are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Tim has just given a great performance with his band. The audience was really 
excited and Tim received enthusiastic applause. Will knows that music is a big deal 
for Tim. Later Tim meets Will at a bar and tells him about the concert and the 
audience’s reaction. Then Will says: “You are such a horrible guitarist”. 
 PL Tim and Will are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Tim has just given a great performance with his band. The audience was really 
excited and Tim received enthusiastic applause. Will knows that Tim couldn’t care 
less about music anymore. Later Tim meets Will at a bar and tells him about the 
concert and the audience’s reaction. Then Will says: “You are such a horrible 
guitarist”.  
 NS Tim and Will are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Tim has just given a very bad performance with his band. Many members of the 
audience left in the middle of the concert and not many applauded. Will knows that 
music is a big deal for Tim. Later Tim meets Will at a bar and tells him about the 
concert and the audience’s reaction. Then Will says: “You are such a horrible 
guitarist”. 
 NL Tim and Will are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Tim has just given a very bad performance with his band. Many members of the 
audience left in the middle of the concert and not many applauded. Will knows that 
Tim couldn’t care less about music anymore. Later Tim meets Will at a bar and 
tells him about the concert and the audience’s reaction. Then Will says: “You are 
such a horrible guitarist”.  
 
 
3   
 PS Charles and Tom are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Charles is coaching a baseball team of teenagers, and with his help they have won 
three consecutive games. Tom knows that coaching is a big deal for Charles. One 
evening, Charles meets Tom at his place for a drink and tells him about the team’s 
performance. Then Tom says: “You are such a horrible coach”. 
 PL Charles and Tom are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Charles is coaching a baseball team of teenagers, and with his help they have won 
three consecutive games. Tom knows that Charles couldn’t care less about coaching 
anymore. One evening, Charles meets Tom at his place for a drink and tells him 
about the team’s performance. Then Tom says: “You are such a horrible coach”.  
 NS Charles and Tom are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Charles is coaching a baseball team of teenagers and they haven’t won a single 
game since last year. Tom knows that coaching is a big deal for Charles. One 
evening, Charles meets Tom at his place for a drink and tells him about the team’s 
performance. Then Tom says: “You are such a horrible coach”. 
 NL Charles and Tom are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Charles is coaching a baseball team of teenagers and they haven’t won a single 
game since last year. Tom knows that Charles couldn’t care less about coaching 
anymore. One evening, Charles meets Tom at his place for a drink and tells him 
about the team’s performance. Then Tom says: “You are such a horrible coach”.   
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4   
 PS Robert and Kenneth are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Robert did some gardening at his house, and now the garden looks really 
pretty. Kenneth knows that gardening is a big deal for Robert. One evening, Robert 
meets Kenneth at a bar and tells him about the result of his gardening. Then 
Kenneth says: “You are such a horrible gardener”. 
 PL Robert and Kenneth are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Robert did some gardening at his house, and now the garden looks really 
pretty. Kenneth knows that Robert couldn’t care less about gardening. One evening, 
Robert meets Kenneth at a bar and tells him about the result of his gardening. Then 
Kenneth says: “You are such a horrible gardener”.   
 NS Robert and Kenneth are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Robert did some gardening at his house and the garden looks really awful. 
Kenneth knows that gardening is a big deal for Robert. One evening, Robert meets 
Kenneth at a bar and tells him about the result of his gardening. Then Kenneth says: 
“You are such a horrible gardener”. 
 NL Robert and Kenneth are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Robert did some gardening at his house and the garden looks really awful. 
Kenneth knows that Robert couldn’t care less about gardening. One evening, 
Robert meets Kenneth at a bar and tells him about the result of his gardening. Then 
Kenneth says: “You are such a horrible gardener”.   
 
 
5   
 PS Fred and Josh are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Fred entered a cooking competition, and he just found out that he got first prize. 
Josh knows that cooking is a big deal for Fred. Later Fred meets Josh at a coffee 
shop and tells him about the result of the competition. Then Josh says: “You are 
such a useless cook”. 
 PL Fred and Josh are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Fred entered a cooking competition, and he just found out that he got first prize. 
Josh knows that Fred couldn’t care less about cooking. Later Fred meets Josh at a 
coffee shop and tells him about the result of the competition. Then Josh says: “You 
are such a useless cook”.   
 NS Fred and Josh are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Fred entered a cooking competition, and he just found out that he came in last. Josh 
knows that cooking is a big deal for Fred. Later Fred meets Josh at a coffee shop 
and tells him about the result of the competition. Then Josh says: “You are such a 
useless cook”. 
 NL Fred and Josh are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Fred entered a cooking competition, and he just found out that he came in last. Josh 
knows that Fred couldn’t care less about cooking. Later he meets Josh at a coffee 
shop and tells him about the result of the competition. Then Josh says: “You are 
such a useless cook”.   
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6   
 PS Gary and Ray are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
The other day, Gary went hunting with some of his colleagues and came back with 
three ducks and five quail. Ray knows that hunting is a big deal for Gary. The next 
morning, Gary meets Ray at the supermarket to do some shopping and tells him 
about the hunting trip. Then Ray says: “You are such a useless hunter”.  
 PL Gary and Ray are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
The other day, Gary went hunting with some of his colleagues and came back with 
three ducks and five quail. Ray knows that Gary couldn’t care less about hunting. 
The next morning, Gary meets Ray at the supermarket to do some shopping and 
tells him about the hunting trip. Then Ray says: “You are such a useless hunter”.   
 NS Gary and Ray are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
The other day, Gary went hunting with some of his colleagues, but unlike his 
colleagues, he didn’t catch anything. Ray knows that hunting is a big deal for Gary. 
The next morning, Gary meets Ray at the supermarket to do some shopping and 
tells him about the hunting trip. Then Ray says: “You are such a useless hunter”.  
 NL Gary and Ray are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
The other day, Gary went hunting with some of his colleagues, but unlike his 
colleagues, he didn’t catch anything. Ray knows that Gary couldn’t care less about 
hunting. The next morning, Gary meets Ray at the supermarket to do some 
shopping and tells him about the hunting trip. Then Ray says: “You are such a 
useless hunter”.   
 
 
7   
 PS Bob and Gene are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Bob participated in a sculpture exhibition organized by the city council. All the 
critics that visited the exhibition liked Bob’s sculpture so much that they 
recommended that he participate in a national exhibition. Gene knows that 
sculpting is a big deal for Bob. Later Bob meets Gene for a drink and tells him 
about the exhibition. Then Gene says: “You are such a pathetic sculptor”.  
 PL Bob and Gene are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Bob participated in a sculpture exhibition organized by the city council. All the 
critics that visited the exhibition liked Bob’s sculpture so much that they 
recommended that he participate in a national exhibition. Gene knows that Bob 
couldn’t care less about sculpting. Later Bob meets Gene for a drink and tells him 
about the exhibition. Then Gene says: “You are such a pathetic sculptor”.   
 NS Bob and Gene are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Bob participated in a sculpture exhibition organized by the city council. Some of 
the critics that visited the exhibition completely ignored Bob’s sculpture, and others 
even made very negative comments. Gene knows that sculpting is a big deal for 
Bob. Later Bob meets Gene for a drink and tells him about the exhibition. Then 
Gene says: “You are such a pathetic sculptor”.  
 NL Bob and Gene are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Bob participated in a sculpture exhibition organized by the city council. Some of 
the critics that visited the exhibition completely ignored Bob’s sculpture, and others 
even made very negative comments. Gene knows that Bob couldn’t care less about 
sculpting. Later Bob meets Gene for a drink and tells him about the exhibition. 
Then Gene says: “You are such a pathetic sculptor”.   
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8   
 PS Dennis and Stephen are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Dennis offered to be the bartender at a friend’s party, and everybody loved 
the drinks he made for them. Stephen knows that bartending is a big deal for 
Dennis. The next day, Dennis meets Stephen for lunch and tells him about the 
party. Then Stephen says: “You are such a pathetic bartender”. 
 PL Dennis and Stephen are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Dennis offered to be the bartender at a friend’s party, and everybody loved 
the drinks he made for them. Stephen knows that Dennis couldn’t care less about 
bartending. The next day, Dennis meets Stephen for lunch and tells him about the 
party. Then Stephen says: “You are such a pathetic bartender”.   
 NS Dennis and Stephen are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Dennis offered to be the bartender at a friend’s party; but nobody liked his 
drinks. Stephen knows that bartending is a big deal for Dennis. The next day, 
Dennis meets Stephen for lunch and tells him about the party. Then Stephen says: 
“You are such a pathetic bartender”. 
 NL Dennis and Stephen are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Dennis offered to be the bartender at a friend’s party; but nobody liked his 
drinks. Stephen knows that Dennis couldn’t care less about bartending. The next 
day, Dennis meets Stephen for lunch and tells him about the party. Then Stephen 
says: “You are such a pathetic bartender”.  
 
 
 
9   
 PS Justin and Dave are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Justin plays on a soccer team. In the last game, he scored three times and was 
essential in the team’s victory. Dave knows that soccer is a big deal for Justin. After 
the game, Justin meets Dave at a diner and tells him about the game. Then Dave 
says: “You are such a worthless soccer player”. 
 PL Justin and Dave are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Justin plays on a soccer team. In the last game, he scored three times and was 
essential in the team’s victory. Dave knows that Justin couldn’t care less about 
soccer. After the game, Justin meets Dave at a diner and tells him about the game. 
Then Dave says: “You are such a worthless soccer player”.  
 NS Justin and Dave are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Justin plays on a soccer team. In the last game, he made many mistakes that made 
his team lose. Dave knows that soccer is a big deal for Justin. After the game, Justin 
meets Dave at a diner and tells him about the game. Then Dave says: “You are such 
a worthless soccer player”. 
 NL Justin and Dave are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Justin plays on a soccer team. In the last game, he made many mistakes that made 
his team lose. Dave knows that Justin couldn’t care less about soccer. After the 
game, Justin meets Dave at a diner and tells him about the game. Then Dave says: 
“You are such a worthless soccer player”.   
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10   
 PS Henry and Kevin are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Henry works for a company that makes video game software, and his boss just told 
him that a very famous video game publisher bought the project his team created. 
Kevin knows that programming is a big deal for Henry. In the evening, Henry 
meets Kevin at a concert, and while waiting at the lobby, he tells him the news 
about the project. Then Kevin says: “You are such a worthless programmer”. 
 PL Henry and Kevin are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Henry works for a company that makes video game software, and his boss just told 
him that a very famous video game publisher bought the project his team created. 
Kevin knows that Henry couldn’t care less about programming anymore. In the 
evening, Henry meets Kevin at a concert, and while waiting at the lobby, he tells 
him the news about the project. Then Kevin says: “You are such a worthless 
programmer”.   
 NS Henry and Kevin are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Henry works for a company that makes video game software, and his boss just 
informed him that the video game publisher rejected the project his team created 
for a second time. Kevin knows that programming is a big deal for Henry. In the 
evening, Henry meets Kevin at a concert, and while waiting at the lobby, he tells 
him the news about the project. Then Kevin says: “You are such a worthless 
programmer”. 
 NL Henry and Kevin are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Henry works for a company that makes video game software, and his boss just 
informed him that the video game publisher rejected the project his team created 
for a second time. Kevin knows that Henry couldn’t care less about programming 
anymore. In the evening, Henry meets Kevin at a concert, and while waiting at the 
lobby, he tells him the news about the project. Then Kevin says: “You are such a 
worthless programmer”.   
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11   
 PS Chris and Joe are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
One evening Chris performed a stand-up routine at a local bar. Everyone laughed, 
and he was by far the best of all the comedians. Joe knows that stand-up comedy is 
a big deal for Chris. Later Chris meets Joe at another bar and tells him about his 
performance. Then Joe says: “You are such a miserable stand-up comedian”.  
 PL Chris and Joe are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
One evening Chris performed a stand-up routine at a local bar. Everyone laughed, 
and he was by far the best of all the comedians. Joe knows that Chris couldn’t care 
less about stand-up comedy. Later Chris meets Joe at another bar and tells him 
about his performance. Then Joe says: “You are such a miserable stand-up 
comedian”.   
 NS Chris and Joe are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
One evening Chris performed a stand-up routine at a local bar. Nobody laughed, 
and he was by far the worst of all the comedians. Joe knows that stand-up comedy 
is a big deal for Chris. Later Chris meets Joe at another bar and tells him about his 
performance. Then Joe says: “You are such a miserable stand-up comedian”.  
 NL Chris and Joe are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
One evening Chris performed a stand-up routine at a local bar. Nobody laughed, 
and he was by far the worst of all the comedians. Joe knows that Chris couldn’t 
care less about stand-up comedy. Later Chris meets Joe at another bar and tells him 
about his performance. Then Joe says: “You are such a miserable stand-up 
comedian”.  
 
 
 
12   
 PS Juan and Peter are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
The other day, Juan participated in a local boxing tournament, and he won first 
prize. Peter knows that boxing is a big deal for Juan. Later in the evening, Juan 
meets Peter at a bar and tells him about the tournament. Then Peter says: “You are 
such a miserable boxer”.  
 PL Juan and Peter are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
The other day, Juan participated in a local boxing tournament, and he won first 
prize. Peter knows that Juan couldn’t care less about boxing. Later in the evening, 
Juan meets Peter at a bar and tells him about the tournament. Then Peter says: “You 
are such a miserable boxer”.  
 NS Juan and Peter are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
The other day, Juan participated in a local boxing tournament, but got knocked out 
in his very first match. Peter knows that boxing is a big deal for Juan. Later in the 
evening, Juan meets Peter at a bar and tells him about the tournament. Then Peter 
says: “You are such a miserable boxer”. 
 NL Juan and Peter are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
The other day, Juan participated in a local boxing tournament, but got knocked out 
in his very first match. Peter knows that Juan couldn’t care less about boxing. Later 
in the evening, he meets Peter at a bar and tells him about the tournament. Then 
Peter says: “You are such a miserable boxer”.   
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13   
 PS Alex and Brad are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Alex gave a presentation for a course he is taking. His presentation was really good, 
and the professor had only positive things to say. Brad knows that giving a good 
presentation is a big deal for Alex. After the presentation, Alex meets Brad for a 
coffee and tells him about how it went. Then Brad says: “You are such a terrible 
speaker”.  
 PL Alex and Brad are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Alex gave a presentation for a course he is taking. His presentation was really good, 
and the professor had only positive things to say. Brad knows that Alex couldn’t 
care less about giving a good presentation. After the presentation, Alex meets Brad 
for a coffee and tells him about how it went. Then Brad says: “You are such a 
terrible speaker”.   
 NS Alex and Brad are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Alex gave a presentation for a course he is taking. His presentation was really bad, 
and the professor had only negative things to say. Brad knows that giving a good 
presentation is a big deal for Alex. After the presentation, Alex meets Brad for a 
coffee and tells him about how it went. Then Brad says: “You are such a terrible 
speaker”.  
 NL Alex and Brad are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Alex gave a presentation for a course he is taking. His presentation was really bad, 
and the professor had only negative things to say. Brad knows that Alex couldn’t 
care less about giving a good presentation. After the presentation, Alex meets Brad 
for a coffee and tells him about how it went. Then Brad says: “You are such a 
terrible speaker”. 
 
 
 
 
14   
 PS Albert and Terry are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Albert participated in a photography contest, and he just found out that he got first 
prize. Terry knows that photography is a big deal for Albert. The next day, Albert 
meets Terry at the park for their weekly stroll and tells him about the contest. Then 
Terry says: “You are such a terrible photographer”. 
 PL Albert and Terry are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Albert participated in a photography contest, and he just found out that he got first 
prize. Terry knows that Albert couldn’t care less about photography. The next day, 
Albert meets Terry at the park for their weekly stroll and tells him about the 
contest. Then Terry says: “You are such a terrible photographer”. 
 NS Albert and Terry are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Albert participated in a photography contest, but he didn’t even make it to the first 
round. Terry knows that photography is a big deal for Albert. The next day, Albert 
meets Terry at the park for their weekly stroll and tells him about the contest. Then 
Terry says: “You are such a terrible photographer”. 
 NL Albert and Terry are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Albert participated in a photography contest, but he didn’t even make it to the first 
round. Terry knows that Albert couldn’t care less about photography. The next day, 
Albert meets Terry at the park for their weekly stroll and tells him about the 
contest. Then Terry says: “You are such a terrible photographer”. 
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15   
 PS Jonathan and Gerald are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. The other day, Jonathan participated in a local bass fishing tournament, and 
he managed to get first place by catching six big bass. Gerald knows that fishing is 
a big deal for Jonathan. Later Jonathan meets Gerald at their favorite restaurant and 
tells him about the tournament.  Then Gerald says: “You are such a terrible 
fisherman”. 
 PL Jonathan and Gerald are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. The other day, Jonathan participated in a local bass fishing tournament, and 
he managed to get first place by catching six big bass. Gerald knows that Jonathan 
couldn’t care less about fishing. Later Jonathan meets Gerald at their favorite 
restaurant and tells him about the tournament. Then Gerald says: “You are such a 
terrible fisherman”. 
 NS Jonathan and Gerald are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. The other day, Jonathan participated in a local bass fishing tournament, but 
he didn’t manage to catch a single bass. Gerald knows that fishing is a big deal for 
Jonathan. Later Jonathan meets Gerald at their favorite restaurant and tells him 
about the tournament. Then Gerald says: “You are such a terrible fisherman”. 
 NL Jonathan and Gerald are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. The other day, Jonathan participated in a local bass fishing tournament, but 
he didn’t manage to catch a single bass. Gerald knows that Jonathan couldn’t care 
less about fishing. Later Jonathan meets Gerald at their favorite restaurant and tells 
him about the tournament. Then Gerald says: “You are such a terrible fisherman”. 
 
 
 
 
16   
 PS Mark and Jay are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
One day, Mark goes for surfing with some friends from work. He performs such 
cool maneuvers that an experienced surfer recommends that he participate in the 
local tournament. Jay knows that surfing is a big deal for Mark. Later Mark meets 
Jay for lunch and tells him about what happened at the beach. Then Jay says: “You 
are such a hopeless surfer”.  
 PL Mark and Jay are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
One day, Mark goes for surfing with some friends from work. He performs such 
cool maneuvers that an experienced surfer recommends that he participate in the 
local tournament. Jay knows that Mark couldn’t care less about surfing. Later Mark 
meets Jay for lunch and tells him about what happened at the beach. Then Jay says: 
“You are such a hopeless surfer”.   
 NS Mark and Jay are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
One day, Mark goes for surfing with some friends from work, but he always falls 
off his board and doesn’t manage to ride a single wave. Jay knows that surfing is a 
big deal for Mark. Later Mark meets Jay for lunch and tells him about what 
happened at the beach. Then Jay says: “You are such a hopeless surfer”. 
 NL Mark and Jay are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
One day, Mark goes for surfing with some friends from work, but he always falls 
off his board and doesn’t manage to ride a single wave. Jay knows that Mark 
couldn’t care less about surfing. Later Mark meets Jay for lunch and tells him about 
what happened at the beach. Then Jay says: “You are such a hopeless surfer”. 
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17   
 PS Ralph and Samuel are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Ralph started a travel blog a month ago, and it’s become so popular that a 
travel magazine asked him to write a regular column for them. Samuel knows that 
blogging is a big deal for Ralph. Later Ralph meets Samuel at the park and tells 
him about the offer that he got. Then Samuel says: “You are such a hopeless 
blogger”. 
 PL Ralph and Samuel are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Ralph started a travel blog a month ago, and it’s become so popular that a 
travel magazine asked him to write a regular column for them. Samuel knows that 
Ralph couldn’t care less about blogging. Later Ralph meets Samuel at the park and 
tells him about the offer that he got. Then Samuel says: “You are such a hopeless 
blogger”. 
 NS Ralph and Samuel are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Ralph started a travel blog a month ago, but it hasn’t been successful at all 
because almost nobody reads it. Samuel knows that blogging is a big deal for 
Ralph. Later Ralph meets Samuel at the park and tells him about his unsuccessful 
blog. Then Samuel says: “You are such a hopeless blogger”. 
 NL Ralph and Samuel are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Ralph started a travel blog a month ago, but it hasn’t been successful at all 
because almost nobody reads it. Samuel knows that Ralph couldn’t care less about 
blogging. Later Ralph meets Samuel at the park and tells him about his 
unsuccessful blog. Then Samuel says: “You are such a hopeless blogger”. 
 
 
 
 
18   
 PS Willie and Bruce are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Willie just found out that he got the campus research fellowship for his scholarly 
achievements. Bruce knows that research is a big deal for Willie. Later Willie 
meets Bruce at the library and tells him the news about the fellowship. Then Bruce 
says: “You are such a hopeless researcher”. 
 PL Willie and Bruce are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Willie just found out that he got the campus research fellowship for his scholarly 
achievements. Bruce knows that Willie couldn’t care less about research. Later he 
meets Bruce at the library and tells him the news about the fellowship. Then Bruce 
says: “You are such a hopeless researcher”. 
 NS Willie and Bruce are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Willie just found out that he was not even nominated by his department for the 
campus research fellowship. Bruce knows that research is a big deal for Willie. 
Later Willie meets Bruce at the library and tells him the news about the 
departmental nominations. Then Bruce says: “You are such a hopeless researcher”. 
 NL Willie and Bruce are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Willie just found out that he was not even nominated by his department for the 
campus research fellowship. Bruce knows that Willie couldn’t care less about 
research. Later Willie meets Bruce at the library and tells him the news about the 
departmental nominations. Then Bruce says: “You are such a hopeless researcher”. 
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19   
 PS Lawrence and Greg are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. The other day, Lawrence participated in a local storytelling festival, and his 
stories made a real impression on some famous storytellers. Greg knows that 
storytelling is a big deal for Lawrence. The next morning, Lawrence meets Greg at 
work and tells him about the audience’s reaction. Then Greg says: “You are such a 
poor storyteller”. 
 PL Lawrence and Greg are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. The other day, Lawrence participated in a local storytelling festival, and his 
stories made a real impression on some famous storytellers. Greg knows that 
Lawrence couldn’t care less about storytelling. The next morning, Lawrence meets 
Greg at work and tells him about the audience’s reaction. Then Greg says: “You are 
such a poor storyteller”. 
 NS Lawrence and Greg are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. The other day, Lawrence participated in a local storytelling festival, but his 
stories were by far the most boring. Greg knows that storytelling is a big deal for 
Lawrence. The next morning, Lawrence meets Greg at work and tells him about the 
audience’s reaction. Then Greg says: “You are such a poor storyteller”. 
 NL Lawrence and Greg are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. The other day, Lawrence participated in a local storytelling festival, but his 
stories were by far the most boring. Greg knows that Lawrence couldn’t care less 
about storytelling. The next morning, Lawrence meets Greg at work and tells him 
about the audience’s reaction. Then Greg says: “You are such a poor storyteller”.  
 
 
 
20   
 PS Colin and Jeremy are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Recently Colin joined a choir, and his singing was so good that in their first 
performance the conductor gave him two solos. Jeremy knows that singing is a big 
deal for Colin. One morning, Colin meets Jeremy at work and tells him about the 
conductor’s decision. Then Jeremy says: “You are such a poor singer”. 
 PL Colin and Jeremy are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Recently Colin joined a choir, and his singing was so good that in their first 
performance the conductor gave him two solos. Jeremy knows that Colin couldn’t 
care less about singing. One morning, Colin meets Jeremy at work and tells him 
about the conductor’s decision. Then Jeremy says: “You are such a poor singer”. 
 NS Colin and Jeremy are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Recently Colin joined a choir, but his singing was so bad that the conductor 
discouraged him from continuing. Jeremy knows that singing is a big deal for 
Colin. One morning, Colin meets Jeremy at work and tells him about the 
conductor’s decision. Then Jeremy says: “You are such a poor singer”. 
 NL Colin and Jeremy are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Recently Colin joined a choir, but his singing was so bad that the conductor 
discouraged him from continuing. Jeremy knows that Colin couldn’t care less about 
singing. One morning, Colin meets Jeremy at work and tells him about the 
conductor’s decision. Then Jeremy says: “You are such a poor singer”. 
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21   
 PS Andrew and Daniel are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Andrew has decided to participate in a 100-meter dash organized by the city 
council. He has a good start, and he manages to finish first. Daniel knows that 
running is a big deal for Andrew. Later Andrew meets Daniel at the supermarket 
for their weekly shopping and tells him about the race. Then Daniel says: “You are 
such a crappy runner”.  
 PL Andrew and Daniel are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Andrew has decided to participate in a 100-meter dash organized by the city 
council. He has a good start, and he manages to finish first. Daniel knows that 
Andrew couldn’t care less about running. Later Andrew meets Daniel at the 
supermarket for their weekly shopping and tells him about the race. Then Daniel 
says: “You are such a crappy runner”. 
 NS Andrew and Daniel are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Andrew has decided to participate in a 100-meter dash organized by the city 
council. He doesn’t have a good start, and right before the finish line he stumbled 
and fell. Daniel knows that running is a big deal for Andrew. Later Andrew meets 
Daniel at the supermarket for their weekly shopping and tells him about the race. 
Then Daniel says: “You are such a crappy runner”. 
 NL Andrew and Daniel are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Andrew has decided to participate in a 100-meter dash organized by the city 
council. He doesn’t have a good start, and right before the finish line he stumbled 
and fell. Daniel knows that Andrew couldn’t care less about running. Later Andrew 
meets Daniel at the supermarket for their weekly shopping and tells him about the 
race. Then Daniel says: “You are such a crappy runner”. 
 
 
 
22   
 PS Wayne and Billy are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Recently Wayne participated in an archery competition, and he managed to hit the 
bull’s-eye several times in a row. Billy knows that archery is a big deal for Wayne. 
One evening, Wayne meets Billy for dinner and tells him about the competition. 
Then Billy says: “You are such a crappy archer”. 
 PL Wayne and Billy are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Recently Wayne participated in an archery competition, and he managed to hit the 
bull’s-eye several times in a row. Billy knows that Wayne couldn’t care less about 
archery. One evening, Wayne meets Billy for dinner and tells him about the 
competition. Then Billy says: “You are such a crappy archer”. 
 NS Wayne and Billy are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Recently Wayne participated in an archery competition, but he missed completely 
all the targets and didn’t even make it to the second round. Billy knows that archery 
is a big deal for Wayne. One evening, Wayne meets Billy for dinner and tells him 
about the competition. Then Billy says: “You are such a crappy archer”. 
 NL Wayne and Billy are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Recently Wayne participated in an archery competition, but he missed completely 
all the targets and didn’t even make it to the second round. Billy knows that Wayne 
couldn’t care less about archery. One evening, he meets Billy for dinner and tells 
him about the competition. Then Billy says: “You are such a crappy archer”. 
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23   
 PS Eric and Vincent are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Eric completed an architectural project, and the manager was very happy with the 
quality of his work. Vincent knows that architecture is a big deal for Eric. The next 
evening, Eric meets Vincent for a game of pool and tells him about the manager’s 
reaction. Then Vincent says: “You are such an awful architect”. 
 PL Eric and Vincent are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Eric completed an architectural project, and the manager was very happy with the 
quality of his work. Vincent knows that Eric couldn’t care less about architecture 
anymore. The next evening, Eric meets Vincent for a game of pool and tells him 
about the manager’s reaction. Then Vincent says: “You are such an awful 
architect”. 
 NS Eric and Vincent are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Eric completed an architectural project, but the manager was not happy at all with 
the quality of his work. Vincent knows that architecture is a big deal for Eric. The 
next evening, Eric meets Vincent for a game of pool and tells him about the 
manager’s reaction. Then Vincent says: “You are such an awful architect”. 
 NL Eric and Vincent are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Eric completed an architectural project, but the manager was not happy at all with 
the quality of his work. Vincent knows that Eric couldn’t care less about 
architecture anymore. The next evening, Eric meets Vincent for a game of pool and 
tells him about the manager’s reaction. Then Vincent says: “You are such an awful 
architect”. 
 
 
 
24   
 PS Philip and Stanley are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Philip is a scuba diving trainer at the Department of Sports and Recreation, 
and yesterday he found out that he was nominated for the ‘Best Sports Instructor’ 
award. Stanley knows that scuba diving is a big deal for Philip. Philip meets 
Stanley at a coffee shop and tells him about the nomination. Then Stanley says: 
“You are such an awful scuba diver”. 
 PL Philip and Stanley are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Philip is a scuba diving trainer at the Department of Sports and Recreation, 
and yesterday he found out that he was nominated for the ‘Best Sports Instructor’ 
award. Stanley knows that Philip couldn’t care less about scuba diving. Philip 
meets Stanley at a coffee shop and tells him about the nomination. Then Stanley 
says: “You are such an awful scuba diver”. 
 NS Philip and Stanley are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Philip is a scuba diving trainer at the Department of Sports and Recreation, 
and yesterday he found out that he was not even nominated for the ‘Best Sports 
Instructor’ award. Stanley knows that scuba diving is a big deal for Philip. Philip 
meets Stanley at a coffee shop and tells him about the nomination. Then Stanley 
says: “You are such an awful scuba diver”. 
 NL Philip and Stanley are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Philip is a scuba diving trainer at the Department of Sports and Recreation, 
and yesterday he found out that he was not even nominated for the ‘Best Sports 
Instructor’ award. Stanley knows that Philip couldn’t care less about scuba diving. 
Philip meets Stanley at a coffee shop and tells him about the nomination. Then 
Stanley says: “You are such an awful scuba diver”. 
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Appendix H: Experiment 2 (fillers and practice trials) 
 
Practice trials 
1. Britney and her colleague Melissa are going to the pool for a swim. As soon as they arrive, Britney 
hops into the water and starts swimming non-stop for one hour. By the time they finished, she already 
swam three kilometers. When they get out of the pool, Melissa says: “You are such an awesome 
swimmer”. 
2. Jack and Roxanne have been dating for a year. Jack is thinking of entering a competition for short story 
writing, but he is not confident at all and always says how bad his short stories are. Roxanne persuades 
him to enter the competition and after a month he finds out that he got the first prize. When he tells 
Roxanne about it, she says: “You really are a lousy writer”. 
 
Fillers-Positive remarks 
1. Leroy and Danielle are longtime friends. Leroy is a trumpet player, and he just had his first audition for 
one of the most prestigious jazz ensembles in the city. Playing jazz means so much to him. After a month, 
he finds out that he got the job. When Danielle hears the news, she says: “I’m so happy for you”. 
2. Jerome and Leon are longtime friends. Jerome provided some of his homemade beer for Leon’s 
wedding. Everybody loved it so much that they recommended that he enter the state beer brewing contest. 
Jerome had put a lot of effort into making this beer as beer brewing means a lot to him. After the 
wedding, Leon turns to Jerome and says: “Your beer was amazing”.   
3. April and Taylor are cousins. April has recently been volunteering for a prison literacy project, and 
once a week she helps prisoners read and write. She thinks it is really important to volunteer for these 
types of projects. When Taylor hears the news, she says to April: “You are such a wonderful person”. 
4. Victoria and Jamie are roommates. Victoria is the star of the track team at her university. She has 
invested hours of training, because track and field is her passion. She just got first place in her fifth 
consecutive meet. When Jamie hears the news, she says to her: “You are such a fabulous athlete”. 
5. Adam and Rebecca have been close friends ever since their freshman year. Rebecca has been on a diet 
for a couple of months and, although she has lost a lot of weight, she keeps complaining to Adam that she 
needs to lose more. She is very self-conscious about her weight. One day, they go to the beach and, when 
Rebecca shows up in her bikini, Adam says: “You look stunning”. 
6. Monica and Amber are roommates in their freshman year. One evening, as they are preparing to go out 
for drinks, Monica puts on a skirt that her cousin gave to her as a present, but she doesn’t like it that 
much, so she asks for Amber’s opinion –she is always very concerned about her looks. Then Amber says: 
“You look so cute in this skirt”. 
7. Alexander and Jose were longtime pals. One time Alexander was in desperate need of money. His car 
had broken down, and he needed $300 to fix it. So, he asked Jose for a loan. It’s really important for Jose 
to help his friends, so he said he could lend him the money. This made Alexander happy and he said to 
Jose: “You’re awesome”. 
8. Sean and his cousin Jordan are amateur golfers. Although Sean is not a confident player, Jordan 
encouraged him to enter a local tournament. Jordan watched the tournament and saw that Sean played 
very well, and he even won against top players. Afterwards, Jordan said to him: “What a great game, 
Sean!” 
9. Angela and Cassandra are classmates. Angela is doing a presentation for an advanced seminar on 
primate evolution. This is her favorite topic favorite and she’s really passionate about it. She goes through 
her slides very confidently, and she answers all of the questions at the end. After the presentation, 
Cassandra approaches her and says: “What an excellent presentation”. 
10. Betty, Anne and Cheryl are sisters. They decide to go on a camping trip for the weekend. Betty is 
responsible for the food supplies, and Anne and Cheryl are responsible for the tent equipment. After they 
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set up the tents, Anne goes to get some snacks, and she sees that there is a variety of drinks and plenty of 
good food. Then she says to Betty: “Great job with the food supplies!” 
11. Jeff and Patrick met a couple of weeks ago when the semester started. They are walking together to 
their morning class. As they enter the lecture hall, Jeff says that he read over the assignment pretty 
carefully and that this is going to be a great lecture. The professor proceeded to give a very interesting 
presentation of the material. As they are leaving the lecture hall, Jeff says to the professor: “What an 
amazing lecture”. 
12. Carol and her best friend Sam just took their calculus midterm. Sam says that he didn’t do as well as 
he expected. A few days later, Sam found out that he had gotten one of the highest grades in the class. In 
fact, the professor recommended that he takes a math major. When Carol hears the news, she says to Sam: 
“That’s incredible”. 
13. Pete and his colleague Rick are in a hurry to get to work. Pete says that they can avoid the traffic if 
they stay on this road because he knows the area pretty well. A few minutes later, they can already see the 
company’s offices from a distance. Then Rick says: “That’s impressive”. 
14. Laura and her friend Trevor were having coffee at a local café. They were talking about a romantic 
date that Laura had been on the night before. She and her date had gone for dinner and dancing at a new 
club downtown and had an amazing time. It’s the first time after months that Laura feels so comfortable 
with her date. Then Trevor says: “That sounds pretty exciting”. 
15. Erin and Dustin have been close friends ever since their freshman year. Dustin goes over to Erin’s 
place for dinner. Erin has put a lot of effort on preparing the food, because cooking is her passion. As they 
are eating, Erin asks him how he likes her dish, and Dustin, who is enjoying the food, replies: “It’s 
delicious”. 
16. Roger and Carrie are taking a class together, and they usually sit close to each other. Roger has 
noticed how smart Carrie is, so he decides to ask for her help on his project. After a couple of meetings 
with her, Roger submits his project and the professor is very happy with his work. When Roger sees 
Carrie, he says: “I don’t know how to thank you”. 
17. Frank had just invested in the stock market for the first time. His brother-in-law Russell told him that 
he did the right thing and that the market is about to take off. Over the next few weeks, the stock market 
rose, and Frank made a lot of money. The next time Frank saw Russell, he said: “Your advice was really 
helpful”. 
18. Harry and Ian are colleagues. They consider themselves handymen and often help one another with 
household projects. Harry was renovating one wing of his house, and he asked Ian to help him. Ian came 
over early next morning and they finished the project by noon. Then Harry says to Ian: “I really 
appreciate your help”. 
19. Nancy and her friend Jane were planning a trip to the beach. Jane, who worked for a local TV station 
as a meteorologist, said that the weather would be perfect tomorrow. The next day was a warm and sunny 
one. As she looked out the window, Nancy said to Jane: “You were so right about the weather!” 
20. Earl and Lee have been close friends ever since their childhood. They are discussing the big election 
over drinks at a bar. Lee says that he bets the mayor’s race will turn into a thriller this year. A couple of 
hours later, they learn that the mayor has been reelected by a very slim margin. Then Earl says: “Nice 
prediction, dude”.   
21. Barbara and Dorothy are colleagues. During a business trip, they have a couple of hours to kill before 
they leave for the airport, so they decide to go for shopping. At a clothes store, Barbara is trying a coat 
and asks Dorothy what she thinks. Then Dorothy says: “It looks so good on you”.     
22. Dianne and Shirley are friends. Dianne is taking a home economics course, and she’s decided to 
practice baking a cake. After pulling the cake out of the oven, she asks Shirley to try it and tell her what 
she thinks. After trying a slice, Shirley, who really likes the cake, says: “This is really delicious”. 
23. Joel and his brother Francis are college students. They are on vacation with their family at a beach 
resort, but Joel is too bored, and he decides to go on a short fishing trip. Later in the evening he returns 
with a bag full of good fish. When Francis sees him, he says: “Nice catch, man”. 
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24. Eddie and Helen have known each other since their first year in college, and they hang out once in a 
while. Recently Eddie bought a new motorcycle. He was saving for years to be able to buy this bike. One 
evening, he goes to pick up Helen to go for drinks. When Helen sees the motorcycle, she says: “Nice 
bike, dude”.  
 
Fillers-Negative remarks 
1. Rose and Ben are classmates, but they don’t get along. This semester, they are taking a number of 
classes together. Unlike Ben, Rose is not doing well in math, and she fails the midterm exam. Ben hears 
the news, and when Rose is passing by him, he says to his friend: “You’d have to be really dumb to fail 
the calculus midterm”. 
2. Sebastian and Nathan are classmates, but they don’t like each other. They are preparing themselves for 
their senior portrait. Sebastian spent hours choosing the right tie and jacket, and it’s really important for 
him to look good. Before the photographer takes their pictures, Nathan turns to Sebastian and says: “Your 
tie is so lame”. 
3. Casey and Jason are roommates, but lately there has been some tension between them because Jason 
hasn’t been such a good roommate. He stays in the apartment the whole day playing video games and 
creates messes that he never cleans up. One day, Casey tells him that he should be more responsible but 
Jason replies that he’s been very busy. Then Casey says: “You are useless”. 
4. Patricia and Margaret are classmates, but Patricia doesn’t like her because she is one of the meanest 
individuals among her colleagues. Patricia is presenting her work at the weekly seminar, but she is very 
nervous and cannot answer any questions in the end. After the presentation, Margaret approaches her and 
says: “This is worst presentation I’ve ever seen”. 
5. Arthur and Victor used to be close friends but they got into a huge fight and now they really don’t like 
each other. Victor, who is a bit chubby, goes to the mall to get some T-shirts. He tries one that is very 
tight on him. Arthur, who happens to be in the same store, sees him and says: “You definitely need a 
much bigger size”. 
6. Carl and Johanna work in the same law firm, but recently Carl found out that Johanna tried to get him 
fired and now dislikes her very much. The other day, Johanna and her team lost a really important court 
case, which cost her job. One morning, Carl sees her packing her stuff and says: “It’s too bad you have no 
talent as a lawyer”. 
7. Constantine and Maggie met a couple of years ago, but they don’t particularly like each other. Once 
they had a minor fight. At a friend’s dinner party, Constantine is telling a hunting story, which many 
guests seem to enjoy. When he finishes, Maggie turns to him and says in front of everybody: “You are 
such a liar”. 
8. Jane and Pamela work as surgeons at the same hospital, but they dislike each other. One of the 
operations that Jane performed was unsuccessful, and the patient almost died. The next morning, Pamela 
sees Jane in the hallway and says: “You are so reckless”. 
9. Natasha and Stuart are colleagues, but Natasha doesn’t like him. During a business meeting, Natasha 
was presenting a new marketing strategy but Stuart had only negative comments to make. He is the type 
of person that takes pleasure in humiliating others. Right after the meeting, Natasha walks up to him and 
says: “You make me sick”.  
10. George and Aaron play in the same band, but they hate each other. At their last concert, George made 
so many embarrassing mistakes that the leader of the band told him that if he keeps playing like that, they 
will have to find another pianist. Next week, at the rehearsal, Aaron turns to George and says: “You are a 
disgrace”. 
11. Sharon and Mike are co-workers. Recently Sharon heard that Mike was saying nasty things about her 
to their colleagues, and now she dislikes him a lot. In fact, once Mike himself made nasty comments 
about others to her. One day, Mike walks up to her and asks her if she can sub for him next Monday. 
Then Sharon says: “I don’t do favors for rotten people”.  
12. Connie and Austin are neighbors, but Austin annoys Connie because he plays his music really loud in 
the evening; and although she’s talked to him several times, he doesn’t seem to care. He just plays his 
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music as if nobody else is there. One evening, she sees him in the hallway and says: “If you don’t stop 
playing your music so loud, I’ll call the police”.   
13. Sergio and Alan are roommates but they don’t get along because Alan is always mean and 
condescending. One morning Sergio had to run to class and forgot to take the recycling bin out. When he 
comes back home in the afternoon, Alan, who is very sensitive about cleaning, turns to him and says: 
“I’m sick of you being so lazy”.  
14. Judith and Gabriel are next-door neighbors, but Gabriel often drinks all night with his friends and 
throws the empty bottles in her yard. In fact, other neighbors have also complained before, but he doesn’t 
seem to care. One evening, she sees him on the porch and says: “Next time you throw a bottle in my yard, 
I’ll sue you”.     
15. Shawn and Danny are classmates, and they used to be best friends. Since Danny slept with Shawn’s 
girlfriend, they are like enemies. Shawn really hates Danny. At one of their classmates’ party, Shawn sees 
that Danny has put on weight and doesn’t look good at all. When Danny approaches, Shawn says: “You 
look awful, as always”.  
16. Barry and Mona are members of the same choir, but they don’t like each other. Once they had a fight 
over who was going to get to sing the solo. The other day at rehearsal, Barry missed several notes in a 
solo, and the conductor was a bit irritated. Afterwards, Mona sees Barry in the hallway and says: 
“Somebody doesn’t belong in this choir”.  
17. Roy and Kirk work in the same company, but they discovered that each has been trying to have the 
other fired, and now they are clearly hostile to each other. Kirk recently became the company’s ethics 
officer and, when Roy hears the news, he says to him: “You hypocrite”.   
18. Carolyn and Walter are the newest members of the same environmental group, but they got off on the 
wrong foot when they met. Before a protest, Carolyn asks Walter to go and pick up some banners from 
the organization’s offices. Then Walter says: “I’m not your employee”. 
19. Irene and Jackie share an apartment, but a while ago things started getting complicated because Irene 
doesn’t attend classes anymore and stays in the apartment all day. She doesn’t even talk to Jackie 
anymore. Jackie has decided to talk to her and, when she asks her if she is ok, Irene replies: “Stop 
bothering me with your stupid questions”. 
20. Herb and Ethan are classmates, but they don’t like each other. Both of them are seniors in civil 
engineering, but recently Herb got a really good job offer from a top firm. Ethan hasn’t heard from 
anybody, so now he envies Herb. When Ethan hears that Herb failed two of his classes and he has to 
postpone his graduation, he says to Herb: “I guess somebody else will fill the position in the firm”.   
21. Kathleen and Martha are roommates, but they don’t get along. Although Kathleen has to take an exam 
next morning, Martha brings her friends to the apartment and they party all night. After coming back from 
campus the next day, Kathleen sees Martha and says: “You are so inconsiderate”. 
22. Isaac and Tracy are cousins, but they don’t get along. On the day of his brother’s wedding, Isaac has 
to pick up some of his relatives at the airport; but the flight is delayed, and they arrive an hour after the 
ceremony is over. When Tracy sees Isaac at the reception, he says: “You must be too retarded to miss 
your brother’s wedding”.  
23. Judy and Ashley are neighbors, but they don’t get along. Judy has just returned from a trip with her 
boyfriend, and when she arrives home, she sees a very insulting note on her door. She already suspects 
who might have written it. The next morning, she sees Ashley in the hallway and says: “If you have 
something to say, say it to my face”. 
24. Deborah and Jessica are classmates. Recently Deborah found out that Jessica told one of their 
professors that Deborah plagiarized in the midterm exam. Now Deborah hates Jessica. One morning, 
Deborah hears from her classmates that Jessica was expelled from the university because of plagiarism. 
After a couple of weeks, Deborah runs into Jessica and says: “You got what you deserved”. 
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Appendix I: Experiment 2 (lists and distribution patterns) 
 
  
List 1 List 2 List 3 List 4 
PS-1 PL-1 NS-1 NL-1 
PL-2 NS-2 NL-2 PS-2 
NS-3 NL-3  PS-3 PL-3 
NL-4 PS-4 PL-4 NS-4 
PS-5 PL-5 NS-5 NL-5 
PL-6 NS-6 NL-6 PS-6 
NS-7 NL-7 PS-7 PL-7 
NL-8 PS-8 PL-8 NS-8 
PS-9 PL-9 NS-9 NL-9 
PL-10 NS-10 NL-10 PS-10 
NS-11 NL-11 PS-11 PL-11 
NL-12 PS-12 PL-12 NS-12 
PS-13 PL-13 NS-13 NL-13 
PL-14 NS-14 NL-14 PS-14 
NS-15 NL-15 PS-15 PL-15 
NL-16 PS-16 PL-16 NS-16 
PS-17 PL-17 NS-17 NL-17 
PL-18 NS-18 NL-18 PS-18 
NS-19 NL-19 PS-19 PL-19 
NL-20 PS-20 PL-20 NS-20 
PS-21 PL-21 NS-21 NL-21 
PL-22 NS-22 NL-22 PS-22 
NS-23 NL-23 PS-23 PL-23 
NL-24 PS-24 PL-24 NS-24 
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 Distribution 
pattern 
    
  PS PL NS NL 
Token set 1 1 List 1 List 2 List 3 List 4 
Token set 2 2 List 4 List 1 List 2 List 3 
Token set 3 3 List 3 List 4 List 1 List 2 
Token set 4 4 List 2 List 3 List 4 List 1 
Token set 5 1 List 1 List 2 List 3 List 4 
Token set 6 2 List 4 List 1 List 2 List 3 
Token set 7 3 List 3 List 4 List 1 List 2 
Token set 8 4 List 2 List 3 List 4 List 1 
Token set 9 1 List 1 List 2 List 3 List 4 
Token set 10 2 List 4 List 1 List 2 List 3 
Token set 11 3 List 3 List 4 List 1 List 2 
Token set 12 4 List 2 List 3 List 4 List 1 
Token set 13 1 List 1 List 2 List 3 List 4 
Token set 14 2 List 4 List 1 List 2 List 3 
Token set 15 3 List 3 List 4 List 1 List 2 
Token set 16 4 List 2 List 3 List 4 List 1 
Token set 17 1 List 1 List 2 List 3 List 4 
Token set 18 2 List 4 List 1 List 2 List 3 
Token set 19 3 List 3 List 4 List 1 List 2 
Token set 20 4 List 2 List 3 List 4 List 1 
Token set 21 1 List 1 List 2 List 3 List 4 
Token set 22 2 List 4 List 1 List 2 List 3 
Token set 23 3 List 3 List 4 List 1 List 2 
Token set 24 4 List 2 List 3 List 4 List 1 
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Appendix J: Experiment 3 (target vignettes) 
 
Token sets 
Abbreviations for the 4 conditions 
PHI = Positive Event + High Involvement 
PLI = Positive Event + Low Involvement 
NHI = Negative Event + High Involvement 
NLI = Negative Event + Low Involvement 
 
 
1   
 PHI Matt and John are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
One morning, Matt is driving John to a really important job interview. Matt manages 
to avoid several traffic jams, and drops off John at the interview right on time. Then 
John says: “You are such a lousy driver.” 
 PLI Matt and John are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Matt is driving an acquaintance of his to a really important job interview. Matt 
manages to avoid several traffic jams, and drops off his acquaintance at the 
interview right on time. Later Matt meets John at the gym and tells him about it. 
Then John says: “You are such a lousy driver.”  
 NHI Matt and John are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Matt is driving John to a really important job interview. Matt carelessly crosses 
several red traffic lights and almost crashes into another car. Finally, he drops off 
John at the interview with a considerable delay. Then John says: “You are such a 
lousy driver.” 
 NLI Matt and John are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Matt is driving an acquaintance of his to a really important job interview. Matt 
carelessly crosses several red traffic lights and almost crashes into another car. 
Finally, he drops off his acquaintance at the interview with a considerable delay. 
Later Matt meets John at the gym and tells him about it. Then John says: “You are 
such a lousy driver.” 
 
 
2   
 PHI James and Richard are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Richard asked James to decorate his new house, and by all accounts he did an 
excellent job. Then Richard says: “You are such a lousy decorator.” 
 PLI James and Richard are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
James was asked by an acquaintance of his to decorate his new house, and by all 
accounts James did an excellent job. The next morning, James meets Richard at the 
pool and tells him about it. Then Richard says: “You are such a lousy decorator.” 
 NHI James and Richard are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Richard asked James to decorate his new house, and, although he paid him a lot, 
James did a very sloppy job. Then Richard says: “You are such a lousy decorator.” 
 NLI James and Richard are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
James was asked by an acquaintance of his to decorate his new house, and, although 
his acquaintance paid him a lot, James did a very sloppy job. The next morning, 
James meets Richard at the pool and tells him about it. Then Richard says: “You are 
such a lousy decorator.” 
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3   
 PHI Paul and Luis are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. Paul 
translated some important job-related documents into German for Luis, and the 
translation turned out to be very high quality. Then Luis says: “You are such a lousy 
translator.”  
 PLI Paul and Luis are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. Paul 
translated some important job-related documents into German for an acquaintance of 
his, and the translation turned out to be very high quality. The next morning, Paul 
meets Luis at the post office and tells him about it. Then Luis says: “You are such a 
lousy translator.” 
 NHI Paul and Luis are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. Paul 
translated some important job-related documents into German for Luis, but the 
translation was sloppy and inconsistent. Then Luis says: “You are such a lousy 
translator.”  
 NLI Paul and Luis are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. Paul 
translated some important job-related documents into German for an acquaintance of 
his, but the translation was sloppy and inconsistent. The next morning, Paul meets 
Luis at the post office and tells him about it. Then Luis says: “You are such a lousy 
translator.” 
 
 
 
4   
 PHI Tim and Will are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
They are in the same band and have just performed a great guitar duet at a very 
popular music festival. The audience was really excited and they received 
enthusiastic applause. After the concert, Will says: “You are such a horrible 
guitarist.” 
 PLI Tim and Will are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. Tim 
and an acquaintance of his are in the same band, and have just performed a great 
guitar duet at a very popular music festival. The audience was really excited and 
they received enthusiastic applause. Later Tim meets Will at a bar and tells him 
about it. Then Will says: “You are such a horrible guitarist.”  
 NHI Tim and Will are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
They are in the same band, and are about to perform a guitar duet at a very popular 
music festival. However, Tim gets drunk and makes many embarrassing mistakes 
that ruin the performance. After the concert, Will says: “You are such a horrible 
guitarist.” 
 NLI Tim and Will are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. Tim 
and an acquaintance of his are in the same band and they are about to perform a 
guitar duet at a very popular music festival. However, Tim gets drunk and makes 
many embarrassing mistakes that ruin the performance. Later Tim meets Will at a 
bar and tells him about it. Then Will says: “You are such a horrible guitarist.” 
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5   
 PHI Charles and Tom are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Charles is coaching a baseball team of teenagers, one of whom is Tom’s son. With 
Charles’ help and encouragement they have won three consecutive games this year. 
After the last win, Tom approaches Charles and says: “You are such a horrible 
coach.” 
 PLI Charles and Tom are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Charles is coaching a baseball team of teenagers. With Charles’ help and 
encouragement they have won three consecutive games this year. One evening, 
Charles meets Tom at his place for a drink and tells him about it. Then Tom says: 
“You are such a horrible coach.” 
 NHI Charles and Tom are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Charles is coaching a baseball team of teenagers, one of whom is Tom’s son. 
Charles is rather indifferent and does a very poor job coaching the team. Sure 
enough, they haven’t won a single game since last year. After the last game, Tom 
approaches Charles and says: “You are such a horrible coach.” 
 NLI Charles and Tom are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Charles is coaching a baseball team of teenagers. Charles is rather indifferent and 
does a very poor job coaching the team. Sure enough, they haven’t won a single 
game since last year. One evening, Charles meets Tom at his place for a drink and 
tells him about it. Then Tom says: “You are such a horrible coach.” 
 
 
 
6   
 PHI Robert and Kenneth are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Robert did some gardening at Kenneth’s house for his engagement party, and 
now the garden looks really pretty. When Kenneth sees the garden, he says: “You 
are such a horrible gardener.” 
 PLI Robert and Kenneth are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Robert did some gardening at an acquaintance’s house for his engagement 
party, and now the garden looks really pretty. One evening, Robert meets Kenneth at 
a bar and tells him about it. Then Kenneth says: “You are such a horrible gardener.”  
 NHI Robert and Kenneth are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Robert did some gardening at Kenneth’s house for his engagement party, and, 
although Kenneth paid him to do the job, the garden looks really awful. When 
Kenneth sees the garden, he says: “You are such a horrible gardener.” 
 NLI Robert and Kenneth are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Robert did some gardening at an acquaintance’s house for his engagement 
party, and, although his acquaintance paid him to do the job, the garden looks really 
awful. One evening, Robert meets Kenneth at a bar and tells him about it. Then 
Kenneth says: “You are such a horrible gardener.” 
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7   
 PHI Fred and Josh are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. Josh 
asked Fred to help him prepare dinner for his boss and the boss’s wife. Everyone 
agreed that the food Fred had made for them was delicious. After his boss and the 
boss’s wife were gone, Josh says: “You are such a useless cook.” 
 PLI Fred and Josh are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Fred was asked by an acquaintance of his to help him prepare dinner for his boss and 
the boss’s wife. Everyone agreed that the food Fred had made for them was 
delicious. The next day, Fred meets Josh at a coffee shop and tells him about it. 
Then Josh says: “You are such a useless cook.”  
 NHI Fred and Josh are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. Josh 
asked Fred to help him prepare dinner for his boss and the boss’s wife. However, the 
food Fred made for them was disgusting, obviously prepared hastily. After his boss 
and the boss’s wife were gone, Josh says: “You are such a useless cook.” 
 NLI Fred and Josh are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Fred was asked by an acquaintance of his to help him prepare dinner for his boss and 
the boss’s wife. However, the food Fred made for them was disgusting, obviously 
prepared hastily. The next day Fred meets Josh at a coffee shop and tells him about 
it. Then Josh says: “You are such a useless cook.” 
 
 
 
8   
 PHI Ronald and Anthony are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Ronald was babysitting Anthony’s two-year old daughter. He followed all the 
instructions that Anthony gave him, and everything went fine. When Anthony 
arrives home and sees his daughter sleeping and the house in order, he says to 
Ronald: “You are such a useless babysitter.” 
 PLI Ronald and Anthony are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Ronald was babysitting an acquaintance’s two-year old daughter. He followed 
all the instructions that his acquaintance gave him, and everything went fine. When 
his acquaintance arrives home, he sees his daughter sleeping and the house in order. 
The next day, Ronald meets Anthony at the bowling alley and tells him about it. 
Then Anthony says: “You are such a useless babysitter.” 
 NHI Ronald and Anthony are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Ronald was babysitting Anthony’s two-year old daughter, but he didn’t follow 
any of the instructions that Anthony gave him. Sure enough, when Anthony arrives 
home, he finds his daughter crying and the house in a total mess. Then Anthony 
says: “You are such a useless babysitter.” 
 NLI Ronald and Anthony are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Ronald was babysitting an acquaintance’s two-year old daughter, but he didn’t 
follow any of the instructions that his acquaintance gave him. Sure enough, when his 
acquaintance arrives home, he finds his daughter crying and the house in a total 
mess. The next day, Ronald meets Anthony at the bowling alley and tells him about 
it. Then Anthony says: “You are such a useless babysitter.”  
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9   
 PHI Gary and Ray are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. The 
other day, Gary went hunting with Ray and some of his colleagues. Gary managed 
to get three ducks and five quail. Then Ray says: “You are such a useless hunter.”  
 PLI Gary and Ray are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. The 
other day, Gary went hunting with an acquaintance of his and some of his 
colleagues. Gary managed to get three ducks and five quail. The next morning, Gary 
meets Ray at the supermarket shopping and tells him about it. Then Ray says: “You 
are such a useless hunter.”  
 NHI Gary and Ray are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. The 
other day, Gary went hunting with Ray and some of his colleagues. Being reckless, 
Gary almost shoots Ray in the foot. Then Ray says: “You are such a useless hunter.”  
 NLI Gary and Ray are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. The 
other day, Gary went hunting with an acquaintance of his and some of his 
colleagues. Being reckless, Gary almost shoots his acquaintance in the foot. The 
next morning, Gary meets Ray at the supermarket shopping and tells him about it. 
Then Ray says: “You are such a useless hunter.”  
 
 
 
10   
 PHI Dennis and Stephen are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Stephen asked Dennis to bartend at a party Steven had organized for his 
colleagues. Everyone loved the drinks Dennis made for them. Sure enough, the party 
was a huge success. After the party, Stephen says: “You are such a pathetic 
bartender.” 
 PLI Dennis and Stephen are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Dennis was asked by an acquaintance of his to bartend at a party the 
acquaintance had organized for his colleagues. Everyone loved the drinks Dennis 
made for them. Sure enough, the party was a huge success. The next day, Dennis 
meets Stephen for lunch and tells him about it. Then Stephen says: “You are such a 
pathetic bartender.”  
 NHI Dennis and Stephen are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Stephen asked Dennis to bartend at a party Stephen had organized for his 
colleagues. However, Dennis was rather rude to the guests and on top of that, 
nobody liked his drinks. Sure enough, the party was a complete failure. After the 
party, Stephen says: “You are such a pathetic bartender.” 
 NLI Dennis and Stephen are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each 
other. Dennis was asked by an acquaintance of his to bartend at a party the 
acquaintance had organized for his colleagues. However, Dennis was rather rude to 
the guests and on top of that, nobody liked his drinks. Sure enough, the party was a 
complete failure. The next day, Dennis meets Stephen for lunch and tells him about 
it. Then Stephen says: “You are such a pathetic bartender.” 
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11   
 PHI Keith and Donald are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Donald is an interpreter. After getting his boss’s consent, Donald asks Keith to sub 
for him at an important medical conference. By all accounts, Keith did an excellent 
job. When Donald hears the news, he says: “You are such a pathetic interpreter.” 
 PLI Keith and Donald are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
An acquaintance of Keith’s is an interpreter. After getting his boss’s consent, the 
acquaintance asks Keith to sub for him at an important medical conference. By all 
accounts, Keith did an excellent job. The same evening, Keith meets Donald at a 
restaurant and tells him about it. Then Donald says: “You are such a pathetic 
interpreter.”  
 NHI Keith and Donald are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Donald is an interpreter. After getting his boss’s consent, Donald asks Keith to sub 
for him at an important medical conference. However, Keith’s interpretation was 
careless and incoherent. When Donald hears the news, he says: “You are such a 
pathetic interpreter.”  
 NLI Keith and Donald are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
An acquaintance of Keith’s is an interpreter. After getting his boss’s consent, the 
acquaintance asked Keith to sub for him at an important medical conference. 
However, Keith’s interpretation was careless and incoherent. The same evening, 
Keith meets Donald at a restaurant and tells him about it. Then Donald says: “You 
are such a pathetic interpreter.”  
 
 
 
12   
 PHI Justin and Dave are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
They play on the same soccer team. During the last game, both of them scored twice 
and were essential to the team’s victory. After the game, Dave says: “You are such a 
worthless soccer player.” 
 PLI Justin and Dave are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Justin and an acquaintance of his play on the same soccer team. During the last 
game, both of them scored twice and were essential to the team’s victory. After the 
game, Justin meets Dave at a diner and tells him about it. Then Dave says: “You are 
such a worthless soccer player.”  
 NHI Justin and Dave are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
They play on the same soccer team. During the last game, Justin made many 
careless mistakes that made the team lose. After the game, Dave says: “You are such 
a worthless soccer player.” 
 NLI Justin and Dave are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Justin and an acquaintance of his play on the same soccer team. During the last 
game, Justin made many careless mistakes that made the team lose. After the game, 
Justin meets Dave at a diner and tells him about it. Then Dave says: “You are such a 
worthless soccer player.” 
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13   
 PHI Harold and Jim are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
The other day, Harold subbed for Jim’s secretary, and by all accounts he did a great 
job. After finishing work, Jim says: “You are such a worthless secretary.” 
 PLI Harold and Jim are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
The other day, Harold subbed for an acquaintance’s secretary, and by all accounts he 
did a great job. The next day, Harold meets Jim at the gym and tells him about it. 
Then Jim says: “You are such a worthless secretary.” 
 NHI Harold and Jim are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
The other day, Harold subbed for Jim’s secretary, but he recklessly mixed up all the 
appointments and created a terrible mess. Because of this, Jim missed a really 
important meeting. After finishing work, Jim says: “You are such a worthless 
secretary.” 
 NLI Harold and Jim are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
The other day, Harold subbed for an acquaintance’s secretary, but he recklessly 
mixed up all the appointments and created a terrible mess. Because of this, his 
acquaintance missed a really important meeting. The next day, Harold meets Jim at 
the gym and tells him about it. Then Jim says: “You are such a worthless secretary.” 
 
 
 
14   
 PHI Chris and Joe are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. One 
evening they performed a joint stand-up routine at a local bar. Everybody laughed, 
and they were by far the best of all the comedians. After finishing, Joe says: “You 
are such a miserable stand-up comedian.”  
 PLI Chris and Joe are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. One 
evening Chris and an acquaintance of his performed a joint stand-up routine at a 
local bar. Everybody laughed, and they were by far the best of all the comedians. 
Later Chris meets Joe at another bar and tells him about it. Then Joe says: “You are 
such a miserable stand-up comedian.”  
 NHI Chris and Joe are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. One 
evening they performed a joint stand-up routine at a local bar. Chris was totally 
unprepared and ruined the whole routine. Sure enough, nobody laughed. After 
finishing, Joe says: “You are such a miserable stand-up comedian.” 
 NLI Chris and Joe are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. One 
evening Chris and an acquaintance of his performed a joint stand-up routine at a 
local bar. Chris was totally unprepared and ruined the whole routine. Sure enough, 
nobody laughed. Later Chris meets Joe at another bar and tells him about it. Then 
Joe says: “You are such a miserable stand-up comedian.” 
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15   
 PHI Alex and Brad are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
They gave a joint presentation for a course they are taking. Their presentation was 
really good, and the professor had only positive things to say. After the presentation, 
Brad says: “You are such a terrible speaker.”  
 PLI Alex and Brad are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Alex and a classmate of his gave a joint presentation for a course they are taking. 
Their presentation was really good, and the professor had only positive things to say. 
After the presentation, Alex meets Brad for a coffee and tells him about it. Then 
Brad says: “You are such a terrible speaker.” 
 NHI Alex and Brad are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
They gave a joint presentation for a course they are taking. Brad did fine but Alex 
was totally unprepared, and the professor had only negative things to say to both of 
them. After the presentation, Brad says: “You are such a terrible speaker.” 
 NLI Alex and Brad are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Alex and a classmate of his gave a joint presentation for a course they are taking. 
Alex’s classmate did fine but Alex was totally unprepared, and the professor had 
only negative things to say to both of them. After the presentation, Alex meets Brad 
for a coffee and tells him about it. Then Brad says: “You are such a terrible 
speaker.” 
 
 
 
16   
 PHI Willie and Bruce are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Several months ago, they applied for a joint research grant. Both of them, but 
especially Willie, put a lot of effort into preparing the application. They just found 
out that they got it. Then Bruce says: “You are such a hopeless researcher.” 
 PLI Willie and Bruce are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Several months ago, Willie and a classmate of his applied for a joint research grant. 
Both of them, but especially Willie, put a lot of effort into preparing the application. 
They just found out that they got it. Later Willie meets Bruce at the library and tells 
him about it. Then Bruce says: “You are such a hopeless researcher.” 
 NHI Willie and Bruce are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Several months ago, they applied for a joint research grant. Willie, who was 
responsible for the final write-up, forgot to include several important paragraphs. 
Sure enough, they didn’t get the grant. After hearing the news, Bruce says: “You are 
such a hopeless researcher.” 
 NLI Willie and Bruce are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Several months ago, Willie and a classmate of his applied for a joint research grant. 
Willie, who was responsible for the final write-up, forgot to include several 
important paragraphs. Sure enough, they didn’t get the grant. Later Willie meets 
Bruce at the library and tells him about it. Then Bruce says: “You are such a 
hopeless researcher.” 
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17   
 PHI Nick and Tyler are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Nick took Tyler for a ride in his two-seater airplane, and he performed very cool 
maneuvers that really impressed Tyler. After they land, Tyler says: “You are such a 
poor pilot.” 
 PLI Nick and Tyler are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Nick took an acquaintance of his for a ride in his two-seater airplane, and he 
performed very cool maneuvers that really impressed his acquaintance. The next 
day, Nick meets Tyler for a coffee and tells him about it. Then Tyler says: “You are 
such a poor pilot.”  
 NHI Nick and Tyler are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Nick took Tyler for a ride in his two-seater airplane, but Nick didn’t go through the 
checklist before taking off, and they ran out of fuel, almost crashing into a tree. 
After they land, Tyler says: “You are such a poor pilot.”  
 NLI Nick and Tyler are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Nick took an acquaintance of his for a ride in his two-seater airplane, but Nick didn’t 
go through the checklist before taking off, and they ran out of fuel, almost crashing 
into a tree. The next day, Nick meets Tyler for a coffee and tells him about it. Then 
Tyler says: “You are such a poor pilot.” 
 
 
 
18   
 PHI Colin and Jeremy are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Recently they joined a choir, and their singing was so good that the conductor gave 
them a duet in the choir’s first performance. Sure enough, the audience was very 
responsive. After the performance, Jeremy says: “You are such a poor singer.” 
 PLI Colin and Jeremy are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Recently Colin and an acquaintance of his joined a choir, and their singing was so 
good that the conductor gave them a duet in the choir’s first performance. Sure 
enough, the audience was very responsive. One morning, Colin meets Jeremy at work 
and tells him about it. Then Jeremy says: “You are such a poor singer.”  
 NHI Colin and Jeremy are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Recently they joined a choir, and their singing was so good that the conductor gave 
them a duet in the choir’s first performance. Colin, however, made many careless 
mistakes and ruined the song. After the performance, Jeremy says: “You are such a 
poor singer.” 
 NLI Colin and Jeremy are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Recently Colin and an acquaintance of his joined a choir, and their singing was so 
good that the conductor gave them a duet in the choir’s first performance. Colin, 
however, made many careless mistakes and ruined the song. One morning, Colin 
meets Jeremy at work and tells him about it. Then Jeremy says: “You are such a poor 
singer.” 
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19   
 PHI Andrew and Daniel are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
They decided to participate in a relay race organized by the city council. Due to 
Andrew’s incredible speed, their team won the race. Then Daniel says: “You are such 
a crappy runner.”  
 PLI Andrew and Daniel are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Andrew and an acquaintance of his decided to participate in a relay race organized by 
the city council. Due to Andrew’s incredible speed, their team won the race. Later 
Andrew meets Daniel at the supermarket for their weekly shopping and tells him 
about it. Then Daniel says: “You are such a crappy runner.” 
 NHI Andrew and Daniel are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
They decided to participate in a relay race organized by the city council. The race 
begins, but, due to a careless mistake, Andrew drops the baton and the team is 
disqualified. Then Daniel says: “You are such a crappy runner.” 
 NLI Andrew and Daniel are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Andrew and an acquaintance of his decided to participate in a relay race organized by 
the city council. The race begins, but, due to a careless mistake, Andrew drops the 
baton and the team is disqualified. Later Andrew meets Daniel at the supermarket for 
their weekly shopping and tells him about it. Then Daniel says: “You are such a 
crappy runner.” 
 
 
 
20   
 PHI Randy and Carlos are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Last weekend, they went on an ice-climbing trip. On their way up to some difficult 
cliffs, Carlos got stuck in a dangerous spot, but Randy managed to get him down safe. 
Then Carlos says: “You are such a crappy climber.” 
 PLI Randy and Carlos are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Last weekend, Randy and an acquaintance of his went on an ice-climbing trip. On 
their way up to some difficult cliffs, his acquaintance got stuck in a dangerous spot, 
but Randy managed to get him down safe. One morning, Randy meets Carlos at the 
sauna and tells him about it. Then Carlos says: “You are such a crappy climber.” 
 NHI Randy and Carlos are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Last weekend, they went on an ice-climbing trip. They start climbing, and Randy, 
who is a less experienced climber, takes the most dangerous route. Sure enough, 
Randy almost fell dragging Carlos down with him. Then Carlos says: “You are such a 
crappy climber.” 
 NLI Randy and Carlos are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Last weekend, Randy and an acquaintance of his went on an ice-climbing trip. They 
start climbing, and Randy, who is a less experienced climber, takes the most 
dangerous route. Sure enough, Randy almost fell dragging his acquaintance down 
with him. The next day, Randy meets Carlos at the sauna and tells him about it. Then 
Carlos says: “You are such a crappy climber.” 
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21   
 PHI Mike and Steven are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
They decide to participate as a team in a major video-game tournament. After several 
hours of gaming, they managed to get first prize. When their names are announced, 
Steven says: “You are such an awful gamer.” 
 PLI Mike and Steven are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Mike and an acquaintance of his decide to participate as a team in a major video-
game tournament. After several hours of gaming, they managed to get first prize. The 
next day Mike meets Steven for coffee and tells him about it. Then Steven says: “You 
are such an awful gamer.” 
 NHI Mike and Steven are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
They decide to participate as a team in a major video-game tournament. Although 
they have a good start, Mike makes several careless mistakes. Sure enough, they 
don’t even make it to the second round. Then Steven says: “You are such an awful 
gamer.” 
 NLI Mike and Steven are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Mike and an acquaintance of his decide to participate as a team in a major video-
game tournament. Although they have a good start, Mike makes several careless 
mistakes. Sure enough, they don’t even make it to the second round. The next day 
Mike meets Steven for a coffee and tells him about it. Then Steven says: “You are 
such an awful gamer.” 
 
 
 
22   
 PHI Eric and Vincent are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
They both start to work at an architecture firm. They complete their first joint 
architectural project, and their manager was very happy with the quality of their 
work. After finishing work, Vincent says: “You are such an awful architect.” 
 PLI Eric and Vincent are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Eric and an acquaintance of his start to work at an architecture firm. They complete 
their first joint architectural project, and their manager was very happy with the 
quality of their work. The next evening, Eric meets Vincent for a game of pool and 
tells him about it. Then Vincent says: “You are such an awful architect.”  
 NHI Eric and Vincent are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
They both start to work at an architecture firm. They complete their first joint 
architectural project, but, before submitting it to the manager, Eric made some 
careless last minute changes without notifying Vincent that made the report seem 
sloppy. The manager was not happy at all with the quality of their work. After leaving 
the office, Vincent says to Eric: “You are such an awful architect.” 
 NLI Eric and Vincent are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Eric and an acquaintance of his start to work at an architecture firm. They complete 
their first joint architectural project, but, before submitting it to the manager, Eric 
made some careless last minute changes without notifying his acquaintance that made 
the report seem sloppy. The manager was not happy at all with the quality of their 
work. The next evening, Eric meets Vincent for a game of pool and tells him about it. 
Then Vincent says: “You are such an awful architect.” 
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23   
 PHI Dale and Marvin are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
They both work for the local newspaper, and they recently got an award for a story 
that attracted national media attention. After the award ceremony, Marvin says: “You 
are such an incompetent journalist.”  
 PLI Dale and Marvin are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Dale and his colleague work for the local newspaper, and they recently got an award 
for a story that attracted national media attention. One evening, Dale meets Marvin at 
his place for dinner and tells him about it. Then Marvin says: “You are such an 
incompetent journalist.” 
 NHI Dale and Marvin are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
They both work for the local newspaper. They worked together on a really important 
story but when their article was published, Marvin realized that Dale, who was 
responsible for the final write-up, had recklessly failed to report crucial evidence. The 
same day, Marvin sees Dale and says: “You are such an incompetent journalist.” 
 NLI Dale and Marvin are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Dale and his colleague work for the local newspaper. They worked together on a 
really important story but when their article was published, his colleague realized that 
Dale, who was responsible for the final write-up, had recklessly failed to report 
crucial evidence. One evening, Dale meets Marvin at his place for dinner and tells 
him about it. Then Marvin says: “You are such an incompetent journalist.”  
 
 
 
24   
 PHI Rodney and Chad are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Rodney works as a physiotherapist, and has treated Chad for several weeks with 
amazing results. Now Chad feels much better. After the last visit, Chad says: “You 
are such an incompetent physiotherapist.” 
 PLI Rodney and Chad are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Rodney works as a physiotherapist, and has treated an acquaintance of his for several 
weeks with amazing results. Now his acquaintance feels much better. One evening, 
Rodney meets Chad at the movie theater, and while waiting at the foyer, he tells him 
about it. Then Chad says: “You are such an incompetent physiotherapist.”  
 NHI Rodney and Chad are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Rodney works as a physiotherapist, and has treated Chad for several weeks, but didn’t 
pay much attention to Chad’s condition and now Chad has horrible back pains. After 
a visit, Chad says: “You are such an incompetent physiotherapist.” 
 NLI Rodney and Chad are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Rodney works as a physiotherapist, and has treated an acquaintance of his for several 
weeks, but didn’t pay much attention to his acquaintance’s condition and now his 
acquaintance has horrible back pains. One evening, Rodney meets Chad at the movie 
theater, and while waiting at the foyer, he tells him about it. Then Chad says: “You 
are such an incompetent physiotherapist.”  
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Appendix K: Experiment 3 (fillers and practice trials) 
 
Practice trials 
1. Britney and her colleague Melissa are going to the pool for a swim. As soon as they arrive, Britney 
hops into the water and starts swimming non-stop for one hour. By the time they finished, she already 
swam three kilometers. When they get out of the pool, Melissa says: “You are such an awesome 
swimmer”. 
2. Jack and Roxanne have been dating for a year. Jack is thinking of entering a competition for short story 
writing, but he is not confident at all and always says how bad his short stories are. Roxanne persuades 
him to enter the competition and after a month he finds out that he got the first prize. When he tells 
Roxanne about it, she says: “You really are a lousy writer”. 
 
Fillers-Positive remarks 
1. Leroy and Danielle are longtime friends. Leroy is a trumpet player, and he just had his first audition for 
one of the most prestigious jazz ensembles in the city. Playing jazz means so much to him. After a month, 
he finds out that he got the job. When Danielle hears the news, she says: “I’m so happy for you.” 
2. Jerome and Leon are longtime friends. Jerome provided some of his homemade beer for Leon’s 
wedding. Everybody loved it so much that they recommended that he enter the state beer brewing contest. 
Jerome had put a lot of effort into making this beer as beer brewing means a lot to him. After the 
wedding, Leon turns to Jerome and says: “Your beer was amazing.”   
3. April and Taylor are cousins. April has recently been volunteering for a prison literacy project, and 
once a week she helps prisoners read and write. She thinks it is really important to volunteer for these 
types of projects. When Taylor hears the news, she says to April: “You are such a wonderful person.” 
4. Victoria and Jamie are roommates. Victoria is the star of the track team at her university. She has 
invested hours of training, because track and field is her passion. She just got first place in her fifth 
consecutive meet. When Jamie hears the news, she says to Victoria: “You are such a fabulous athlete.” 
5. Adam and Rebecca have been close friends ever since their freshman year. Rebecca has been on a diet 
for a couple of months and, although she has lost a lot of weight, she keeps complaining to Adam that she 
needs to lose more. She is very self-conscious about her weight. One day, they go to the beach and, when 
Rebecca shows up in her bikini, Adam says: “You look stunning.” 
6. Monica and Amber are roommates in their freshman year. One evening, as they are preparing to go out 
for drinks, Monica puts on a skirt that her cousin gave to her as a present, but she doesn’t like it that 
much, so she asks for Amber’s opinion –she is always very concerned about her looks. Then Amber says: 
“You look so cute in this skirt.” 
7. Alexander and Jose were longtime pals. One time Alexander was in desperate need of money. His car 
had broken down, and he needed $300 to fix it. So, he asked Jose for a loan. It’s really important for Jose 
to help his friends, so he said he could lend him the money. This made Alexander happy and he said to 
Jose: “You’re awesome”. 
8. Sean and his cousin Jordan are amateur golfers. Although Sean is not a confident player, Jordan 
encouraged him to enter a local tournament. Jordan watched the tournament and saw that Sean played 
very well, and he even won against top players. Afterwards, Jordan said to him: “What a great game, 
Sean.” 
9. Angela and Cassandra are classmates. Angela is doing a presentation for an advanced seminar on 
primate evolution. This is her favorite topic favorite and she’s really passionate about it. She goes through 
her slides very confidently, and she answers all of the questions at the end. After the presentation, 
Cassandra approaches her and says: “What an excellent presentation.” 
10. Betty, Anne and Cheryl are sisters. They decide to go on a camping trip for the weekend. Betty is 
responsible for the food supplies, and Anne and Cheryl are responsible for the tent equipment. After they 
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set up the tents, Anne goes to get some snacks, and she sees that there is a variety of drinks and plenty of 
good food. Then she says to Betty: “Great job with the food supplies.” 
11. Jeff and Patrick met a couple of weeks ago when the semester started. They are walking together to 
their morning class. As they enter the lecture hall, Jeff says that he read over the assignment pretty 
carefully and that this is going to be a great lecture. The professor proceeded to give a very interesting 
presentation of the material. As they are leaving the lecture hall, Jeff says to the professor: “What an 
amazing lecture.” 
12. Carol and her best friend Sam just took their calculus midterm. Sam says that he didn’t do as well as 
he expected. A few days later, Sam found out that he had gotten one of the highest grades in the class. In 
fact, the professor recommended that he takes a math major. When Carol hears the news, she says to Sam: 
“That’s incredible.” 
13. Pete and his colleague Rick are in a hurry to get to work. Pete says that they can avoid the traffic if 
they stay on this road because he knows the area pretty well. A few minutes later, they can already see the 
company’s offices from a distance. Then Rick says: “That’s impressive”. 
14. Laura and her friend Trevor were having coffee at a local café. They were talking about a romantic 
date that Laura had been on the night before. She and her date had gone for dinner and dancing at a new 
club downtown and had an amazing time. It’s the first time after months that Laura feels so comfortable 
with her date. Then Trevor says: “That sounds pretty exciting.” 
15. Erin and Dustin have been close friends ever since their freshman year. Dustin goes over to Erin’s 
place for dinner. Erin has put a lot of effort on preparing the food, because cooking is her passion. As they 
are eating, Erin asks him how he likes her dish, and Dustin, who is enjoying the food, replies: “It’s 
delicious.” 
16. Roger and Carrie are taking a class together, and they usually sit close to each other. Roger has 
noticed how smart Carrie is, so he decides to ask for her help on his project. After a couple of meetings 
with her, Roger submits his project and the professor is very happy with his work. When Roger sees 
Carrie, he says: “I don’t know how to thank you.” 
17. Frank had just invested in the stock market for the first time. His brother-in-law Russell told him that 
he did the right thing and that the market is about to take off. Over the next few weeks, the stock market 
rose, and Frank made a lot of money. The next time Frank saw Russell, he said: “Your advice was really 
helpful.” 
18. Harry and Ian are colleagues. They consider themselves handymen and often help one another with 
household projects. Harry was renovating one wing of his house, and he asked Ian to help him. Ian came 
over early next morning and they finished the project by noon. Then Harry says to Ian: “I really 
appreciate your help.” 
19. Nancy and her friend Jane were planning a trip to the beach. Jane, who worked for a local TV station 
as a meteorologist, said that the weather would be perfect tomorrow. The next day was a warm and sunny 
one. As she looked out the window, Nancy said to Jane: “You were so right about the weather.” 
20. Earl and Lee have been close friends ever since their childhood. They are discussing the big election 
over drinks at a bar. Lee says that he bets the mayor’s race will turn into a thriller this year. A couple of 
hours later, they learn that the mayor has been reelected by a very slim margin. Then Earl says: “Nice 
prediction, dude.”   
21. Barbara and Dorothy are colleagues. During a business trip, they have a couple of hours to kill before 
they leave for the airport, so they decide to go for shopping. At a clothes store, Barbara is trying a coat 
and asks Dorothy what she thinks. Then Dorothy says: “It looks so good on you.”     
22. Dianne and Shirley are friends. Dianne is taking a home economics course, and she’s decided to 
practice baking a cake. After pulling the cake out of the oven, she asks Shirley to try it and tell her what 
she thinks. After trying a slice, Shirley, who really likes the cake, says: “This is really delicious.” 
23. Joel and his brother Francis are college students. They are on vacation with their family at a beach 
resort, but Joel is too bored, and he decides to go on a short fishing trip. Later in the evening he returns 
with a bag full of good fish. When Francis sees him, he says: “Nice catch, man.” 
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24. Eddie and Helen have known each other since their first year in college, and they hang out once in a 
while. Recently Eddie bought a new motorcycle. He was saving for years to be able to buy this bike. One 
evening, he goes to pick up Helen to go for drinks. When Helen sees the motorcycle, she says: “Nice 
bike, dude.”  
 
Fillers-Negative remarks 
1. Rose and Ben are classmates, but they don’t get along. This semester, they are taking a number of 
classes together. Unlike Ben, Rose is not doing well in math, and she fails the midterm exam. Ben hears 
the news, and when Rose is passing by him, he says to his friend: “You’d have to be really dumb to fail 
the calculus midterm.” 
2. Sebastian and Nathan are classmates, but they don’t like each other. They are preparing themselves for 
their senior portrait. Sebastian spent hours choosing the right tie and jacket, and it’s really important for 
him to look good. Before the photographer takes their pictures, Nathan turns to Sebastian and says: “Your 
tie is so lame.” 
3. Casey and Jason are roommates, but lately there has been some tension between them because Jason 
hasn’t been such a good roommate. He stays in the apartment the whole day playing video games and 
creates messes that he never cleans up. One day, Casey tells him that he should be more responsible but 
Jason replies that he’s been very busy. Then Casey says: “You are useless.” 
4. Patricia and Margaret are classmates, but Patricia doesn’t like her because she is one of the meanest 
individuals among her colleagues. Patricia is presenting her work at the weekly seminar, but she is very 
nervous and cannot answer any questions in the end. After the presentation, Margaret approaches her and 
says: “This is worst presentation I’ve ever seen.” 
5. Arthur and Victor used to be close friends but they got into a huge fight and now they really don’t like 
each other. Victor, who is a bit chubby, goes to the mall to get some T-shirts. He tries one that is very 
tight on him. Arthur, who happens to be in the same store, sees him and says: “You definitely need a 
much bigger size.” 
6. Carl and Johanna work in the same law firm, but recently Carl found out that Johanna tried to get him 
fired and now dislikes her very much. The other day, Johanna and her team lost a really important court 
case, which cost her job. One morning, Carl sees her packing her stuff and says: “It’s too bad you have no 
talent as a lawyer.” 
7. Constantine and Maggie met a couple of years ago, but they don’t particularly like each other. Once 
they had a minor fight. At a friend’s dinner party, Constantine is telling a hunting story, which many 
guests seem to enjoy. When he finishes, Maggie turns to him and says in front of everybody: “You are 
such a liar.” 
8. Jane and Pamela work as surgeons at the same hospital, but they dislike each other. One of the 
operations that Jane performed was unsuccessful, and the patient almost died. The next morning, Pamela 
sees Jane in the hallway and says: “You are so reckless.” 
9. Natasha and Stuart are colleagues, but Natasha doesn’t like him. During a business meeting, Natasha 
was presenting a new marketing strategy but Stuart had only negative comments to make. He is the type 
of person that takes pleasure in humiliating others. Right after the meeting, Natasha walks up to him and 
says: “You make me sick.”  
10. George and Aaron play in the same band, but they hate each other. At their last concert, George made 
so many embarrassing mistakes that the leader of the band told him that if he keeps playing like that, they 
will have to find another pianist. Next week, at the rehearsal, Aaron turns to George and says: “You are a 
disgrace.” 
11. Sharon and Mike are co-workers. Recently Sharon heard that Mike was saying nasty things about her 
to their colleagues, and now she dislikes him a lot. In fact, once Mike himself made nasty comments 
about others to her. One day, Mike walks up to her and asks her if she can sub for him next Monday. 
Then Sharon says: “I don’t do favors for rotten people.”  
12. Connie and Austin are neighbors, but Austin annoys Connie because he plays his music really loud in 
the evening; and although she’s talked to him several times, he doesn’t seem to care. He just plays his 
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music as if nobody else is there. One evening, she sees him in the hallway and says: “If you don’t stop 
playing your music so loud, I’ll call the police.”   
13. Sergio and Alan are roommates but they don’t get along because Alan is always mean and 
condescending. One morning Sergio had to run to class and forgot to take the recycling bin out. When he 
comes back home in the afternoon, Alan, who is very sensitive about cleaning, turns to him and says: 
“I’m sick of you being so lazy.”  
14. Judith and Gabriel are next-door neighbors, but Gabriel often drinks all night with his friends and 
throws the empty bottles in her yard. In fact, other neighbors have also complained before, but he doesn’t 
seem to care. One evening, Judith sees Gabriel on the porch and says: “Next time you throw a bottle in 
my yard, I’ll sue you.”     
15. Shawn and Danny are classmates, and they used to be best friends. Since Danny slept with Shawn’s 
girlfriend, they are like enemies. Shawn really hates Danny. At one of their classmates’ party, Shawn sees 
that Danny has put on weight and doesn’t look good at all. When Danny approaches, Shawn says: “You 
look awful, as always.”  
16. Barry and Mona are members of the same choir, but they don’t like each other. Once they had a fight 
over who was going to get to sing the solo. The other day at rehearsal, Barry missed several notes in a 
solo, and the conductor was a bit irritated. Afterwards, Mona sees Barry in the hallway and says: 
“Somebody doesn’t belong in this choir.”  
17. Roy and Kirk work in the same company, but they discovered that each has been trying to have the 
other fired, and now they are clearly hostile to each other. Kirk recently became the company’s ethics 
officer and, when Roy hears the news, he says to him: “You hypocrite.”   
18. Carolyn and Walter are the newest members of the same environmental group, but they got off on the 
wrong foot when they met. Before a protest, Carolyn asks Walter to go and pick up some banners from 
the organization’s offices. Then Walter says: “I’m not your employee.” 
19. Irene and Jackie share an apartment, but a while ago things started getting complicated because Irene 
doesn’t attend classes anymore and stays in the apartment all day. She doesn’t even talk to Jackie 
anymore. Jackie has decided to talk to her and, when she asks her if she is ok, Irene replies: “Stop 
bothering me with your stupid questions.” 
20. Herb and Ethan are classmates, but they don’t like each other. Both of them are seniors in civil 
engineering, but recently Herb got a really good job offer from a top firm. Ethan hasn’t heard from 
anybody, so now he envies Herb. When Ethan hears that Herb failed two of his classes and he has to 
postpone his graduation, he says to Herb: “I guess somebody else will fill the position in the firm.”   
21. Kathleen and Martha are roommates, but they don’t get along. Although Kathleen has to take an exam 
next morning, Martha brings her friends to the apartment and they party all night. After coming back from 
campus the next day, Kathleen sees Martha and says: “You are so inconsiderate.” 
22. Isaac and Tracy are cousins, but they don’t get along. On the day of his brother’s wedding, Isaac has 
to pick up some of his relatives at the airport; but the flight is delayed, and they arrive an hour after the 
ceremony is over. When Tracy sees Isaac at the reception, he says: “You must be too retarded to miss 
your brother’s wedding.”  
23. Judy and Ashley are neighbors, but they don’t get along. Judy has just returned from a trip with her 
boyfriend, and when she arrives home, she sees a very insulting note on her door. She already suspects 
who might have written it. The next morning, she sees Ashley in the hallway and says: “If you have 
something to say, say it to my face.” 
24. Deborah and Jessica are classmates. Recently Deborah found out that Jessica told one of their 
professors that Deborah plagiarized in the midterm exam. Now Deborah hates Jessica. One morning, 
Deborah hears from her classmates that Jessica was expelled from the university because of plagiarism. 
After a couple of weeks, Deborah runs into Jessica and says: “You got what you deserved.” 
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Appendix L: Experiment 3 (lists and distribution patterns) 
 
 
List 1 List 2 List 3 List 4 
PHI-1 PLI-1 NHI-1 NLI-1 
PLI-2 NHI-2 NLI-2 PHI-2 
NHI-3 NLI-3  PHI-3 PLI-3 
NLI-4 PHI-4 PLI-4 NHI-4 
PHI-5 PLI-5 NHI-5 NLI-5 
PLI-6 NHI-6 NLI-6 PHI-6 
NHI-7 NLI-7 PHI-7 PLI-7 
NLI-8 PHI-8 PLI-8 NHI-8 
PHI-9 PLI-9 NHI-9 NLI-9 
PLI-10 NHI-10 NLI-10 PHI-10 
NHI-11 NLI-11 PHI-11 PLI-11 
NLI-12 PHI-12 PLI-12 NHI-12 
PHI-13 PLI-13 NHI-13 NLI-13 
PLI-14 NHI-14 NLI-14 PHI-14 
NHI-15 NLI-15 PHI-15 PLI-15 
NLI-16 PHI-16 PLI-16 NHI-16 
PHI-17 PLI-17 NHI-17 NLI-17 
PLI-18 NHI-18 NLI-18 PHI-18 
NHI-19 NLI-19 PHI-19 PLI-19 
NLI-20 PHI-20 PLI-20 NHI-20 
PHI-21 PLI-21 NHI-21 NLI-21 
PLI-22 NHI-22 NLI-22 PHI-22 
NHI-23 NLI-23 PHI-23 PLI-23 
NLI-24 PHI-24 PLI-24 NHI-24 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table L.1. Lists 
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 Distribution 
pattern 
    
  PHI PLI NHI NLI 
Token set 1 1 List 1 List 2 List 3 List 4 
Token set 2 2 List 4 List 1 List 2 List 3 
Token set 3 3 List 3 List 4 List 1 List 2 
Token set 4 4 List 2 List 3 List 4 List 1 
Token set 5 1 List 1 List 2 List 3 List 4 
Token set 6 2 List 4 List 1 List 2 List 3 
Token set 7 3 List 3 List 4 List 1 List 2 
Token set 8 4 List 2 List 3 List 4 List 1 
Token set 9 1 List 1 List 2 List 3 List 4 
Token set 10 2 List 4 List 1 List 2 List 3 
Token set 11 3 List 3 List 4 List 1 List 2 
Token set 12 4 List 2 List 3 List 4 List 1 
Token set 13 1 List 1 List 2 List 3 List 4 
Token set 14 2 List 4 List 1 List 2 List 3 
Token set 15 3 List 3 List 4 List 1 List 2 
Token set 16 4 List 2 List 3 List 4 List 1 
Token set 17 1 List 1 List 2 List 3 List 4 
Token set 18 2 List 4 List 1 List 2 List 3 
Token set 19 3 List 3 List 4 List 1 List 2 
Token set 20 4 List 2 List 3 List 4 List 1 
Token set 21 1 List 1 List 2 List 3 List 4 
Token set 22 2 List 4 List 1 List 2 List 3 
Token set 23 3 List 3 List 4 List 1 List 2 
Token set 24 4 List 2 List 3 List 4 List 1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table L.2. Distribution patterns 
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Appendix M: Norming task for gender preference 
 
Participants (N=20) were given the following task:  
 
“Instructions: You will be asked to read 24 very short stories, and decide whether the character in the 
story is more likely to be a male or a female (or either). (Each character in the stories is assigned a letter 
of the alphabet.) 
 
1. Here the story of A: A has just passed his/her driver’s license exam, and the examiner praised his/her 
driving skills. 
2. Here the story of B: Two of B’s newly wedded friends asked him/her to decorate their new house, and 
they were so excited with the result that they gave B a very expensive gift.  
3. Here the story of C: C translated some family documents into German for an acquaintance of his/hers, 
and the translation turned out to be of very high quality. 
4. Here the story of D: D has just given a great performance with his/her band. The audience was really 
excited and gave D an especially enthusiastic applause. 
5. Here the story of E: E did some gardening at his/her boss’ house, and his/her boss was so excited that 
she recommended E to others. 
6. Here the story of F: F entered a cooking competition, and he/she just found out that he/she got the 
first prize. 
7. Here is the story of G: G was babysitting his/her 3-year old niece yesterday evening, and they had a lot 
of fun, much to the surprise of the parents. 
8. Here is the story of H: H participated in a sculpture exhibition organized by the city council. All the 
critics that visited the exhibition liked his/her sculpture so much that they recommended that he/she 
participate in the national exhibition. 
9. Here is the story of Z: The other day, at the bank Z acted as an interpreter for some acquaintances of 
his/hers from France, and he/she did a superb job according to the bank tellers. 
10. Here is the story of J: The other day, J subbed for his/her brother’s secretary, and he/she did such a 
great job that his/her brother gave him/her two tickets to his/her favorite comedian’s show. 
11. Here is the story of K: One evening K performed a stand-up routine at a local bar. Everybody laughed 
hard, and he/she was by far the best of all the comedians. 
12. Here is the story of L: L works for a comic book company, and the other day he/she found out that 
he/she was voted the funniest cartoonist by its readers. 
13. Here is the story of M: M gave a presentation for a course she/he is taking. Her/his presentation was 
really good, and the professor had only positive things to say. 
14. Here is the story of N: N participated in a photography contest, and she/he just found out that 
she/he got the first prize. 
15. Here is the story of O: O started a travel blog a month ago, and it’s become so popular that a travel 
magazine asked her/him to write a regular column for them. 
16. Here is the story of P: P just found out that she/he got the campus research fellowship for her/his 
scholarly achievements. 
17. Here is the story of Q: Q participated in a local storytelling festival, and her/his stories made a real 
impression on some famous storytellers. 
18. Here is the story of R: Recently R joined a choir, and her/his singing was so good that in their first 
performance the conductor gave her/him two solos. 
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19. Here is the story of S: S has decided to participate in a 100-meter dash organized by the city council. 
She/he has a good start, and manages to finish first. 
20. Here is the story of T: Recently T participated in an archery competition, and she/he managed to hit 
the bull’s-eye several times in a row. 
21. Here is the story of U: U completed her/his first architectural project, and the manager was 
pleasantly surprised with the quality of her/his work. 
22. Here is the story of V: One evening, V is playing chess against the computer. She/he predicts the 
computer’s moves easily and moves to checkmate in less than 5 minutes. 
23. Here is the story of W: W works for the local newspaper, and she/he recently uncovered a case of 
political corruption that attracted the attention of the national media. 
24. Here is the story of X: X works as a physiotherapist, and she/he did such a great job with one of 
her/his patients that she recommended X enthusiastically to all her friends. 
 
Question: Do you think that X is more likely to be a male or a female? Please choose the middle of the 
scale if you think that the character can be either female or male.”   
Male           Either         Female 
   1    2     3     4     5    6     7 
 
 
In the following table, the mean values of the gender preference task in 24 stories are presented. 
Asterisks indicate the ones that were selected for inclusion in Experiment 4 as they represent the 
least gender-biased scenarios.  
 
 
 Mean Standard 
Deviation 
Median Mode N 
1. driver* 3.60 1.27 4 4 20 
2. decorator 5.45 1.00 5.5 6 20 
3. translator* 4.15 1.31 4 4 20 
4. guitarist 3.00 1.17 3 4 20 
5. gardener 4.60 1.76 5 3 20 
6. cook 4.60 1.35 4.5 4 20 
7. babysitter* 3.90 1.71 3.5 5 20 
8. sculptor* 3.80 1.47 4 4 20 
9. interpreter* 4.00 1.59 4 4 20 
10. secretary 4.65 1.66 5 5 20 
11. stand-up 
comedian 
3.10 1.41 3 4 20 
12. cartoonist 3.00 1.38 3 2 20 
13. speaker* 4.25 1.25 4 4 20 
14. photographer* 4.60 1.47 4 4 20 
15. blogger* 4.45 1.36 4 4 20 
16. researcher* 4.10 1.41 4 4 20 
17. storyteller* 4.40 1.27 5 5 20 
18. singer 4.70 1.69 5 5 20 
19. runner 3.30 1.45 3.5 4 20 
Table M.1 
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Table M.1 (cont.) 
20. archer 3.30 1.42 4 4 20 
21. architect* 3.50 1.36 4 4 20 
22. chess player 3.15 1.42 3 3 20 
23. journalist* 3.90 1.48 4 4 20 
24. physiotherapist 5.00 1.62 5 6 20 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure M.1 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Means of 24 vignettes for gender preference 
(1=Male, 7=Female, 4=Either) 
Mean
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Appendix N: Experiment 4 (target vignettes, lists and distribution patterns) 
 
Speaker Perspective 
 
Participant in the role of the Speaker  
1. Do you believe what you say? 
Most likely NO (1)        (7) Most likely YES 
2. Are you teasing or being serious? 
Teasing (1)        (7) Serious 
3. Are you trying to be friendly or mean to [name of the hearer]? 
Friendly (1)        (7) Mean 
4. Will [name of the hearer] get amused or hurt by what you say? 
Amused (1)        (7) Hurt 
5. Your remark is intended as a: 
a. compliment 
b. criticism 
c. a combination of compliment and criticism 
d. None of the above 
6. Do you say what you say because you are happy or upset with [name of the hearer]?  
Happy (1)        (7) Upset  
 
 
Abbreviations 
PS = Positive Event + Speaker 
NS = Negative Event + Speaker 
 
Male version 
 
 
 
 
2   
 PS You and Paul are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. Paul 
translated some family documents into German for an acquaintance of his, and the 
translation turned out to be of very high quality. One morning, Paul meets you at the 
post office and tells you about it. Then you say: “You are such a lousy translator.” 
 NS You and Paul are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. Paul 
translated some family documents into German for an acquaintance of his, but the 
translation turned out to be of very poor quality. One morning, Paul meets you at the 
post office and tells you about it. Then you say: “You are such a lousy translator.”  
 
 
1   
 PS You and Matt are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. Matt 
has just passed his driver’s license exam, and the examiner praised his driving skills. 
Later Matt meets you at the gym and tells you about it. Then you say: “You are such a 
lousy driver.” 
 NS You and Matt are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. Matt 
has just failed his driver’s license exam, and the examiner told him that he should work 
harder on his driving skills. Later Matt meets you at the gym and tells you about it. 
Then you say: “You are such a lousy driver.” 
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3   
 PS You and Ronald are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. 
Ronald was babysitting his 3-year old niece yesterday evening, and they had a lot of 
fun, much to the surprise of the parents. The next day, Ronald meets you for coffee 
and tells you about it. Then you say: “You are such a useless babysitter.” 
 NS You and Ronald are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. 
Ronald was babysitting his 3-year old niece yesterday evening, but he didn’t know 
how to entertain her with her non-stop crying. The next day, Ronald meets you for 
coffee and tells you about it. Then you say: “You are such a useless babysitter.” 
 
 
4   
 PS You and Gary are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. Gary 
participated in a sculpture exhibition organized by the city council. All the critics that 
visited the exhibition liked his sculpture so much that they recommended that he 
participate in the national exhibition. Later Gary meets you for a drink and tells you 
about it. Then you say: “You are such a pathetic sculptor.”  
 NS You and Gary are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. Gary 
participated in a sculpture exhibition organized by the city council. Some of the critics 
that visited the exhibition completely ignored his sculpture, and others even made very 
negative comments. Later Gary meets you for a drink and tells you about it. Then you 
say: “You are such a pathetic sculptor.”  
 
 
5   
 PS You and Keith are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. The 
other day, at the bank Keith acted as an interpreter for some acquaintances of his from 
France, and he did a superb job according to the bank tellers. One evening, Keith 
meets you at a restaurant and tells you about it. Then you say: “You are such a pathetic 
interpreter.”   
 NS You and Keith are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. The 
other day, at the bank Keith acted as an interpreter for some acquaintances of his from 
France; but he confused the bank tellers, and his acquaintances got really frustrated. 
One evening, Keith meets you at a restaurant and tells you about it. Then you say: 
“You are such a pathetic interpreter.” 
 
 
6   
 PS You and Alex are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. Alex 
gave a presentation for a course he is taking. His presentation was really good, and the 
professor had only positive things to say. After the presentation, Alex meets you for a 
coffee and tells you about it. Then you say: “You are such a terrible speaker.”  
 NS You and Alex are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. Alex 
gave a presentation for a course he is taking. His presentation was really bad, and the 
professor had only negative things to say. After the presentation, Alex meets you for a 
coffee and tells you about it. Then you say: “You are such a terrible speaker.”  
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7   
 PS You and Albert are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. 
Albert participated in a photography contest, and he just found out that he got the first 
prize. The next day, Albert meets you at the park for your weekly stroll and tells you 
about it. Then you say: “You are such a terrible photographer.” 
 NS You and Albert are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. 
Albert participated in a photography contest, but he didn’t even make it to the first 
round. The next day, Albert meets you at the park for your weekly stroll and tells you 
about it. Then you say: “You are such a terrible photographer.” 
 
 
8   
 PS You and Samuel are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. 
Samuel started a travel blog a month ago, and it’s become so popular that a travel 
magazine asked him to write a regular column for them. Later Samuel meets you at the 
park and tells you about it. Then you say: “You are such a hopeless blogger.” 
 NS You and Samuel are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. 
Samuel started a travel blog a month ago, but it hasn’t been successful at all because 
almost nobody reads it. Later Samuel meets you at the park and tells you about it. 
Then you say: “You are such a hopeless blogger.” 
 
 
9   
 PS You and Bruce are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. Bruce 
just found out that he got the campus research fellowship for his scholarly 
achievements. Later Bruce meets you at the library and tells you about it. Then you 
say: “You are such a hopeless researcher.” 
 NS You and Bruce are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. Bruce 
just found out that he was not even nominated by his department for the campus 
research fellowship. Later Bruce meets you at the library and tells you about it. Then 
you say: “You are such a hopeless researcher.” 
 
 
10   
 PS You and Lawrence are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. 
The other day, Lawrence participated in a local storytelling festival, and his stories 
made a real impression on some famous storytellers. The next morning, Lawrence 
meets you at work and tells you about it. Then you say: “You are such a poor 
storyteller.” 
 NS You and Lawrence are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. 
The other day, Lawrence participated in a local storytelling festival, but his stories 
were by far the most boring. The next morning, Lawrence meets you at work and tells 
you about it. Then you say: “You are such a poor storyteller.” 
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11   
 PS You and Eric are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. Eric 
completed his first architectural project, and the manager was pleasantly surprised with 
the quality of his work. The next evening, Eric meets you for coffee and tells you 
about it. Then you say: “You are such an awful architect.” 
 NS You and Eric are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. Eric 
completed his first architectural project, but the manager was not happy at all with the 
quality of his work. The next evening, Eric meets you for coffee and tells you about it. 
Then you say: “You are such an awful architect.” 
 
 
12   
 PS You and Marvin are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. 
Marvin works for the local newspaper, and he recently uncovered a case of political 
corruption that attracted the attention of the national media. One evening, Marvin 
meets you at a bar and tells you about it. Then you say: “You are such an incompetent 
journalist.”  
 NS You and Marvin are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. 
Marvin works for the local newspaper, but he hasn’t gotten a good scoop in months. 
One evening, Marvin meets you at a bar and tells you about it. Then you say: “You are 
such an incompetent journalist.” 
 
 
Female version 
 
 
 
 
2   
 PS You and Kate are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. Kate 
translated some family documents into German for an acquaintance of hers, and the 
translation turned out to be of very high quality. One morning, Kate meets you at the 
post office and tells you about it. Then you say: “You are such a lousy translator.” 
 NS You and Kate are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. Kate 
translated some family documents into German for an acquaintance of hers, but the 
translation turned out to be of very poor quality. One morning, Kate meets you at the 
post office and tells you about it. Then you say: “You are such a lousy translator.”  
 
 
1   
 PS You and Mary are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. Mary 
has just passed her driver’s license exam, and the examiner praised her driving skills. 
Later Mary meets you at the gym and tells you about it. Then you say: “You are such a 
lousy driver.” 
 NS You and Mary are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. Mary 
has just failed her driver’s license exam, and the examiner told her that she should 
work harder on her driving skills. Later Mary meets you at the gym and tells you about 
it. Then you say: “You are such a lousy driver.” 
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3   
 PS You and Jennifer are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. 
Jennifer was babysitting her 3-year old niece yesterday evening, and they had a lot of 
fun, much to the surprise of the parents. The next day, Jennifer meets you for coffee 
and tells you about it. Then you say: “You are such a useless babysitter.” 
 NS You and Jennifer are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. 
Jennifer was babysitting her 3-year old niece yesterday evening, but she didn’t know 
how to entertain her with her non-stop crying. The next day, Jennifer meets you for 
coffee and tells you about it. Then you say: “You are such a useless babysitter.” 
 
 
4   
 PS You and Susan are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. Susan 
participated in a sculpture exhibition organized by the city council. All the critics that 
visited the exhibition liked her sculpture so much that they recommended that she 
participate in the national exhibition. Later Susan meets you for a drink and tells you 
about it. Then you say: “You are such a pathetic sculptor.”  
 NS You and Susan are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. Susan 
participated in a sculpture exhibition organized by the city council. Some of the critics 
that visited the exhibition completely ignored her sculpture, and others even made very 
negative comments. Later Susan meets you for a drink and tells you about it. Then you 
say: “You are such a pathetic sculptor.”  
 
 
5   
 PS You and Patricia are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. The 
other day, at the bank Patricia acted as an interpreter for some acquaintances of hers 
from France, and she did a superb job according to the bank tellers. One evening, 
Patricia meets you at a restaurant and tells you about it. Then you say: “You are such a 
pathetic interpreter.”   
 NS You and Patricia are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. The 
other day, at the bank Patricia acted as an interpreter for some acquaintances of hers 
from France; but she confused the bank tellers, and her acquaintances got really 
frustrated. One evening, Patricia meets you at a restaurant and tells you about it. Then 
you say: “You are such a pathetic interpreter.” 
 
 
6   
 PS You and Nancy are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. 
Nancy gave a presentation for a course she is taking. Her presentation was really good, 
and the professor had only positive things to say. After the presentation, Nancy meets 
you for a coffee and tells you about it. Then you say: “You are such a terrible 
speaker.”  
 NS You and Nancy are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. 
Nancy gave a presentation for a course she is taking. Her presentation was really bad, 
and the professor had only negative things to say. After the presentation, Nancy meets 
you for a coffee and tells you about it. Then you say: “You are such a terrible 
speaker.”  
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7   
 PS You and Karen are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. 
Karen participated in a photography contest, and she just found out that she got the 
first prize. The next day, Karen meets you at the park for your weekly stroll and tells 
you about it. Then you say: “You are such a terrible photographer.” 
 NS You and Karen are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. 
Karen participated in a photography contest, but she didn’t even make it to the first 
round. The next day, Karen meets you at the park for your weekly stroll and tells you 
about it. Then you say: “You are such a terrible photographer.” 
 
 
8   
 PS You and Betty are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. Betty 
started a travel blog a month ago, and it’s become so popular that a travel magazine 
asked her to write a regular column for them. Later Betty meets you at the park and 
tells you about it. Then you say: “You are such a hopeless blogger.” 
 NS You and Betty are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. Betty 
started a travel blog a month ago, but it hasn’t been successful at all because almost 
nobody reads it. Later Betty meets you at the park and tells you about it. Then you say: 
“You are such a hopeless blogger.” 
 
 
9   
 PS You and Donna are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. 
Donna just found out that she got the campus research fellowship for her scholarly 
achievements. Later Donna meets you at the library and tells you about it. Then you 
say: “You are such a hopeless researcher.” 
 NS You and Donna are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. 
Donna just found out that she was not even nominated by her department for the 
campus research fellowship. Later Donna meets you at the library and tells you about 
it. Then you say: “You are such a hopeless researcher.” 
 
 
10   
 PS You and Victoria are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. 
The other day, Victoria participated in a local storytelling festival, and her stories 
made a real impression on some famous storytellers. The next morning, Victoria meets 
you at work and tells you about it. Then you say: “You are such a poor storyteller.” 
 NS You and Victoria are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. 
The other day, Victoria participated in a local storytelling festival, but her stories were 
by far the most boring. The next morning, Victoria meets you at work and tells you 
about it. Then you say: “You are such a poor storyteller.” 
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11   
 PS You and Michelle are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. 
Michelle completed her first architectural project, and the manager was pleasantly 
surprised with the quality of her work. The next evening, Michelle meets you for 
coffee and tells you about it. Then you say: “You are such an awful architect.” 
 NS You and Michelle are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. 
Michelle completed her first architectural project, but the manager was not happy at all 
with the quality of her work. The next evening, Michelle meets you for coffee and tells 
you about it. Then you say: “You are such an awful architect.” 
 
 
12   
 PS You and Sarah are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. Sarah 
works for the local newspaper, and she recently uncovered a case of political 
corruption that attracted the attention of the national media. One evening, Sarah meets 
you at a bar and tells you about it. Then you say: “You are such an incompetent 
journalist.”  
 NS You and Sarah are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. Sarah 
works for the local newspaper, but she hasn’t gotten a good scoop in months. One 
evening, Sarah meets you at a bar and tells you about it. Then you say: “You are such 
an incompetent journalist.” 
 
 
List 1 List 2 
PS1 NS1 
NS2 PS2 
PS3 NS3 
NS4 PS4 
PS5 NS5 
NS6 PS6 
PS7 NS7 
NS8 PS8 
PS9 NS9 
NS10 PS10 
PS11 NS11 
NS12 PS12 
 
 
Hearer perspective 
 
Participant in the role of the Hearer  
1. Does [name of the speaker] believe what s/he says? 
Most likely NO (1)        (7) Most likely YES 
2. Is [name of the speaker] teasing or being serious? 
Teasing (1)        (7) Serious 
3. Is [name of the speaker] trying to be friendly or mean to you? 
Friendly (1)        (7) Mean 
4. Will you get amused or hurt by what [name of the speaker] says? 
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Amused (1)        (7) Hurt 
5. [name of the speaker]’s remark is intended as a: 
a. compliment 
b. criticism 
c. a combination of compliment and criticism 
d. None of the above 
6. Does [name of the speaker] say what s/he says because s/he is happy or upset with you?  
Happy (1)        (7) Upset  
 
 
Abbreviations 
PH = Positive Event + Hearer 
NH = Negative Event + Hearer 
 
Male version 
 
 
1   
 PH You and Matt are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. You 
have just passed your driver’s license exam, and the examiner praised your driving 
skills. Later you meet Matt at the gym and you tell him about it. Then Matt says: “You 
are such a lousy driver.” 
 NH You and Matt are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. You 
have just failed your driver’s license exam, and the examiner told you that you should 
work harder on your driving skills. Later you meet Matt at the gym and you tell him 
about it. Then Matt says: “You are such a lousy driver.” 
 
 
2   
 PH You and Paul are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. You 
translated some family documents into German for an acquaintance of yours, and the 
translation turned out to be of very high quality. One morning, you meet Paul at the post 
office and you tell him about it. Then Paul says: “You are such a lousy translator.” 
 NH You and Paul are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. You 
translated some family documents into German for an acquaintance of yours, but the 
translation turned out to be of very poor quality. One morning, you meet Paul at the post 
office and you tell him about it. Then Paul says: “You are such a lousy translator.” 
 
 
3   
 PH You and Ronald are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. You 
were babysitting your 3-year old niece yesterday evening, and you had a lot of fun, much 
to the surprise of the parents. The next day, you meet Ronald for coffee and you tell him 
about it. Then Ronald says: “You are such a useless babysitter.” 
 NH You and Ronald are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. You 
were babysitting your 3-year old niece yesterday evening, but you didn’t know how to 
entertain her with her non-stop crying. The next day, you meet Ronald for coffee and you 
tell him about it. Then Ronald says: “You are such a useless babysitter.” 
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4   
 PH You and Gary are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. You 
participated in a sculpture exhibition organized by the city council. All the critics that 
visited the exhibition liked your sculpture so much that they recommended that you 
participate in the national exhibition. Later you meet Gary for a drink and you tell him 
about it. Then Gary says: “You are such a pathetic sculptor.” 
 NH You and Gary are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. You 
participated in a sculpture exhibition organized by the city council. Some of the critics 
that visited the exhibition completely ignored your sculpture, and others even made very 
negative comments. Later you meet Gary for a drink and you tell him about it. Then 
Gary says: “You are such a pathetic sculptor.” 
 
 
5   
 PH You and Keith are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. The 
other day, at the bank you acted as an interpreter for some acquaintances of yours from 
France, and you did a superb job according to the bank tellers. One evening, you meet 
Keith at a restaurant and you tell him about it. Then Keith says: “You are such a pathetic 
interpreter.”  
 NH You and Keith are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. The 
other day, at the bank you acted as an interpreter for some acquaintances of yours from 
France; but you confused the bank tellers, and your acquaintances got really frustrated. 
One evening, you meet Keith at a restaurant and you tell him about it. Then Keith says: 
“You are such a pathetic interpreter.” 
 
 
6   
 PH You and Alex are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. You 
gave a presentation for a course you are taking. Your presentation was really good, and 
the professor had only positive things to say. After the presentation, you meet Alex for a 
coffee and you tell him about it. Then Alex says: “You are such a terrible speaker.” 
 NH You and Alex are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. You 
gave a presentation for a course you are taking. Your presentation was really bad, and the 
professor had only negative things to say. After the presentation, you meet Alex for a 
coffee and you tell him about it. Then Alex says: “You are such a terrible speaker.” 
 
 
7   
 PH You and Albert are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. You 
participated in a photography contest, and you just found out that you got the first prize. 
The next day, you meet Albert at the park for your weekly stroll and you tell him about 
it. Then Albert says: “You are such a terrible photographer.” 
 NH You and Albert are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. You 
participated in a photography contest, but you didn’t even make it to the first round. The 
next day, you meet Albert at the park for your weekly stroll and you tell him about it. 
Then Albert says: “You are such a terrible photographer.”  
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8   
 PH You and Samuel are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. You 
started a travel blog a month ago, and it’s become so popular that a travel magazine 
asked you to write a regular column for them. Later you meet Samuel at the park and you 
tell him about it. Then Samuel says: “You are such a hopeless blogger.” 
 NH You and Samuel are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. You 
started a travel blog a month ago, but it hasn’t been successful at all because almost 
nobody reads it. Later you meet Samuel at the park and you tell him about it. Then 
Samuel says: “You are such a hopeless blogger.” 
 
 
9   
 PH You and Bruce are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. You 
just found out that you got the campus research fellowship for your scholarly 
achievements. Later you meet Bruce at the library and you tell him about it. Then Bruce 
says: “You are such a hopeless researcher.”  
 NH You and Bruce are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. You 
just found out that you were not even nominated by your department for the campus 
research fellowship. Later you meet Bruce at the library and you tell him about it. Then 
Bruce says: “You are such a hopeless researcher.” 
 
 
10   
 PH You and Lawrence are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. 
The other day, you participated in a local storytelling festival, and your stories made a 
real impression on some famous storytellers. The next morning, you meet Lawrence at 
work and you tell him about it. Then Lawrence says: “You are such a poor storyteller.” 
 NH You and Lawrence are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. 
The other day, you participated in a local storytelling festival, but your stories were by 
far the most boring. The next morning, you meet Lawrence at work and you tell him 
about it. Then Lawrence says: “You are such a poor storyteller.” 
 
 
11   
 PH You and Eric are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. You 
completed your first architectural project, and the manager was pleasantly surprised 
with the quality of your work. The next evening, you meet Eric for coffee and you tell 
him about it. Then Eric says: “You are such an awful architect.” 
 NH You and Eric are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. You 
completed your first architectural project, but the manager was not happy at all with the 
quality of your work. The next evening, you meet Eric for coffee and you tell him 
about it. Then Eric says: “You are such an awful architect.” 
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12   
 PH You and Marvin are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. You 
work for the local newspaper, and you recently uncovered a case of political corruption 
that attracted the attention of the national media. One evening, you meet Marvin at a 
bar and you tell him about it. Then Marvin says: “You are such an incompetent 
journalist.” 
 NH You and Marvin are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. You 
work for the local newspaper, but you haven’t gotten a good scoop in months. One 
evening, you meet Marvin at a bar and you tell him about it. Then Marvin says: “You 
are such an incompetent journalist.” 
 
 
Female version 
 
 
1   
 PH You and Mary are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. You 
have just passed your driver’s license exam, and the examiner praised your driving skills. 
Later you meet Mary at the gym and you tell her about it. Then Mary says: “You are 
such a lousy driver.” 
 NH You and Mary are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. You 
have just failed your driver’s license exam, and the examiner told you that you should 
work harder on your driving skills. Later you meet Mary at the gym and you tell her 
about it. Then Mary says: “You are such a lousy driver.” 
 
 
2   
 PH You and Kate are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. You 
translated some family documents into German for an acquaintance of yours, and the 
translation turned out to be of very high quality. One morning, you meet Kate at the post 
office and you tell her about it. Then Kate says: “You are such a lousy translator.” 
 NH You and Kate are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. You 
translated some family documents into German for an acquaintance of yours, but the 
translation turned out to be of very poor quality. One morning, you meet Kate at the post 
office and you tell her about it. Then Kate says: “You are such a lousy translator.” 
 
 
3   
 PH You and Jennifer are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. You 
were babysitting your 3-year old niece yesterday evening, and you had a lot of fun, much 
to the surprise of the parents. The next day, you meet Jennifer for coffee and you tell her 
about it. Then Jennifer says: “You are such a useless babysitter.” 
 NH You and Jennifer are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. You 
were babysitting your 3-year old niece yesterday evening, but you didn’t know how to 
entertain her with her non-stop crying. The next day, you meet Jennifer for coffee and 
you tell her about it. Then Jennifer says: “You are such a useless babysitter.” 
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4   
 PH You and Susan are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. You 
participated in a sculpture exhibition organized by the city council. All the critics that 
visited the exhibition liked your sculpture so much that they recommended that you 
participate in the national exhibition. Later you meet Susan for a drink and you tell her 
about it. Then Susan says: “You are such a pathetic sculptor.” 
 NH You and Susan are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. You 
participated in a sculpture exhibition organized by the city council. Some of the critics 
that visited the exhibition completely ignored your sculpture, and others even made very 
negative comments. Later you meet Susan for a drink and you tell her about it. Then 
Susan says: “You are such a pathetic sculptor.” 
 
 
5   
 PH You and Patricia are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. The 
other day, at the bank you acted as an interpreter for some acquaintances of yours from 
France, and you did a superb job according to the bank tellers. One evening, you meet 
Patricia at a restaurant and you tell her about it. Then Patricia says: “You are such a 
pathetic interpreter.”  
 NH You and Patricia are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. The 
other day, at the bank you acted as an interpreter for some acquaintances of yours from 
France; but you confused the bank tellers, and your acquaintances got really frustrated. 
One evening, you meet Patricia at a restaurant and you tell her about it. Then Patricia 
says: “You are such a pathetic interpreter.” 
 
 
6   
 PH You and Nancy are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. You 
gave a presentation for a course you are taking. Your presentation was really good, and 
the professor had only positive things to say. After the presentation, you meet Nancy for 
a coffee and you tell her about it. Then Nancy says: “You are such a terrible speaker.” 
 NH You and Nancy are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. You 
gave a presentation for a course you are taking. Your presentation was really bad, and the 
professor had only negative things to say. After the presentation, you meet Nancy for a 
coffee and you tell her about it. Then Nancy says: “You are such a terrible speaker.” 
 
 
7   
 PH You and Karen are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. You 
participated in a photography contest, and you just found out that you got the first prize. 
The next day, you meet Karen at the park for your weekly stroll and you tell her about it. 
Then Karen says: “You are such a terrible photographer.” 
 NH You and Karen are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. You 
participated in a photography contest, but you didn’t even make it to the first round. The 
next day, you meet Karen at the park for your weekly stroll and you tell her about it. 
Then Karen says: “You are such a terrible photographer.”  
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8   
 PH You and Betty are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. You 
started a travel blog a month ago, and it’s become so popular that a travel magazine 
asked you to write a regular column for them. Later you meet Betty at the park and you 
tell her about it. Then Betty says: “You are such a hopeless blogger.” 
 NH You and Betty are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. You 
started a travel blog a month ago, but it hasn’t been successful at all because almost 
nobody reads it. Later you meet Betty at the park and you tell her about it. Then Betty 
says: “You are such a hopeless blogger.” 
 
 
9   
 PH You and Donna are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. You 
just found out that you got the campus research fellowship for your scholarly 
achievements. Later you meet Donna at the library and you tell her about it. Then Donna 
says: “You are such a hopeless researcher.”  
 NH You and Donna are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. You 
just found out that you were not even nominated by your department for the campus 
research fellowship. Later you meet Donna at the library and you tell her about it. Then 
Donna says: “You are such a hopeless researcher.” 
 
 
10   
 PH You and Victoria are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. The 
other day, you participated in a local storytelling festival, and your stories made a real 
impression on some famous storytellers. The next morning, you meet Victoria at work 
and you tell her about it. Then Victoria says: “You are such a poor storyteller.” 
 NH You and Victoria are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. The 
other day, you participated in a local storytelling festival, but your stories were by far 
the most boring. The next morning, you meet Victoria at work and you tell her about it. 
Then Victoria says: “You are such a poor storyteller.” 
 
 
11   
 PH You and Michelle are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. 
You completed your first architectural project, and the manager was pleasantly 
surprised with the quality of your work. The next evening, you meet Michelle for 
coffee and you tell her about it. Then Michelle says: “You are such an awful architect.” 
 NH You and Michelle are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. 
You completed your first architectural project, but the manager was not happy at all 
with the quality of your work. The next evening, you meet Michelle for coffee and you 
tell her about it. Then Michelle says: “You are such an awful architect.” 
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12   
 PH You and Sarah are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. You 
work for the local newspaper, and you recently uncovered a case of political corruption 
that attracted the attention of the national media. One evening, you meet Sarah at a bar 
and you tell her about it. Then Sarah says: “You are such an incompetent journalist.” 
 NH You and Sarah are very close friends, and you joke around a lot with each other. You 
work for the local newspaper, but you haven’t gotten a good scoop in months. One 
evening, you meet Sarah at a bar and you tell her about it. Then Sarah says: “You are 
such an incompetent journalist.” 
 
 
List 1 List 2 
PH1 NH1 
NH2 PH2 
PH3 NH3 
NH4 PH4 
PH5 NH5 
NH6 PH6 
PH7 NH7 
NH8 PH8 
PH9 NH9 
NH10 PH10 
PH11 NH11 
NH12 PH12 
 
 
Observer Perspective 
 
Participant in the role of the Observer  
1. Does [name of the speaker] believe what s/he says? 
Most likely NO (1)        (7) Most likely YES 
2. Is [name of the speaker] teasing or being serious? 
Teasing (1)        (7) Serious 
3. Is [name of the speaker] trying to be friendly or mean to [name of the hearer]? 
Friendly (1)        (7) Mean 
4. Will [name of the hearer] get amused or hurt by what [name of the speaker] says? 
Amused (1)        (7) Hurt 
5. [name of the speaker]’s remark is intended as a: 
a. compliment 
b. criticism 
c. a combination of compliment and criticism 
d. None of the above 
6. Does [name of the speaker] say what s/he says because s/he is happy or upset with [name of the hearer]?  
Happy (1)        (7) Upset  
 
Abbreviations 
PO = Positive Event + Observer 
NO = Negative Event + Observer 
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Male version 
 
 
 
 
2   
 PO Luis and Paul are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. Paul 
translated some family documents into German for an acquaintance of his, and the 
translation turned out to be of very high quality. One morning, Paul meets Luis at the 
post office and tells him about it. Then Luis says: “You are such a lousy translator.” 
 NO Luis and Paul are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. Paul 
translated some family documents into German for an acquaintance of his, but the 
translation turned out to be of very poor quality. One morning, Paul meets Luis at the 
post office and tells him about it. Then Luis says: “You are such a lousy translator.”  
 
 
3   
 PO Josh and Ronald are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Ronald was babysitting his 3-year old niece yesterday evening, and they had a lot of 
fun, much to the surprise of the parents. The next day, Ronald meets Josh for coffee and 
tells him about it. Then Josh says: “You are such a useless babysitter.” 
 NO Josh and Ronald are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Ronald was babysitting his 3-year old niece yesterday evening, but he didn’t know how 
to entertain her with her non-stop crying. The next day, Ronald meets Josh for coffee 
and tells him about it. Then Josh says: “You are such a useless babysitter.” 
 
 
4   
 PO Tim and Gary are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. Gary 
participated in a sculpture exhibition organized by the city council. All the critics that 
visited the exhibition liked his sculpture so much that they recommended that he 
participate in the national exhibition. Later Gary meets Tim for a drink and tells him 
about it. Then Tim says: “You are such a pathetic sculptor.”  
 NO Tim and Gary are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. Gary 
participated in a sculpture exhibition organized by the city council. Some of the critics 
that visited the exhibition completely ignored his sculpture, and others even made very 
negative comments. Later Gary meets Tim for a drink and tells him about it. Then Tim 
says: “You are such a pathetic sculptor.”  
 
 
 
1   
 PO John and Matt are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. Matt 
has just passed his driver’s license exam, and the examiner praised his driving skills. 
Later Matt meets John at the gym and tells him about it. Then John says: “You are such 
a lousy driver.” 
 NO John and Matt are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. Matt 
has just failed his driver’s license exam, and the examiner told him that he should work 
harder on his driving skills. Later Matt meets John at the gym and tells him about it. 
Then John says: “You are such a lousy driver.” 
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5   
 PO Will and Keith are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. The 
other day, at the bank Keith acted as an interpreter for some acquaintances of his from 
France, and he did a superb job according to the bank tellers. One evening, Keith meets 
Will at a restaurant and tells him about it. Then Will says: “You are such a pathetic 
interpreter.”   
 NO Will and Keith are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. The 
other day, at the bank Keith acted as an interpreter for some acquaintances of his from 
France; but he confused the bank tellers, and his acquaintances got really frustrated. 
One evening, Keith meets Will at a restaurant and tells him about it. Then Will says: 
“You are such a pathetic interpreter.” 
 
 
6   
 PO Kenneth and Alex are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Alex gave a presentation for a course he is taking. His presentation was really good, and 
the professor had only positive things to say. After the presentation, Alex meets 
Kenneth for a coffee and tells him about it. Then Kenneth says: “You are such a terrible 
speaker.”  
 NO Kenneth and Alex are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Alex gave a presentation for a course he is taking. His presentation was really bad, and 
the professor had only negative things to say. After the presentation, Alex meets 
Kenneth for a coffee and tells him about it. Then Kenneth says: “You are such a terrible 
speaker.”  
 
 
7   
 PO Fred and Albert are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Albert participated in a photography contest, and he just found out that he got the first 
prize. The next day, Albert meets Fred at the park for their weekly stroll and tells him 
about it. Then Fred says: “You are such a terrible photographer.” 
 NO Fred and Albert are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Albert participated in a photography contest, but he didn’t even make it to the first 
round. The next day, Albert meets Fred at the park for their weekly stroll and tells him 
about it. Then Fred says: “You are such a terrible photographer.” 
 
 
8   
 PO Ray and Samuel are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Samuel started a travel blog a month ago, and it’s become so popular that a travel 
magazine asked him to write a regular column for them. Later Samuel meets Ray at the 
park and tells him about it. Then Ray says: “You are such a hopeless blogger.” 
 NO Ray and Samuel are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Samuel started a travel blog a month ago, but it hasn’t been successful at all because 
almost nobody reads it. Later Samuel meets Ray at the park and tells him about it. Then 
Ray says: “You are such a hopeless blogger.” 
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9   
 PO Don and Bruce are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. Bruce 
just found out that he got the campus research fellowship for his scholarly 
achievements. Later Bruce meets Don at the library and tells him about it. Then Don 
says: “You are such a hopeless researcher.” 
 NO Don and Bruce are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. Bruce 
just found out that he was not even nominated by his department for the campus 
research fellowship. Later Bruce meets Don at the library and tells him about it. Then 
Don says: “You are such a hopeless researcher.” 
 
 
10   
 PO Jim and Lawrence are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
The other day, Lawrence participated in a local storytelling festival, and his stories 
made a real impression on some famous storytellers. The next morning, Lawrence 
meets Jim at work and tells him about it. Then Jim says: “You are such a poor 
storyteller.” 
 NO Jim and Lawrence are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
The other day, Lawrence participated in a local storytelling festival, but his stories were 
by far the most boring. The next morning, Lawrence meets Jim at work and tells him 
about it. Then Jim says: “You are such a poor storyteller.” 
 
 
11   
 PO Joe and Eric are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. Eric 
completed his first architectural project, and the manager was pleasantly surprised with 
the quality of his work. The next evening, Eric meets Joe for coffee and tells him about 
it. Then Joe says: “You are such an awful architect.” 
 NO Joe and Eric are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. Eric 
completed his first architectural project, but the manager was not happy at all with the 
quality of his work. The next evening, Eric meets Joe for coffee and tells him about it. 
Then Joe says: “You are such an awful architect.” 
 
 
12   
 PO Jesse and Marvin are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Marvin works for the local newspaper, and he recently uncovered a case of political 
corruption that attracted the attention of the national media. One evening, Marvin meets 
Jesse at a bar and tells him about it. Then Jesse says: “You are such an incompetent 
journalist.”  
 NO Jesse and Marvin are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Marvin works for the local newspaper, but he hasn’t gotten a good scoop in months. 
One evening, Marvin meets Jesse at a bar and tells him about it. Then Jesse says: “You 
are such an incompetent journalist.” 
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Female version 
 
 
 
 
 
2   
 PO Linda and Kate are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. Kate 
translated some family documents into German for an acquaintance of hers, and the 
translation turned out to be of very high quality. One morning, Kate meets Linda at the 
post office and tells her about it. Then Linda says: “You are such a lousy translator.” 
 NO Linda and Kate are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. Kate 
translated some family documents into German for an acquaintance of hers, but the 
translation turned out to be of very poor quality. One morning, Kate meets Linda at the 
post office and tells her about it. Then Linda says: “You are such a lousy translator.”  
 
 
3   
 PO Melissa and Jennifer are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Jennifer was babysitting her 3-year old niece yesterday evening, and they had a lot of 
fun, much to the surprise of the parents. The next day, Jennifer meets Melissa for coffee 
and tells her about it. Then Melissa says: “You are such a useless babysitter.” 
 NO Melissa and Jennifer are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Jennifer was babysitting her 3-year old niece yesterday evening, but she didn’t know 
how to entertain her with her non-stop crying. The next day, Jennifer meets Melissa for 
coffee and tells her about it. Then Melissa says: “You are such a useless babysitter.” 
 
 
4   
 PO Danielle and Susan are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Susan participated in a sculpture exhibition organized by the city council. All the critics 
that visited the exhibition liked her sculpture so much that they recommended that she 
participate in the national exhibition. Later Susan meets Danielle for a drink and tells 
her about it. Then Danielle says: “You are such a pathetic sculptor.”  
 NO Danielle and Susan are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Susan participated in a sculpture exhibition organized by the city council. Some of the 
critics that visited the exhibition completely ignored her sculpture, and others even 
made very negative comments. Later Susan meets Danielle for a drink and tells her 
about it. Then Danielle says: “You are such a pathetic sculptor.”  
 
1   
 PO Stacey and Mary are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Mary has just passed her driver’s license exam, and the examiner praised her driving 
skills. Later Mary meets Stacey at the gym and tells her about it. Then Stacey says: 
“You are such a lousy driver.” 
 NO Stacey and Mary are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Mary has just failed her driver’s license exam, and the examiner told her that she should 
work harder on her driving skills. Later Mary meets Stacey at the gym and tells her 
about it. Then Stacey says: “You are such a lousy driver.” 
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5   
 PO Dorothy and Patricia are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
The other day, at the bank Patricia acted as an interpreter for some acquaintances of 
hers from France, and she did a superb job according to the bank tellers. One evening, 
Patricia meets Dorothy at a restaurant and tells her about it. Then Dorothy says: “You 
are such a pathetic interpreter.”   
 NO Dorothy and Patricia are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
The other day, at the bank Patricia acted as an interpreter for some acquaintances of 
hers from France; but she confused the bank tellers, and her acquaintances got really 
frustrated. One evening, Patricia meets Dorothy at a restaurant and tells her about it. 
Then Dorothy says: “You are such a pathetic interpreter.” 
 
 
6   
 PO Elisabeth and Nancy are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Nancy gave a presentation for a course she is taking. Her presentation was really good, 
and the professor had only positive things to say. After the presentation, Nancy meets 
Elisabeth for a coffee and tells her about it. Then Elisabeth says: “You are such a 
terrible speaker.”  
 NO Elisabeth and Nancy are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Nancy gave a presentation for a course she is taking. Her presentation was really bad, 
and the professor had only negative things to say. After the presentation, Nancy meets 
Elisabeth for a coffee and tells her about it. Then Elisabeth says: “You are such a 
terrible speaker.”  
 
 
7   
 PO Lisa and Karen are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. Karen 
participated in a photography contest, and she just found out that she got the first prize. 
The next day, Karen meets Lisa at the park for their weekly stroll and tells her about it. 
Then Lisa says: “You are such a terrible photographer.” 
 NO Lisa and Karen are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. Karen 
participated in a photography contest, but she didn’t even make it to the first round. The 
next day, Karen meets Lisa at the park for their weekly stroll and tells her about it. Then 
Lisa says: “You are such a terrible photographer.” 
 
 
8   
 PO Ruth and Betty are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. Betty 
started a travel blog a month ago, and it’s become so popular that a travel magazine 
asked her to write a regular column for them. Later Betty meets Ruth at the park and 
tells her about it. Then Ruth says: “You are such a hopeless blogger.” 
 NO Ruth and Betty are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. Betty 
started a travel blog a month ago, but it hasn’t been successful at all because almost 
nobody reads it. Later Betty meets Ruth at the park and tells her about it. Then Ruth 
says: “You are such a hopeless blogger.” 
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9   
 PO Monica and Donna are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Donna just found out that she got the campus research fellowship for her scholarly 
achievements. Later Donna meets Monica at the library and tells her about it. Then 
Monica says: “You are such a hopeless researcher.” 
 NO Monica and Donna are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Donna just found out that she was not even nominated by her department for the 
campus research fellowship. Later Donna meets Monica at the library and tells her 
about it. Then Monica says: “You are such a hopeless researcher.” 
 
 
10   
 PO Sharon and Victoria are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
The other day, Victoria participated in a local storytelling festival, and her stories made 
a real impression on some famous storytellers. The next morning, Victoria meets 
Sharon at work and tells her about it. Then Sharon says: “You are such a poor 
storyteller.” 
 NO Sharon and Victoria are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
The other day, Victoria participated in a local storytelling festival, but her stories were 
by far the most boring. The next morning, Victoria meets Sharon at work and tells her 
about it. Then Sharon says: “You are such a poor storyteller.” 
 
 
11   
 PO Laura and Michelle are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Michelle completed her first architectural project, and the manager was pleasantly 
surprised with the quality of her work. The next evening, Michelle meets Laura for 
coffee and tells her about it. Then Laura says: “You are such an awful architect.” 
 NO Laura and Michelle are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Michelle completed her first architectural project, but the manager was not happy at all 
with the quality of her work. The next evening, Michelle meets Laura for coffee and 
tells her about it. Then Laura says: “You are such an awful architect.” 
 
 
12   
 PO Kimberly and Sarah are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Sarah works for the local newspaper, and she recently uncovered a case of political 
corruption that attracted the attention of the national media. One evening, Sarah meets 
Kimberly at a bar and tells her about it. Then Kimberly says: “You are such an 
incompetent journalist.”  
 NO Kimberly and Sarah are very close friends, and they joke around a lot with each other. 
Sarah works for the local newspaper, but she hasn’t gotten a good scoop in months. 
One evening, Sarah meets Kimberly at a bar and tells her about it. Then Kimberly says: 
“You are such an incompetent journalist.” 
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List 1 List 2 
PO1 NO1 
NO2 PO2 
PO3 NO3 
NO4 PO4 
PO5 NO5 
NO6 PO6 
PO7 NO7 
NO8 PO8 
PO9 NO9 
NO10 PO10 
PO11 NO11 
NO12 PO12 
 
 
 
 
 Distribution 
Pattern 
  
  Pos Neg 
Token set 1 1 List 1 List 2 
Token set 2 2 List 2 List 1 
Token set 3 1 List 1 List 2 
Token set 4 2 List 2 List 1 
Token set 5 1 List 1 List 2 
Token set 6 2 List 2 List 1 
Token set 7 1 List 1 List 2 
Token set 8 2 List 2 List 1 
Token set 9 1 List 1 List 2 
Token set 10 2 List 2 List 1 
Token set 11 1 List 1 List 2 
Token set 12 2 List 2 List 1 
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Appendix O: Experiment 4 (fillers and practice trials) 
 
Abbreviations 
O = Observer  
S = Speaker 
H = Hearer 
P = Practice items 
FP = Fillers-Positive remarks 
FN = Fillers-Negative remarks 
 
Practice items 
O1-P. Britney and her colleague Maria are going to the pool for a swim. As soon as they arrive, Britney 
hops into the water and starts swimming non-stop for one hour. By the time they finished, she already 
swam three kilometers. When they get out of the pool, Maria says to Britney: “You are such an awesome 
swimmer.” 
S1-P. You and your colleague Britney are going to the pool for a swim. As soon as you arrive, Britney 
hops into the water and starts swimming non-stop for one hour. By the time you finished, she already 
swam three kilometers. When you get out of the pool, you say to Britney: “You are such an awesome 
swimmer.” 
H1-P. You and your colleague Britney are going to the pool for a swim. As soon as you arrive, you hop 
into the water and start swimming non-stop for one hour. By the time you finished, you already swam 
three kilometers. When you get out of the pool, Britney says to you: “You are such an awesome 
swimmer.” 
 
O2-P. Jack and Roxanne are good friends. Jack is thinking of entering a competition for short story 
writing, but he is not confident at all and he always says how bad his short stories are. Roxanne persuades 
him to enter the competition and after a month he finds out that he got the first prize. When he tells 
Roxanne about it, she says: “You really are a lousy writer.” 
S2-P. You and Jack are good friends. Jack is thinking of entering a competition for short story writing, 
but he is not confident at all and he always says how bad his short stories are. You persuade him to enter 
the competition and after a month he finds out that he got the first prize. When he tells you about it, you 
say: “You really are a lousy writer.” 
H2-P. You and Roxanne are good friends. You are thinking of entering a competition for short story 
writing, but you are not confident at all and you always say how bad your short stories are. Roxanne 
persuades you to enter the competition and after a month you find out that you got the first prize. When 
you tell Roxanne about it, she says: “You really are a lousy writer.” 
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Fillers-Positive remarks 
O1-FP. Leroy and Deborah are longtime friends. Leroy is a piano player, and he just had his first audition 
for one of the most prestigious jazz ensembles in the city. After a month, he finds out that he got the job. 
When Deborah hears the news, she says: “I’m so happy for you.” 
S1-FP. You and Leroy are longtime friends. Leroy is a piano player, and he just had his first audition for 
one of the most prestigious jazz ensembles in the city. After a month, Leroy finds out that he got the job. 
When you hear the news, you say: “I’m so happy for you.” 
H1-FP. You and Deborah are longtime friends. You are a piano player, and you just had your first 
audition for one of the most prestigious jazz ensembles in the city. After a month, you find out that you 
got the job. When Deborah hears the news, she says: “I’m so happy for you.” 
 
O2-FP. April and Taylor are cousins. April has recently been volunteering for a prison literacy project, 
and once a week she helps prisoners read and write. She thinks it is really important to volunteer for these 
types of projects. When Taylor hears the news, she says to April: “You are such a wonderful person.” 
S2-FP. You and April are cousins. April has recently been volunteering for a prison literacy project, and 
once a week she helps prisoners read and write. She thinks it is really important to volunteer for these 
types of projects. When you hear the news, you say to April: “You are such a wonderful person.” 
H2-FP. You and Taylor are cousins. You have recently been volunteering for a prison literacy project, 
and once a week you help prisoners read and write. You think it is really important to volunteer for these 
types of projects. When Taylor hears the news, she says to you: “You are such a wonderful person.” 
 
O3-FP. Rebecca and Jamie are roommates. Rebecca is the star of the track team at her university. She has 
invested hours of training, because track and field is her passion. She just got first place in her fifth 
consecutive meet. When Jamie hears the news, she says to Rebecca: “You are such a fabulous athlete.” 
S3-FP. You and Rebecca are roommates. Rebecca is the star of the track team at her university. She has 
invested hours of training, because track and field is her passion. She just got first place in her fifth 
consecutive meet. When you hear the news, you say to Rebecca: “You are such a fabulous athlete.” 
H3-FP. You and Jamie are roommates. You are the star of the track team at your university. You have 
invested hours of training, because track and field is your passion. You just got first place in your fifth 
consecutive meet. When Jamie hears the news, she says to you: “You are such a fabulous athlete.” 
 
O4-FP. Alexander and Jose were longtime friends. One time Alexander was in desperate need of money. 
His car had broken down, and he needed $300 to fix it. So, he asked Jose for a loan. It’s really important 
for Jose to help his friends, so he said he could lend him the money. This made Alexander happy and he 
said to Jose: “You’re awesome.” 
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S4-FP. You and Jose were longtime friends. One time you were in desperate need of money. Your car had 
broken down, and you needed $300 to fix it. So, you asked Jose for a loan. It’s really important for Jose to 
help his friends, so he said he could lend you the money. This made you happy and you said to Jose: 
“You’re awesome.” 
H4-FP. You and Alexander were longtime friends. One time Alexander was in desperate need of money. 
His car had broken down, and he needed $300 to fix it. So, he asked you for a loan. It’s really important 
for you to help your friends, so you said you could lend him the money. This made Alexander happy and 
he said to you: “You’re awesome.” 
 
O5-FP. Sean and his cousin Jordan are amateur tennis players. Although Sean is not a confident player, 
Jordan encouraged him to enter a local tournament. Jordan watched the tournament and saw that Sean 
played very well, and he even won against top players. Afterwards, Jordan said to him: “What a great 
game.” 
S5-FP. You and your cousin Sean are amateur tennis players. Although Sean is not a confident player, 
you encouraged him to enter a local tournament. You watched the tournament and saw that Sean played 
very well, and he even won against top players. Afterwards, you said to him: “What a great game.” 
H5-FP. You and your cousin Jordan are amateur tennis players. Although you are not a confident player, 
Jordan encouraged you to enter a local tournament. Jordan watched the tournament and saw that you 
played very well, and you even won against top players. Afterwards, Jordan said to you: “What a great 
game.” 
 
O6-FP. Angela and Cassandra are classmates. Angela is doing a presentation for an advanced seminar on 
primate evolution. This is her favorite topic and she’s really passionate about it. She goes through her 
slides very confidently, and she answers all of the questions at the end. After the presentation, Cassandra 
approaches her and says: “What an excellent presentation.” 
S6-FP. You and Angela are classmates. Angela is doing a presentation for an advanced seminar on 
primate evolution. This is her favorite topic and she’s really passionate about it. She goes through her 
slides very confidently, and she answers all of the questions at the end. After the presentation, you 
approach her and say: “What an excellent presentation.” 
H6-FP. You and Cassandra are classmates. You are doing a presentation for an advanced seminar on 
primate evolution. This is your favorite topic and you are really passionate about it. You go through your 
slides very confidently, and you answer all of the questions at the end. After the presentation, Cassandra 
approaches you and says: “What an excellent presentation.” 
 
O7-FP. Carol and her best friend Sam just took their calculus midterm. Sam says that he didn’t do as well 
as he expected. A few days later, Sam found out that he had gotten one of the highest grades in the class. 
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In fact, the professor recommended that he takes a math major. When Carol hears the news, she says to 
Sam: “That’s incredible.” 
S7-FP. You and your best friend Sam just took your calculus midterm. Sam says that he didn’t do as well 
as he expected. A few days later, Sam found out that he had gotten one of the highest grades in the class. 
In fact, the professor recommended that he takes a math major. When you hear the news, you say to Sam: 
“That’s incredible.” 
H7-FP. You and your best friend Carol just took your calculus midterm. You say that you didn’t do as 
well as you expected. A few days later, you found out that you had gotten one of the highest grades in the 
class. In fact, the professor recommended that you take a math major. When Carol hears the news, she 
says to you: “That’s incredible.” 
 
O8-FP. Pete and his colleague Rick are in a hurry to get to work. Pete says that they can avoid the traffic 
if they stay on this road because he knows the area pretty well. A few minutes later, they can already see 
the company’s offices from a distance. Then Rick says: “That’s impressive”. 
S8-FP. You and your colleague Pete are in a hurry to get to work. Pete says that you can avoid the traffic 
if you stay on this road because he knows the area pretty well. A few minutes later, you can already see 
the company’s offices from a distance. Then you say: “That’s impressive.” 
H8-FP. You and your colleague Rick are in a hurry to get to work. You say that you can avoid the traffic 
if you stay on this road because you know the area pretty well. A few minutes later, you can already see 
the company’s offices from a distance. Then Rick says: “That’s impressive.” 
 
O9-FP. Amber and her friend Trevor were having coffee at a local café. They were talking about a 
romantic date that Amber had been on the night before. She and her date had gone for dinner and dancing 
at a new club downtown and had an amazing time. It’s the first time after months that Amber feels so 
comfortable with her date. Then Trevor says: “That sounds pretty exciting.” 
S9-FP. You and your friend Amber were having coffee at a local café. You were talking about a romantic 
date that Amber had been on the night before. She and her date had gone for dinner and dancing at a new 
club downtown and had an amazing time. It’s the first time after months that Amber feels so comfortable 
with her date. Then you say: “That sounds pretty exciting.” 
H9-FP. You and your friend Trevor were having coffee at a local café. You were talking about a romantic 
date that you had been on the night before. You and your date had gone for dinner and dancing at a new 
club downtown and had an amazing time. It’s the first time after months that you feel so comfortable with 
your date. Then Trevor says: “That sounds pretty exciting.” 
 
O10-FP. Erin and Dustin have been close friends ever since their freshman year. Dustin goes over to 
Erin’s place for dinner. Erin has put a lot of effort on preparing the food, because cooking is her passion. 
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As they are eating, Erin asks him how he likes her dish. Dustin is enjoying the food, so he replies: “It’s 
delicious.” 
S10-FP. You and Erin have been close friends ever since your freshman year. You go over to Erin’s place 
for dinner. Erin has put a lot of effort on preparing the food, because cooking is her passion. As you are 
eating, Erin asks you how you like her dish. You are enjoying the food, so you reply: “It’s delicious.” 
H10-FP. You and Dustin have been close friends ever since your freshman year. Dustin comes over to 
your place for dinner. You have put a lot of effort on preparing the food, because cooking is your passion. 
As you are eating, you ask Dustin how he likes your dish. Dustin is enjoying the food, so he replies: “It’s 
delicious.” 
 
O11-FP. Cheryl and her friend Jane were planning a trip to the beach. Jane, who worked for a local TV 
station as a meteorologist, said that the weather would be perfect tomorrow. The next day was a warm and 
sunny one. As she looked out the window, Cheryl said to Jane: “You were so right about the weather.” 
S11-FP. You and your friend Jane were planning a trip to the beach. Jane, who works for a local TV 
station as a meteorologist, said that the weather would be perfect tomorrow. The next day was a warm and 
sunny one. As you looked out the window, you said: “You were so right about the weather.” 
H11-FP. You and your friend Cheryl were planning a trip to the beach. You work for a local TV station as 
a meteorologist and you said that the weather would be perfect tomorrow. The next day was a warm and 
sunny one. As Cheryl looked out the window, she said: “You were so right about the weather.” 
 
O12-FP. Roger and Carrie are taking a class together, and they usually sit close to each other. Roger has 
noticed how smart Carrie is, so he decides to ask for her help on his project. After a couple of meetings 
with her, Roger submits his project and the professor is very happy with his work. When Roger sees 
Carrie, he says: “You’re so helpful.” 
S12-FP. You and Carrie are taking a class together, and you usually sit close to each other. You have 
noticed how smart she is, so you decide to ask for her help on your project. After a couple of meetings 
with her, you submit your project and the professor is very happy with your work. When you see Carrie, 
you say: “You’re so helpful.” 
H12-FP. You and Roger are taking a class together, and you usually sit close to each other. Roger has 
noticed how smart you are, so he decides to ask for your help on his project. After a couple of meetings 
with you, Roger submits his project and the professor is very happy with his work. When Roger sees you, 
he says: “You’re so helpful.” 
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Fillers-Negative remarks 
O1-FN. Sebastian and Nathan are classmates, but they don’t like each other. They are preparing 
themselves for their senior portrait. Sebastian spent hours choosing the right clothes, and it’s really 
important for him to look good. Before the photographer takes their pictures, Nathan turns to Sebastian 
and says: “Your clothes are so lame.” 
S1-FN. You and Sebastian are classmates, but you don’t like each other. You are preparing yourselves for 
your senior portrait. Sebastian spent hours choosing the right clothes, and it’s really important for him to 
look good. Before the photographer takes their pictures, you turn to Sebastian and say: “Your clothes are 
so lame.” 
H1-FN. You and Nathan are classmates, but you don’t like each other. You are preparing yourselves for 
your senior portrait. You spent hours choosing the right clothes, and it’s really important for you to look 
good. Before the photographer takes their pictures, Nathan turns to you and says: “Your clothes are so 
lame.” 
 
O2-FN. Rose and Pamela work as surgeons at the same hospital, but they dislike each other. One of the 
operations that Rose performed was unsuccessful, and the patient almost died. The next morning, Pamela 
sees Rose in the hallway and says: “You are so reckless.” 
S2-FN. You and Rose work as surgeons at the same hospital, but you dislike each other. One of the 
operations that Rose performed was unsuccessful, and the patient almost died. The next morning, you see 
Rose in the hallway and say: “You are so reckless.” 
H2-FN. You and Pamela work as surgeons at the same hospital, but you dislike each other. One of the 
operations that you performed was unsuccessful, and the patient almost died. The next morning, Pamela 
sees you in the hallway and says: “You are so reckless.” 
 
O3-FN. Barry and Mona are members of the same choir, but they don’t like each other. Once they had a 
fight over who was going to get to sing the solo. The other day at rehearsal, Barry missed several notes in 
a solo, and the conductor was a bit irritated. Afterwards, Mona sees Barry in the hallway and says: 
“Somebody doesn’t belong in this choir.” 
S3-FN. You and Barry are members of the same choir, but you don’t like each other. Once you had a 
fight over who was going to get to sing the solo. The other day at rehearsal, Barry missed several notes in 
a solo, and the conductor was a bit irritated. Afterwards, you see Barry in the hallway and say: 
“Somebody doesn’t belong in this choir.” 
H3-FN. You and Mona are members of the same choir, but you don’t like each other. Once you had a 
fight over who was going to get to sing the solo. The other day at rehearsal, you missed several notes in a 
solo, and the conductor was a bit irritated. Afterwards, Mona sees you in the hallway and says: 
“Somebody doesn’t belong in this choir.” 
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O4-FN. Carolyn and Walter are the newest members of the same environmental group, but they got off on 
the wrong foot when they met. Before a protest, Carolyn asks Walter to go and pick up some banners 
from the organization’s offices. Then Walter says: “I’m not your employee.” 
S4-FN. You and Carolyn are the newest members of the same environmental group, but you got off on 
the wrong foot when you met. Before a protest, Carolyn asks you to go and pick up some banners from 
the organization’s offices. Then you say: “I’m not your employee.” 
H4-FN. You and Walter are the newest members of the same environmental group, but you got off on the 
wrong foot when you met. Before a protest, you ask Walter to go and pick up some banners from the 
organization’s offices. Then Walter says: “I’m not your employee.” 
 
O5-FN. Kathleen and Martha are roommates, but they don’t get along. Although Kathleen has to take an 
exam next morning, Martha brings her friends to the apartment and they party all night. After coming 
back from campus the next day, Kathleen sees Martha and says: “You are so inconsiderate.” 
S5-FN. You and Martha are roommates, but you don’t get along. Although you have to take an exam next 
morning, Martha brings her friends to the apartment and they party all night. After coming back from 
campus the next day, you see Martha and say: “You are so inconsiderate.” 
H5-FN. You and Kathleen are roommates, but you don’t get along. Although Kathleen has to take an 
exam next morning, you bring your friends to the apartment and you party all night. After coming back 
from campus the next day, Kathleen sees you and says: “You are so inconsiderate.” 
 
O6-FN. Isaac and Amy are cousins, but they don’t get along. On the day of his brother’s wedding, Isaac 
has to pick up some of his relatives at the airport; but the flight is delayed, and they arrive an hour after 
the ceremony is over. When Amy sees Isaac at the reception, she says: “You must be too retarded to miss 
your brother’s wedding.” 
S6-FN. You and Isaac are cousins, but you don’t get along. On the day of his brother’s wedding, Isaac has 
to pick up some of his relatives at the airport; but the flight is delayed, and they arrive an hour after the 
ceremony is over. When you see Isaac at the reception, you say: “You must be too retarded to miss your 
brother’s wedding.” 
H6-FN. You and Amy are cousins, but you don’t get along. On the day of your brother’s wedding, you 
have to pick up some of your relatives at the airport; but the flight is delayed, and they arrive an hour after 
the ceremony is over. When Amy sees you at the reception, she says: “You must be too retarded to miss 
your brother’s wedding.” 
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O7-FN. Judy and Ashley are neighbors, but they don’t like each other. Judy has just returned from a trip 
with her partner, and when she arrives home, she sees a very insulting note on her door. She already 
suspects who might have written it. The next morning, she sees Ashley in the hallway and says: “If you 
have something to say, say it to my face, you bitch.” 
S7-FN. You and Ashley are neighbors, but you don’t like each other. You have just returned from a trip 
with your partner, and when you arrive home, you see a very insulting note on your door. You already 
suspect who might have written it. The next morning, you see Ashley in the hallway and say: “If you have 
something to say, say it to my face, you bitch.” 
H7-FN. You and Judy are neighbors, but you don’t like each other. Judy has just returned from a trip with 
her partner, and when she arrives home, she sees a very insulting note on her door. She already suspects 
who might have written it. The next morning, she sees you in the hallway and says: “If you have 
something to say, say it to my face, you bitch.” 
 
O8-FN. Roy and Kirk work in the same company, but they discovered that each has been trying to have 
the other fired, and now they are clearly hostile to each other. Kirk recently became the company’s ethics 
officer and, when Roy hears the news, he says to Kirk: “You hypocrite.”   
S8-FN. You and Kirk work in the same company, but you discovered that each has been trying to have 
the other fired, and now you are clearly hostile to each other. Kirk recently became the company’s ethics 
officer and, when you hear the news, you say to Kirk: “You hypocrite.” 
H8-FN. You and Roy work in the same company, but you discovered that each has been trying to have 
the other fired, and now you are clearly hostile to each other. You recently became the company’s ethics 
officer and, when Roy hears the news, he says to you: “You hypocrite.” 
 
O9-FN. Sergio and Alan are roommates but they don’t get along because Alan is always mean and 
condescending. One morning Sergio had to run to class and forgot to take the recycling bin out. When he 
comes back home in the afternoon, Alan turns to him and says: “I’m sick of you being so lazy.” 
S9-FN. You and Sergio are roommates but you don’t get along because you are always mean and 
condescending. One morning Sergio had to run to class and forgot to take the recycling bin out. When he 
comes back home in the afternoon, you turn to him and say: “I’m sick of you being so lazy.”  
H9-FN. You and Alan are roommates but you don’t get along because Alan is always mean and 
condescending. One morning you had to run to class and forgot to take the recycling bin out. When you 
come back home in the afternoon, Alan turns to you and says: “I’m sick of you being so lazy.” 
 
O10-FN. Shawn and Danny are classmates, and they used to be best friends. Since Shawn heard that 
Danny was saying nasty things about him behind his back, now they are like enemies. Shawn really hates 
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Danny. At one of their classmates’ party, Shawn sees that Danny has put on weight and doesn’t look good 
at all. When Danny approaches, Shawn says: “You look awful, as always.”  
S10-FN. You and Danny are classmates, and you used to be best friends. Since you heard that Danny was 
saying nasty things about you behind you back, now you are like enemies. You really hate Danny. At one 
of your classmates’ party, you see that Danny has put on weight and doesn’t look good at all. When 
Danny approaches, you say: “You look awful, as always.” 
H10-FN. You and Shawn are classmates, and you used to be best friends. Since Shawn heard that you 
were saying nasty things about him behind his back, now you are like enemies. Shawn really hates you. 
At one of your classmates’ party, Shawn sees that you have put on weight and don’t look good at all. 
When you approach, Shawn says: “You look awful, as always.”  
 
O11-FN. Casey and Jason are roommates, but lately there has been some tension between them because 
Jason hasn’t been such a good roommate. He stays in the apartment the whole day playing video games 
and creates messes that he never cleans up. One day, Casey tells him that he should be more responsible 
but Jason replies that he’s been very busy. Then Casey says: “You are useless.” 
S11-FN. You and Jason are roommates, but lately there has been some tension between the two of you 
because Jason hasn’t been such a good roommate. He stays in the apartment the whole day playing video 
games and creates messes that he never cleans up. One day, you tell him that he should be more 
responsible but Jason replies that he’s been very busy. Then you say: “You are useless.” 
H11-FN. You and Casey are roommates, but lately there has been some tension between the two of you 
because you haven’t been such a good roommate. You stay in the apartment the whole day playing video 
games and create messes that you never clean up. One day, Casey tells you that you should be more 
responsible but you reply that you’ve been very busy. Then Casey says: “You are useless.” 
 
O12-FN. Natasha and Stuart are colleagues, but Natasha doesn’t like him. During a business meeting, 
Natasha was presenting a new marketing strategy but Stuart had only negative comments to make. Right 
after the meeting, Natasha walks up to him and says: “You make me sick.”  
S12-FN. You and Stuart are colleagues, but you don’t like him. During a business meeting, you were 
presenting a new marketing strategy but Stuart had only negative comments to make. Right after the 
meeting, you walk up to him and say: “You make me sick.” 
H12-FN. You and Natasha are colleagues, but she doesn’t like you. During a business meeting, Natasha 
was presenting a new marketing strategy but you had only negative comments to make. Right after the 
meeting, Natasha walks up to you and says: “You make me sick.”  
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